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ABWR SSAR
Amendment 20 Page change instruction

The following pages have been.chanpd, p! rase make the speciSed changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 20

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No PAGE No. EAG E No. PAGE No.

Cil APTER 1 1.8-89,% 1 E-89,90

1.8 91 1.S-91

1.2-ii,iii 1.2 11,111

1.2-iv,v 1.2-h ,v 1.9-4,5 1.9 4,5
1.2-vi,via 1.2-vi,51.1

Add 1,2 51.2,s13 1A3-il 1A3 il
Add 1.2-51.4

1.2-5,5a 1.25,6 1 AA ii,iii 1AA ii,ill
1.2-6 --

1.2-7,8 1.2-7,8 CH AP'ER 2
1.2-9,10 1.2-9,10 '

1.2-11,12 1.2-11,12 2.1 -4,5 2.1-4,5

1.2-13,14 1.2-13,14
1.2-15,16 1.2 15,16 241,2 2A-1, 2
1.2-16a,16b 1.2-16.1,16 ' ' %.3. 4 2A 3,4
Add 1.2 163,16.4 2A-5, t; 2A 5,6p]\ Add 1.2-16.5.16.6 2A .7, 8 2A 7,8
Add 1.2-16.7 2A 9,10 2A 9,10

(Note: Subsection 1.2.2, changes too 2 A J1". 12 2A 11,12
extensive to note speciSc changes 2 A-13,14 2A 13,14
on the pages) 2A- b,16 2A-15,16

2A-l'<, $ 2A-17,18
1.6-1 1.6-1 2A- 19, 20 2A-19, 20

2A 21,22 2A 21,22
1.7-1 1.7-1 2A -23, "4 2A 23,24
1.7-2,3 1.72,3 2A-25, M 2A-25,26
1.7-5.3,5.4 1.7 53,5.4 2A.27 2A - 2A-27, 28
1.7-5.5,5.6 1.7-5.5,5.6 2A 29,30 2A 29,30

2A 31,32 2A ol,32
1.8-1 13-1,1.1 2A-33, 34 2A-33,34
1 3-69,70 1.8-69,70 2A 35,36 2A 35,36
Add 1.8-70.1 2A 37,38 2A-37,38
1.8-73,74 1.8-73,74 2A 39,40 2A 39,40
1.8-85,86 1 3-85,86 2A 41,42 2A 41,42
1.8-87,83 1.8-87,87,1 2A-43, 44 2A-43, 44
Add IE-87.2,87J 2A-45, 46 2A-45, 46
Add 13-87.4,88.
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ABWR SSAR
Amendment 20 Page change Instruction (continued)

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pagcs are listed as |
page pairs (front & back). Bold paj,e numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 20 1

REh10VE ADD REh10VE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CHAl'TER 3 3.7iv,v 3.7iv,v
3.7-vi,vii 3.761,vil

3.2-ii 3 .2 -11 2.7-23,24 3.7-23,24
3.2-6,7 3.2-6,7 Add 3.7-24.1,24.2

3.2-7.1 3.2-7.1,7.? Add 3.7 34.2.343
Add 3.2 73,7.4
3.2-S,8.1 3.28,8.1 3.S-28 3.828
32-9 3.29
3 2-10,11 3.2 10,11 3.9 x.xi 3.94,xi
3.2-11.1,12 3.2 11.1,12 3.9 44.1,45 3.9 44,1,44.2
3.2 13,14 3.2 13,13.1 Add 3.9-45
Add 3.2-k 4 3.9-5S.14,58.15 3.9-58.14,58.15
3.2 14.1,15 3.2-14.1,15 3.9-5S.16,17 3.9-58.16,17

3.2-16.17 3.2-16,17

3.2-18,19 3.2-18,18.1 3E.2 5,6 3E2 5,6
Add 32-19
3.2-19.1,20 3.2 19.1,20 3E.4-3,4 3E.4-3,4
3.2 21,21.1 3.2-21,21.1

32 212,22 3.2-21.2.21 3 3H.3-ii,iii 3113-ii,ill
Add 3.2-21.4.22 3113-1 311 3-1

3.2-23,23.1 3.2-23,23.1 Add 3H3-49,1,49.2

3.2 23.2 3.2 23.1.1,23.2 Add 3113-49J,49.4
3.2-24,24.1 32 24,24.1 3H 3-57 - 59 '3H 3-57,58
3.2 25,26 3.2-25,25.1 Add '3H3 59,60
Add 33-26 Add '3H 3-61,62
3.2-27,28 3.2 27,28 Add '311 3-63,64
3.2 29,30 32 29,30
3.2-31,32 3.2 31,32 311.4 1 3H.4 1
3.2 33,34 3.2-33,34

3.2-34.1 3.2 34.1 Cll Al'TER 4
3.2-35,% 3.2-35,36

Add 3.2-37 4.11,1.1 4.1 1,1.1

(Note: Table 3.2-Iv, changes too extensive
to note specific changes on the pages) 4.6-23 4.6-23

4.6 24,25 '4.6-24,25

3.4-5,6 3.4-5,6 Add '4.6 25.1
3.4 S,9 3.4-8.9 4.6-26 '4.6-26

3.5-3, 3.1 3.5-3, 3.1 4B-1 8 4B 1 - 8

5.6-iv 3.6-lv
3.6-27, 27.1 3.6-27,27.1 '11x18 inch figures, submitted under separate cover

O
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ABWR SSA,O
Amendment 20 Page change lustruction (continued)

The following pages hase been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). Ilold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 20

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No PAGE No. PAGE No PAGE No.

CilAPTER 5 CilAl'1TR 6

5.15,6 *5.1 5,6 6.1-1,2 6.1-1,2

5.17,8 '5.L7,8

5.1 9,9.1 '5.19,9.1 6.23,4 6.2 3,4
' 5.1 9.2,93 '5.19.2,9.3 6.2-31,32 6.2 31,32

5.1 9.4,9.5 * 5.1 - 9.4,9.5 6.2 37,37.1 6237,37.1
5.19.6 '5.1 9.6 6.2 88,89 '6.2 88,89

6.2-%1,91 '6.2 90,91
5.2-vii,siii 5.2-t il,viU Add '62 91.1
5.2-16,17 5.2-16,17
5.2 27,28 5.2 27,28 63 12,12.1 63 12,12.1
5.2 29,29.1 ' 2-29,29.1 63 15 63 15.

5.229.2,293 5.2-29.2.293 63 18,19 6 3-18,19
5.2 31,32 5.2-31,32 6 3-25,26 '6 3-25.25.1

O 5.2-44,45 '5.2-44,45 Add '6 3-26
5.2 46,47 '5.2-46,47 63-33,M '63 33,34
5 2-4S,49 *5.2-48,49
5.2-50,51 '5.2 50,51 65-1,2 6.5-1,2
5.2-52,53 '53 52.53 6.5-13 '6.5-13,13.1

Add '6.5-13 2
5.4 il,iii 5 .4 -11,111

5.4 vi,sii 5.4al,sii 6.6-3,4 6.6-3,4

5.4 10.1 5.4 10.1
5.4-18.1,19 5.4-18.1,19 6.7-4 *tt7-4
5.4-47,47.1 '5.4-47,47.1

5.4-4S '5.4-48 CilAl'FER 7
5.4-51,52 '5.4-51,52

5.4 52.1 '5.4 52.1 7 iv,v 7-is,v
5.4 53,54 '5.4 53.54
5.4 55,56 '5.4-55,56 7.14,6.1 7.1 6,6.13

5.4-57,58 '5.4-57,58
5.4-58.1,5S.2 '5.4 58.1,582 7.2-11,12 7.2 11,12

5.4-5S3 *5.4-58 3
5.4 59,60 *5.4-59/,0 73 5,6 73 5.5.1
5.4-61,62 '5.4-61,62 Add 73 6
5.4-62.1 '5.4-62.1 73-7,8 73-7,8
5.4 63,64 *5.443,64 7 3-52,53 73-52 58.4

*11x18 inch figures, submitted under separate
'"

O
4
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ABWR SSAR
Amendment 20 Page change Instruction (continued)

The fellowing pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & bael). Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 20

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD |

PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. |

i

7.6-64,65 7.644 67 |7 3-54,55 -

7.6-66,67 I73-56,57 - -

73 58,59 73-59 7.6-68,69 7.648
7 3-74,75 73-74 89.1 Add 7.6-69 77.1
7 3-76,77 - 7.6-70 thru 77 --

7 3-78,79 --

7.7 ii.iii 7.7 li.iii7 3-80,81 --

73 82,83 -- 7.7 17,18 7.7-17,17.1
7 3-84,85 -- Add 7.7 17.2.18
7346,87 -- 7.7-54,55 7.7-54 60.1

7.7 56 thru 61 7.7 6173 8S,89 -

73-101,105 73 104 104.76
Add 7 3 105 115 7&ii 7.8 -11

7.8-1 7&173-106 thur 115 -

7 3-116,117 73-116 131.1
7A.2 7A.21 2273-118 thru 131 --

7 3 132,133 73-132 7A3 7AJ .-3

Add 73-133 1403
CllAPTER 973-134 thru 139 -

7 3-140,141 7 3 141 - 143
9.1-vi,vii 9.1 vi,sli7 3-142,143 --

9.1-3,3.1 9.13,3.1
7.41,1,1 7,4-1,1.1 9.1-4,5 9.1-4,5

7.4-2 7.4-2,2.1 9.15.1 9.1 5.1
7.43,4 7.43,4 9.16,6.1 9.16,6.1
7.4-7,8 7.4-7,7.1 9.1-6.2,63 9.16.2,63
Add 7.48 9.1-13 9.1 13
7.4-19,20 7.419 22 9.1-23,24 '9.1 23,23

9.1-24.1 '9.1-24.17.4 21,22 --

7.4-23,24 7.4-23,24
9.22,3 9.2 2,3

7.6-24,25 7.6-24 27 9.2-3.1 9.2 3.1
7.6-26,27 -- 9.2-5,6 9.2-5,6

7.6-28,29 7.6-28 42.9 9.2-6.1 9.2-6.1
9.2-10,10.1 9.2 10,10.17.6-30 thru 42 -

7.6-46,47 7.6-46 56 9.2 13 9.2-13

7.6-48 thru 57 --

7.6-58,59 7.6-57,58

Add 7.6-59 *11x18 inch figures, submitted under separate cover

4-
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ABWR SSAR
\ Amendment 20 Page change instruction (continued)

The following pages base been changed, please make the speelfled changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (Iront & back). Iloid page numtwrs represent a page that has twen changed by Amendment 20.

REMOVE ADD REMOVF ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

9.2 26,27 '9.2-26,27 9A.4.x,xi 9A.&is,s
9.2-23,29 '9.2-28,29 9A.&xii,xiii 9A.41.1,xt
9.2 30,31 '9.2-30,31 Add 9A.4xli,xill
9.2-32,33 '9.2 32,33 9A.41 271 9A.41 271
9.2 34,34a '9.2-34,34.1 (Note: Section 9A.4, changes too extensive
9.2-35 '9.2-35 to note specific changes on the pages)
9.2-36,37 9.2 36
9.2-33 '9.2 37,38 9A.6-1 182 9A.6-1 - 1R2
Add '9.2 38.1
9.2-39,40 '9.2-39,40 Cil AITER 10
9.2-41 '9.2-41,41.1
9.2 45,46 '9.2-45,45.1 10.&11,12 10.011,12
Add '9.2-45.2,46 10.4-13, 14 10.413,14

10.4 15, 16 10.415,16
93-iv 93-h-
93-2,3 93-2,3 Cil AITER 11
Add 93-3.1

( 93-12,13 9 3-12,13 11 ii, iii 11-ii,ill
93-16 '9 3-16,16.1
93 19-23 93-I9 23 112 1-45 11.2-1 49
9 3-24 9 3-24

113-1 - 24 113-1 25
9.4 4,5 9.&4,5
9.47a 9.47a . 7a.4
9.47d,7e 9.47d 7d.2 11.4 1 - 9 11.41 9
Add 9.4-7e - 7e.2
9.4-7f,7g 9.4-7f,7g CilAPTER 12
9.48 '9.48

12.2-ii,iii 1 2.2 -11,i11

9.5-103, 10.4 9.5-103,10.4 12.2 iv,v 12.2 iv,5
9.5-11 '9.5-11 12.2-1,2 12.2 1,1,1

Add 122 2
9A ii,iii 9A-il,iii 12.2-4.1,4.2 12.2-4.1,4.2

12.2-7,8 12.2-7,8
9A.&ii, iii 9A.&ll,ill 12.2-17,18 12.2 17,17.1
9A.&iv,v 9A.41v,v Add 12.2 17.2,173

| 9A.&vi,vii 9A.&v.1,vi Add 12.2-17.4,17.5
! 9A.4-viii,ix 9A 4-vil, vill Add 12.2-17.6,18

12.2 25,25.1 12.2-25,25.1
12.2 25.2,25 3 12.2 25.2,253

*11x18 inch figures, submitted under separato 12.2 25.4,25.5 12.2 25.4,25.5
,

l cover 12.2-31,31.1 12.2-31,31.1

p Add 12.2-33.9,33.10

v,

|
|

|
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ABWR SSAR O:
Amendment 20 Page change lustruction (continued) ;

I

ne following pages base been changed, please make the spectried changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back), Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 20.

REhtOVE ADD REh10VE ADD
13.GE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. I

123-il,iii 1 2 3 -11,111 19D3-ii 19D3 il
12 3-1,2 123 1,2 19D.6-1 19.6 1 224
Add 12 3-2,1

12313,13a 12 3-13,13.1 19E3 li,iii 19E3-il, iii
Add 12 3-13.2,13 3

123-13b,14 12 3-14,14.1 19F.2 il 19F.2-il
123-15,15.1 123-15,15.1

12 3-16 123-16 1911.2-11 1911.2-11

12.4 ii 12.4-il 1911.4-1 1911.4 1 10
12.4 1,2 12.4-1,2

Add 12.4-2.1,2.2 19L-il, iii 19L li, ill
12.4-3 12.4 3

Add 19ht Cmer
CilAPTER 14 Add 19ht il

Add 1951.1 1

14.2 7,7.1 14.2 7,7.1 Add 1951.2 1

Add 19h13-il
CIIAITER 15 Add 19N13 1 2

i Add 19h13-3,4

| 15.7-7,8 15.7-7,8 Add 19N1.4-il

| Add 19ht.4-1 3

| 15B.21 - 24 15B.2-1 24 Add 1951 5-11

15B.41 - 4 15B 4-1 - 4 Add 19ht.5-1 23
i Add 19ht.6 il,lil
! CIIAITER 16 Add 1951.6-1 17
! Add 19ht.7-1

16.9-li 1 6.9 -11 Add 1951.S-1j
i-

CllAPTER 18 19N.5-1 5 19N.5-1 - 6

18B 1 18B-1 CIIAPTER 20

18C.0-1 18C.0-1 20.1 1.8,1.9 20.1 1.8,1.9

|
ISD.1-1 ISD.1-1 20.2-3 20.2-3

20.211d,11e 20.2-11d,11e

CilAPTER 19 20.2-11j,11k 20.2-11j,11k

,

20.2 25.2,25 3 20.2 25.2,253

19.4-il, iii 19.4-ii, ill

9
-6-
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ABWR SSAR
O Amendment 20. Page change instruction (continued)

The following pages hase been changed, please make the specified changes in your SS AR. Pages are listed as -
page pairs (front & back). Iloid page numbers represent a page that has twen changed by Amendment 20.

REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No.

203-26,27 203-26,27
20 3-100,101 20 3-100,101

20 3-108.109 20 3-108,109
20 3 109.1,110 20 3-109.1,110
203-177,178 20 3 177,178
203 240,241 203-240,241

Add 203-241.1
203-351 20? 351
203-3S7,3SS 20 3-387, 388
20 3-393,394 203-393,394

- 0

(~) -7
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ABWR mame
Standard Plant niv c

SECTION 1.2s

V)
CONTENTS (Continued)

section Title Eage

1.2.1 bjndpal Deslen Crikda 1.2-1

1.2.1.1 General Design Criteria 1.2-1

1.2.1.1.1 Power Generation Design Criteria 12 1

1.2.1.1.2 Safety Design Caiteria 1.2-1

1.2.1.2 Syst':m Criteria 1.2 3 )

1.2.1.2.1 Nuclear System Criteria 1.2-3
1

1.2.1.22 Electrical Power Systems Criteria 12-4 |

|

1.2.1.2.3 Auxiliary Systems Criteria 1.2-4

1.2.1.2.4 Shielding and Access Cor. trol Criteria 1.24

1.2.1.2.5 Process Control Systems Criteria 1.2-4

Cl 1.2.1.2.5.1 Nuclear System Process Control Criteria 1.2-4

1.2.1.'45.2 Electrical Power System Process Control Criteria 1,2-4

1.2.1.2.53 Power Conversion Systems Process Control Criteria 1.25

1.2,1.2.6 Power Conversion Systems Criteria 1.25

1.2.2 Plant Descrintion 1.25

1.2.2.1 Site Characteristics 1.2 5

1.2.2.1.1 Site !.ocation 12-5

1.2.2.1.2 Description of Plant Environs 1.2-5

1.2.2.1.2.1 Meteorology 1.25

1.2.2.1.2.2 Ilydtology 1.25

1.2.2.12.3 Geology and Seismology 1.2 5

1.2.2.1.2.4 Shielding 1,2 5 |
|
.

D|

| t 1.2 ..n
n.

|
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Amendment 20
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ABWR mouc
Standard Pimit ra v e

SECTION 1.2 g
CONTENTS (Continued)

Section Lile Eags .

1

1.2.2.2 Nuclear Steam Supply System 1.2-5

1.2.2.2.1 Reactor Picssure Venel System 1.25

1.2.2.2.2 Nuclear Boiler System 1.2-6

1.2.2.2.2.1 Main Steamline Irotation Valves 1.2-6

1.2.2.2.2.2 Main Steamline Flow instrumentadon 1.2-6

1.2.23.23 Nuclear System Pressure Relief System 1.2-6

1.2.2.2.2.4 Aut >matic Depressurization System 1.2-6

1.2.2.2.25 Rcactor Yessel Instrumentation 13 6

1.2.2.23 Reactor Recircuhtion System 1.2-7

1.2.23 Control and Instrumentation Splems 1.2-7

1.2.23.1 Rod Control and Information System 1.2 7

1.2.23.2 Control Rod Drive System 1.2-7

1.2.23.2.1 Control Rod Braking Mechanism 1.27

1.2.23.2.2 Control Rod Ejection 1.2-7

1.2.233 Feedwater Control Sys.,:m 1.2 7

1.2.23.4 Strndby Liquid Coatrol System 1.27

1.2.23.5 Neu:ron Monitoring System 1.2 7

12.23.6 Remote Shutdown System 1.2-8

1.2.23.7 Reactor Protection System 1.28

1.2.23.8 Recircubtion Flow Control System 1.2-8

! 1.233.9 Automatic Power Regulator System 1.2-8

1.2.23.10 Steam Bypass and Pressure Control System 1.2 8

1.2.2 3.11 Process Computer (Includes PMCS, PGCS) 1.28

| 1 . 2 111

|

Arncnd:nent 20
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ABWR urcio:ac

Standard Plant Riv c

SECTION 1.2

CONTENTS (Continued)

Sn11nti lille lhtte

1.2.23.12 Refueling Platform Control Computer 1.2-8

1.2.2 3.13 CRD Removal hiachine Control Computer 1.2-9

1.2.2.4 Radiation hionitoring Systems 1.2-9
.,

M
1.2.2.4.1 Process Radiation hionitoring System 1.2-9 s

1.2.2.4.2 Area Radiation hionitoring System 1.29

1.2.2.43 Containment Atmospheric hionitoring System 1.29

1.2.2.5 Core Cooling System 1.29

1.2.2.5.1 Residual 11 eat Removal System 1.2-9

1.2.2.5.1.1 Low Pressure Flooder loop 1.29

1.2.2.5.1.2 Residual 1-Itat Removal System Containment
Cooling 1.2-9

1.2.2.5.13 Wetwell/Drywell Spray 1.29

1.2.2.5.2 liigh Pressure Core Fhxder System 1.2-10

1.2.2.53 Leal Detection and Isolation System 1.2 10

1.2.2.5.4 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System 1.2-10

1.2.2.6 Reactor Senicing Equipment 1.2 11

1.2.2.6.1 Fuel Senicing Equipment 1.2-11

1.2.2.6.2 hiiscellaneous Senicing Equipment 1.2-11

1.2.2.63 Reactor Pressure Vevel Senicing Equipment 1.2-11

1.2.2.6.4 RPV Iateras! Senicing Equipmcn 1.2 11

1.2.2.6.5 Refueling Equipment 1,2-11

1.2.2.6.5.1 Refueling intetlocks 1.2 11

1.2-iv

Amendment 20

|
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ABWR mouc
Standard Plant nrv c

SECTION 1.2 g
CONTENTS (Continued)

Section Title Page

1.2.2.6.6 Fuel Storage Facility 1.2 11

1.2.2.6.7 Under Vessel Senicing Equipment 1.2 12

1.2.2.6.8 CRD Maintenance Facility 1.2 12

1.2.2.6.9 Internal Pump Maintenance Facility 1.2 12

1.2.2.6.10 Fuel Cask Cleaning Facility 1.2-12

1.2.2.6.11 Plant Start up Test Equipment 1.2-12

1.2.2.6.12 Insenice inspection Equipment 1.2-12

1.2.2.7 Reactor Auxiliary Systems 1.2-12

1.2.2.7.1 Reactor Water Cleanup Sptem 1.2 12

1.2.2.7.2 Fuel Pool Ccw4ing and Cleanup System 1,2-12

1.2.2.73 Suppression Pool Cleanup System 1.2-13

1.2.2.8 Control Panels 1.2-13

1.2.2.8.1 Main Control Room Panels 1.2 13

1.2.2.8.2 Control Room Back Pancis 1.2 13

1.2.2.83 Radioactive Waste Control Panel 1,2 13

1.2.2.8.4 Local Control Panels 1.2-13
'

1.2.2.8.5 Instrument Racks 1.2-13

1.2.2.8.6 Multiplexing System 1.2-13

1.2.2.8.7 Local Control Boxes 1.2 13

1.2.2.9 Nuclear Fuel 1.2 13

1.2.2.9.1 Nuclear Fuel 1.2 13

1.2.2.9.2 Fuel Channel 1.2 14

: 1.2-v
|

|

! Amendment 20
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ABM zmimac

Sinndard Pinnt nty. c

SECTION 1.2

d CONTENTS (Continued)

section ntle Bige

1.2.2.10 Radioactive Waste System 1.2-14

1.2.2.10.1 Radwaste System 1.2 14

1.2.2.10.1.1 Liquid Radwaste Management Systems 1.2 14

1.2.2.10.1.2 Solid Radwaste Management System 1.2-14

1.2.2.11 Power Cycle Systems 1.2-14

1.2.2,11.1 Turbine Main Steam System 1.2 14

1.2.2.11.2 Condensate Feedwater and Condensate Air
Extraction System 1.2 14

1.2.2.11.2.1 Main Condenser Excavation System 1.2 15

1.2.2.11.3 licater Drain and Vent System 1.2 15

1.2.2.11 A Condensate Purification System 1.2 150,
1.2.2.11.5 Condensate Filter Facility 1.2-15

1.2.2.11.6 Condensate Demineralizer 1.21:

1.2.2.11.7 Main Turbine 1.2 15

1.2.2.11.8 Turbine Control System 1.2-15

1.2.2.11.9 Turbine Gland Stcam System 1.2-15

1.2.2.11.10 Turbine Lubricating Oil System 1.2 15

1.2.2.11.11 Moisture Separator lleater 1.2-15

1.2.2.11.12 Extraction System 1.2 15

1.2.2.11.13 Turbine Bypass System 1.2-16

1.2.2.11.14 Reactor Feedwater Pump Driver 1.2 16

1.2.2.11.15 Turbine Auxiliary Steam System 1.2-16

n 1.24i
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1.2.2.11.16 Generator 1.2 16

1.2.2.11.17 Hydrogen Gas Cooling System 1.2-16

1.2.2.11.18 Generator Cooling System 1.2-16

1.2 2 '1.19 Generator Sealing Oil System 1.2-16

1.2.2.11.20 Exciter 1.2 16

1.2.2.11.21 Main Condenser 1.2-16

1.2.2.11.22 Off Gas System 1.2-16

1.2.2.11.23 Circulating Water System 1.2 16

1.2.2.11.24 Condenser Cleanup Facility 1.2-16

1.2.2.12 Station Auxiliary Systems 1.2 16

1.2.2.12.1 Makeup Water System (Purified) 1.2 16

1.2.2.12.2 Makeup Water Splem (Condensate) 1.2 16.1

1.2.2.12.2.1 Condensate Storage Facilities and Distribution
System 1.2-16.1

1.2.2.12.3 Reactor Building Cooling Water System 1.2-16.1

1.2.2.12.4 Turbine Building Cooling Water System 1.2 16.1

1.2.2.12.5 - HVAC Normal Cooling Water System 1.2 16.1

1.2.2.12.6 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System 1.2-16.1

1.2.2.12.7 Oxygen Injection System 1.2-16.1

1.2.2.12.8 ' Ultimate Heat Sink 1.2-16.1

~ 1.2.2.12.9 Reactor Senice Water System 1.2-16.1

i
,

1.2.2.12.10 Turbine Senice Water System 1.2-16.1

1.2.2.12.11 Station Senice Air System 1.2 16.1

1.2-si.1
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1.2212.12 Instrument Air Sys'.er 12 16.1

1 2.2.12.13 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System 1.2 16.1

1.2.2.12.14 11cating Steam and Condensate Water Return System 1.2-16 2

1.2212.15 liouse Boiler 1.2 16.2

1 2.2.12.16 liot Water licating System 12-16.2

1.2.2.12.17 liydroger Water Chemistry 1.2 16.2

1.2.2.12.18 Zine injection Sptem 1.2-162

1.2.2.12.19 Breathing Air System 1.2 16.2

1.2.2.12.20 Sampling System (includes PASS) 1.2-16 2

1.2.2.12.21 Freere Protection System 1.2-16.2

O
1.2.2.12.22 Iron 1njeetion System 1.2-16.2

-1.2.2.13 Station E!cctrical Systems 1.2 16.2

1.2.2.13.1 Electrical Power Distribution System 1.2-16 2

1.2.2.13.2 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 1.2-16.2

1.2.2.13 3 Isolated Phare Bus 1.2 163

1 2.2.13.4 Non. Segregated Phase Bus 1.2 163
f

1.2.e.13.5 h1etalclad Switchgear 1.2 163

1.2213.6 Power Center 1.2 163

1.22.13.7 hiotor Control Center 1.2-16 3

1.2.2.13.8 Raceway System 1.2-16 3

1.2.2.13.9 Grounding Wire 1.2-163

1.2.2.13.10- Electrical Wiring Penetration 1.2-16 3

m
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1.2.2.13.11 Combustion Turbine Generator 1.2-16 3

1.2 3.13.12 Direct Current Power Supply 1.2 163

1.2.2.13.12.1 Unit Auxiliary DC Powrr System 1.2 163

1.2.2.13.12.2 Unit Class IE DC Power Sptem 1.2 163

1.2.2.13.13 Emergency Diesel Generator Sptem 1.2 163

1.2.2.13.14 Vital AC Power Supply 1.2-16.4

1.2.2.13.14.1 Safety Sptem Protection Splem Power Sptem 1.2-16.4
i

1.2.2.13.14.2 Uninterruptible Power System 1.2-16.4

1.2.2.13.14 3 Reactor Protection System Alternate Current
Power Supply 1.2 16.4

1.2.2.13.15 Instrument and Control Power Supply 1.2 16.4

1.2.2.13.16 Communication System 1.2-16,4

1.2.2.13.17 Lighting and Senicing Power Supply 1.2 16.4
,

1.2.2.14 Power Transmission Sptems 1.2-16.4

1.2114.1 Reserve Transformer 1.2-16.4

1.2.2.15 Containment and Emisonmental Control Systems 1.2 16.4

1.2.2.15.1 Primary Containment System 1.2 16.4

1.2.2.15.2 Containment Internal Structures 1.2-16.5

1.21153 Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.15.4 Standby Gas Treatment System 1.2 16.5

1.2.2.15.5 PCV Pressure and Leak Testing Facility 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.15.6 Atmospheric Control System 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.15.7 Drywell Cooling System 1.2-16.5
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1.2.2.15.8 Flammability Control System 1.2 16.5

1.2.2.15.9 Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring Systern 1.2-16 3

1.2.2.16 Structures and Senicing Systems 1.2 16.5

1.2.2.16.1 Foundation WorL 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.16.2 Turbine Pcdestal 1.2 16.5

1.2.2.163 Cranes and IIoi!,ts 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.16.4 Elevator 1.2 16.5

1.2.2.163 Ileating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 1.2-16.5

1.2.2.16.6 Fire Protection System 1.2-16.6

1.2.2.16.7 Floor Leakage Detection System 1.2-16.6
,r m

'1.2.2.16.8 Vacuum Sweep System 1.2-16.6

1.2.2.16.9 Decontamination System 1,2 16.6

1.2.2.16.10 Reactor Building 1.2 16.6

1.2.2.16.11 Turbine Building 1.2 16.6

1.2.2.16.12 Control Building 1,2 16.7

1.2.2.16.13 Radwaste Building 1.2 16.7

1.2.2.16.14 Senice Building 1.2-Id7

1.2.2.17 Yard Structures and liquipment 1.2-16.7

1.2.2.17.1 Stack 1.2 16.7

1.2.2.17.2 Oil Storage and Transfer System 1.2 16.7

1.2.2.173 Site Security 1.2-16.7
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(Vp) (6) h1onitoring of essential generator 5, 1.2.2.1.2 Description of Plant Environs
transformers, and circuits is provided in the
main control room. 1.2.2.1.2.1 hieteorology

1.2.1.2.5.3 Power Consersion Systems Process The safety.related structures and equipment
Control Criteria are designed to retain required functions for

the loads resulting from any tornado with
(1) Control equipment is provided to control the characteristics not exceeding the values

reactor pressure throughout its operating provided in Table 2.01.
range.

Tornado missiles are discussed in Section
(2) The turbine is able to respond automatically 3.5.

to minor changes in load.
1.2.2.1.2.2 flydrology

(3) Control equipment in the feedwater system
maintains the water level in the reactor The safety design basis of the plant provides
vessel at the optimum level required by steam that structures of safety significance will be
rieparators. unaffected by the hydrologic parameter envelope

defined in Chapter 2.
(4) Control of the power conversion equipment is

possible from a central location. 1.2.2.1.2.3 Geology and Seismology

1.2.1.2.6 Power conscrsion Systems Criteria The structures of safety significance for the
plant are designed to withstand a safe shutdown

Components of the power conversion systems earthquake (SSE) which results in a freefield
O shall be designed to perform the following basic peak acceleration of 0.3g.V objectives:

1.2.2.1.2.J Shielding
(1) produce electrical power from the steam

coming from the reactor, condense the steam Shielding is provided throughout the plant, as '

into water, and return the water to the required to maintain radiation levels to operat.
reactor as heated feedwater with a major ing personnel and to general public within the
portion of its gases and particulate applicable limits set forth in 10CFR20 and
impurities removed; and 10CFR100. It is also designed to protect

certain plant components from radiation exposure
(2) a s s u r e t h a t a n y fi.s s i o n p r o d u c t s o r resulting in unacceptable alterations of

radioactivity associated with the steam and material properties or activation,
condensate during normal cperation are safely
contained inside the system or are released 1.2.2.2 Nuclear Steam Supply Systems
under controlled conditions in accordance
with waste disposal procedures. The nuclear steam supply system includes a

direct. cycle forced. circulation boiling water
1.2.2 Plant Description reactor that produces steam for direct use in

the steam turbine. A heat balance snowing the
1.2.2.1 Site Characteristics major parameters of the nuclear steam supply

system for the rated power conditions is showr.
1.2.2.1.1 Site Location ir. Figure 1.12.

The plant is located on a site adjacent to or 1.2.2.2.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel System
close to a body of water with sufficient capacity
for either once-through or recirculated cooling The reactor pressure vessel system (RPVS)or a combination of both methods, contains the reactor pressure vessei with the'

reactor internal pump (RIP) casi.ngr,, core and

Amendment 20
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supporting structures; the steam separators and
in each main steamline. Each is powered by both

dryers; the control rod guide tubes; the spargers for steam pressure and spring force. These valves

the feedwater, RilR and core flooder system; the fulfill the fouowing objectives:

control rod drive housing; the in. core instrument-
ation guide tubes and housings; and other (1) prevent excessive damage to the fuel barrier

components. The main connections to the vessel by limiting the loss of reactor coolant from

include steamlines, feedwater lines, reactor internal the reactor vessel resulting from either a

pumps, control rod drives and in core nuclear major leak from the steam piping outside the

instrument detectors, core flooder lines, residual containment or a malfunction of the
heat removallines, head spray and vent lines, core pressure control system resulting in

excessive steam flow from the reactor vessel;
plate differential pressure lines, internal pump
differential pressure lines, and water level
instrumentation. (2) limit the release of radioactive materials by

!isolating the reactor coolant pressure

A venturi-type flow restrictor is a part of the boundary in case of the detection of high
steam line radiation.reactor pressure vessel nonle configuration for each

steamline. These restrictorslimit the flow of s eam
from the reactor sessel before the main steamline 12.2.2.2.2 Main Steami!ne llew Inst mentation

isolation valves are closed in case of a main
The steam flow instrumentation is connected tosteamline break outside the containment the venturi type steam nonic of the RPV The

j Ccmtrol rod drive housing supports are located instrumentation provides high nonle f'ow isolation

internal to the reactor vessel and the control rod signals in case of a main steam line break.

drive. The supports limit the travel of a control rod
in the evnt that a control rod housing is ruptured. 1.2.2.2.23 Nuclear Sptem Pressure Relief

Sptem
The reactor vesselis designed and fabricated in .

accordance with applicable codes for a pressure of A pressure relief system consisting of
1250 psig. The nominal operating pressure in the safety /relicf valves mounted on the main
steam space above the separators is 1040 psia. The steamlines is provided to prevent excessive
vesselis fabricated of tow alloy steel and is etad pressure inside the nuclear system as a result of

internally with stainless steel or Ni-Cr.Fe ADoy operational transients or accidents.

(except for the top head, RIP motor casir.g, nonles
other than the steam uatict nonle, and nonic weld 1.2.2.2.2.4 Automatic Depressurization Syrtem

mies which are unciad).
The ADS rapidly reduces reactor vessel pressure

The reactor core is cooled by demineralized water in a loss-of coolant accident, enabling the

that _ enters the lower portion of the core and boils as low-pressure RilR to deliver cooling water to the

it flows upward around the fuel rods. The steam reactor vessel.

leaving the core is dried by steam separators and The ADS uses some of the safety relief valves
dryers located in the upper portion of the reactor
vessel. The ste4m is then directed to the turbine that are part of the nuclear system pressure relief

through the main steamlines. Each steamline is system. The safety relief valves used for ADS are

provided with two isolation valves in series, one on set to open on detection of appropriate low reactor

each side of the containment barrier.
water level and high drpell pressure signals. The
ADS will not. be act;vated unless either RiiR/ low

1.2.;:.2.2 Nuclear Boiler System pressure fboding loop pump are operating. This is
to ensure that adequate coolant will be available to

1.2.2.2.2.1 Main Steamline Isolation Yahes
maintain reactor water level after depressurization.

All pipelines tilat both penetrate the containment 1.2.2.2.2.5 Iteactor Ve3 sci instrumentation

and offer a potential relene path for radioactive
material are provided with redundant isolation in addition to instrumentation for the nuclear

caprS!P*ics. Automatic isolation va ves are provided
l

1.24
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safesy systems and engineered safety features, action is backed up by an electrically energized

O instrumentation is provided to monitor and transmit insertion of the control rods,

information that can be used to assess conditions
existing inside the reactor vessel and the physical 1.2.23.2.1 Control Rod Itraking f,lechanism

i condition of the vesselitself. This instrumentation
monitors reactor vessel pressure, water level, coolant Ab clectro-mechanical braking mechanism is
temperature, reactor core diffenential pressure, incorporated in each control rod to limit the
coolant flow rates, and scactor vessal head inner seal veh> city at which a contro! rod can fall out of the
ring icalage. core should a hydraulic line break or failure of

flange bolts or a spool piece. This action limits the
1.2.2.23 Reactor Recirculation System rate of reactivity insertion resuhing from a rod

drop accident.
The reactor internal pumps (RIPS) are internal

pumps which provide a continuous internal 1.2.23.2.2 Control lbd Ejection
circulation path for the core coolant flow. The RIPS
are located at the bottom of the vessel. The pump A nuclear escursion is preve nted in case of a
motors are enclosed in casings which are a part of housing failure and thus the feel barrier is
the vessel. A break in the casing will result in a leak protected because, as discussed in Subsection
flow that is less than the ECCS capacity allowing full 1.2.2.2.1, the housing and the drive are restrained
core coverage. The internal pumps are a wet motor internally to the vessel to prevent the control rod
design with no shaf t seals, thereby providing ejection.
increased reliability, reduced maintenance
requirements and decreased operational radiation 1.2.233 Feedwater Control System

exposure. The RIP has a low rotating inertia.
Coupled with the solid state adjustable speed drises, The feedwater control system automatically
the RIP can respond quickly to load transients and controls the flow of feedwater into the reactor
operator demands. pressure vessel to maintain the water within the

sessel at predetermined levels. A fault. tolerant
1.2.23 Control and Instrumentation Sptems triplicated, digital controller using conventional

three-element control scheme is used to
1.2.23.1 Rod Control and information Sptem accomplish this function.

The rod control and information system (RCIS) 1.2.23A Standby Liquid Control Sptcm
provides the means by which control rods are
positioned from the control room for power control. The standby liquid control (SLC) system
The system operates the rod drive motors to change provides an alternate method to bring the nuclear
control rod position. For operation in the normal fission reaction to subcriticality and to maintain
gang movement mode, one gang of control rods can suberiticality as the reactor cools. The system
be manipulated at a time. The sys:em includes the makes possible an orderly and safe shutdown in the

logic that restricts control rod movement (rod block) event that not enough control rods can be inserted
under certain conditions as a backup to procedural into the reactor core to accomplish shutdown in the

controls. normal manner. The system is sized to counteract |
the positive reactivity effect from rated power to i

1.2.23.2 Control Rod Drise Sptem the cold shutdown condition.

When scram is initiated by the RPS, the control 1.2.23.5 Neutron Monitoring System
rod drive (CRD) system inserts the negative
reactivity necessary to shut down the reactor. Each The neutron monitoring (NMS) r,ystem is a
control rod is normally controlled by an electric system of in-core neutron detectors and
motor unit. When a scram signalis received, out of core electronic monitoring equipment. The
high pressure water stored in nitrogen charged system provides indication of neutron flux, which
accumulators forces the control rods into the core can be correlated to thermal power level for the
and the electric motor drives are signalled to drive

O the rods into the core. Thus, the hydraulic scram

Amendment 20 t.2 7
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entire range of Gux conddioes that can exist in the through the core and thereby changes the core,

core. There are fixed in core sensors which provide power level. The system can automatically adjust
level indications during reactor startup and low the reactor power output to the load demand. The
power operation. The startep range neutron soliJ. state adjustable speed drives (ASD) provide
moultors (SRNht) and average power range variable voltage, variable frequency electrical
monitors (APRht) allow assessruent of local and power te 'he RIP motors. In response to plant
overall Oux conditions during power range operation, needs, the recirculation flow control system adjusts
The automatic traversing in core probe (ATIP) the ASD power supply output to sary RIP speed,
sptem proddes a means to cabbrate the local power core flow, and core power.
range inonitors. The NhtS provides inputs to the rod
control and information system to initiate rod blocks 1.2.23.9 Automatic Power Regulator System
if preset flux timits or period limits for rod block are
exceeded as well as inputs to the RPS if other limits The automatic power regulator system is
for scram are exceeded. summarized in Subsection 7.7.1.7(1).

Those portlans of the neutron monitoring system 1.2.23.10 Steam Hypw and Pressure Control
that input signals to the RPS qualify as a nuclear Splem
safety system. f'he startup range neutron monitor
(SRNht) and the average power range monitors A turbine bypass system is provided which passes

(APRhl) which monitor neutroa flux via incore steam directly to the main condenser under the
detectors provide scram ingic inputs to the reactor control of the pressure regulator. Steam is
protection system (RPS) to initiate a scram in time bypassed to the condenser when,ever the reactor
to prevent excessive fuel clad damage as a result of steaming rate exceeds the load pertoitted to pass to
over power transients. The APRN1 system also the turbine generator. The turbine bypass system
generates a simulated thermal power signal. Both has the capabiiity to shed 40 percent of the
upscale neutron flux and upscale simulated thermal turbine-generator rated load without reactor trip
power are conditions which provide scram logic or operation of safety relief valve. The pressure
signals. regulation system provides main turbine control

valve and bypass valve flow demands so as to
| 1.2.23.6 Remote Shutdown Sptem inaintain a nearly constant reactor pressure during

normal plant operation it also provides demands
la the event that the control room becomes to the recirculation system to adjust power level by

inaccessible, the reactor can be brought from power changing reactor recirculation flow rate.
| range operation to cold shutdown conditions by use

of controls and equipment that are available outside 1.2.2 3.11 Process Computer (includes PalCS,

_

the control room. PGCS)
|
'

1.2.23.7 Reactor Protection Sptem On line process computers are piovided to .

monitor and log process variables and make
The reactor protection system (RPS) initiates a certain analgical computations. The pecformance

rapid, automatic shutdown (scram) of the reactor. It and power generation control systems are included,
acts in time to prevent fuel cladding damage and any
nuclear system process barrier damage following 1.2.2 3.12 Refueling Platform Control Compoter
abnormal operational transier,ts. The reactor
protection system overrides all operator actions and The refueling platform control computer
procese controls and is based on a fail safe design provides memory of all the fuel and platform
philosopl.y that allows appropriate protcctive action positions, directions for the traversable area and
even if a single failure occurs. traveling paths, directions for the speed functions

for all modes of travel and control of the fuelload.
1.2.23.8 Recirculation I' low Control '..ystem The computer controls automatic or manual

refueling between fuel storage and the reactor
During normal power operation, the speed of the from the remote control room.

reactor internal pumps is adjusted to control flow.
Adjusting RIP speed changes the coolant flow rate

Amendment 20 1.2-8
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h 1.2.2J.13 CRD Removal Machine Control (1) removes decay and sensible heat during and
i/ Computer after plant shutdown; |

1

The CRD handling machine control computer (2) injects water into the reactor wssel following i
'provides automatic positioning, continuous operation a loss.of. coolant accident to reflood the core

and prevention of erroneous operation in the step in conjunction with other core cooling
wise removal and installation of CRD's from the systems (Subsection 1.2.2A.8);
remote control room.

(3) removes heat from the containment
IJ.2A Radiation Monitoring Systems following a loss.cf. coolant accident to limit

the increase in containment pressure. This
la.2A.1 Process Radiation Monitoring System is accomplished by cooling and recirculating

the suppression pool water.
Process radiation monitoring systems monitor and

control radioactivity in process and effluent streams 1.2.2.5.1.1 lew Pressure Flooder Loop
and activate appropriate alarms and controls.

Low pressure flooding is an operating mode of
A process radiation monitoring sys!cm indicates each RHR system, but is discussed here because

at.J records radiation levels associated with selected the low pressure flooder loop (LPFL) mode acts in
plant process streams and effluent paths leading to conjunction with other injection systems. LPFL
the environment. All effluents form the plant which uses the pump loops of the RilR to inject cooling
are potentially radioactive are nnnitored. water into the pressure vessel. LPFL operation

provides the capability of core flooding at low
1.22A.2 Area Radiation Monitoring System vessel pressure following a LOCA in time to

maintain the fuel cladding below the prescribed

n Area radiation monitoring systems alert occupants temperature limit.

V and the control room personnel of excessivt r,amma
radiation levels at selected locations within the plant. 1.2.2.5.11 Residual lleat Removal System

Containment Cooling
1.2.2A 3 Containment Atmospheric Monitoring
System The residual heat removal (RHR) system is

placed in operation to: (1) limit the temperature of
The containmen' atmospheric monitoring system the water in the suppression pool and the

(CAMS) measures alarms and records radiation atmospheres in the drywell and suppression
levels and the oxygen concentration in the primary chamber following a design basis LOCA;(2)
containment under post accident conditions. It is control the pool temperature during normal
automatically put in senice upon detection of LOCA operation of the safety / relief valves and the RCIC
conditions. system; and (3) reduce the pool temperature

following an isolation transient. In the cra. I
1.2.2.5 Core Cooling System tainment cooling mode of operation, the RHR |

main system pumps take suction from the '
In the event of a breach in the reactor coolant suppression pool and pump the water through the

pressure boundary that results in a loss of reactor RHR heat exchangns whe: : cooling takes place by
coolant, three independent divisions of ECCS are transferring heat to the :mce water. The fluid is
provided to maintain fuel cladding below the then discharged back to the suppression pool, to
temperature limit as defined by 10CFR50A6. Each the drywell spray headcr, to the suppression
division contains one high pressure and one low chamber spray header, or to the RPV.
pressure inventory makeup system.

1.2.2.5.13 Wetuell/Drywell Spruy
1.2.2.5.1 Realdual lleat Removal System

A spray system is provided for wetwell/ drywc!!

/] The residual heat removal (RHR) system is a cooling in the suppression chamber and drywell air
(/ system of pumps, heat exchangers, and piping that space. The wetwell/drywell spray can be initiated

fulfills the following functions:
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manually if a high contaitment pressure signalis part of the emergency core cooling network. The
received. Each subsystem is supplied from a RCIC aystem uses a steam-driven turbine pump
separate redundant RHR subsystem, unit and operates automatically in time and with

sufficient coolant flow to maintain adequate water
1.2.2.5.2 liigh Pressure Core Flooder Sptem levelin the reactor vessel for events defined in

Section 5.4.
High pressure core flooder (HPCF) are prodded

in two divisions to maintain an adequate coolant One division contains the RCIC system which
inventory inside the reactor vessel to limit fuel consists of a steam-driven tubine which drises a
cladding temperatures in the event of breaks in the pump assembly and the turbine and pump
reactor coolant pressure boundary. The systems are accessories. The system also includes piping,
initiated Sy either high pressure in the drywell or low valves, and instrumeatation necessary to
water level in the vessel. They operate implement several flow paths. The RCIC steam
independently of all other systems over the entire supply line branches off one of the main steam
eange of system operating pressures. The HPCF lines (leaving the reactor pressure vessel) and goes
system pump motors are powered by a diesel to the RCIC turbine with drainage provision to the
generator if auxiliary power is not available.The main condenser. The turbine exhausts to the
splems may also be used as a backup for the RCIC suppression pool with vacuum breaking protection.
system. Makeup water is supplied from the condensate

storage tank (CST) or the suppression pool with
1.2.2.5.3 leak Detection and Isolation System preferred source being the CST. RCIC pump

discharge lines include the main discharge line to
The leak detection and isolation system cons.ists of the feedwater line, a test return line to the

tuperature, pressure, flow, and fission-product suppression pool, a minimum flow bypass line to
sensors with associated instrumentation, alarms, and the suppression pool and a cooling water supply
isolation functions. This system detects and line to auxiliary equipment.
annunciates leat: age (and closes isolation valves, as
required) in the following systems: Following a reactor scram, steam generation in

the reactor core continues at a reduced rate due to
(1) main steamlines; the core fission product delay heat. The turbine

condenser, and the feedwater system supplies the
(2) reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system; makeup water required to maintain reactor vessel

inventory.
(3) residual heat removal (RHR) system;

in the esent the reactor vesselis isolated, and the
(4) reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system; feedwater supply is unavailable, relief valves are

provided to automatically (or remote manually)
(5) feedwater system; maintain vessel pressure within desirable limits.

The water level in the reactor vessel drops due to
(6) emergency core cooling (ECCS) systems; and continued steam generation by decay heat. Upon

reaching a predetermined low level, the RCIC
(7) miscellaneous systems, system is initiated automatically. The

turbine driven pump supp!ies water from the
Smallleaks generally are detected by monitoring suppression pool or from the CST to the reactor

the air coolers, condensate flow, radiation levels, and vessel The turbine is drhen vi'h a portion of the
i drain sump fill-up and pump-out rates. Large leaks decay heat steam from the reactor vessel, and

are also detected by changes in reactor water level exhausts to the suppression pool.
and changes in flow rates in process lines.

In the event there is a LOCA, the RCIC system
,

1.2.2.5.4 Reactor Core isolation Cooling System in conjunction with the two HPCF systems, is
| designed to pump water into the vessel from
| The RCIC system provides makeup water to the approximately 150 psig to full operating pressure.

| reactor vessel when the vessel is isolated and is also These high pressure systems, combined with the

I
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( RHR low pressure flooders and ADS, make up the variety of equipment such as grapples, guides,
ECCS network which can accommodate any single plugs, holders, caps, strongbacks and samplings

failure and still shut down the reactor. (See stations are used for internal senicing. In addition
Subsection 63.1.1 for a detailed description of ECCS to these are the RIP handling devices for repair
redundancy and reliability,) and/or installation. Lifting tools are designed for a

safety factor of 5 or better with respect to the
During RCIC operation, the wetwell suppression ultimate strength of the material used.

pool acts as the heat sink for steam generated by
reactor decay heat. This results in a rise in pool 1.2.2.6.5 Refueling Equipment
water temperature. Ileat exchangers in the residual
heat removal (RllR) system are used to maintain The fuel servicing equipment includes a 150 ton
pool water temperature within acceptable limits by reactor building crane, fuel handling platform, fuel -

cooling the pool water directly, inspection stand, fuel preparation machine, jib
hoist, and other related tools for reactor senicing.

1.2.2.6 Reactor Senicing Equipment
The reactor building crane handles the spent fuel

1.2.2.6.1 Fuel Senicing Equipment cask from the transport device to the spent fuel
loadmg pit. The fuel handling platform transfers

Fuel servicing equipment is summarired in the fuel assemblies between t'is storage area, the
Subsection 9.1.4 23. rcactor core, and the spent fuel shipping cask.

New fuel bundles are handled by the reactor
1.2.2.6.2 Miscellaneous Senicing Equipment building crane. The bundles are stored in the new

fuel vault on the reactor refueling floor and is
The servicing aids equipment includes general transferred from the vault to the spent fuel pool

handling fuel pool tools such as actuating poles with with the reactor building crane auxiliary hook.
various end configurations. General area
underwater lights and support brackets are provided The handling of the reactoe head, removables

to allow the lights to be positioned our the area internals, and dryxcD head during refueling is
being serviced independent of the platform. A accompib.hed using the reactor building cranc.
general. purpose, plastic viewing aid is provided to
float on the water surface to proude better visibility. 1.2.2.6.5.1 Refueling Interlocks
A portable underwater closed circuit television
camera may be lowered into the reactor vessel pool A system of interlocks that restricts movement of
and/or the fuel storage pool to assist in the refueling equipment and control rods when the
inspection and/or maintenance of these areas. reactor is in the refueling and startup modes is

provided to prevent an inadvertent criticality
1.2.2.63 Reactnr Pressure Vessel Senicing during refueling operation. The interlocks back up
Equipment procedural controls that have the same objective.

The interlocks affect the refueling platform,
The equipment associated with sersicing the refueling platform hoists, fuel grapple, and control

reactor pressure vessel is used when the reactor is rods.
shutdown and the reactor vessel head is being
removed or installed. Tools used consist of 1.2.2.6.6 I uel Storage Facility
strongbacks, racks, wTenches and protectors plus the
RIP impeller accessories. Lifting tools are designed New and spent fuel storage racks are designed to
for a safety factor of 5 or better with respect to the prevent inadvertent criticality and load buckling.
ultimate strength of the material used. Sufficient cooling and shielding are provided to

prevent excessive pool heatup and personnel
1.2.2.6.1 RPV Internal Senicing Equipment exposure, respectively. The design of the fuel pool

provides for corrosion resistance, adherence to
The majority of internal servicing equipment was Seismic Category I requirements, and prevention

f designed to be attached to the refueling platform of L from reaching 0.95 under dry or flooded
auxiliary hoist and used when the reactor is open. A conb7mnt
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1.2.2.6.7 Under Vessel Senicing Equipment chemicals and hand scrubbing to the level required
for offsite transport. Smear tests are performed to

This equipment is used for the installation and verify cleaning before the filled cask is lowered to
removal work associated with the FhlCRD, RIP, the airlock, mounted on the transport vehicle and
IChi and so on. /. handling platform provides a moved out of the reactor building,
working surface for equipment and personnel
performing work in the under-vessel area. The polar 1.2.2.6.11 Plant Start up Test Equipment
platform is capable of rotating %0 degrees. All
equipment is designed to minimize radiation Plant start-up test equipment is a combination of
exposure, contamination of surrounding equipment strain gages, accelerometers, temperatute
and the number of workers. detectors, photo cells, pressure transducers and

other associated instrumentatin for conducting
1.2.2.6.8 CRD Maintenance facility special startup and reactor internal uration tests.

The CRD maintenance facility is designed and 1.2.2.6.12 Insenice Inspection Equipment
equipped to accommodate maintenance of the
FMCRD, provide decontamination of the FMCRD inservice inspection equipment are coordinated
component, perform the acceptance tests and ultrasoaic. eddy current and visual systems needed
provide storage. The facility uses manual and/or for incore housing, stub tube, feedwater nozzle,
remote operation to minimize radiation exposure to RPV inside and outside diameters (GERIS N00),
the personnel and to minimize the contamination of RPV internals and head studs, shroud head bolts,
surrounding equipment during operation. The and piping (SMART 2000) inspections and
layout of the facility is designed so a- to maximite examinations.
the efficiency of the personnel thereby minimizing
the number of workerr< 1.2.2.7 Reactor Auxillary Systems

1.2.2.6.9 Internal Pump Maintenance 1.2.2.7.1 Reactor Water Cleanup System
Fac!!!!y

The reactor water cleanup system (CUW)
The reactor internal pump (RIP) maintenance r: circulates a portion of reactor coolant through a

lacility is located in the reactor building and is filter.demir..ralizer to rernove particulate and
designed for performing mainter.ancr work on the dissolved impurities from the reactor coolant. It
motor assembly and related parts. The facility is also removes excess coolant from the reactor
designed for one motor assembly including system under controlled conditions and provides
decontamination in assembled and disassembled clean water foi the reactor head spray nonle.
states. The facility is equipped with all tools needed
for inspection of motor parts and heat exchanger 1.2.2.7.7 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
tube bundles. RIP handling tools are stored outside
this area. The fuel pool cleanup (FPC) system maintains

acceptable levels of temperature and clarity and
1.2.2.6.10 Fuel Cask Cleaning Facility minimizes radioactivity levels of the water in the

spent fuel pool, resctor well and dryer / separator
The fuel cask cleaning facility provides for empty pit on top of the containment. The FPC system

casks to be checked for contamination and cleaned also maintains the temperature and water levelin
of road dirt, moved into the reactor building airlock, the service pool and equipment pool. The system
inspected for damage, opened and raised to the includes two heat exchangers, each capable of
refueling floor cask pit. The closure head is stored in removing the decay heat generated from an
the adjacent cask wash down pit while the canal gates average discharge of spent fuel, and two filter /
between the cask pit and spent fuel pool are removed demineralizers, each unit having the capacity to
and the spent fuelis transferred to fill the cask. The process the system flow or greater to maintain the
canal gates and closure head are replaced and the desired purity level,
cask lifted to the washdown pit. The cask is

! decontaminated with high pressure water sprays,
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ill.7J Suppression Pool Cleanup Sptem installation and operation of electrical equipment
and interconnecting wiring which supports no

v Suppressiot. pool cleanup (SPCU) system prmides primary man machine interface during normal
a continuous purification of the suppression pool plant operations Included within the scope of the
water. The system removes impurities by filtration, local control panels shall be the physical panel
adsorption, and ion exchange processes. The system structure and the wiring associated with the
consists of a recirculation loop with a pump and components installed within the panels. The local
isolation valves. Suppression pool water through the control panels do not include the major electrical
Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (FPC) system filter components, installed within the panels, which are
demineralizers for treatment. Treated water may be instead defined and provided as part of the
diverted to refill the reactor well and the upper pool interfacing plant systems.
during refueling outage or provide makeup water to
the fuel pool and reactor cooling water (RCW) surge 1223.5 Instrument Racks
tanks following a seismic event.

The instrument tacks provide facilities for the
Illa Control Panels installation and operation of locally mounted

instrumentation. Included within the scope of the
1223.1 Main Control Roota Panels instrument ra:ks shall be the physical structure

upon which the instrumentation is mounted and
The main control room is summarized in the wiring associated with the instrument

Subsection 18.4.1.1. installations. The instrument racks do not include
the locally mounted instrumentation which is

122.82 Control Room Itack Panels instead defined and provided as part of the
interfacing plant systemt

The control room back panels are located in an
area adjacent to the main control panels and 1223.6 Multipining Splem
convenient to the control room crew.

The muhiplexing system provides rcJundant and
ill3J Radioacthe Waste Control Panel distributed control and instrumentation datax

communications networks to support the
The radioactive waste control panel system monitoring and control of interfacing plant

prosides the operator interface to the consolidated systems. The system prosides all electrical devices
automatic and remote manual controlling of and circuitry (such as multiplexing units, bus
radioactive waste system mechanical, electrical, and controllers, formatters and data busses) between
chemical process components, it consists of one or sensors, display devices, controllers and actuators
more control panels including panel-mounted meters which are defined and provided by other plant
and displays, CRT dispirys, status indicating lights, systems. The muhiplexing system also includes the
mode and display selector switche., actuating associated data acquisition and communication
mechanical and ' electrical components, controllers, software required to support its function of
and control logic elements and signal conditioning plant wide data and control distribution.

I devices and processors, it does not include
equipment or process sensors, local panels or 1223.71.ocal Controi llows
equipment mounted actuators or power contro!!ers.

1.ocal control boxes are uniquely identified to

|
It is expected that most of the panels of this system proside operational control of an individual piece

,
will be kicatcd in the radioactive waste control room; of electrical equipment.

I panels performing the above functions which become

( located in the main control room shall also belong to 122.9 Nuclear l'uct
this system.

122.9.1 Nuclear Fe:I
12.23.4 local Control Pinels

The nuclear fuel assembly contains fissionable,

| The local control panels provide facilities for the material which produces thermal power while
pd
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maintaining structuralintegrity. The configuration to determine concentrations of radioactivity and
of the fuel assembly consists of fuel rods, spacers, other contamination. Equipment urains and other |
water rods, upper and lower tic plates, channel and low conductivity wastes are treated by filtration l

channel fastener, all fabricated into a transportable, and demineralintion and are transferred to the i

interchangeable assembly. The outer envelope of the condensate storage tank for reuse, l.aundry drain
fuel assembly is square with distinguishing features wastes and other detergent wastes of low activity
w hich proside stipport, identific. tion, orientation and are treated by filtration, sampled and released sia
handling capabilities. The fuel design interface is the liquid dischange pathway and demineralization
described in Subsection 4.22.1. and may be released from the plant on a batch

basis. Protection against inadvertent release of
1.2.2.9.2 Fuel Channel liquid radioactive waste is provided by design

redundancy, instrumentation for the detection and
The fuel channel encloses the fuel bundle and alarm of abnormal conditions, automatic isolation,

provides: and administrative controh.

(a) A barrier between two parallel coolant flow Equipment is selected, arranged, and shielded to
paths, one for flow inside the bundle and the permit operation, inspection, and maintenance with
other for flow in the bypass region between minimum radiation exposure to personnel.

,

channels.
1.2.2.10.1.2 Solid Radwaste blanagtment

(b) A bearing surface for the control rod. Sptem

(c) Rigidity for the fuel bundle. The solid radwaste rnanagement system
provides for the safe handling, packaging, and

The channel fastener attaches the channel to the short term storage of radioactive solid and
fuel bundle, and along with the channel spacer concentrated hquid wastes that are produced. Wet
buttons provides channel to channel spacing with waste processed by this system is transferred to the
resilient engagement. solidification system where it is solidified in

containers. Dry active waste is surveyed and
1.2.2.10 Radioacthe Waste Sptem disposed of whenever possible via the prosisions of

10CFR20.302 (a). The remaining combustible
1.2.2.10.1 Radwaste Sptem waste is compacted. Incinerator ash is compacted

waste are shipped in containers for off. site
1.2.2.10.1.1 Liquid Radwaste Management disposal.
Sptems

1.2.'.11 Power Cycle Sptems
The liquid radwaste management system col-

lects, monitors, and treats liquid radioactive wastes 1.2.2.11.1 Turbine Main Steam Sptem
for return to the prirnary system whenever
practicable. The radwaste processing equipment is The main steam system delivers steam from the
located in the radwaste building. Processed waste reactor to the turbine generator, the reheaters, and
volumes discharged to the environs are expected to the steam jet air ejectors from warmup to full load
be small. Any discharge is such that concentrations operation. The main steam system also provides
and quantities of radioactive material and other steam for the steam seal system and the auxiliary
contaminants are in accord with applicable local, steam system when other steam sources are not
state, and federal regulations, available.

All potentially radioactive lige astes are 1.2.2.11.2 Condensate, Feedwater and

collected in sumps or drain tanks e as loca- Condensate Air Extraction Sptem
tions in the plant. These wastes ar. . nsferred to
collection tanks in the radwaste facility. The condensate and feedwater system provides

a dependable supply of high. quality feedwater to
Waste processing is done on a batch basis. Each the reactor at the required flow, pressure, and

batch is sampled as necessary in the collection tanks temperature. The condensate pumps take Ihe
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deserated condensate from the condenser hotwell 1.2.2.11.6 Condensate Dominerallier
and deliver it through the steam jet air ejector
condenser, the gland steam condenser, the off.ge The condensate demineraliters continuous.ly
condenser, the condensate deminerallier, and process dissobed solids to reactor feedwater
through three parallel strings of four low pressure quality Ibrough five, one.fif th capneity,
feedwater heaters to the reactor feed pumps' suction, demineralizers and a sixth ene.fifth capacity 13 nit in
The re.ector feed pumps dischange through two manuul standby. An emergency bypass line
stages of two parallel high pressure feedwater protects the equipment and a demineraliter resin
beaters to the reactor. The drains from the high handling : nd deaning system is included.
pressure heaters are pumped backward to the
suction of the reactors feed pumps. 1.2.2.11.7 hjaln Turbine

1.2.2.11.2.1 M C.: Condenser 13acuation Sptern The main turbine is a IS00. rpm, tandom
compound six flow, reheat steam turbine with 52

The main condenser esacuation splem remoses inch last stage blades. The turbine generator is
the noncondensible gases from the main condenser equipped with an electro hydraulic control system
and discharges them to the gaseous tadwaste system. and supervisory instruments to monitor
This sptem consists of two 100% capacity, performance. The gross electrical output of the
multiple. element, multi stage steam jet air ejectors turbine generator is approximately 1400 MW.
(SJAE) with intercondensers, for normal station
operation, and mechanical vacuum pumps for use 1.2.2.!!.A Turbine Control Splem !

during startup.
The turbine control sptrm is summarited in

1.2.2.11.3 lleater, Drain and Vcat Sptem Subsection 10.2.21
.

The heater, drain and vent sptem permits eflicient 1.2.2.11.9 Turbine Gland Strum Sptem
and dependabic operation of the heat cycle balance
of plant equipmer:t and, particulady, the condensate The turbine gland stcam sptem provides steam
and feedwater regeneratise heaters. All process to the turbine shafts glands and the turbine vahe
equipment drains and vents are collected and routed stems. The turbine gland steam sptem prevents
to the appropriate points .in the cycle and flows are leakage of air into or radioacthe steam out of the
controlled for equipment protection. turbine shaft and turbine valves. The gland steam

condenser collects air and steam mixture,
1.2.2.11..I Condensate Purification Splem condenses the steam, and discharges the air

leakage to the atrnosphere via the main vent by a
Each unit is served by a 100% capacity conden. motor. driven blower,

sate cleanup splem, consisting of three hollow fiber
filters followed by six deep. bed demineral. irer 1.2.2.11.10 Turbine Lubricating Oil Sptem
vessels designed for paiallet operation. One
demineralirer sesselis a spare. The condensate The turbine lubricating oil sptem r, hall supply oil
cleanup sptem with instrumentation and automatic to turbine. generator bearing lubrication lines and
controls is designed to ensure a constant supply of mainly consists of lube oil tank, oil pumps, oil
high-quality water to the reactor. coolers, and oil purifier equipment.

1.2.2.11.5 Condensate I liter facility 1.2.2.11.11 Moisture Separutor llenter

'

The condensate filter facility continuously removes The moisturc separator rehcater is summarized
susperded solids by processing the full flow in Subsection 10.2.2.2, Subtopic; Moisture
conder 4.a through three, one third capacity, hollow Separator Reheater,
liber o crs. A fast acting full flow bypus valve
opens ' high pressure differential across the filter 1.2.2.11.12 ihtrattlon Splem

O to protect against sudden loss of condensate flow.

d Extraction steam from the high pressure turbine
supplies the last stage of feedwater heating and
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extraction steam from the low pressure turbines hydrogen gas from leaking frem the generator,
supplies the first four stages. An additionallow The sealing oilis sacuum treated to maintain the
pressure extraction drtined directly to the condenser hydrogen gas purity,

protects the last stage baket from crosion induced
by water dreplers. 1.2.2.11.20 Esciter

1.2.2.11.13 Turbine flypass Sptem The generator cxciter is a %5 V,0.50 response
ratio completely static General Electric

Tbc turbine bypass system is summarized in Genertex PP6 Sptem.
Subsection 10.4.4.

Main turbine. generator excitation power is
1.2.2.11.14 lleactor l'oedwater Pump Driser prcwided by the output of the ac alternator exciter.

This output is rectified by the stationary
Each reactor feedwater pump is driven by an silicon diode rectifiers. The de output of the

adjustable speed synchronous saotor. rectifier banks then is applied to the main
generator field theough the generator collectors.

1.2.2.11.l! Turbine Ausilinr; $leam Sptem
1.2.2.11.21 Main Condenser

The turbine ausiliary steam system supplies
steam to the steam jet air injectors for condenser The main condenser is a multipressure
demeration and to the turbine gland seal system three shell deserating type condenser. During
thich prevents radioactive steam leakage out of the plant operation, $1 carn expanding through the low
turbine casings and atmospheric air leakage into the pressure turbines is directed downward into the
cning at specific operating conoitions. main condenser and is condensed. The main

condenser also scrws as a heat sink for the turbine
The house boiler steam is a backup to the reactor bypass system, emergency and high level feedwater

generated steam during operation and would be used heater and drain tank dumps, and various other g
only when reactor steam is unavailable or too startup drains and selici valve dmharges. W
radioactive.

1.2.2.11.22 Off. Gas Splem

1.2.2.11.16 Gt nerator
The off gas splem is summarized in Subsection

Each generator is a direct-drisen, three phase, to 11.3.1.

lit,2700 V,1800 rpm, conductor cooled,
synchronous generator rated at approximately 1(iOO 1.2.2.11.2.1 Circulating Wuter Spiem
MVA, at 0.90 power factor,75 prig hydrogen
pressure, and .(i0 short circuit ratio. The circulating water sptem nrovides a con.

tinuous supply of cooling water to the condenser to
1.2.2.11.17 Ilydrogen Gas Cooling Sptem remose the heat rejected by the steam cycle and

transfers it to the ultimate heat sink.
The hydrogen gas cooling sptem is summarized

in Subsection l'' 2.2.2, Subtople; llulk ll>drogen 1.2.2.11.24 Condenser Cleanup Pacility
Sptem.

The condenser cleanup facility removes slime
1.2.2.ll.lll Generator Coating Sptem and sludge to prevent vacuum decline of the

condenser and to suppress corrosion cr. the inner
The generator cooling system includes the surface of the condenser tubes.

hydrogen cooled rotor portion of the hydrogen gas
cooling sptem and the water cooled stator portion of 1.2.2.12 Station Ausillary Splems
the turbine building cooling water sptem.

1.2.2.12.1 Makeup Water Sptem (Purified)
1.2.2.11,19 Generatur Scaling Oil Sptem

The makeup water system (purified) is
The generator scaling oil system prevents summarized in Subsection 9.2.10.2.
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1.2.2.12.2 Makeup Water Sptrm in the driwell, and the control building electrical
\ Rondensate) equipment room.

The makeup water sptem maintains the required 1.2.2.12.6 IIVAC 1:merytney Coolhig Wate r Sptem
capacity and flow of the condensate for the RCIC
and llPCF sptems and maintains the required level The llVAC emergency cooling water splem
in the condenser hotwell. The :ptem also stores and presides chilled water to the cooling coils in the
transfers water during refus 'ag and cask storage control building essential electrical equipment
pool water during fuel shipping (ask loading. receives room, the rnain control room and the diesci
and stores the process effluent from the liquid geneentor electrical equipment areas. The
radwaste synem, providcs malcup to other plant safety.related chilled water sptem is designed to
sptems where required, and provides condensate to meet the requirements of Criterion 19 of 10CFR50.
the control rod drive (CRD) bydraidie $ptern.

1.2.2.12.7 Oygen injullon Spttm
The sptem coruists of a cor.densate storagt tank,

three condensate transfer pumps, and the necer.sary The mygen injntion sptem is summarited in
controls and instrumentation. Subsec tion 9110.2.

1.2.2.12.2.1 Condensate Storage Facilities 1.2.2.12.8 l'ltimate llcat Sink
and Dhtribution Splem

*lhe ultimate heat sink splem is summarized in
The condensate storage tant receises Subsection 42.51

deminerallied water from the condensate water
makeup systern and may also receive low la.2.12.9 Hrattor Senite Wuter Splem
conducthity watcr from the condensate return of the
primary h>op, from the radwaste dhposal sptem and The cactot senice water sptem is summarized
the condensate sptem in the turbine building. in Sul ction 9 2.15.2.

1.2 2.123 Reactor ilullding Cooling Water Wptem 1.2.2.12.10 Turbine Se nice Water Sptem

,

The reactor building cooling water (RCW) The stirbine senice water sptem is summarized
sptem prosides cooling water to certain designated ion Subsection 9.2.16.2.1
equipment located in the reactor building. Adequate
capacity and redundancy is prosided in heat 1.2.2.12.11 Station Sonice Air Sptun
exchangers and pumps to ensure performance of the
cooling sptem under all of offsite power, emergency The station service air system provides a
power for the system is available from the onsite continuous supply of compressed air of suitable
emergency diesel generators. The closed loop design quality and pressure for general plant use. The
provides a barrier between radioactive $ptems and service air compressor discharges into the air
the service water discharged to the environment. receivers and the air is then distributed throughout
lleat is removed from the closed loop by the cooling the plant.
water sptem. Radiation monitors aic provided to
detect mataminated leakage into the closed sptems. 1.2.2.12.12 Instrument Air Sptem

1.2.2.12.4 Turbine Itullding Cooling Water Sptom The instrument air splem is summarited in
Subsection 93 6.2

The turbine building cooling water r,ptem is
summari7ed in Subsection 9.2.11.2.2. 1.2.2.12.13 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gus

Supply Sptem
1.2.2.12.5 llVAC Normal Cooling Water Splem

Nitrogen gas is normally supplied by the
The llVAC normal cooling water system Atmospheric Control System to meet the

w/ provides chilled water to the air supply cooling coils requirement on the main steam splem r.afety relief
of the reactor buildit.g. to the heating / cooling coils vai e sutomatic depressurization and relief
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function accumulators,It.c main steam isolation performed and high radioactisity could occur in the
valves, instruments and pneumatic valves using ambient air. Special connections are provided to
nitrogen in the reactor building. When this supply of assure Ihat Ihis air is used only for brt athing
pressurired nitrogen is not available. the liplN apparatus,
automatically maintains mtrogen pressure to this
equipment. The HPIN splem consists of high 1.2.2.12.20 Sampling Sptem (Includes PASS)
pressure nitrogn storage bottles with piping, valves,
instruments, controls and control panel. The process sampling system is furnished to

provide process inic.rrnation that is required to
1.2.2.12.14 Ileathg Stesm and Ci ndensate Water monitor plant and equipment performance and
Return Sptem changes to operating parameters. Representative

liquid and gas sarnples are taken actomatically
The heating steam and condensate water return and/or manually during plant operation for

system supplies heating r, team from the llouse Boihr laboratory or on line analpes.
for general plant use ar.d recosers the condensate
return to the boiler feedwater tants. The $ptem 1.2.2.12.21 Freeze Protection Splem
censists of piping, valves, condensate recovery set
and anociated controls and instrumentation. The freeze protection sptem prmides insuistion,

steam and electrical heating for all external tants
1.2.2.12.15 llouse lloller and piping that may frecie during winter weather.

The house boiler system consists of the house 1.2.2.12.22 f ron injection Sptem
boilers, reboilers, feedwater components, boiler
water treatment and control devices. The house The iron injection system consists of an
boiler systen supplies turbine gland steam and electrolytic ron ion solution generator and means
beating steam including the ec.ncentrating tanks and to inject the iron solution into the feedwater system
devices of the high conductivity waste equipmer t. in controlled amounts.

1.2.2.12.16 Ilot Water lleating Splem 1.2.2.13 Station I:lectrical Sptems

The hot water heating sptem is a closed loop hot 1.2.2.13.11:lectrical Power Distribution Sptem
water supply to the various heating coils of the
llVAC s; ms. The systern includes two heat The unit Class IE a.c power tvstem supplies,

exchangers, a backup heat exchanger, surge and power to the unit Clau 1E loads. The offsite
chemical addition tants and associated equipment, power sources conscrge at the splem. The sptem
controls and instrumentation, includes diesel generators that serve as standby

power sources, independent of any onsite or offsite
1.2.2.12.17 Ily drogen Water Chemistry sourec. Therefore, the sptem has three sourecs.
Splem Furthermore, the system is divided into three

divisions, each with its own independent
The hydrogen water chemistry sptem is distribution network, diesel generator, and

summarized in Subsection 9.3.9.2. redundant load group. A fourth division for the
safety logic and control sptem bus receives power

1.2.2.12.18 Zinc injection Sptem from the division I source.

The rine injection system is summarized in 1.2.2.13.2 Unit Ausillary Transformer
Subsection 9.3.11.1.

The unit auxiliary a.c power system supplies
1.2.2.12.19 lireathing Air Splem power to unit loads that are non safety related and

uses the main generator as the normal power
The breathing air sptem includes air compressors, source with the reserve auxiliary transformers as a

drycts, purifiers and a distribution network. This backup source. The unit auxiliary transformer
network makes breathing air available in all plant steps down the a c power to the vo) V and 4160 V
areas where operations or maintenance must be station bus voltage.

Amendment 20 1.2-16.2
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p 1.2.2.13J lso:sted Phase Ilus l'iber optic datawap are not restricted to raceway
* classifications, but would generally be run with j

The isolated phase buses duct system provides control cables due to their common destinations.
! elemicalinterconnection from the main generator
output terminals to the low voltage gencrator 1.2.2.13.9 Grounding Wire
breater and from the low soltage generator breaker
to the low voltage terminals of the main transformer, Grounding wire is summarized in Subsection
and the unit auxiliary transformers, During the time 83 1.14.2.
the main generator is off line, the low voltage

,

generator breaker is open and power is fed to the 1.2.2.13.10 l'lestrical Wiring Penttration i

unit ausiliary transformers by back feeding from the
main transformer. During statiup the generator Electrical wiring penetrations are summarized
breaker is closed at about 7% power to provide in Subsection 83.14.1.2(7).
power to the main and the unit ausiliar)
transformers for normal operation of the plant. 1.2.2.13.11 Cornbustion Turbine Generator

A package cooling unit is supplied with the The primary function of the combustion turbine
isolated bus duct system. generator )CTO) is to act as a standby on. site

non safety power source to feed permanent
1.2.2.13.4 Non. Segregated Phase ilus non. safety loads during loss of offsite power

(1.00P) events.
The non. segregated phase bus provides the

electrical interconnection between the unit auxiliary The unit also provides an alternate AC power
transformers and their associated 6.9kv metal. clad source in case of a station blackout esent, as
switchgear, defined by Appendis 11 of Regulatory Guide 1.15$.

1.2.2.13.5 Metaldad Switchgear 1.2.2.13.12 Direct Current Power Supply
s

The rnetal-clad switchgear distributes the 6.9Lv The plant has four independent Class IE
power. Circuit breakers are drawout type, stored 125. volt de power sptems.,

' energy vacuurn breakers. The switchgear
interrupting rating sha'! be determined in accordance 1.2.2.13.12.1 Unit Ausillary DC Power Splem
with requirements of ANSI C37.10.

The unit uusiliary DC power sptem supplies
1.2.2.13.6 Power Center power to unit DC loads that are nonsafety.related.

The system consists of two batte y chargers, two
The power center is'5ummarized in Subsection batteries, two motor control centers, and two

83.1.1.2.1. distribution panels.

1.2.2.13.7 Motor Control Center 1.2.2.13.12.2 Unit Class 10 DC Power Splom

The motor control center is summarized in The unit Class IE DC power sptem supplies
Subscetion 83.1.1.2.2. 125 VDC power to the ut.it Class IE loads.

Battery chargers are the primary power sources.
1.2.2.13.R Raceway Sptem The sptem, which includes storage batteries that

serve as standby power sources,is divided into four
The raceway splem is a plant wide network divisions, each with its own independent

comprised of metallic cable trap, metallic conduits distribution network, battery, charger, and
and supports. Raceways are classif,.d for carrying redundant load group.
medium volture power cables, low voltage power
e a ble S, eontroI eable5 and Iow IevcI 1.2.2.13.131:rnergene; Diesel Generator Splem

] signal / instrumentation cables. Dhkional cables are
q) routed in separate cable raceways for each dishion. The emergency diesel generator sptem is

supplied by three diesel generators. Each Class lE

Amendment 20 111rd
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d+ 'on is supplied by a separate diesel generator. 1.2.2.13.17 Lighting and Senicing Power Supply
Tb- #re no provisions for transferring Class lE

, is t a tietween standby ac power supplies or The design basis for the lighting facilities is the
<qplying more than one engineered safety feature standard for the illuminating Engineering Society.
(ESP) from one diesel generator. This one to-one Special attention is gisen to areas where proper
relationship ensures that a failure of one diesel lighting is imperatise during normal and
generator eat. effect only one ESF division. The emergency operations. Tbc sys. tern design
diesel generators are housed in the reactor building precludes the use of mercury vapor fixtures in the
which is a Seismic Category I structure, to comply containment and the fuel handling areas. The
with applicable NRC and IEEE design guides and nmrnallighting systems are fed from the unit
criteria. auxiliary transformers. Emergency power is

supplied by engineered safety buses backed up by
1.2.2.13.14 Vital AC Power Supply diesel generators. Normal operation and regular

simulated offsite power loss tests verify sptem
1.2.2.13.14.1 Safety Sptem Protection Sptem integrity. _

Power Sptem
1.2.2.14 Power Transmission Sptems

Four divisions of the safety systcm logic and
control (SSLC) power system provide an 1.2.2.14.1 Resen e Tnmsformer
uninterruptible Class IE source of 120-VAC single ,

phase control power. The primary power source for The reserve auxiliary transformer preM: uhe
the SSLC power systcm is the Class IE AC powcr alternate preferred feed for the safety related -

sptem. On loss of AC power, the appropriate buses M/C, C, D, & E. It also presides an
divisional battery immediately assumes load without alternate feed to 6.9Lv bus M/C 111 which supphes

'

interruption. When AC power is restored. It the *B' train for plant investment protection loads.
resumes the load without interruption. The *A* train plant insestment protection load

ahernate feed is from the combustion turbine sia
1.2.2.13.14.2 Uninterruptible Power Sptem 6.9kv bus M/C A1.

The uninterruptible power system (UPS) 1.2.2.15 Contalnuent and Enstronmtntal
supplies regulated 120 VAC sing!c phase power to Control Splems
non Class IE instrument and control loads which
require an uninterruptible source of power. The 1.2.2.15.1 Primary Containment Sptem
power sources for the UPS are similar to those for :
the SSLC, but are non Class IE. The primary containment system design for this

plant incorporates the drywell/ pressure
1.2.2.13.14.3 Reactor Protection Sptem suppression feature of presious BWR containment
Alternate Current Power Supply designs into a dry containment type structure. In

fulfilling its design basis as a fission produc.
ihe reactor protection sptem alternate current barrier, the primary containment is a low leakage

power supply is summarized in Subsection structure even at the increased pressures that could
8.3.1.1.4.2.2. follow a main steamline rupture or a fluid system

line break.
1.2.2.13.15 Instrument and Control Power Supply

The main features of the containment design
The instrument and control power supply include:

provides 120 VAC single phase power to instrument
and control loads which do not require an (1) the drywell, a cylindrical steel lined
uninterruptible power source, reinforced concrete structure surrounding

the reactor pressure sessel(RPV);
1.2.2.13.16 Communication Sptem

(2) a suppression pool filled with water which
The communication system is summarized in serses as a heat sink during normal

Subsection 9.5.2. operation and accident conditions;
,
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/ (3) the air space above the suppression pool; and Subsection 9.4.9.2.

(4)the reactor building which is structurally 1.2.2.15.8 Flammability Control Sptem
integrated with the concrete primary containment
structure. An atmospheric control system is designed to

establish and maintain an inert atmosphere within
A secondary containment which surrounds the the primary containment during all plant operating

primary containment peimits monitoring and modes except during plant shutdown for refueling
treating all potential radioactive leakage from the or mainte.sance. A recombiner system is prosided
primary containment. Treatment consists of IIEPA to control the concentration of oxygen produced by
and activated charcoal filtration, radiolpis in the primary containment.

1.2.2.15.2 Contalnment Internal Structures 1.2.2.15.9 Suppression Pool Temperature
blonitoring Sptt.a

The containment internal structures are
summarized in Subsection 6.2.1.1.2. The suppression pool temperature monitoring

system is summarized in Subsect|on 7.6.1.7.1.
1.2.2.15.3 Reactor Pressure Vessel pedestal

1.2.2.16 Structures and Senicing Sptems
The reactor pressure vcssel pedesta! is a

prefabricated cylindrical steel structure filled with 1.2.2.16.1 l'oundation Work
conct:te which supports 8he RPV and is maintained
below design temperature by cooling. The pedestal inc analpical design and esaluation methods for
provides drywell connecting vents which lead to the the containment and reactor building walls, slabs
horizontal sent pipes to the suppression pool. and foundation mat and foundation soil are

1.2.2.15.4 Standby Gas Treatment Spiern
l.2.2.16.2 Turbine Pedestal'

The standby gas treatment (SGTS) system
minimlics exflittation of contaminated air from the The description for the turWne pedestalis the
secondary containment to the environment following same as that for foundation work in Subsection
an accident or abnormal condition which could resuh 3.8.1.4.1.1.
in abnormally high airborne radiation in the reactor
building. Because the fuel storage area is also in the 1.2.2.16.3 Cranes and lloists
secondary containment it also can be exhausted to
the SGTS. The crane and hoist are summarized in

Subsection 9.1.4.2.2.1.

All safety.related components of the SGTS are
operable during loss of offsite power. 1.2.2.16.4 Elesator

1.2.2.15.5 PCV Pressure and Leak Testing Facility The controlled elevators service the reactor
building radiation controlled rones from the

The PCV pressure and leak testing facility is basemat to the refueling floor. Two additional
summarized in Subacction 9.1.5.2.8 Special Servicing clean elevatots service all elevations of the clean
Room / Areas, rone.

1.2.2.15.6 Atmospherle Control Sptem 1.2.2.16.5 lleating, Ventilating and Air
Condiiloning

The atmospheric control sprem is sumrr arized in
Subsection 6.2.5.2.1. The plant emironmental control systems control

temperature, pressure, humidity, and airborne
p 1.2.2.15.7 Dr)well Cooling Sptem contamination to ensure the integrity of plant

d equipment, provide acceptable working conditions
The drywell cooling system is summarized in

Amendment 20 1 2-16.5
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for plant personnel, hmit offsite releases of airborne 1.2.2.16.6 fire Protection S)strm
contaminants.

The fire protection system is designed to provide
The following environmental systems are an adequate supply of water or chemicals to points

prosided. throughout the plant where fire protection is
required. Diversified fire alarm and fire-

(1)the contro1 rcom air conditioning splem suppression types are selected to suit the particular
consisting of supply, recirculation / exhaust and areas or harards being protected. Chemical fire
malcup air cleanup units to ensure the fighting sptems are also provided as additions to
habitability of the control room under normal or in lieu of the water fire fighting systems.
and abnormal conditions of plant operation; Appropriate instrumentation and controls are

provided for the proper operation of the fire
(2) the reactor building secondary containment detection, annunciation and fire fighting systems.

HVAC system maintains a negative pressure in
the secondary containment under normal and 1.2.2.16.7 floor leakage Detection System
abnormal operating conditions thereby isolating
the environs from potentialleak sources. This The drainage system is also used to detect
system removes heat generated during normal abnormalleakage in safet) related equipment
plant operation, shutdown, and refueling periods; rooms and the fuel transfer area.

(3) the dryw;11 cooling sptem to remove heat from 1.2.2.16.8 Vacuum Sweep Splem
the drywell generated during normal plant
operations including startup, reactor scrams, hot A portable, submersiblenype, underwater
standby, shutdown, and refueling periods; sacuum cleaner is provided to assist in removing

crud and miscellaneous particulate matter from the
(4) the power block pressure control supply and pool floors or reactor sessel. The puml, and the

exhaust sptem to distribute air so that a negative filter unit are completely submersible for extended
pressure is maintained in the emergency core periods. The filter * package' is capabic of being
cooling equipment rooms, thereby isolating the remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
potential airborne contamination in these rooms; standard shipping container for offsite burial.

(5) the electrical equipment supply and exhaust 1.2.2.16.9 Decontamination Sptem
sptem to pressuri2e the electrical rooms allowing
exfiltration of air to the battery rooms fur exhaust The decontamination r,ystem provides areas,
to the outside atmosphere; equipment and services to support low sadiation

level decontamination activitics. The services may
(6) the power block exhaust system to maintain the include electrical power, service air, demineralized

refueling floor at a negathe pressure with respect water, condensate water, radioactive and nonrad.
to the outside atmosphere to prevent the inactive drains,IIVAc and portable shielding.
potential release of airborne containination,

1.2.2.16.10 Reactor llullding
(7) the diesel generator area air exhaust system to

provide cooling during operation of the diesel The reactor building includes the containment,
generators. A tempered air supply system drywell, and major portions of the nuclear steam
controls the thermal erwirontet when the diesel supply sptem, steam tunnel, refueling area, diesel
generators are not operating; and generators, essential power, non-essential power,

emergency core cooling systems, llVAC and
| (8) coolers in the steam tunnel and ECCS rooms to supperting sptems;

remove heat generated during operation of the
,

equipment in these rooms. 1.2.2.16.11 Turbine llulldingt

The turbine building houses all equipment
associated with the main turbine generator. Other
auxiliary equipment is also located in this building.

I

l
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1.2.2.16.12 Control Ilullding

The control building includes the control room,
the computer facility, the cable tunnels, some of the
plant essential switchgear, some of the essential
power, reactos building water system and the
es.sential llVAC system.

1.2.2.16.13 Radwaste llullding -

Tbc radwaste building houses all equipment
assc<iated with the collection and processing of solid
and liquid radioactisc waste generated by the plant.

1.2.2.16.14 Sersite llullding

The service building houses the personnel
facilities, and portions of the non essentialllVAC.

1.2.2.17 Yard Structures and I:quipment

1.2.2.17.1 Stack

The plant stack is located on the reactor building
and rises to an clesation of 76 meters above grade
level. The stack is a steel shell construction

O supported by an external stect tubular itame work.
The stack sents the reactor building, turbine
building, radwaste building, control and e.ervice
buildings.

1.2.2.17.2 Oil Sit rage and Transfer Splem

The major components of this system are the
fuel oil storage tanks, pumps. and day tanks, !!ath
diesel generator has its own individual supply
components. I!ach storage tank is designed to supply
the diesel needs during the post LOCA period and
each day tank has capacity for two hours of diesel
generator operation. llach fuel oil pump is
controlled automatically by day tank level and feeds
its day tank from the storage tank. Additional fuel
oil purnps supply fuel to each diesel fuel manifold
from the day tank.

1.2.2.17J Site Security

Site Security is summarired in Subsection
13.6 3.1.

O
Amendment 20 1.2.t & 7
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3(V 1.6 MATERIAL INCORPORATED
IW REFERENCE

Table 1.61 is a list of all GE topical reporis and
any other report or doeurnent which is incorporated
in whole or in part by reference in the AllWR SSAR.

l
i

l

l
.

O

4
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1.7 DRAWINGS |

O 1.7.1 Piping and Instrumentation and
Process Flow Diaalngs

Table 1.7J contains a list of systrrn Piping and
Instrumentation diagrams (P&lD) and process flow

,

| diagrams (PPD) provl('ed in the ABWR SSAR.
Figure 1.71 defines thi sytmbols used on these
drawings.

1.7.2 Instrurnent, Control and Electrical
Drawings

' laterlocking bkxk diagrams (IDD). instrument j

engineering diagrams (IED) and single line diagrams |
(St.D) ate listed in Table 1.7-2. Figure 1.7 2 defines I

the graphic symbols used in the IBDs. |

1.7.3 ASME Standard Units Metric |

Conversion Factors

The ash 1E Standard units are applied with the '

nurnetical values converted to the metric system as
listed in Tab!c 1.7 3.

,

1.7.4 Metric Conversion to ASME
_

- - Standard Units

Selected flow, pressure, temperature and length
metric units are converted to ash 1E standard units
as tabulated in Table 1.7 4.

1.7.5 ' Drawing Standards .

Guidelines for identifying systems, facilities,
- equipment types and numbers and for drawing-

P&lDY and FPD's are treated in Table 1.7 $.

1.7.6 Interfaces

Applicants references the ABWR shall
complete P&lD pipe schedules indicated as:
Interface.

.

6

|

-
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Table 1.71q
PlPING AND INSTitUMENTATION
ANI) PitOCESS F1,0W DIAGilAMS

SSAR Fig. No. Page No. Titic Type

4h-8 4.6-24 CRD System P&ID

4.6 9 4.6-26 CRD System PFD

5.13 5.15 Nuclear Doller System P&lD

5.44 5.4-47 Reactor Recirculation Sptem P&lD

5.45 5.4-48 Reactor Recirculation System PFD

5.4-8 5.4 51 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System P&lD

5.49 5.4-53 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System PFD

5.4 10 5.4 55 Residual lleat Removal System P&lD

fl 5.4-11 5.4-59 Residuallieat Removal System PFD
(_)

5.4-12 5.4 61 Reactor Water Clean Up System PklD

5.4-13 5.4 63 Reactor Water Clean-Up System PFD

6.2 39 6.2 90 Atmospheric Control System P&ID

6.2-40 6.2 92 Flamibility Control System P&lD

63-1 6.3-25 liigh Pressure Core Flooder System PFD

6.3-7 6.3-33 liigh Pressure Core Flooder System P&ID

65-1 6.5 13 Standby Gas Treatment System P&lD

6.7 1 6.7-4 }{igh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System P&lD

9.11 9.1 23 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System P&lD

9.12 9.1-25 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System PFD

9.2-1 9.2 26 Reactor Building Cooling Water System P&lD

9.21A 9.2-34a rteactor Building Cooling Water System PFD

( \

c)
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Table 1.71
O

PIPING AND INSTitUMENTATION AND
PROCESS FLOW DIAGilAMS (Continued)

SSAR Pig. No. Page No. Title Type

9.22 9.2 35 IIVAC Normal Coo:ing Water System P&ID

9.2 3 9.2 37 IIVAC Emergency Cooling Water System P&lD

9.2 4 9239 Makeup Water System (Conilensate) P&ID

|9.25 9.2-40 Maicup Water System (Purified) P&lD

93 1 93 16 Standby Liquid Control System P&lD

93-6 9 3-21 instrument Air System P&lD

93-7 93 22 Senice Air Sydem P&lD

O

9.4 8 9.4-8 Drywell Cooling System P&lD

9.5-1 9.5 11 Suppression Pool Cleanup System P&lD

;

I

O
|
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Table 1.7 3c');
'

ASME STANDAltD UNITS METitlC CONVEllSION FACTOllS (Continued)

1 Gallons (US) 3785.4 Cubic Centimeters
]

1 Gallons (US) 3.765412 E-03 Cubic Centimeters

(6) Volume Per Unit Time

1 Cubic Tret/htinute 472 Cubie Centimeters /See
1 Cubic Feet /htinute 1.o w Cubic hietert/Ilout
1 Cubic Tect/hiinute 0.472 Liters /Second
1 Cubic feet /Second 0 02832 Cubic hieters/htinute |
1 Cubic reet/Second 1.6 W Cubic hitters /htinute
1 Gallons /htinute (US) 6.3(M12 E 05 Cubic hieters/Sec. |
! Gallons / Minute (US) 0.22715 Cubic hirters/Ilour
1 STD CFht (14.696 Psia, w"f) 04474 Liters /Sec. (7(Oht h11IG,0"C)
1 STD CFht (14.696 Psia,60"F) 1.105 Cubic hitters / lit (700hthillG,0"C)

(7) Ycletin

1 feet /Sec. 30.48 Centimeters / Scc.
1 Fect/ Min. 0.50s Centimeters /het.
1 fect/htin. 0m508 hieters/Sec. |
1 feet /hfin. oms hieters/htin.
1 inches /Sec. 2.45 Centimeters /Sec.

OV (8) &a

1 Square Inch 6 4516 Square Centimeters |
1 Square Inch 6.4516 E-04 Square hieter
1 Square Feet 929.03 Square Centimeter
1 Square Feet 9.2903 E-02 Square hieter

(9) Ictqng

1 Foot Found 0.13825 Kilogram hleters

(10) hian Per Unit Time

1 Pounds /Sec. 0.453592 Kilogram /Sec.
1 Pounds /htin. 0.453592 Kilogram /hlin.
1 Pounds /htin. 27.2155 Kilogram /Ilt.

(11) hjass Perl!niLi'algInc

1 Pounds / Cubic inch 276SO Kilogram / Cubic hteter
1 Pounds / Cubic Foot 16.01846 Kilograms / Cubic hicter
1 Pounds / Cubic Inch 0.02768 Kilograms / Cubic Cm.

1 Gallons /hfinute O E 309 Liters /Sec.

it

G
!

|
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Figure 1.7 3

AShlE STANDARD UNITS SIETRIC CONVERSION FACTORS (Continued)

(12) Dygamle W;eosity

1 Pound Sec/Sg Ft 0.4882 Cram Sec/Sg Ft

(13) Snecific 11 eat /IIest Transfer

1 Blu/ Pound-Deg F 1RKK12 Keal/Kg Deg C
1 Blu/Ilt Sq Ft Deg F 0.00t4M2 Keal/llr Sq Cm Deg C
1 Blu/Sec Sg Ft Deg F OhX4SS2 Kcal/See Sg Cm Deg C
1 Blu/11r Sq Ft 2.712 Kcal/llr Sq Meter

(14) II.tunttalms

32 Depecs Fahrenheit 0 Degress Cchius
100 Degress Ccisius 212 Degrees Fahrenheit
1 Degree F Increment 0.56 Degree C Increment
1 Degree C Increme nt 1.8 Degrec F Increment

Note:

Roundmg at Calculated values per ASTM Std.NO-86.

O

O
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V Table 1,7-4

CONVEllSION TAllLES METitlC TO ASME STANDARD UNITS

l' low. Volume l'tr Unit Time

hl /IIR _A1./h11N h1/llR GAL /h11N hl'/IIR G AL/h11N h1/IIR GAL /hllN

1 4.4 10 44 1(O 440 1(kk) 4402

2 8.8 20 8x 200 881 2tKKI 8805
3 13.2 30 132 300 1321 3K10 13207
4 17.6 40 176 4(O 1761 4(KK) 17610

5 22.0 50 220 5(O 2201 5(KO 22012
6 26.4 N) 2(4 600 2641 Nko 26414
7 3&8 70 308 7t0 3082 7tk10 30817
8 35.2 80 352 800 3522 8000 35219
9 39.6 M) 3% WK1 3%2 %kK) 39621

Temperature

o o, c, e. o, e. e, og g g p

0.1 32.18 1 33.8 10 50 1(K) 212
0.2 32.36 2 35.6 20 6s 2to 392

0.3 32.54 3 37.4 30 Ni NK) 572

O 0.4 32.72 4 39.2 40 104 400 752
'V 0.5 32.W) $ 41.0 50 122 5(X) 932

0.6 33.08 6 42.8 u) 140 NK) 1112
0.7 33.26 7 44.6 70 158 7tK) 1292

0.8 33.44 8 46.4 80 176 No 1472

0.9 33.62 9 48.? %) 194 MO 1652

l'ressurr
, , , ,

Kg/Km' l'SI 1;p/K:n' l'St Kg/Km' l'SI Kg/Km' l'SI

0.01 0.142 0.1 1.422 1 14.22 10 142.2
0.02 0.285 0.2 2.845 2 28.45 20 284.5
0.03 0.427 0.3 4.267 3 42.67 30 426.7
0.04 0.569 0.4 5.689 4 56F9 40 568.9
0.05 0.711 0.5 7.11 5 71.11 50 ~111.1

OE 0 253 0.6 8.534 -6 85.34 80 853.4
0.07 0.W6 0.7 9.956 7 99.56 70 W5.6
0.08 1.138 0.8 11.378 8 113.78 80 1137.8
0.09 1.2A0 0.9 12RO 9 128.00 %) 1280.0

(~'s
(
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hTable 1,7 4

CONVERSION TAllLES. METRIC TO ASME STANDARD UNITS (Continued)

tength

M inch M Inch M Inth Al inch

0.001 0.(01 0.1 0.039 1 3.28 10 32.81

0.002 OIOS 0.2 0.079 2 6.56 20 65.62
0.003 0.012 0.3 0.118 3 9.84 30 98.43

0.(04 0.016 0.4 0.157 4 13.12 40 131.2

0.005 0.020 0.5 0.197 5 16.40 50 164.0

0.006 0.024 0.6 0236 6 19.69 60 1(Xi.9

0.007 0.028 0.7 0.276 7 22.97 70 229,7

0I03 0.032 0.8 0.315 8 26.25 80 262.5
0 009 0.035 0.9 0.354 9 29.53 90 295.3

O

O
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1.8 CONI'Ol(MANCE %Till STANDAl(D Standard Plant / remainder of plant interf ace

O imVIEW PIAN AND APPL.lCAlllt.lTY Ol' impact. See Subsection 1.B.4 for interf ace
CODES AND STANDAltDS icquirements.

1.8.1 ConfonnanceWith Standard A sptcmatic procedure encompassing asailable
f(cylew Plan ecsources was used to identify the applicability

of esperience information ecsviting in Table
lhe subsection provides the information t&22. Engineering ruanagement surveyed the

acquired by 10 CPR 5034(g) showing conformance indices of annual esperience information to
with the Standard Review Plan (SRP). The surnmary identify those very likely to be applicable to

_

of differences from the SRP section is presen'.ed the AltWH. The remaining potentially applicable
by SRP section in Tables 1&1 through IS18. e xpc rie ner we re s eviewed individually.
See Subsection 1.8.4 for interface acquirernents- Esperience information not deemed applicable to

the ABWR design (issues pertaining to other
1.8.2 Applicability of Codes reatior types, uram discharge volume, etc.)
and Standards were not included in Table 1.8 22. The

experience infortnation categories applicable to
Standard Review Plans, Branch Technical the ABWR design in Table 1.8 22 include

Positions, Regulatory Guijes and Industrial Codo experience information accommodated by a design
and Standards which are applicable to the AllWR change, covered by review of USls/GSis or a
design are provided in Tables 1 A19.1 A20 end luue that impacts the AllWit design but must be
1 & 21. Applicable resisions, are aho shown. addrest.ed by the party referencing the ABWR
See Subsection 1.8 4 for interface acquirements. design on a specific application. This later

category is included as an interf ace
1.8.3 Applicability of Esperience requtement.
Infor nation

Experience related to identified reguLiory
Experience information is routinely made or industry developed actolutions were

[ available and distriouted to doign personnel in eliminated to avoid repetition except for
the design process. Nuclear field er.per.cnce o selected experiences that have a nuisance
maintained in ha rd copy form in furictional potential foi reoccurring. Lead system
component and library files and in the GE world e ngineer s classified the more compic1
wide cornputer retrieval sptem. experiences.

Generic Letters and IE Bulletins, Information Reference to the new or nosel design features
Notices and Circolars covering the decade used in the ABWR are provided below:
including 19S0 through the current issues (late
1991) were reviewed for applicability to the ABWR [talm SS%R Section
design. The review was enhanced by associating
related experiences and tracing referenced Fine Metion Control RoJ Drive 4.6

| occurrences. This was accomplished starting with Internal Reactor Pumps 5.4.1

the current issues of the Generic Letters and Multiplexing 7A.2
proceeding back into the decade. The Circulars, Digital / solid State Control 7A.7

Bulletins and Notices weic reviewed in that Overpressure Protection System 6.2.5.2.6,

| order. Interfacing experience was included in 6.2.53,

the review. The selection of ABWR information 6.2.5.4

was based on the significance to future design AC-Independent Water Addition
and operation guidance. Included is a list of Sptem 5.4.7.1.1.10

NUREGs related to the closing of current safety tmer Drywell Flooder 9.5.1.2

issues. Experience that resulted in applicable
rules, codes and standards was not repeated. 1.8A Interfaces
Table 1&22 list the experience information that

O has been included in the ABWR design or has ABWR The SRP sections to be addressed and the
applicable regulatory gaides and experience

Amendment 20 tM
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information for the remainder of the plant are
those of Table 1.8 19,1.8 20 a nd 1.8 72
identified in the comment column, as ' interface *,

,

O

I
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Table 1,8 22

EXi'IM(ll'NCE IN1'OltM ATION Al'l*l.lCAllLE TO AllWit (Continlicil)

TVPI:s Gl:NI:RIC 1.CI'l1:RN

is.uc
h thut. 111!r Dautntel

(c.14 F/8/M inuntment Air Supply Systcm Problems Affc(ting
Safety !1 elated I;quipment

fAMf.1d? ED.fLWll3DlMI)l'NCU
IE Netc 67 28, Supp.1 NUREG 12 75, Volume 2

M' d 9/12/8s Electric Power Spte ms . !.udcquate Control Over
De Jg., Proc cu
13hljlhidll3LCDil!UIJifDl3ESfE
:E &iice p 45

M 10 10/4/M Remoulof Cple.$pecihe Parameter Limits from
Technical SpeciGcations

88 18 10/20/sh Plant Record Storage on Optical Disks Inte:Iace

13SiltlLATED CORIt ESPONDENCE
NUitEG41800 RiiG. Guide 1.26 Itev. 3

O 88 20 11/23/8s IndivHual Plant Examinatien for Severe Acciant
Vulnerabilitics 10CFR Para. 50.54(f)

88 20 8/29/89 Generic 88 20 Supplement No.1

SS01 1/31/89 Imp!cmentation of programmatic Cc.ntrols for Interface
Radiological Etfluent Technical SpeciGcations
in the Administrative Controls Section cf the
Tc:hnical Specifications and the Rekication of
Peocedural Details of RETS to the Off site Dose
Calculation Manual er to the Process Contiol Program

Fo+2 3/21/89 Achons to improve the Detection of Counterfeit and Interface
Fraudulently Marketed Products
ISS.T RFl.ATED CORRESPOND 11EfE
EPRl NP 5652 * Guideline for the Utilization of
Cominercial-Grade items in Nuclear Safety Related
Applica' ions". Ilulletins 87-02 and Supplements 1 and 2,
88-05 and Supplements 1 and 2, SS 101E Natioces 874 6,
8819,88-35,88-46 and Supplements 1 and 2,88-48 and
Supplement 1. 88 97

4 3/S9 Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Subsection8w04 f
Testing Program 19 8.2.2

89-06 4/1'#9 Task Action Plan item 1.D.2 Safety Parameter Display
System CFR 50.54(f)

Amendment 12 1M9
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Table 1.8 22

EXPEltlENCE INFOltMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued) O
ME: GENERIC U:TPERS

lisue
F2, Balt. Hilt Comment

89-07 4/28/89 Pov et Reacter Safeguards Contingency Planning for
Surface Vehicle Bombs

89 07 4/21/89 Powcr Reactor Safeguards Contingency Planning for
Suppi Sw face Vehicle Bombs

89 08 5/2/89 Erosion /Corrision Induced Pipe Wall Thinning

891U 6/28/89 Safety Related blotor Operated Vahe Testing Interfa e
and Surveillance x

89 11 6/30/89 &<olalon of Generic Issue 101 * Boiling Wate' Subsection

Rector %ter Level Redundancy 1911.2.16

89-13 7/18/89 Service Water System Problerns Affecting Safety Interface
Related Equipment c

89 14 8/21/89 Line item improvernents in Technical Sperifications-
Removal of the 3.25 Limit on Scnding Surveillante
Intenals

89 15 8/21/89 Emergency Response Data Systet* Interface

8%18 9/6/89 Resolution of USI A 17, Systems Interactions Subsection
1911.2.3

_

89 19 9/20/89 Request for Action Related to Resolution of Subsection
Unresobed Safetyissue A 47'Safetyimputation 1911.25

of Control Systems in LWR Nuclear Powre Plants *

Pursuant to 10 CFR $034(f)

89 22 10/19/89 Potential for increased Roofleads and I'l:nt Area
11ood Runoff Depth at Licensed Nuclear Power Plants
Due To Recent Change in Probable Maximum Precipit-
ation Criteria Descloped By The National Weather
Senice

90-02 01/01/90 Ahernative Requirements for Fuel Assemblics in the
Design Features Section of Technical Specifications.

9405 06/15/90 Guidance for Performing Temporary Non Code Repair of
ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 Piping

O
Arnendment 20 1A70
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. . Table 1.8 22

. EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continucil)

*ITPE: GENERIC Ll"ITERS

lssue - '

b'n. Dalt. Ells Comment ,

1

90 4) 12/11/90 Alternative Requirements for Snubber Visualinspectinn
Intervals and Corrective Actions

91 03 03/06/91 Reporting of Safeguards Events interface
,

91-04 04/02/91 - Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance
i

Intervals to Accommod ite a 24 Month Fuel Cycle

91 05 04/04/91 Lleensee Commercial Grade Psoeurement and
Dedication Programs

. 91 06 04/24/91 Resolution of Generic issue A 30,' Adequacy of Subsection
Safety Related DCl'ower Supplies? Pursuant to 19B.2.24

,

10CFR$0.54(f)
'

t

91 10 - 07/08/91 Explosive Searches at Protected Area Portals Interface

'

91 11-- 07/19/91 Resolution of Generic luucs 48, *LCOs for Class Subsection

(n) IE Tie Breakers * Pursusnt to 10CFR$0.$4(f) 10.2.24

91 14 09/23/91 Emergency Telecommunleations
,

91 16 10/03/91 Licensed Operators' and Other Nuclear Facility Interface
Personnel Fitness for Duty

91-17 : :10/17/91 - Genetic Safety issue 29, * Bolting Deg.adation -

or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants * -

~

,

| 'i

|_ Amendment 20 1A70.1
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Table 1.8 22

O EXPEltIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued)O
'IYPE: IE IlULLl' TINS

Issue

ha DAtt. Illit Cumulttil

SS-07, 12/30/88 Power Oscillations in Boiling Water Reactors (llWils)
Supp1

90-01 03/W/90 loss of Fill Oilin Transniiticrs Manufactured by
Resernount

90 02 03/20/90 loss of Thermal Margin Caused by Channel Box Bow

91 01 10/18/91 Reporting loss of Criticality Safety Controls

(~
\ J

['h
w

Amendment 20 1.8 73

.
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Table 1.8 22

EXPEltlENCE INFOllMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued)

1YPE: IE INFORhlATION NOTICES
l$sut

h Ihlit. 111}r Comintal

80-12 3/31/80 instrumentation Failure Causes PORY Opening

80-21 $/16/80 Anchorage & Support of Safety Related Electrical
Equipment

80 22 $/28/80 Breakdowns in Contamination Control Programs interface

60-40 11/7/h0 Excessive N) Supply Pressure

8a 42 11/24/80 Effect of Radiation on flydraulic Snubber Fluid

81 05 3/13/81 Degraded DC Systems at Palisades Interface

81 07 3/16/81 Potential Problem with Water Soluble Purge Dam Interface
Materials used during inert Gas Welding

81 10 3/25/51 Inadvertent Contrinment Spray Interface

81 20 7/13/81 Test Failures of Electrical Penetrations

81 21 7/21/81 Potential Lms of Direct Access to Ultimate Interface
11 cal Sink

81 31 10/8/61 Failuie of Salety injection Valve: Interface

81 3S 12/17/81 Potential Significant Equipment Fabures Interface
Resulting from Contamination of Air Operated
Systems

82-03 3/22/s2 Environmemal Tests of Electrical Terminal BLxt

82-10 3/3/82 Following Up Symptomatic Repairs Interface

82 12 4/21/82 Surveillance of Ilydraulic Snubbers

82 22 7/9/82 r tilures in Turbine Exhaust Lines

82-23 7/16/82 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage

82 25 7/20/82 FMlures ofliiller Actuatort. Upon Gradual ,

Loss of Air Pressure

82 32 8/19/82 Contamination of Reactar Coolant System by Organics interface

O
Amendment 12 I fs-74
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Table 1.8 22

O exceniesce ixeonnarios teetic^iite ro ^iiwn <ce ii#uca)
|
|TYPD 10 INFORhlATION NOTICES

Issue |
E9. Ilatt. Iltlt Commtni

89-04 1/17/89 Potential Problems from the Use of Space lleaters Interfaca

89-07 1/2$/89 Failures of Small Diameter Tubing in Control Alt,
Fuel Oil, and Lube Oil Systems Which Render Emer.
geney Diesel Generators Inoperable

89 08 1/26/89 Pump Damage Caused by Low 110w Operation

@ 10 1/27/89 . Undetected Installation Errors in hiain Steam
Lir+ Pipe Tunnel Differential Temperature.
Sensing Elements at Boiling Water Reactors j

89 11 2/2/89 Failure of DC hiotor Operated Yalves to Develop |
Rated Torque Because ofImproper Cabling Sizing j

i

89 14 2/16/89 Inadequate Dedication Process for Commercial G*ade
*

Components Which Could Lead to Common !.icxle Failure :

of a Safety System 1

89 16 2/16/89 ExcessivcVoltage Drop in DC Systems
~

PAST RElATED CORRESPONDENCE: ,

-- Generic Letter 8815
,

89 17 2/22/89 Contamination and Degr dation of
SafetpRelated Battery Cells

89 20 2/24/89 Weld failures in a Pump of ByronJackson Derign

89 21 2/27/89 Changes in Performance Characteristics of biolded.
Case Circuit Breakers *

89-26 3/7/89 Instrument Air Supply to Safety Related Equipment ;

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:4

Generic Letter 8814

89 30 . 3/15/89 liigh Temperature Environmer>s at Nuclear Power Plants
>

89-36 4/4/89 . Excesshe Temperatures in Emergency Core Cooling ,

System Piping Located Outside Containment .

89-37 4/4/89 Proposed Amendments to 40CFR Part 61, Air Emission
Standards for Radionuclides ' i

| 89-39 4/5/89 List of Parties Excluded from Federal Procurement interface
- of Non procurement Programs -

Amendment 20 1.845
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Trible 1.8 22

EXPEltlENCE INFoltMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued)

TYPE: IE INFORht ATION NOTICES
lasue

Kn, [htte. 'Dik Comment

89 52 6/8/89 Potential Fire Damper Operational Problems
.

89-61 8/30/89 Failure of Ilorg Warner Otte Wives to Close
Against Differential Pressure

89-63 9/5/89 Possible Submergence of Elcetrical Circuits located
Abose the flood Levelllecause of Water intrusion
and Lack of Drainare

894 4 9/7/89 Electrical Bus Bar Failures Interface

89 % 9/11/89 Qualification Life of Solenoid Wlves

89-68 9/25/89 Evaluation of Instrument Setpoints During Interface
biodifications

89-69 9/29/89 less of Thermal h1argin Caused by Channel box flow Interface

8940 10/11/89 Possible Indications of htisrepresented Wndor Products Interface

89 71 10/19/89 Disersion of the Residuallleat Removal Pump Seal
C<eling Water Flow During Recirculation Operation
Following a loss-of Coolant Accident

89 72 10/24/89 Failure of Licensed Senior Operators to Clauify Interface
Emergency Evenu Properly

89 73 11/1/89 Potentail Oserpressurization of Low Piessure Systems Interface

89-76 11/21/89 Biofnuling Agent: 7xbra h1ussel Interface

89477 11/21/89 Debris in Containment Emergency Sumps and incorrect
Screen Configurations

89 79 12/1/89 Degraded Coatings and Corrosion of Steel Containment
Vessels

89-80 12/1/89 Potential for Water llammer, Thermal Stratification,
and Steam Dinding in liigh Pressure Coolant
injection Piping

89-81 12/6/89 Inadequate Control of Temporary hiodifications Interface
to Safety Related Systems

O
Amendment 12 1686
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Table 1.8 22
(n)
V EXi'EltlENCE INFOllMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued)

1TPI:: IE INI ORhl4 TION NOTICES
linue

&, Dalt. 11tir Gmiunti

89 83 12/11/89 Sustained Dectaded Voltage on the Offe're 1:lectrical Interface
Grid and loss of Other Generating Stations as a
Result of a Plant Tiip

89 87 12/19/89 Disabling of Emergency Dickel Generators by Their
Neutral Ground rault Protection Circuitry

89 M 12/16/89 Recent NRC Sponsored Testing of hiotor Operated Valves

MbO2 Ol/22/Mi Potential Degradation of Secondary Containment

M1-05 01/29/wl Inter System Diwharp of Reactor Coolant

M) 07 01/30/90 New Information Regarding insulation hinterial
Performance and Debris Illodage of PWR Containment
Sumps,

,

MLS 02/01/wl KR 85 liarar;in Tsom Decayed Fuel

fTV Mb13 03/05/M) Importance of Review and Analysis of Saftguards Interface
Event lep

M)-20 03/22/90 Personnel Injuries Resulting form improper Operation Interface
of Radwaste Incinerators

Mb21 03/22/w) Potential railure of hiotor-Operated flutter 0y Valves interface
to Operate Uccause Valve Scat Friction was
Underestimated

Mb22 03/23/W1 Unanticipated Equipment Actuation Following Interface
Restoration of Power to Rosemount Transmitter
Trip Units

90-25 N/16/90 loss of Vital AC Power With Subsequent Reactor Inter face
Coolant System lleatup

M)-25 03/11/M) less of Vital AC Power With Subsequent Reactor Interface
Supp 1 Coolant System lleatup

Mb26 N/24/90 Inadequate flow of Essential Service Water Interface
to Room Coolers and lleat Exchangers for
Engineered Safety Feature Systems

()%,

Amendment 20 t&s?
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Table 1.8 22

EXPElliENCE INFOlth1ATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued) g
'ITPE: 10 INI'ORhlAllON NOTICES

Issue

hib lhttt Illls Ci!!111!!Lui

M 30 05/01/90 Ultrasonic inspection 'l;chniques for Dissimilar
hietal Welds

90 33 05/09/90 Sources of Unexpected Occupational Radiation Interface
Exposure at Spent Puci Storage Pools

$ 39 06/01/90 Hecent Prollcms with Senice Water Systems Interface

E 40 06/03/90 Results of NRC. Sponsored Testing of hiotor- Interface
Operated Valves

% 42 06/19/90 Pailure of Electrical Power Equipment Due to
Solas hiagnetic Disturbances

90-47 './27/90 Unplanned Radiation Exposures to Personnel Interface
Extremitia Due to impro r11andling if
Potentially filghly Radioactive Sources

90 50 08/OS/90 hiinimization of hiethane Gas in Plant Systems Interfae;
and Radwaste Shipping Containers

$53 08/16/90 Potential Pailures of Auxiliary Dem Piping
and the Possible Effects on the Operability
of Vital Equipment

90 $4 08/2M/90 Summary of Requalification Propam Deficiencies Interface

$61 09/20/40 Potential for Residual 11 cat Removal Pump Damage
Caused by Parallel Pump Interaction

90-63 10/03/90 hianagement AttentionToThe Establishment And Interface
hiaintenance of a Nuclear Criticality Safety
I-rogram

90-67 10/29/90 Potential Security Equipment Weaknesses

90-68 10/30/90 Stress Corrision Cracking of Reutor Coolant
Pump Dolts

90-69 10/31/90- Adequacy of Emergency and Essential Lighting

% 70 11/06/90 Pump Explosions invohing Ammonium Nitrate

90-72 11/23/90 Testing of Parallel Dise Gate Valves in Europe

e
Amendment 20 1.847.1
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-(] Table 1.8 22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continued)

TYPD IE INFORMATION NOTICES
Issue

Iith Dalt 111h CfLritmm!

% 74 12/04/90 Information on Precursors to Severe Accidents
,

B 78 12/IS/90 Previously Unidentified Release Path From Boiling
Water Reactor Contra Rod 11ydraulic Units -

90 81 12/24/90 Fitness For Duty Interface

90-82 12/31/90 Requirements For Use of Nuclear Regulatory Interface
Comrnission-(NRC)-Approved Transport Packages
For Shipment of Type A Quantities of Radioactive
Ma.erial

91 04 01/28/91 Reactor Scram Following Control Rod Withdrawal
Associated With low Power Turbine Testing

91 06 01/31/91 Lock up of Emergency Diesel Generator And lead
Sequencer Control Circuits Preventing Restart

[] of Tripped Emergency Diesel Generator

'v'
91 12 02/15/91 Potential Loss of Net Positive Suction licad (NPSil)

of Standby Liquid Control System Pumps
,

91 13 03/N/91 Inadequate Testing of Emergency Diesel

Generators (EDGs)

91 14 03/05/91 Recent Safety Related Incidents at Largt 4rradiators

91-17 03/11/91 Fire Safety of Temporary Installation of Senices Interface

91-19 03/12/91 liigh-Energy Piping Failures Caused by Wall Thinning

91-22 03/19/91 Four Plant Outage Events invohing less of AC Power
or Coolant Spills

91 23 03/26/91 A ccident Radiation Overexposures to Personnel Due Interface
to Industrial Radiography Accessory Equipment
Malfunctions

91-29 N/15/91 Deficiencies Identified During Electrical
Distribution System FunctionalInspections

91-33 05/31/91 Reactor Safety Information for States During Interface
Exercises and Emergencies

Amendment 20 1 & 87.2
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Table 1.8 22

| EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLETO AllWR (Continued) h
TYPE: IE INFOLD 1 ATION NOTICES

Issue

h Ihtit 1 1111 Comment

91.M Oo/03/91 Potential Problems in Identifying Causes of
Emergency Diesel Ger.erator blalfunctions

91 37 06/10/91 Comptera d Gas C)linder hiissile llazards interface

91 38 06/13/91 Thermal Stratification in Feedwater System Piping

91-40 06/19/91 Contamination of Nonradioactive System and Interface
Resulting Pc.sibility for Unmonitored, Uncontrolled
Release to the Emironment

91-41 06/27/91 Potential Problems with the Use of Freeze Seals interface

91-42 07/27/91 Plant Outage Events Involving Poor Coordination Interface
Between Operations and hiaintenance Personnel
During Valve Testing and hianipulations

91-46 07/18/91 Degradation of Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Interface
Oil Delivery Systems

91 47 08/06/91 Failure of Thermo-Lag fire Barrier hiaterial
to Pass Fire Endurance Test

91 49 08/15/91 Enforcemer.t of Safety Requirements for Interface
Radiographers

91-50 08/20/91 A Review of Wa'er llammer Events After 1985

91 51 08/20/91 Inadequate Fuse Control Programs Interface

91 57 09/19/91 Operational Experience on Bus Transfers

91-58 09/20/91 Dependency of Oftset Dise Butterfly Valve's
Operation of Orientation With Respect to Flow

91-59 09/23/91 Problems With Access Authorization Programs interface

91-60 11/01/91 Reissuance ofinformation Notice 914A False Interface
Alarms of Alarm Ratemeters Because of Radio
Fiequency Interference

91-61 09/M/91 Preliminary Results of Validation Testing of
hintor-Operated Valve Diagnostic Equipment

!

O
Amendment 20 1 & 87.3
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lTable 1,8 22
' ;

'

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO AllWR (Continued)_

'lYPE: IE INFORMATION NOTICES
Issue-

h Dals 11tJr comment .

--91 63 10/03/91 Natural Gas liarards at Fort St. Vrain Nuclear ' Interface
- Generating Station '' i

91-64 ' 10/G:/91 ' Site Area Emergency Resulting From a less of
- Non-Class IE Uninterruptable Powes Supplies j

91 65 10/17/91 Emergency Access to Low Level Radioactive Interface
,

Waste Disposal Facilitics

'
91-66 10/18/91- (1) Erroneous Date in " Nuclear Safety Guide,

- TID 7016, Resision 2,'(NUREG/CR-0095, ORNL/NUREG/
CSD 6 (1978) And (2) Thermal Scattering Data
Limitation in the Cross Section Sets Prodded

- With the Keno and Scale Codes

91-68 10/28/91 Careful Planning Significantly Reduces the Interface
Potential Adverse impacts of less of Offsite
Power Events During Shutdown ,

O <

- 91 72 11/19/91 Issuance of a Revision to the EPA Manual of
Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions
for Nuclear Incidents

~;

*,

f-

i

- _ _
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Table 1.8 22

EXi'ERIENCE INFORMATION Al>l'LICAllLE TO AllWR (Continue <l)

1TPE: IE CIRCULARS
Issue

h Date Etle Commtnt

80-03 3/6/80 Protection from Toxic Gas Hazards Interface
I

80 05 4/1/80 Emergency D/G Lube Oil Interface

80-08 4/13/SO RPS Response Time

80 09 4/2S/80 Problems with Plant Internal Communications Systems Interface

80 10 4/29/80 Failure to hiaintain Emironmental Quahfication Interface
of Equipment

80 11 5/13/80 Emergency Diesel Generator Lube Oil Cooler Failures Interface

80-14 6/24/80 Radioactive Contamination of Demin Water System Interface

80-18 8/22/80 10 CFR 50.59 Sdety Evaluation for Changvs Interface
to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems

81-03 3/2/81 Inoperable Seismic hion'..oring Instrument Interface

81-05 3/31/81 Self Aligning Rod End 13ushing for Pipe Supports Interface

81-07 5/14/81 Controlof Radioactivity Contaminated h!aterial Interface

SI OS 5/29/81 Foundation hiaterials Interface

81-09 7/10/81 Containment Efuuent Water

81-11 7/24/81 Inadequate Decay Heat Removal Interface

61 13 9/25/S1 Torque Switch Electrical Bypass Circuit Interface

81 14 11/5/S1 hiain Steam Isolation Valve Failures to Close Interface

|

|

|

O
Amendment 12 1.8-f 3
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h Table 1.8-22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO AllWR (Continued)

TYPE: NUREG
Issue

~ Fg, Dgit 1111g Comment

0313 6/88 Technical Report on hinterial Selection and Processing
Rev. 2 Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping

.

0371 10/78 Task Action Plans for Generic Aethities Category A

St71 6/78 Generic Task Problem Description: Category B,
C & D Tasks

-0578 9/80 Performance Testing of BWR and PWR Relief and Safety Valves.

0588 12/79- Interim Staff Position On Environmental Qualification
of Safety Related Electrical Equipment

0619 4/80 BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drive Return
Line Nonle Cracking

.

0626 1/80 Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small
Break LOCA in GE Designed Operating Plants and Near Tere
Operating License Applications

. ,

0660 5/80 NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the Thti 2 Accident

0661 8/82- Safety Evaluation Report htark i Containment
Supp.I !.ong-Term Program Remlution of Generic Technical

Actisity A-7

'0710- 6/81 Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for-

Rev.1 ~. Construction Permits and hianufacturing License.

: 0737 '12/82 Clarification of Tht! Action Plan Requirements
Supp.1

0744 _ 10/82 Resolution of the Task A-11 Reactor Vessel hiaterials
- Rev.1 *Ioughness Safety Issue

0808 8/81 htark Il Containment Program Iz;ad Evaluation and
. Acceptance Criteria

'

-0813 9/81 - Draft Environmental Statement Related to.the
Operation of Calloway Plant, Unit No.1:,

0977 3/83 NRC Fact-Finding Task Force Report on the ATWS Events
-

_
at the Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1,

_

on February 22 and 25,1983

?

*

Amendment 17 - 1 8-89 -
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Table 1.8-22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO ABWR (Continued)

'IYPE: NUREG
Issue

h Dalt. Lt.II Comment

1150 6/89 Severe Accident Risks: An assessment for Five U.S.
Nuclear Power Plants, Vol.1 & 2.

1161 5/80 Recommended Retisions to USNRC-Seismic Design Subsection
Criteria 19B.2.27

1174 5/89 Evaluation of Systems Interactions in Nuclear Subsection
Power Plants 19B.23

1212 6/86 Status of Maintenance in the US Nuclear Power
Industry 1985 Vol.1,2

1216 8/86 Safety Evaluation PP2 Related to Operability and
Reliability of Emergency Diesel Generators

1217 4/88 Evaluation of Safety implications of Control Systems Subsection
in LWR Nuclear Power Plants-Technical Findings 198.2.5
Related to USI A-47

1218 4/88 Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of USI A-47 Subsection
19B.2.5

1229' 8/89 Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of USI A 17 Subsection
19B 23 & 19B2.27

1233 9/89 Regulatory Analysis for USI A-40 Subsection
19B.2.27

1273 4/88 Containment Integrity Check Technical Finds Regulatory
Analysis

1289 11/88 Regulatory and Backfit Analysis: Unresolved Safety Subsection
Issue A-45, Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements 198.2.29

| 12 % 2/88 Peer Review of High Level Nuclear Waste

1341 5/89 Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of Generic
Issue 115, Enhancement

1353 4/89 Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution of Generic Subsection
Issue 82,'Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent 19B.2.14
Fuel Pools"

1370 9/89 Resolution of USI A-48 Subsection
19B.2.6

O
Amendenent 20 1.8-90
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- Table 1.8 22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continued)

*ITPE: NUREG
issue

d'q, pg ] hts Comment

1275 2/91 Volume 6, Operating Experience Feedback Report -
Solenoid Operated Valve Problems

1339 6/90 Resolution of Generic Safety issue 29: Botting Subsection
Degradetion or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants 19B.2.12

CR 3922 1/85 Survey and Evaluation of System Interaction Events Subsection
and Sources Vol.1,2 19B.23

CR-4261 3/86 Assessment of Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Subsection 4
Plants 19B.2.3

CR-4262 5/85 Effects of Control System Failures on Transients,
Accidents at a GE BWR Vol. I and 2

CR 4387 12/85 Effects of Contro! System Failures on Transient and
Accidents and Core-Melt Frequencies at a GE BWR '

CR 4470 5/86 Survey and Evaluation of VitalInstrumentation and
Control Power Supply Events

CR 5055 5/SS Atmospheric Diffusion for Control Room Habitability Subsection
Assessment 19B 231

CR 5088 1/89 Fire Risk Scoping Study: Investigation of Nuclear
Power Plant Fire Risk, including Predously
Unaddressed Issues.

CR-5112 3/89 Evolution of Boiling Water Reactor Water - 1xvel Subsection
Sensing Line Break and Single Failure 19D<2.16

CR-5230 4/89 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Analysis: Plant Case Subsection
Studies and SpecialIssues 19 8.2.29

CR-5347 6/89 Recommendations for Resolutiori of Public Comments Subsection
on USl A-40 19B.2.27

CR-5458 12/89 Value-Impact Assess for Candidate Operating
Procedure Upgrade Program

CR-4674 S4/89 Precusors to Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents:
Series

Amendment 20 1 3-91
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Table 1.91

-SUMMARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITH REMAINDER OF PLANT (Continued)
ITEh!- INTERFACE
NO. ' SUllJECT TYPE SUllSECTION

5.2 - Conversion ofIndicators Procedural 5.2.6.2

53 ~ Fracture Toughness Data Confirmatory 53.4.1

5.4 - h1aterials and Surveillance Cepsule Confirmatory 53.4.2

6.1 Protection Coatings and Organie hiaterials Confirmatory 6.13.1

~

' 6.2 External Temperature - Confirmatory 6.4.7.1

63 hieterology (X/Os) Confirmatory - 6.4.7.2

6.4 -- Toxic Gases Confirmatory 6.4.73

7.1 Effects of Sation Blackout on IIVAC Confirmatory 7.8.1

7.2 Deleted -

LO
73 localized High Heat Spots in Semiconductor Confirmatory 7.83

hiate' rial for Computing Devices

8.1 Stability of offsite power system Confirmatory 8.1.4.1

8.2 Diesel Generator Reliability Procedural 8.1.4.2

'83 Class IE Feeder Circuits . Design _8.23.1

8.4 . Non-class IE Feeders Design 82.3.2

I 8.5 Specific ABWR Standard Plant / remainder of plant Design 8.233
| power sysytem interfaces

-8.6 Interupting Capability of Electrical Confirmatory 83.4.1
Distribution Equipment

8.7 Diesel Generator Design Details - Confirmatory 83.4.2

' 8.8 . Certified Proof Tests on Cable Samples Confirmatory 83.43-

8.9 ' Electrical Penetration Assemblies Confirmatory 83.4.4
,

8.10 - Analysis Testing for Spatial Seperation CorJirmatory 83.4.5

.

_ per IEEE 304
-

-

..

Amendment 20 - 1.9-4 -
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hTable 1.9 1

SUMMARY OF A.BWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITH REMAINDER OF PLANT (Continued)

ITEh! INTERFACE
N O. SUlljECT 'IYPE SUllSECTION

8.11 DC Voltage Analysis Confirmatory 83.4.6

8.12 Seismic Qualification of Eyewash Equipment Confirmatory 83A 7

8.13 Diesel Generator Load Table Changes Confirmatory 83.4.8

8.14 Offsite Power Supply Arrangements Procedural 83.4.9

8.15 Diesel Generator Qualification Tests Confirmatory 8 3.4.10
9

8.16 Defective Refurbished Circuit Breakers Confirmatory 83.4.11

8.17 hiinimum Starting Voltages for Class Confirmatory 8 3.4.12

1E hiotors

9.1 New Fuel Storage Racks Criticality Analysis Confirmatory 9.1.6.1

9.2 New Fuel Storage Racks Dpamic and Impact Confirmatory 9.1.6.2

Analysis

93 Spent Fuel Storage Racks Criticality Analysis Confirmatory 9.1.63

9.4 Spent Fuel Storage Rack Load Drop Analysis Confirmatory 9.1.6.4
,

9.5 Ultimate heat sink capability Design 9.2.17.1

9.6 hiakeup watet system capability D: sign 9.2.17_2

9.7 Potable and Sanitary Water System Design 9.2.17 3

9.8 Radioactive Drain Transfer System Collection Design 9 3.12.1

Piping

9.9 Contamination of DG Combustion Air Intake Conflu matory 9.5.13.1

9.10 Use of Communication System in Emergencies Procedural 9.5.13.2

9.11 hiaintenance and Testing Procedures for Procedural 9.5.13 3

Communication Equipment

9.12 Fire Hazard Analysis Database Confirmatory 9A.63

9
10.1 Low Pressure Turbine Di[sk Confirmatory 10.2.5.1

Fracture Toughness

Amendment tt 19-5
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SECTION 1A.3

CONTENTS

Secti_on Title Eage

1A31 Emergency Procedures and Emergency
Procedures Training Program 1A3-1

1A3 2 Resiew and Modify Procedures for
Remosing Safety-Related Systems |
From Senice 1A 3-1

1A 3-3 Inplant Radiation Monitoring 1A 3-1

rb
$ hv

{ %

V,
1A.3-ii

Amendment 20
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A'ITACIIMENT A

CONTENTS

Section 'Iltls 1%gs

IAA PLANT SillELDING TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO VITAL AREAS
AND PROTECT SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR POST ACCIDENT
OPERATION [11.B.2]

J AA.1 Introduction 1AA.1 1

1AA.2 Summary Of Shicidine Iblen Re$lew 1A A.2 1

1AA.3 Containment Dcscription and Post Accidgnt Operations 1AA3-1

1A A 3.1 Description of Primary / Secondary
Containment 1AA3-1

1AA3.2 Vital Area and Systems 1AA3-1

1AA33 Post Accident Operations 1AAS-1

1AA.4 llesten Hesiew liases 1AA.4-1

1AA.4.1 Radioactive Source Term and Dose Rates 1AA 4-1

1AA.4.2 Accidents Used as the Basis for the Specified
Radioactivity Release IAA.4-1

1AA.43 Availability of Off-Site Power 1AA.4-1

1AA.4.4 Radiation Qualification Conditions 1AA.4-1

1AA.5 Results of ths Reslew 1AA.5-1

1AA.5.1 Systems Required Post-Accident 1AA.5-1

1AA.5.1.1 Necessary Post Accident Functions
and Systems

'

1AA.5-1

1AA.5.1.2 Emergency Core Cooling and Auxiliaries IAA.5-1

1AA.5.13 Combustible Gas Control Systems and
Auxiliaries 1AA.5-2

1AA.5.1.4 Fission Product Removal and Control
Systems and Audiaries 1AA.5-2

0 1AA-li

Amendment it

.
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A'ITACHMENT A

CONTENTS (Continued)

Section Title Page

1AA.5.1.5 Instrumentation and Control, Power and
liabitability Systems and Auxiliaries 1AA.5-2

TABLES

Iahls Iille Ears

1AA.4-1 Radiation Source Comr -ision 1AA.4-3

1AA.5-1 Post Accident Emergency Core Cooling Systems
and Auxiliaries 1AA.5-4

1AA.5-2 Post Accident Combustible Gas Control Systems
and Auxiliaries 1AA.5-6

1AA.5-3 Post Accident Fission Product Removal
and Control Systems and Auxiliaries 1AA.5 7

1AA.54 Post Accident Instrumentation and Controls,

;. Power and liabitability Systems and Auxiliaries IAA<8

,

1AA.iii

O
Amendment 20
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/ TABLE 2.1 1 -

LIMITS IMPOSED ON SRP SECTION 11 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA*

BY ABWR DESIGN (Continued)-

-- S RP --

SECTION S.UIUECT LIMITS

GEOLOGY, SEISMOLOGY AND GEOTECilNICAL ENGINEERING
1

-2.5.1 . Basic Geology and Seismic None.
,

Information; ,

| -|-. 2.5.2_ Vibratory Ground Motion Per Table 2.0-1.'
;

1L 2.5.3 Surface Faulting - None.
f-

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Per Table 2.0-1.e
Materials and Foundations

i 2.5.5 Stability of Slopes None.

;

|
'

' Acceptance Chiteria 112.5.2.7 of the SRP Section 2.5.2 specifies the minimum value of the OBE to-

'
;

.
one-half of the SSE. The ABWR Standard Plant has adopted an OBE equal to one-third of the SSE.{

'

[ .

: The relationship between the magnitude of the OBE and the SSE established in paragraph V of 10
CFR 100 Appendix A is inconsistent with their definitions. The OBE is defined in 10 CFR 100 as

,

the earthquake which could reasonable be expected to affect the plant site during the operating! *

life of the plant, for~which those features necessary for continued safe operation of the plant
are designed to remain functional. The SSE is based upon the maximum earthquake potential which
produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which certain structures, systems, and -*

: components are designed to remain fun _ctional. In coupling the events, as implied by the_ current*

regulatory requirement, the intent of the OBE as a reasonably likely event is lost The use of a
.

= 100 year recurrence level of the OBE is appropriate compared to the plant life and is also
appropriately conservative relative to the Uniform Building Code requirements for non safety

~

; -

related structures,
.

t ; Decoupling the OBE from the SSE has been an issue in the technical cominunity for quite some
-

-time. -Both industry and regulatory have recognized the inconsistency in the definitions and some 1
.

~

of the undesirable results such as greatly stiffened-structures and systems to meet the more
restrictive OBE stress levels.-<

4

Genitic Issue 119.3, Decoupling of the OBE from the SSE, was introduced into the regulatory
process by recommendation A 3 of the Piping Review Committee. In the historical background of-
-this' generic issue, it is~ noted that _in developing the current regulationsiit was assumed that
the OBE would serve as a separate check'of those systems where continued operation was desired at ;

' a lower level of ground motion.- flowever, in practice, the assumed load factors, damping, stress i

e.

. - - . - levels, and service limits have caused the OBE, rather than the SSE, to control the design for .'

;

O*n-
many.gstems including concrete and steel' structures and nuclear piping. In additioni seismic
design for OBE accounts for certain. safety-related factors such as fatigue and seismic anchor

1

Amendment 9 2.14

i
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TAllLE 2.1 1

LIMITS IMPOSED ON SRP SECTION 11 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
BY AllWR DESIGN (Continued)

SRP
SECTION SUILIECT LIMITS

GEOLOGY, SEISMOLOGY AND GEOTECliNICAL ENGINEERING

|
movement that are not considered in the design for the SSE. As a further consequence, structures
and systems have been greatly stiffened to meet restrictive OBE allowable stress levels. This
stiffening is detrimental to actual plant conditions,

Since the ABWR is a plant of the future and there is sufficient evidence that more flexible
designs can exhibit reliability and safety levels equal to or greater than original stiffer
designs (such as piping designs studied by (NUREG/CR 4263), this lower magnitude OBE is
warranted,

9

O
Amendment 20 2.t.5
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- } Table 2A 1

SPATIAL SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 211')

SPATIAL 20- NO-
.25 0.75 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.75 4.25

5.75 .. . 6.25 -7.75 8.25 9.75 10.25 13.75 16.25,

18,75 - '21.25 23,75 26.25-

'This reference specifies the location for the following CRAC loput parameters, their definitions and
formatting instructions.

Table 2A 2

SITE SUHGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 213)

'
SITE - 1

| GENERIC SITE 50001

29 06

Tabic 2A 3

ECONOMIC SUHGROUP
- -

.(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 22)

ECONOMIC 54 NO-
499.0 3349.0 0.2 31527.0 4344.0 135.0 685.0

MAINE - '51 .9 , 0.077 0.182 250.0 485.0

N.H. 5 '9 0.097 0,444 150.0 802.0
.VT -5 9 0.283 0.791 177.0 657.0
MASS . 5. 9. 0.123 0.283 372.0 1366.0

_ R.I. 5- 9 0.081 - 0.220 476.0 - 2133.0

CONN 5 9 0.140 0.313 500.0 2158.0:

--- N.Y. 5 .9 0.315- 0.579 188.0 , 642,0 i

. NJ. 5 9 0.197 0.162 376.0 ""0
PA 5 9 0.307- 0413 239.0 669.0
OHIO 5 9 0.618 0.153 183.0 1516.0

( IND -5 9 0.728 0 067 206.0 1498.0-
| -ILL' -5' ' 9 0.795 0.N1 213.0 1786.0
l.

' MICH . 5- 9 0.285 0.238 - 197.0 - 955.0

WIS . 5 9 0.520 0.598 194.0 807.0
,_

| MINN - 5- 9' O.563 0.185 160.0 854.0

i: IOWA. 5: 9 0.944 0.050 242.0 1458.0

L- MO 5 9 0.724 0.079 111.0 - 674.0
.N.D. 5 9 - 0.922 0.047 - 45.0 306.0

S.D. 5- 9 0.922 -- 0.074 46.0 257.0
-

. NEBR 5 9 0.967-- 0.027- 99.0 470.0
"

L KANS -5 9 - 0.915' O.0M - 92.0 437.0;-
'

'

DEL 1 -4 10 0.471 0.N6 508.0 1725.0! .-: -
-

|

|

Amendment 20 2A.1
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Table 2A 3 (Cont'd) h
ECONOMIC SUllGROUP

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 22)

MD 4 10 0.414 0.227 273.0 1799.0
VA 4 10 0371 0.171 126.0 864.0
W.VA 4 10 0.270 0.203 44.0 472.0
N.C. 4 10 036S 0.056 261.0 819.0

'

S.C. 4 10 0327 0.063 148.0 635.0
GA 4 10 0.417 0.058 1M.0 609.0
FIA 4 10 0368 0.077 233.0 930.0
KY 4 10 0.557 0.117 141.0 792.0
TENN 4 10 0.507 0.140 118.0 669.0
ALA 4 10 0.400 0.N1 144.0 515.0
MISS 4 10 0.475 0.047 135.0 520.0
ARK 4 10 0.494 0.030 158.0 691.0
LA 4 10 0332 0.087 137.0 763.0
OKLA 4 10 0.782 0.051 68.0 442.0
TEXAS 4 10 0.811 0.053 54.0 354.0
MONTANA 5 9 0.658 0.026 20.0 186.0
IDAHO 5 9 0.894 0.114 93.0 485.0
WYOMING 5 9 0.560 0.024 15.0 119.0
COLORADO 4 10 0.570 0.039 69.0 332.0
N. MEXICO 4 10 0.600 0.056 21.0 100.0
ARIZONA 4 10 0.556 0.069 36.0 134.0
UTAH 4 10 0.236 0.215 36.0 2ta5.0
NEVADA 4 10 0.127 0.117 19.0 IN.0
WASH 5 9 0369 0.138 132.0 586.0
OREGON 5 9 0300 0.093 68.0 330.0
CALIF 4 10 0318 0.119 316.0 936.0
NOVA SCO 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OUEBEC 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ONTARIO 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BAJA CAL 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SONORA 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CHIHUAHU 5 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 2A 4

POPULATION SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 26)

To be supplied by utility for specified spatial mesh above.

Table 2A 5

TOPOGRAPHY SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR-2326, pg 2 33)

.

To be supplied by utility for specified spatial mesh above.

Amendment 20 2A 2
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h Table 2A 6

ISOTOPIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 37)

ISOTOPE - 54 NO __ EVALUATED FOR 3926M%T CINDR SOURCE
CO 58 - -7- 3.730E+05 - 7.130E+ 01 1.000E 02 1.000E 04 0.5 OF GESSAR

. CO-60 7- 2.247E + 03 - 1.921E + 03 1.000E-02 1.000E-04 0.5 OF GESSAR
KR85' -1 1.184E+ 06 - 3.919E+ 03 0. O.

KR-85hl 1 2.644E + 07 1.867E-01 0. O.

- KR 87 1 5.070E + 07 5.278E-02 0. O.

KR 88 ' 1 7.185E + 07 1.167E-01 0. O.

RB-86 4 1.844E + 05 1.865E+01 1.000E-02 1.C00E-04
SR 89.- 6- 9.700E + 07. 5.200E+ 01 : 1.000E-02 1.000E-04

. SR-90 ' 6 - 1.014E + 07 1.026E+ N 1.000E-02 - 1.000E-N
_

SR 91 6 1.242E+08 3.950E-01 1.000E-02 1.000E44
- - Y 90 - 8 SR 90 1.094E + 07 2.670E4 00 1.000E 02 1.000E44
Y-91 8 SR 91 1.263E + OS 5.880E + 01 1.000E-02 1.000E-04
ZR 95 8 - 1.735E + 08 6.550E+01 1.000E-02 1.000E-04
ZR-97 8 1.781E+08 7.000E 01 1.000E-02 1.000E-N
NB-95 8 ZR 95 1.734E + 0S 3.510E + 01 ' 1.000E-02 1.000E 04

.- . MO 99 '7 ' 1.966E + 08 2.751E + 00 1.000E-02 1.000E-04
TC 99M ' 7 MO-99 1.6%E + 08 2.508E-01 1.000E-02 1.000E44
RU-103 ' 7 1M4E +08 > 3.959E+ 01 1.000E-02 1000E44

-
.. RU 105 ; 7 1.174E + 08 1.850E 01 1.000E-02 - 1.000E44
| : RU-106 : 7- 5.909E + 07 3.690E + 02 1000E-02 1000E-04,

. -Ril105 7 RU 105 ' 9.907E+ 07 1.479E + 00 1.000E-02 1.000E44
SB 127. 5 8.969E + 06 3.800E + 00 1.000E-02 : 1.000E44

- SB 129 5 3.172E + 07 ' 1.80SE-01 - 1.000E-02 .1.000E-N
TE 127 5 SB-127 - 8.853E + 06 ~ 3.8%E-01 1.000E-02 1.000E-04
TE 127M 5 .1339E + 06 - 1.090E + 02 1.000E-02 - 1.000E-04
TE 129 | 5 SB 129 2.983E+ 07 4.861E-02 1.000E-02 - 1.000E-G4
TE 129M - 5 - 8.090E + 06 3.140E+ 01 1.000E-02 1.000E-04 .

3TE-131M 5 1.464E + 07 - 1.250E + 00 1.000E-02 - 1,000E-N
TE 132 ' 5= 1.48SE+08 - 3.250E+00 1000E-02 1.000E44-

I-131 - 3 TE 131M . 1.033E+ 08 8.G40E + 00 .1.000E-02 - 1.000E44 -
~

I132 3 TE 132 1.510E + 08 9.521E-02 1.000E-02 1.000E44
I133 3 2.160E + 08 8M7E 01 - 1.000E-02 1.000E44
1134 3- 2378E+ 08 ~3.653E-02 . 1.000E-02 1.000E44
I 135 3 ~ 2.039E+08- 2.744E-01 1.000E-02 1.000E-N

. XE-133 11133 2.170E+08 5.290E+ 00 0. - 0.
'

XE 135 11135 : 3.806E+ 07. 3.821E-01 0. O.

- CS-134 ' 4 ' 2.103E+07 -- 7.524E+02 1,000E-02 1.000E-04
CS-136 4 4.630E+061 1300E+01 1.000E-02 1.000E44
CS 137 4- 1305E+ 07 1.099E + 04 1.000E 02 1.000E44
BA 140 6 : 1.863E+08' 1.279E+ 01 1.000E-02 -- 1.000E44
'LA 140' 8 BA-140. 1.974E + 08 1.676E + 00 1.000E 02 1.000E44 ~
CE 141 8 1.727E + 08 3.253E+01 1.000E-02 1.000E-N

= CE-143 8- : 1.629E+ 08 1375E + 00 1.000E-02 1.000E44
CE-144 - ' 8 1387E+ 08 2.844 E + 02 - 1.000E-02 1.000E44

| - PR 143 - 8 CE 143" 1.612E+08- 1358E+ 01~ 1.000E-02 1.000E44
--

|: Amendment 20 . 2A-3

i
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Table 2A 6 (Cont'd) g
ISOTOPIC SUBGROUP

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 37)

ND-147 8 7.103E + 07 1.099E + 01 1.000E-02 1.000E-N
NP 239 8 2.401E + 09 2350E + 00 1.000E-02 1.000E-N
PU-?" 8 CM 242 6.224E + 05 3.251E+N 1.000E-02 1.000E-04

PU b9 8 NP-239 53NE + 04 8.912E + 06 - 1.000E-02 1.000E 04

PU 240 8 CM-214 8.826E + N 2.469E + 06 1.0NE-02 1.000E-N
PU-241 8 2.121E + 07 5333E + 03 1.000E-02 1.000E-04
AM 241 8 PU-241 1.726E + N 1.581E + 05 1.000E-02 1.000E-N
CM 242 8 1.260E + 07 1.630E+ 02 1.000E-02 1.000E-M
CM 244 8 2.885E + 05 6.611E + 03 1.000E-02 1.000E-N

Table 2A 7

LEAKAGE SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-41)

(This group input as a dummy in reference deck and overwritten by individual cases.)

(See INDIVIDUAL CASES)

LEAKAGE 1 NO DUMMY INPUT - OVERLAYED IN ACTUAL RUN SEE TABLE 2A 15
ABWR CSI 1.0 31.9 2.78 1.5 4.0E + 07 10.

1.0E + 00 0.8 0.8 1.0E-03 1.1E-03 2.6E-04 1.5E-07

Table 2A-8

DISPERSION SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-45)

DISPERSION
54.0 37.7 4 0 0 .

.

Table 2A 9

EVACUATION SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 47)

EVACUATE 1 NO YES
1.0 0. O. 0.- 24135. O. 2. 1.0

1.0 1, 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2.66E-4 2.66E-4 133E-4 2.66E-4
8045. 90. 95. 3. 0

O
Amendment 20 2A4
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O. Table 2A 10
G

ACITFE SUllGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 53)

ACUTE 7

T MARROW 320. 400. 510. 615. .03 .5 1.

LLI WALL 2000. 5000, 5000. 5000. 1. 1. 1.

LUNG 5000. 14h00. 22400. 24000. .24 .73 1.

W BODY 55, 150 280. 370. 30 .8 0.
LUNG 3000. 3000.1 6000. EX1 .05 1.0 0.
LLI WALL 1000. 1000.1 2500. 25M .05 1.0 0.
THYROlD 1.E10 1.E10 1.E1C !.E10 1.01 1.0 0.0

Table 2A 11

LATENT SUllGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 57)

LATENT 8
10 CENT EST 30. 5. 300. 2.5

T MARROW LEUKEMIA 2.836E-05 2.720E-051.872E 05 1382E-05 9.720E4 6.770E4
4.N0E4 1.700E4 4.900E-07 0.0 1.0
LUNG LUNG 2.749E-05 2.749E-05 2.749E-05 1.587E-05 8.130E 4 3.990E-06

(~} 1.500E-06 2.200E-07 00 0.0 0.5
(,r OTHER BREAST 3.172E-05 3.172E-05 3.172E-05 1.831E-05 9.3SOE-06 4.600E4

1.730E-06 2.500E-07 0.0 0.0 1.000E + 09
SKELETON BONE 1.107E-05 1.0ME-05 6.990E4 3.020E4 1.670E-06 9.100E-07
4.200E-07 1.200E.07 1.000E-08 0.0 1.0
LLI WALL GITRK 1.6SSE-05 1.688E-051.688E 05 9.74CE4 4.990E-06 2.450E4
9.200E-07 1300E-07 0.0 0.0 1.0

OTHER OTHER 4.235E-05 3,557E-05 2.539E-05 1.466E-05 7.520E-06 3.690E4
1390E-06 2.000E.07 0.0 0.0 1.0

W BODY W BODY 1.579E-04 1.533E-04 1.274E-04 7.542E-05 4.141E-05 2.241E-05
1.000E 05 2.620E4 5.000E-07 0.0 1.0

THYROID THYROID 334E-04
1.00E 09

Table 2A-12

CHRONIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 62)

!

,

; CHRONIC EXPOSURE 6
10 1 1.000 365, 23550. 3.0 15.0

'

SR-90 0.0525 0.0718
RU-106 0.0397 0.0533,

'

CS-137 0.0525 0.105
i / PU-238 0.0529 0.107
l (

~
|

Amendment 20 2A 5
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Table 2A 12 (Cont'd)

CHRONIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-62)

PU 239 0.0530 0.105

PU 240 0.0530 0.108

PU-241 0.0'20 0.101
AM 241 0.0530 0.108
CM-242 0.0292 0.0327

CM 244 0.0522 0.102
3 11 1.0 365. 365. 14.0 2.0 33

CS-134 8.44 4.22

LUNG 6.47E + 4 731E + 4
T MARROW 6.50E + 4 734E + 4
SKELETON 6.41E + 4 7.24E + 4
TECL 6.41E + 4 7.24E + 4
ST WALL 7.40E + 4 834E + 4
SI+ CONT 8.05E+ 4 9.09E + 4
UL1 WALL 7.95E + 4 8S6E + 4
LLI WALL 8.28E+ 4 933E+4
THYROID 6.49E+4 733E+ 4
OTHER 6.27E + 4 7.08E + 4
W BODY 632E + 4 7.14E + 4
TESTES 7.57E + 4 8.55E+ 4

- OVARIES 6.6SE + 4 7.55E + 4
CS-136 2.84 1.42

LUNG 8.82E + 3 8.82E + 3
T.h1 ARROW 9.29E+ 3 9.29E+ 3
SKELETON 9.10E + 3 9.10E + 3
TECL 9.70E + 3 9.10E + 3
ST WALL 1.15E + 4 1.15E + 4
Sl+ CONT 1.19E + 4 1.19E + 4

'

ULI WALL 1.20E + 4 1.20E + 4

LLI WALL 135E + 4 135E + 4 ;

THYROID 9.23E + 3 9.23E + 3
,

OTHER 8.8SE+ 3 8.83E+ 3
W BODY 8S6E + 3 8.96E + 3
TESTES 1.03E + 4 1.03E + 4
OVARIES . 9.48E + 3 9.48E+ 3
CS-137 - 8.44 4.22
LUNG 4.71E + 4 5.59E + 4
T MARROW 4.73E+ 4 5.61E + 4
SKELETON 4.68E + 4 5.56E + 4
TECL 4.68E + 4 5.56E + 4
ST WALL 5.18E + 4 6.13E + 4
Sl+ CONT 539E+4 639E+4
ULI WALL 5.40E + 4 639E + 4
LLI WALL 5.64E+ 4 6.64E+ 4
THYROID 4.68E + 4 5.55E + 4
OTHER 4.60E + 4 5.45E + 4

Amendment 20 L\.6
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Table 2A 12 (Cont'd)

CllRONIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-62)=

W BODY 4.62E + 4 5.49E + 4
TESTES 5.18E + 4 6.15E + 4
OVARIES 4.81E + 4 5.70E + 4
2 2 1.0 365. 365. 14.0 2.0 3.3

SR 89 397 0.402
L ' LUNG 2.91E + 3 5.81E + 2

T MARROW 2.63E+4 5.26E+3
SKELETON 5.95E + 4 1.19E + 4
TECL 6.00E + 4 1.20E + 4

~

ST WALL 136E + 4 3.12E + 3
Sl+ CONT 2.73E+ 4 5.45E+ 3
ULI WALL 1.46E + 5 2.91E + 4
LLL WALL 4.27E + 5 8.53E 4 4

L THYROID 2.91E + 3 5.81E + 2
OTHER 2.91E + 3 5.81E + 2
W BODY 9.55E + 3 L91E + 3
'IESTES 2.91E + 3 5.81E + 2
OVARIES 2.91E + 3 5.81E 4 2
SR 90 .505 .588
LUNG 1.59E + 4 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 2 1.80E + 1
T MARROW 1.(ME + 6 2.0SE + 5 5.25E + 4 1.29E + 4 1.00E + 4 3.10E + 3

.

SKELETON 3.0SE + 6 6,15E + 5 2.57E + 5 9.81E + 4 1.09E + 5 430E + 4
' " , TECL 2.64E + 6 5.27E + 5 1.93E + 5 6.77E + 4 7.20E + 4 2.76E + 4

ST WALL 2.03E + 4 4.05E + 3 5.50E + 1 1.80E + 1 -
Sl+ CONT 2.64E + 4 5.28E + 3 5.50E + 1 1.80E + 1
UL1 WALL 1.06E+ 5 2.11E+4 5.00E + 1 2.00E + 1
LLL WALL 4.06E + 5 8.12E + 4 5.00E + 1
THYROID 1.59E + 4 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 1 1.80E + 1

~

OTHER 1.59E + 4 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 1 130E+1
W BODY 2.76E+ 5 5.52E-4 2.03E + 4 7.44E + 3 8.0SE + 3 3.13E + 3
TESTES 1.59E A 4 3.18E+ 3 5.50E+ 1 1.80E + 1

' OVARIES 1.59E + 4 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 1 1.80E + 1
2 9 1.0 0.0 365. 14.0 ti.0 10.0

I133 1.00E-8 00(M86
LUNG 8.53E + 2 1.5SE + 2
T MARROW 7.99E + 2 1.4SE + 2
SKELETON 7.88E + 2 1.46E + 2
-7ECL- 7.88E + 2 1.46E + 2
ST WALL 1.11E + 4 2.06E + 3
Sl+ CONT 230E+3 4.25E+ 2
UL1 WALL 6.16E + 3 1.14E + 3
LLI WALL 9.83E + 3 122E + 3
THYROID 1.73E + 6 3.21E + 5
OTHER 9.07E + 2 L68E + 2
W BODY 1.46E + 3 2.70E+ 2

, TESTES 7.13E+ 2 132E + 2

Amendment 20 2A.7
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Table 2A 12 (Cont'd)

CHRONIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 62)

OVARIES 9.99E + 2 1.85E + 2
1-131 1.00E-8 0.692
LUNG 1.92E + 3 3.56E + 2
T MARROW 1.55E+ 3 2.87E+ 2
SKELETON 1.67E + 3 3.10E + 2
TECL 1.67E + 3 3.10E + 2
ST WALL 6.16E + 3 1.14E + 3
SI+ CONT 1.79E + 3 332E + 2
ULI WALL 4.49E4 5 832E+2
LLI WALL 1.03E + 4 1.91E + 3
THYROID 9.0'E + 6 1.6SE + 6
OTHER 2.20E + 3 4.07E + 2
W BODY 4.75E + 3 8.79E + 2
TESTES 7.51E + 3 139E + 2
OVARIES 1.15E + 3 2.21E + 2
4 2 1.000 3650. 3650. 2400. 5.0 5.0

CS-134 .164 .0547

LUNG 731E+4
T MARROW 734E+4
SKELETON 7.24E + 4
TECL 7.24E + 4
ST WALL 834E + 4
SI+ CONT 9.09E ,4

ULI WALL S.96E + 4

| LLI WALL 933E+4
! THYROID 733E+4

OTHER 7.0SE + <

W BODY 7.14E + 4;

| TESTES 8.55E + 4
| OVARIES 7.55E + 4

CS-137 .250 .0835
: LUNG 5.59E + 4 -

T MARROW 5.61E+4
SKEl.ETON 5.56E + 4
TECL 5.56E + 4
ST WALL 6.13E + 4
SI+ CO.NT 639E+4
ULI WALL 639E+4
LLI WALL 6.64E + 4
THYROID 5.55E + 4
OTHER 5.45E + 4
W BODY 5.49E + 4
TESTES 6.15E + 4
OVARIES ' 5.70E + 4
SR-89 .0136 '0068.

LUNG 5.81E + 2

Amendment 20 2A4
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Table 2A.12 (Cont'd)

CHRONIC SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 62)

.T MARROW 5.26E+3-

SKELETON L 1.19E + 4
.TECL - 1.20E + 4

,

ST WALL 3.12E + 3
- St + CONT 5.45E + 3 ' ,

UL1 WALL 2.91E + 4 ]
LLL WALL ' 8.53E + 4 - 6

THYROID 5.SIE + 2
:OTHER ' 5.81E + 2
W BODY-' .1.91E + 3

-TESTES; - 5.81E + 2
'

OVARIES - 5.81E + 2
SR-90 -- 1340 0.669

1 LUNG - 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 2 1&E + 1
T MARROW 2.08E 4 5 5.25E + 4 1.29E + 4 1.00E + 4 3.10E + 3 . 3.103 + 3 1

- SKELETON _ 6.15E+5 2.57E4 5 9.81E+ 4 1.09E + 5 430E+4 430E+4_

=TECL. - 5.27E + 5 1.93E + 5 6.77E + 4 7.20E + 4 2.76E + 4 2.76E + 4
ST WALL 4.05E + 3 5.50E + 1 1&E + 1

-

:- Sl + CONT -_ 5.28E + 3 5.50E + 1 1KE + 1

( '? _ ULI WALLE 2.11E+ 4 5.00E+ 1 2.00E + 1
'

- LLL WALL - 8.12E + 4 5.00E + 1 '

THYROID -- : 3.18E+ 3 5.50E + 1 - - IKE + 1
-OTHER - 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 1 130E+ 1
- W BODY 5.52E + 4 2.03E + 4 7.44E + 3 8.08E + 3 3.13E+ 3 3.13E+3
-TESTES: ; 3.18E + 3 . 5.50E + 1 : 1.80E + 1 -

- OVARIES ' = 3.18E + 3 5.50E + 1 1.80E + 1
10 11 _0333 365. 10950.. 3285. 5.0- 25.0;

,

-- CO 58 --.

CO-60 -
NB.95 -
ZR-95
RU 103?
RU 106 --
I-131"
CS 134 -- -

~ CS 136 '

CS-137L

._

,

,.

Amendment 20' 2A-9 -
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Table 2A 13

SCALE SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 72)

SCALE 36 NO
1. E02. E03. E05. E07. E01. E12. E13. El
5. E17. Ell. E22. E23. E25. E27. E21. E3
2. E33. E35. E37. E31. E42. E43. E45. E4
7. E41. ES2. E53. E55. E57. E51. E62. E6
3. E65. E67. E61. E7

Table 2A 14

RESULTS SUBGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 74)

RESULT 28 NO

ACUTE FATALITIES
ACUTE INJURIES
POP W/BMR DS>200
RSK OF FAT-INT 2 1.0E4
RSK OF FAT-INT 4 1.0E4
RSK OF FAT-INT 10 1.0E-06
RSK OF FAT INT 14 1.0E4
FATAL RADIUS (MI)
RSK OFINJ INT 2 L0E-06
RSK OF INJ-INT 14 1.0E4
RSK OF INJ INT 18 1.0E-06

INJUR RADIUS (MI) _
ACU BMR DS-INT 2 1.0E-02
ACU BMR DS lhT10 1.0E-02
ACU BMR DS-INT 14 1.0E-02

' ACU BMR DS INT 18 1.0E-02
ACU TIIY DS ItR 2 1.0E-02
ACU THY DS INT 10 1.0E-02

' ACU THY DS-INT 14 L0E-02
- ACU THY DS-INT 18 1.0E-02

TOT LAT/ INITIAL
TOT LAT/ TOTAL
CANCER RSK-lhT 2 1.0E4
CANCER RSK INT 14 1.0E-06

- CANCER RSK-INT 18 - 1.0EG
DECON AREA
DECON DIST
TOT WBODY MANREM 1.0E-02

O
Amendment 20 2A.10
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-; Table 2A 15 -

-INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT EVENT GROUPS
LEAKAGE SUBGROUP

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-41)

,

-
-

GE PROPRIETARY . PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER

I

|

|0;
h

i_
|

_:_

!

'

:O!
' Amendment 20 -' ;3,33
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Table 2A 15 (Cont'd) h
INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT EVENT GROUPS

LEAKAGE SUllGROUP
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 41)

GE PROPRIETARY. PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER

O

. O
Amendment 20 2A-12
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| Table 2A 15 (Cont'd)

INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT EVENT GROUPS
LEAKAGE SUBGROUP -

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2 41)

GE PROPRIETARY - PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER

10

,

LO

Amendment 20 2A-13
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Table 2A 15 (Cont'd)

INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT EVENT GROUPS
LEAKAGE SUBGROUP

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 2-41)

GE PROPR!ETARY. PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER

O

-i

Amendment 20 2A.14
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L '*"'""TiinS'nnis!st?"" '''" '

g (NUREG/CR.2326, pg 2-41)
es- -

u'

GE l'ROl'RIETARY . l'ROYlDED UNDElt SEl'AllATE COVER
1

(

n

. ,

.

.

'

; e-

Amer.dment 20 2A 13
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hTable 2A 16

FILE 20 DOSE CONVEllSION FILE
(NUltEG/CR.2326. pg 4 2) i

co 58 co-60 Lt 85 kt 85m Lt.87 Lt.88 a t,-86 Sr.89 St 90 sr.91 |
y 90 y-91 n-95 n.97 nl>-95 mo W te wm ru.103 ru 105 ru.106 i
sh.105 te.127 te.127m te.129 te.129m te 131m te 132 Sti 127 Stw129 i131
1132 1133 11.4 1 135 se.133 xe 135 cs.134 es.136 ea 137 tia.140
la.140 cc.141 cc.143 cc.144 pt143 nd 147 op 239 pu.238 pu 239 pu 240
pu 241 am.241 cm 242 cm 244
lung
.5W0e + 05 .5900e + 05 .300e + 040. O. O. O.

.1030c + 03 .21(Oc + N .1130e + ori .2010e 4 (0
N(Oe + 06 4Moe + 06 .7400e + 060 . .10 De * (YC. O.

.26(Oc + 0,1 5580: + 0t .2900e + 06 .5670e + (O

.18(Oe + (0 .1S(Oc + (K0 . O. O. O. O.

.2Noe + 00 4820e + 01 .2510e + 03 A470e-03

.21i0e+(0 '.2100e + (KO . O. O. O. O.

.9220e+01 .1Noe + O2 .1760e + 05 .3220e-01
JX(Oc+(0 9Noe+000. O. O. O. O.

.1730e + O2 .1750e + O2 .Svoc + 05 .1720e + (0

.2000e + 01 .2fx Oc + 010 . O. O. O. O.

.1110e + 03 .1XOc + 03 .20Xk 4 06 4470c+(0

.1400c + 05 .14(Oc+050. O. O. O. O.

.9270e401 1730e 4 03 .1020e + 05 .1040e 01

.7800e+04 .7800e+ NO . O. O. O. O.

D. O. O. O.

.1600e + 05 .1600e + 05 .2(roe 4 NO , O. O. D.

O. O. O. O.

AX0e + 04 AX0e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.8250c + O2 .19X)e 4 03 E580e + 05 .1M0c + 00
3XOc + 05 3XOc + 050 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.2(X0e + 06 .2000c+0(0 0. O. O. O.

.2S10e+00 .5Moe + 01 .NM0e + 03 .5940c 03

.1300e+06 .1XOc + 060 0. O. O. O.

.7720e + 02 .1670e + 04 .8440e + 05 .1520e 4 00

.1500e + 05 .1500e4050 0. O. O. O.

.1310e + 03 .51(Oc + 03 .2120e 4 05 AxOe 01
3100c + 05 31(Oc + 050 0. O. O. O.

7820e + 02 .1540c + N .85%k + 05 .15(i0e 4 (0
.1600e + 05 .1600e+050 0. O. O. O.

.2180e + O2 .2910e 4 03 .2090e + 05 342Gc-01
E90th + O2 .89(Oc+020 0, 0, O. O.

2120e + 01 .1350e + 02 .1kDe + 05 .2540c-01
.5400e + 05 . 400e + 050 0. O. O. O.

'

.5520e + 02 .1090e+ N .6050e405 .1050e + 00

.2200c+04 .22(Oe+040 0. O. O. O.

4850c+O2 .7370c + O2 .9200c + 05 .1670c+(0
.2500c + 07 .2500c + 07 .14(Oc + 070 0. O. O.

.2060e + 02 A300e+03 .2250e 4 05 .4060e 01
i

!
!

Amendment 20 2A.16
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) j

Fil.E 20 DOSE CONVERSION Fil.E !

(NUMEG/CH.2326, pg 4 2)

3600e + 04 3(40e + 040 0. O. O. O. |
.7530e + 01.5010e + O2 .8940c+04 .1610e-01

~

.1600e + 04 .1600e + 040 0, O. O. O.

3430e 4 00.7670e + (0 .4980c + 03 .87&le-03 I

.1200e + 06 .1200e 4 O(0 0. O. O. O. *

.1340e + 013370c + O2 .1350c404 S 10e-03 -

R00e 4 03.56(Oc + 030 0. O. O. O. r

.1810e 4 01.1830c + 01 9550c + 04 .1250c 0t

.1500e + 06.1500e + Ofo 0. O. O. O.

'.1020e + 02 .2220e + 03 1480c 4 04
.6970e-02.

1100e + 05 .1100e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.1390e + 03 .8900e + 03 .1$90c406 .2940c + 00

.3000e + 05 .NK0e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.it00e 4 03 .2&%0e + N .2230c + 05 .4190c-01 ;

.25(Oc + 05 .2500e + 050 0. O. O. O. !

.7050c + O2 .8650e + 03 .7950c + 05 .1430e + 00 *

.3200e + 04 3200e 4 040 0. O. O. O. l
*

.6990c + O2 .9780c + O2 .1Xoc + 06 .2530e 4 (0
0400e + 04 .'!400c + 040 0. O. O. O.

'

A150c + 02 .6630e + 03 4610e + 05 .8220e-01
. .1(K0c + 04 .100De + NO 0. O. O. O.

.9230c + 02 .1010e + 03 .27(Oc + 06 45130c + (0 i

3100e * N 3100e 4 040 0.
.

O. O. O.

.6$00c + 02 .2910e + 03 .8(D0e + 05 .1460c + 00 ;
'

S00e + 03 .5600e + ON) 0. O. O. O. .

.3870c + O2 SM0e + O2 .2690c + 06 SXOc 4 00 *

:+ .2500e + M .2500e + NO 0. O. O. O. t

.1400e + 03 .2690e 4 03 .2040e + 06 .4000e + 00 >

A100e + 00 A100e + 0(0 0. - 0. O. O.

' .$750c + 0130soe + 02 4440e + 04 .6970c.02
.N00e + 00.9400e + (KO 0. 0. O. U.

_

.1890c + 02 .4160c + 02 ,2750e + 05 .50 roe-01 '

A500e + 05 A500e + 05 RX0e + 040 -0. O. O.

.1660c + 03 3470c 4 04 .1810e + 06 J280c+00'

.8200e + 04 .8200e 4 040 0. O. 0, 0,

.2160c + 03 3820e + 04 .2380c406 .4440c+(0 ,

3400e + 05 3400e + 05 RXX)e + NO 0. O. O.

.5840e + 02 .1240c + 04 .6450c + 05 .1150e + (0
' .6300e + 04 .6300e + 040 - 0. O. O. D.

! 3970c + 02 3460e + 04 .2580e4 05 A140e 01
"

.1(00e + 05 .1600e + 050 0. O. O, O.

.2330e + 03 .1710e + N 2730c + 06 .5390c + 00-

.6200e + 05 .62C0e + 050 0.
_

0. O. O.

.7640c + 01.1500e + 03 .8400e + N : .1500c-01 *

.13(Oc + 05 .1300e + 050 0, - 0. O. O. -

10 100e 0 8C ko 0. O.
}

Amendment 20 2A D
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Table 2 A.16 (Cont'd) g|
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE ;

(NUREG/CR.2326, pg 4 2) j
|

.49S0e + 01 .1070c + 03 .2250e + 04 3440e 02

.49We + 05 .49 toc 4 050 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

37(De 4 05 .3700e 4 05 .1 roc + 040 0. O. O.

.1570c + 02 .2700e + 03 .1740e + 05 .2780e-01

.930e + 04 .9203e + 04 .10(Oc + 030 0. O. O.
j

.1870c + O2 .1740e + 03 .2150c + 05 .2650c-01 i

.1 A0e 4 09 .1XOc + 09 .1900c + WO 0. O. O.

.5410c-01 .1140e + 01 .5920e+02 .9580e 05

.1200e + W .1200e + W .1700e+Or0 0. O. O.

2960c 01 .6220e 4 00 3240e + 02 .5420e-05
.1203c + 09 .1NOc 4 W .17(Oc + W .1(KOc + OSO 0. O.

.5150c01 .1080c + 01 .5640c + O2 .9170c 05

.6400e 4 05 44(Oc + 05 4660e+06 3000e + 05 .10(Oc + 05 .10 toe + 05 .lotne + 05

.3530c 05 .1560e.02 .7740e-02 2940e-09

.1XOc + W .1XOc + 09 .1NOc + 0'O 0. O. .1(Koe + 08

.4840c + 01 .1020e + 03 .5Noe + 04 3220e-02

.7600e+08 .7600e408 .1100ctOSO 0. O. O.

.4370e-01 /J050c+(0 4790c+O2 .8310e.05

.1XOc + 09 .1Noe + 09 .1800e + 0'20 0. O. O.

.1240c + 01 .2610e + O2 .1Noe + N .1070e 02
i marrow
.7950c + 03 500e + 04 .1000e + 039 0. O. O.

.1230c + 03 .2500e + 04 .1350e + 06 .2400e400

.2000e + G4 .2100c + 05 3500e + 05 .10We + 04 .1000e + 040 0.
2960e 4 03 /3220e + N 3250e + 06 .6310e + (0
.6100e + (0 .6)(De + (00 0. O. O. O.

.2970c + 00 .6220e + 01 3250e + 03 .5780e 03
3900e + 00 JXOc + 000 0. O. O. O.

.1570c + O2 .2210e + 02 3(Koe + 05 .5500e-01

.1Noe + 01 .1N0c + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1930c + 02 .1960c + 02 .9370c+05 .1920e + 00

.3100e + 01 3100c + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1190e + 03 .1390e + 03 2250c + 06 .4830c + 00

.3250c + 04 .6500e + 040 0. 0. O. O.

.1990c + O2 .2020e + 03 .1200e + 05 .2270c.01
3350e + N .1X0e + 050 6. O. O. O.

O. O. O. 0,

.6100e + 04 .1100e + 06 .4200e+06 .1Noe + 06 300e + 05 3(Koc + 05 .1000e + 05
0. O. O. O.

.2150c + 03 3100e + 03 .1000e + '20 0. O. O,

.3020e + 03 .2390c + 03 .1030e + 06 .19N)e + (0

.4700c + 03 .5100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1430c + G4 .9200e + 04 .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

3010e + 00 4060e + 01 JXOc + 03 .6390e 03
4700e + 03 35(De + 04 .1C00e + 030 0. O. O.

A.nendment 20 2A.18
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ABWR ==n '

Standard Plant key ti

:

Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE !i

(NUREG/CR.2326 pg 4 2) !

.9460c + O2 .2N0c + M .1030e + 06 .le70e4(0

.1900c 4 03 .190tk 4 030 0. O. O. O.
'

.1670e + 03 .6520e + 03 .2510e 4 05 .4720e 01 '

.57W + 03 .1400e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.9170e + 02 .1!00e + 04 .1010e + 06 .1830c400

.12h 4 03 .1300e + 030 0. O. O. O. |

.3130e + O2 .4650e + 03 .2700e+05 .4440e-01 :

.1100e + O2 .1100e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1740e + O2 .2880c + O2 .2910e + 05 .5420c-01

.4050c 4 03 .1100e + 040 0.. O. O. O.

.7160c 4 02 .1420e + 04 .7830e 4 05 .1360e + 00

.2400e + O2 .24(Oc + 020 - 0. O. O. O.

.6440c + O2 .9W0c + 02 .1220e + 06 .2210e 4 00

.4400e+03 .3600e+ 04 .2600e + 040 0. O. O. -

.2650c + 02 .5540e + 03 .2910e + 05 .52%)e-01

.2300e + O2 .2300e + 020 0. O. O. O. ,

.1280c+O2 .8550e+02 .1520e + 05 .2740c 01' ,

.3900e + 01. 39(Oc + 010 - 0. O. ' O. O. ,

AS40c + 00 .1010e + 01 .6590c 4 03 ,1160e 02

1820e + 03 .7500e + 03 .5000e + 020 0. -0. O. I

- .4080c + 01 .9200c + O2 .4310e404 .1790e 02
. .1100e + 01 .1100e + 010 0. O. 6. O.

.24X)c 4 01 '.2440e 01 .1270c + 05 .1810e 01
3750e + 03 .8300e + 03 .1000e 4 020 0. O. O.

- .1420e + 02 .3070e + 03 _ ,9200e + 04 .9920c.02

3000c 4 03 .31(Oc + 030 - O. D. O. O. .

.1710e + 03 .1100c + N - .1920e + 06 .3560c + (0

.9400e + 03 .1000e + 040 0.- _ . O. O. O.

.2170e + 03 3630c + 04 3880c+05 .7310e-01

.3100e + 03 .3300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.9070c + O2 .1110e + 04 .1020e406 .1M0c 4 00 - |g
E 4600e + O2 - A600e + 020. O. O. O. O. >

.8250e + 02 .1160c + 03 ' .1600e + 06 .2970e 4 00
'

.1500e + 03 .1(XX)e + 030 0. D. O. O.

.5450c + O2 .8730e + 03 .6060e + 05 .1080e + 00

.5000e + O2 .5000e + 020 0.

_ .5890c + 00

0. O. O. ,

.1130e + 03 .1230c + 03 - 3290c 4 06

.9350c + 02 ,9400e + 020 0. O. O, O.
'

.8130c + 02 3750c + 03 '.1010e + 06 .1830e + 00

.2000e + O2 .2000e + 020 0. O. O. O.

4J50e 4 02 .4560e + 02 31(oc + 06 .5890e + 00
~ .9100c + 02 .9100e + 020 : ' Oc- 0. O. 0. ,!

' .1600e + 03 3180c + 03 .2260e + 06 4420e + 00 -
f.3600c + 01 .1600e + 010 - 0. - 0.- 0, O.

.1310e + O2 .1840e + 03 . 1470e + 05 .15X)c-01 - ,

.

'.2100e < 01 .2100e + 010
0. O. O. O. *

.

~ 3160e + 02 .6980e 4 02 .4620e + 05 .8470e 01
'

Amendment 20 2A.19.
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) g
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION F1LE

(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.4950c + 04 .4X0e + 05 RKoe + NO 0. O. O.

2030e + 03 .4260c + 04 .2230c+(b .4030e + 00
3550e 4 04 Jaoc + NO 0. 0- 0. C.

.2M0e + 03 .4690e + 04 2930c + 06 .54:-Oc + (0
3250e + N 31(De 4 05 .fGoe + NO 0. O. O.

.7Noe + 02 .1600c + 04 .8340c + 05 .1490c + (0

.21(Oc 4 04 34COe + 040 0 O. O. O.

RK0e + 02 3980e + 04 3500e + 05 J610e 01
47(Oc + 03 1&Oc + 030 0. O. O. O.

2610e + 03 .1920e + 04 3070c + 06 flXoc + (0
.1130c + 0.1 .27(Oe + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1650e + 02 3240e + M .1810e + 05 .3220e.01

.9550e + O2 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

4830e + O2 3080e + 03 .5740c + 05 .9360e-01
.2350e + 03 36(Oc + 04 Sale + 040 0. O. O.

.7Moe + 01 .1670e + 03 .4980e + 04 .7610e-02

.1780e + O2 .34(Oc + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1400e + 03 .1900e + 03 .1(Koe + 020 0. O. O.

2480e + O2 .4260e + 03 .2740c + 05 .4390c.01
.6200e 4 02 I4(Oc + 020 0. - 0. D. O.

3400e 4 02 .3260e 4 03 4020e + 05 .4970e-01
.1710e 4 03 f(KYle + 04 .2240c + 06 34(Oc + 06 3(Uc + 06 .2X0e + 06 .2000e + (0
.2390c + 00 .5020e + 01 .2620e + 03 .4250c 04
.1590e + 03 S00c + 04 .2240c 4 06 .35(De + 06 34(De + (% 2Koe 4 06 3(Koe + 06
.1190e + 00 .2490c + 01 .1300e + 03 .2170e-04
.1M0e + 03 300e + N .2240c + 06 35(Uc+06 3500e + 06 .27(Oc + 06 JKoe 4 06
.2180c 4 00 .4570e + 01 .2380e + 03 3890c.04
.4200e-01 .6100e + 01 .1790e4C4 .5700e + N .7500e + 04 RKOc + N fx(x)e 4 04
.1030e-04 .4520e.02 .2240e.01 .85Me-09
.2650c + 03 .73K)e + N .2430e + 06 3800e + 06 Stoe+(6 3100e + 06 .XK0c+(b
.1 A0e + O2 .2950e + 03 .15De + 05 .9330c 02
2030e + 03 3200e + 04 .2900e + 04 .12(Oc + 04 .1200e + 04 .1000e + 04 SKoe + 01
2050e + 00 .4250e + 01 .2240e + 03 JS90e 04
2010e + 03 .6600e + 04 2030c + 06 .2200e + 06 .1500e + 06 .1(K0e + 06 f(K0e + 05
S240c + |11 .6810e + 02 3560c + N 2810e.02

skeleton
3XOc + 03 .2500c + 04 .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

.1230e + 03 .2500e + 04 .1350c + 06 .2410e + (O
AK0c + 03 .1Eroe & 05 3000e + 05 .200C.&040 0. O.

3010e + 03 .6270c + 04 3290e + 06 .6390e+(0
.1500e + 00 .1500e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.2960e + 00 .6240c + 01 3250e + 03 .5780e 03

.1900e + 00 .1900e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.1580e + 02 .2220e + 02 .XX0e + 05 .5500e-01

.8300e + 00 .83(Oc + 000 0. O. O. O.

.1980c + O2 .2000e + O2 .9M0c + 05 .1970c + 00

Amendment 20 2A.20
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE>

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

.1800e * 01 .1800e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1230c 4 03 .1440e + 03 .2310e + 06 .4940e + 00

.170k + 04 .6500e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.10&k 4 02 .2020e + 03 .1190e + 05 .227tk-01
3(K0e + G4 .N00e + 050 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

390c + 04 .2N0e + 06 .1340c + 07 f(K0c + 06 .3KUc + 06 .NKXk + 06 .1(KKle + 06
0. O. O. O.

.2000e + 03 3400e 4 030 0. O. O. O.

.1020e + 03 .2390c 4 03 .1040e + 06 .1940e 4 (0

.S600e + 03 .1(KX)e + G40 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1%I0c + 04 .1900e 4 0$0 0. O. O. O.

3080e + 00 .6240c + 01 3380c 4 03 .6530e-03
.2M0e + 03 JVXk + N .1000e + 0X) 0 0. O.

.9440e 4 02 .2030c + N .1N0e + 06 .1&Wk + 00

.1NXk + 03 .1Noe + 030 0. O. O. O.

.16N)e + 03 .6510e + 03 .2530e + 05 .4750e-01
Suoc 4 03 .1200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.9150e 4 02 .18(Ge 4 04 .1010e + 06 .1830c + 00

.1000e 4 03 .11(Uc 4 030 0. O. O. O.

0 3130e + O2 .4650e + 03 .2690e + 05 .4440c-01
.1000e + O2 .10 Loc + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1740c + 02 .2880c 4 02 .2910e 4 05 5420e 01

.18(Oc + 03 .R*Kk 4 0.Vi 0. O. O. O.

.7160e + O2 .1420e + N .7810e405 .1360c + 00

.1700e + 02 .1700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6450c + 02 .9'X4)e + 02 .1220e+06 .2220e + 00

.1900e + 03 3400e + 04 .25(Oc + 040 0. O. O.

3660c + O2 .5550e + 03 3900e 4 05 .5220e 01
.1600e + 02 .1600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.12Mk + 02 .8500e + 02 .1520e + 05 .2740c 01

.530e + 01 .530e + 010 0. O. O. O.

A530c + 00 .1010e 4 01 Nice 4 03 .1160c 02
.1300e + 03 .1800e + 04 .2(Koe 4 030 0. O. O.

3810e + 01 .8680c + O2 4020e404 .1670e 02
.1200c + 01 .1200e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.2410e + 01 .2440e + 01 .1270c + 05 .181tk-01

.2600e + 03 .1400e + 040 0, 0. O. O.

.1410e + O2 3050e + 03 .9150c + G4 .98Nk.02

.2X0e + 03 .2500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1720e + 03 .1100e + 04 ,1940e + 06 3S80c + (0

.8000e + 03 .9100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2170c + 03 3M0e + N 3870e + 05 .7280e-01
3100e + 03 .2600e + 030 0. O. O. O,

.9100e + O2 .1110e + 04 .1020e + 06 .1840c + 00
3R00e + 02 3900e + 020 0. D. O. O.

Amendment 20 2.A 21
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)
OFILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

.8300e + 02 .1160e + 03 .16C0e + 06 .2990e+(O

.1200e + 03 .2100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5450c + 02 .8750c + 03 .6030e + 05 .10soe + 00

.4700e + 02 .47(Oc + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1130c + 03 .1230c + 03 3290c + 06 .5890e 4 (X)

.9XDe + 02 .9200e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.8130c+ O2 3750e + 03 .1010e + 06 .18V)e + 00

.1900e + O2 .1900e + O20 0. O. O. O.

.4570e + O2 .4570e + 02 .3160e + 06 .5890e + (0

.87fOc + O2 .8700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1620e + 03 3220e + 03 .2300e + 06 .45(Oc+(K)
3600e + 00 .3600e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.130')e + 02 .1820e + 03 .1450c + 05 .1570e-01

.72(De + 00 .7200e + (XX) 0. O. O. O.

3170c + 02 .69'Oc + 02 4620e + 05 .8470c-01
.X00e + 04 .4200e + 05 .5000e + 040 0. O. O.

.2030e + 03 .4260e + 04 .2230e + 06 .4030c + 00
'

.2i 00e + 04 .5900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2650c + 03 .46W + N .2930e + 06 .5440e + 00

.1300e + 04 3100e + 05 .5000e+ NO 0. O. O.

.7590e + 02 .1600e + 04 8370e + 05 .14W + 00

.2000e + 0 .5200c + G40 0. O. O. O.

.5030e + O2 .4040c + N 3500e + 05 .5610e4)1

.6700e + 03 .7000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2660c + 03 .1950e + 04 3120e + 06 .6140c + 00

.6100e + 02 3200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1650c + 02 3220e + 03 .1810e + 05 .3220e 01

.7100e 4 02 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4790c + 02 3060e + 03 .5700e405 .9310e 01

.2000e + 03 .7200e + N .1180e+0$0 0. O. O.

.7820e + 01 .1670c + 03 4950e + 04 .7550e-02

.2400e + O2 .8600e + 020 0. O, O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.8500e + 02 .1900e + 03 4000e + 02 .1000e 4 020 0. O.

.2460e + 02 .4230e + 03 .2720c+05 .4340c-01

.49(De + 02 .5400e + 02 .2600e + 02 4000e+02 .4000e + 02 3(Koe + 02 40(oe + 02
3490e 4 02 3250c + 03 4010e + 05 .4950c-01
3500e + 05 3400e + 07 .1270e+0) .1900e + fy) .1700e + 09 .1400e + 09 .1300e + 09
.2260e + 00 .4740c + 01 .2480c + 03 .4020e-04
3300e + 05 3100e + 07 .1270c + 09 .2000e + 09 .1900e + W .1800e + 09 .1700e+ 0)
.1110e + 00 .2340e + 01 .1220e + 03 .2030c-04
3300e + 05 3200e + 07 .1270c + 09 .2000e + 09 .1900c + 09 .1800e + 09 .1700e + 09
.2050e + 00 .4320e + 01 .2250e + 03 3660c 04
.1200e + 01 .2700e + N .9770e + 06 3120e + 07 .4200e + 07 .4700e + 07 4000e + 07
.9460e-05 .4170c-02 .2070e-01 .7860c-09

3900e + 05 3600e + 07 .1360e + 09 .2100e + 0) .2000e + 09 .1800e + 09 .1700e + 09
.1300c + 02 .2720e + 03 .1420e+05 .8620e.02

O
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Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FII.E
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

.4300e + 05 .18% + 07 .1600e + 07 .7000e + 06 .7(Koc + 06 .6000e + 06 .40tne + 06

.1730c + 00 .40 loc + 01 2120e + 03 36 Soc.04

.4100e + 05 37C0e + 07 .1160c + 09 .1Xoc + 09 .RO0e+(8 .5(XOc + (8 4000e+05
3070e + 01 .6440e + 02 3XOc + N .2670e-02
ttc|

3.M0e + 03 .2500e + N .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

.130N + 03 .2640e + 04 .1430e + 06 .2530c + (0

.8(KOc + 03 .1NOc + 05 .XKoe + 05 .2000e+ NO 0. O.

3120e + 03 .6540e + 04 3420e 4 06 .6640c+(0
-

3700c + 00 3700e + 000 0. O. O. O.

3110e + 00 .6540e + C1 3410e + 03 .6080e-03
.2800e + 00 .2800e + (00 0. O. O. O.

.16De + 0;. 2360e + 02 3190c + 05 .5860c-01

.1(XOc + 01 .1000e t 010 0. O. O. O.

.2050e + 02 .2080c + 02 .974e + 05 .2040e + (0

.2400c 4 01 .2400e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1270e + 03 .14%e + 03 .2400e + 06 .5140e+(0'

.'C00e a N .6500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1150e + O2 .2140c + 03 .1270c+05 .24(ne 01
3200e + 04 3000e 4 050 0. O. O. O.O O. O. O. O.

SU.0c + N .2400e + 06 .10(Oc + 07 .5(K0e + 06 .2000e + 06 .2000e + 0(0.
O. O. O. O.

.2200c + 03 3700e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1070c + 03 .2510e + 03 .11(De + 06 .2030e + 00

.8000e + 03 .9706c + 0 W 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1200e + 04 .20Che + 050 0. O. O. O.

3140c + 00 .6330e 4 01 .M40e + 03 .6670e-03
.2800e + 03 3XOc + 040 0. O. O. O.

.99S0c+O2 .215Ce+ 04 .11(Oc + 06 .1970e + 00

.1300e + 03 .1300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1750e + 03 .6850e + 03 .260c + 05 .4970c-01

.2600e + C3 .120(k + 040 0. O. O. O.

n .9710e + O2 .1910e + G4 .1070e + 06 .1940e + 00
.1000e + 03 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3320e + O2 .4960e + 03 .2850e + 05 .46%e-01
.1000e + 02 .1000e + 020 0, 0. O. O.

.1870c + O2 3110e + 02 3140c + 05 .5830c-01

.1800e + 03 .8S(Xk + 030 0. O. O. O.

.75 80e + 02 .1490e + N .8230c + 05 .1430e + 00

.1700e + O2 .1700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6780e + O2 .1050c + 03 .1290c + 06 .2330e + 00

.1900e + 03 3400e 4 04 .25(Ce + 040 0. O, 0,
g

.2790e + 02 .5820e + 03 3060c + 05 .5470c-01

.1600e + O2 .1600e + 020 0. O. O. O.O .1370e + 02 .90r4e + 02 .1610e + 05 .2920e-01

Amendment 20 2A-23
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Table 2A.16 (Cent'G h
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.5400e 4 01 .5400e 4 010 0. O. O. O.

.4770e + 00 .1070e + 01 .6930e + 03 .1220e-02

.1300r 03 .1900e + N .1000e+030 0. O. O.

4670r a 01 .1050c + 03 .4950e + 04 .20We 02
.12009 01 .1200c + 010 0. O. O. O.

.2%Ce + 01 .2580c + 01 .1350e + 05 .1910c.01

.260f e + 03 .14(Oc + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1519e + O2 3260e + 03 .9810e + N .1060e-01

.230% + 03 .2500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.18? Oc + 03 .1160c + 04 .2030e + 06 3780c + 00

.80 De + 03 .9100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2290c + 03 3830e + N .4130c + 05 .77 W 01

.2100e + 03 2600e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.9540e + O2 .1170c + G4 .10%e + 06 .1930e+(O
JS00e + 00 3900e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.8710e + O2 .1220e + 03 .1690e 4 06 3140e + 00

.1200e + 03 .2100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5730c + 02 .9170e + 03 .6370e 4 05 .1140e + 00

.4700e + 02 .4700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1190e + 03 .1300e + 03 3460c + 06 .6190e 4 00

.9200e + 02 .9200e + 020 0. O. O. n

.8540c 4 02 3950c + 03 .1060e + 06 .1920e + 00

.1900e + 02 .1900e + 020 0. O. O. O.

4810e + 02 .4820e + 0'! 3340c + 06 .6190e + 00
.8700e + O2 .8700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1680e + 03 3340e + 03 .2370e + 06 .4640c 4 00

.9200e + 00 .9200e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.1430e + 02 .2010e + 03 .1600e + 05 .1740c-01

.1300e + 01 .1300e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.3370e + 02 .7420e + 02 .4910e + 05 .9030c-01

.2000e + N .4200e + 05 .5000c + 040 0. O. O.

.2140e + 03 .4490e + N .2350e + 06 .4250e + 00

.2000e + 44 .5N10e + G40 0. O. O.

.2800e + 03 .4950e + 04 3090e + Of .5750e + 00

.1300e + 04 3100e + 05 .5000c + 04( 0. O. O.

.7940e + 02 .1680c + 04 .87Me + 05 .1560c + 00

.2100c + 04 .5500e + 040 0. O. 9. O.

.5260e + O2 .4180e + N 3690e + 05 .5920c-01

.6800e + 03 .7100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2740e + 03 .2010e + 04 3210e + 06 .6330c + 00

.6100e + 02 3200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1790e + 02 3500e + 03 .1960e + 05 3500e.01

.7200e + 02 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5140c + 02 3280c + 03 .6110e + 05 .9940e-01

.1900c + 03 .6700e + N .1130e + 050 0. O. O.

.8410e + 01 .1790c + 03 .54C0e + N .8250e-02

.2600e + 02 #A + 0?'1 0. O. O. O.

| Amendment 20 2A N
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Standard Plant nn n.

O Table 2 A.16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR.2326, pg 4 2)

O. O. O. O.

.6600e + O2 .1900e + 03 .4000e+020 0. O. O.

.2640e + 02 .4540e + 03 .2930e + 05 4670e.01
4800e + O2 .5200e + 020 0, 0. O. O.

3740e + O2 3490e + 03 .4300e + 05 .5310e.01
.6300e + O2 .((00e + 04 .2240c + 06 3400e + 06 500e + 06 .2X0e + 06 300e+06
.2790c + 00 .5870e + 01 3060c + 03 .4940e-04
.5900e + O2 .5600e + 04 .2240e + 06 3500e + 06 3400e + 06 .2&Oc + 06 3000e + 06
.1370c + 00 .2880e + 01 .1500e + 03 .2500e-04
.5900e + 02 .5700e + 04 .2240c + 06 .3000e + 06 3400e + 06 3700e + 06 3000e + Ou
.2530c + 00 .5320e + 01 .2'30c + 03 .4500e.04
.$900e-01 .1100e + O2 .1990e + 04 .6000e + 04 .RK0c + M .8000e 4 04 .9000e+04
.1110e.04 .4880e-02 .2430c.01 .9220a &
.9900e + 02 .7XOc + 04 .2530e 4 06 3900e +N6 3500e + 06 430c + 06 NKX)e + 06
.1520e + O2 3190e + 03 .1660e + 05 .1010e.61
.7600e + 02 33X)e + N ."900c+ N .1300e + 04 .1100e + N .1000e + 04 .5000e + 03
.2410e + 00 .4W0c + 01 .2640e + 03 .455)c-04
.7400e + 02 .6600e + 04 .2030e + 06 .2300e f,6 .1500e + 06 .9000e + 05 .6000e + 05
3500e + 01 .7350c + 02 3830e+ N 3030e 02

9C + 03 .5100e + 04 .1(XX)e + 030 0. O. O.

.9530c + O2 .1940c + 04 .1N0e + 06 .1860c+(0

.2300e + 04 3700: + 05 .6000e + 05 3X0e + 040 0. O.

.2510e + 03 .5260e + 04 .2750e + 06 .5330c + 00

.1800e + 00 .1800e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.2430e + 00 .5100e + 01 .2660c + 03 .4750c-03

.2200e + 00 .2200e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.6800e + 01 .9580e + 01 .1300c + 05 .2380e-01

.1000e + 01 .1000e + 010 - 0. O. O. O.

.1690c + O2 .1710e + O2 .8200e + 05 .1680e +(X)

.2100e + 01. 2100e + 010 0, O. O. O.

.lftee + 03 .1230e + 03 .1990e + 06 .4250c + 00

.2200e + 04 .7000c + 040 0. O. O. O.

.8310e + 01 .1550e + 03 .9200e + N .1740e-01

.8700e + 03 .1800c + N0 0. O. O. O,

0, 0. O. O.

.8900e 4 03 .6100e + 04 .2100e + 04 .2000e + 030 0. O.

O. O. O. O.

.6200c 4 03 .6800c + 030 0. O. O. O,

.8240e + 02 .1940c + 03 .8380c + 05 .1560e + 00

.1400e + 04 .1400e + 040 0. O. O. O,

O. O.- 0. O.

.1100e + 04 .16Ne + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2740e + 00 .5520e + 01 3000e+03 .5810e-03

.9300c + 03 .5700e + 04 .1000e 4 030 0. O. O.

O .74M)e + 02 .1610e + 04 .8170e + 05 .1480c + 00
.1800e + 04 .1800e + 040 ' O. O. O. O.
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Standard Plant ru n

|_

Table 2A 16 (Cont'd) h
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

.1370c + 03 .5M0e + 03 .2060e + 05 38 W 01

.7600e + 03 .2300e + N0 0 0. O. O.

.7010e + O2 .13S0e + G4 .7700e + 05 .1400e + 00

.8500e + 03 .8600e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2090c + 02 .2660c + 03 .2070c+05 .3420e-01

.2700c + O2 .2700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6250e + 01 .1040c + O2 .1050e + 05 .1060e-01

.6600e + 03 .1900e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.5830e + 02 .1160e + N .64Coe + 05 .1110e + 00

.3200e + 03 3000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4920e + 02 .7320e + 02 .9370c + 05 .1700e + 00
3200e 4 04 .7600e + 04 3400e+ NO 0. O. O.

.2150e + 02 .4500e + 03 .2360e + 05 .4250c.01

.2700e + 03 .2700c + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5560e + 01 3700c + 02 .6580e+04 .1190e.01

.1600e + 03 .1600e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3570c + 00 .7980c + 00 .5180e+03 .9140e-03
.5200e + 03 .1500e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.1070e + 01 .28% + O2 .1050c + 04 4390e-03

.5700e 4 02 .5700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

g.1820e + 01 .1840e + 01 .9550e+ N .1360c-01
.1200e + N .1800e + 040 0. O. U. O.

.1040e + 02 .2260c + 03 .66S0e + N .7190e-02

.1000e + 04 .1000e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1260e + 03 .8170e + 03 .1440c + 06 .2&Oc + 00

.2200e + N .2400e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1610e + 03 .2780e + 04 .1660e + 05 3110e-01

.1100e + 04 .1200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7150c + 02 .8780e + 03 .8000e + 05 .1450e + 00

.4300e + 03 .4300e + 030 0 0. O. O.

.6530e + O2 .9150e + 02 .1270e + 06 .2360e+(0

.2400e + 03 .2800e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4330e + 02 .6920e + 03 .4800e + 05 .8580e-01
3700e + 03 37(De + 030 0. O. O. O.

.9060c + 02 .99< , + 02 .2650e + 06 .4750e + 00
3900c + 03 3900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.6680e + 02 .2960e + 03 .8310e + 05 .1510e + (0

.2700e + 03 .2700e + 030 0. O. O. O.

S$80c + 02 3580c + O2 .2480c + 06 4610e + 00
.4200e + 03 .4200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1340e + 03 .2520e + 03 .1940e + 06 3810e + 00

.4000e + 00 .4000e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.4440c + 01 .6240c + 02 .4970c + 04 .5390e-02

.1(00c + 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1440c + 02 3170e + 02 .2090e +05 3860c-01

.2500e + N .4800e + 05 .6000e + G40 0. O. O.

.1620e + 03 3390e + 04 .1770e + 06 3220e + 00

Amendment 20 2A-26
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ABWR 2mmn
SiandJtEdEnnt 9 mil. _ . _ _ _ _.

g
V Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 UOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.2500e + 04 .6 woc 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.1920e + 03 3400e + 04 .2120e406 3440e + (K)

.1((Oc + 04 .3300e 4 05 .7000e+ NO 0. O. O.

.6180c + 02 .1310c + 04 .6820c + 05 .1220c 4 (0

.9((Oe + '13 .15(Xk + 040 0. O. O. O.

3950e + O2 .3Voe + 04 .2630e + 05 .41Wie411
.1700c + 04 .1700e 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.2250c + 03 .1650c 4 04 .2640e406 .5190c+00
4200e 4 03 .5%0e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.58Mle + 01 .1150e + 03 .6470e404 .1150e-01

.7N0e + 01 .7900c 4 030 0. O. O. O.

.2700c + O2 .1720e t 03 .'dDe + 05 .5220e 01

.2Wh 4 04 .4(X0e + 04 .NKOc+030 0 0. (,.

.45(Oc + 01 .9090e + O2 .1740e + 04 .? S0c-02

.6100e + 03 .62(Kle 4 030 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.65(Oc 4 03 .7V0e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1520e + O2 .2620e + 03 .1690c + 05 .2690e-01

.5200e + 03 .5300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1400e + 02 .1310e + 03 .1610e + 05 .1Mc 01

C) .1%Ce 4 04 .7%De + 04 .2230c + 06 3400e * 00 3(me + 06 .2Noe+(( .21kOc 4 00
V 3520e-01 .7380c 4 (0 3850e + 02 .6220c.uS

.11(Oc + 04 .6700e + 04 .2230c4(b 3500e + 06 34 roe + On ,2sDe 4 (n 3(xne + 06

.2110e 01 .4420e + 00 .2Voe+02 3Rioc.115

.1100c + 04 .68(Oe + 04 .2230c+(b 35(X)e + 06 3500c 4 06 .2700e + 06 3(K0e 4 06
34405-01 .7230e 4 00 3780c + 02 .6140e-05
.1100e + O2 .1700c + 02 .1780c + 04 . Woc + 04 .7(00e+04 .RkOc + 04 .8000e + 04

3050c-05 .1350e-02 .WV)c.02 .2540e4D
.1300c + 04 .8200e + 04 .2420e + 06 37(Oc + 06 .3600e4t0 32(Oc + (b 3(k Oc + (b
.4130c 4 01 .4% + 02 .4570e + 04 .2780c02
.1300e + 04 .4500e + 04 |2900e + 04 .1V0e + 04 .11(kle 4 04 .i200e404 .1(Xoc 4 04
.2760c-01 .5710e + 00 3020e 4 02 .5250c 05
.13Coe + 04 T'9(Oc + 04 .2020e + 06 .23(Uc + 06 .1400e406 .1(We + 06 1000e + 05
.1030c + 01 .2160e + O2 .1130c404 .8920e 03
si+e<mt
.1900e + 04 .2800e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.8430e + 02 .1710e + 04 .9290e + 05 .1640c + (0

.4700c + 04 .1200e + 05 .1300e + 05 .1(Koe 4 No 0. O.

.2170e + 03 .4560e + 04 .23&)e+(b N.40c+(0

.1800e + 00 .1 rue + 000 0. O. O. O.

.1760c + 00 3680e 4 01 .1920e + 03 3420e-03

.2300e + 00 .2300e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.7330c 4 01 .1030e 4 02 .1400e + 05 .2570e-01

.1000e + 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1410e + 02 .1420e + O2 .6820e + 05 .1400e + 00

.2200e + 01 .2200e + 010 0. O. O. O.

( ) .9180c 4 02 .1070c + 03 .1720e + 06 3670c + 00o
m.s
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Standitn&htnt mn

Table 2A 16 (Cont'd) g
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.1FKXk + 04 .66(Oc + N0 0. O. O. O.

.7670e + 01 .1430e + 03 .M$0e + 04 .16(Oc-01

.1XOc + M .2200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1200e + 04 4400e + 04 .2100e+ N .1000e + 03 .1000e + 030 0.
O. O. O. O.

96COe + 03 .1000e + G40 0. O. O. O.

.6510e + 02 .1520e + 03 .6860e + 05 .1270e + 00
JXOc + N 1100e + NO 0. O. O. O.

O. G. O. O.

.2700e + 04 3300e + 04 .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

.2270e + 00 .4580e + 01 .2490e + 03 .4810e-03

.XK0e + M 3XOc + G40 0. O. O. O.

.6170e + 02 .1330e + 04 .6750e + 05 .1220e + 00
39f 0e + 04 3%Ce + 640 0. O. O. O.

.1010e 4 03 3930e + 03 .D1le + 05 31Rle-01

.1600e + 04 .1900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.6470c + 02 ,1270c + 04 .7110e + 05 .1290c + 00

.1900e + G4 .1900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1700e + O2 .2260e + 03 .1620e + 05 .2670c-01

.1100e + 02 .110% + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6250e + 01 .1040e + C2 .1050e+05 .1950c-01

.1400c + 04 .1700e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.4220e + 02 .8360e 4 03 .4630e + 05 .8030e.01

.4900e + 03 .4900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3750e + O2 .5710e + 02 .712 & 4 05 .1290e + 00
.7400e + N .1000e + 05 3000e + 040 0. O. O.

.1580c + 02 3300e + 03 .1730c + 05 3110e-01

.5900e + 03 .5900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5990c + 01 3990c + 02 .7090e + G4 .1280e.01

.2400e + 03 .2400e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2630e + 00 .5870c + 00 SS10e + 03 .6720e.03

.9500e + 03 .24'Oe + 040 0. O. O. O.

.5160c + 00 .153(.c + 02 4740c + 03 .1970e 03
38COc 4 02 3S00e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1390e + 01 .1410e + 01 .7320e + 04 .1040e.01

.2200e + G4 .2700e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7700e + 01 .1670e + 03 .4780e+ N .5140c-02

.1700e + 04 .1700e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1140e + 03 .7230c + 03 .1300e + 06 .2400e + 00

.1500e + 04 .1500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1M0e + 03 .2290c + N .1760e+05 3310e.01

.2400e + 04 .2500e + MO 0. O. O. O.

.5480c + 02 .6730e + 03 .6180e + 05 .1110e + 00

.6500e + 03 .6500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5690c + 02 .7txoe + O2 .1100e + 06 .2060c + 00

.9600e + 02 .1300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

O
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O T uie2^ >6(ce id>

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.

3170e + 02 .5CM)e + 03 3530c + 05 .62Mk.01
.6X0e 4 02 X700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.7340c + O2 A40e + O2 .2140e + 06 3830c + 00

.1200e + 03 .1%0e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5060e + 02 .2250c + 03 .6Xoc + 05 .1140c + 00

.46(X)e + 02 .4600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.3170c + O2 .3170c 4 02 .2%0e + 06 4080c+(0

.1300e + 03 .1Noe + 0.10 0. O. O. O. :

.3140c 4 03 .2170c + 03 .1Wie 4 06 1250c + 00 '

.4%0e + 00 .4%0c 4 (X0 0. O. O. O.

.4(D0e 4 01 .5750e + 02 .4580c+ N .4970c-02

.1(XX)e + 01 .1(X0e + 010 - 0. O. O. O.

.15(Oc 4 02 3300e + O2 .21H0e 4 05 .4(XXk-01

.2X0e 4 04 .5%0e + 05 .7C:Oc + 040 0. O. O.

.1320e + 03 .2770c 4 04 .1450c 4 06 .2620e400

.2M0e + 04 .75(Oc 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.1770c 4 03 3140c 4 04 .19Mic4(6 .%40c + (0

.19X)e + 04 35(X)e 4 05 .7(X0e + 040 0. O. O.

.4470e 4 02 .9440c 4 03 .4920c + 05 .8780c-01

.1M0e 4 04 .23(Oc 4 040 0, 0. O. O.

(~ . 31(Oc 4 02 .2770c 4 04 .1980c + 05 .3170c-01
*

. J MX)e+ 04 .34 0c4040 0. O. O. O.

.1880e 4 03 .1380c + 04 .2210e + 06 .4%De 4 (0

.10tX)e + 04 .1100c 4 040 U. O. O. O.

.5M0e + 01 .1140c 4 03 .6380e + 04 .1140c.01

.1800e + 04 .1800c + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2450c 4 02 .1560c + 03 .2910e + 05 .4750c.01

.6700e 4 N .7400e 4 04 .4(XX)e + 030 0. O. O.
'

3870c + 01 .8310e + 02 .1670c + 04 .2550c 02
,1500e 4 04 ' .1500e + 040 0. O, O. O.

0. 0. O. O.

.1MX)e + 04 .1600e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.1180c + O2 .2030c 4 03 .1310e + 05 .2090e.01

.1200e + 04 .1%Xk + NO 0, _ 0. O. O.

.1460e + O2 .1360c + 03 .1680e 4 05 .d)R0c-01
,

.2900e + 04 ,9000e + 04 .2310e + 06 33(Oc + 06 JXX)e + 06 ,7300e + 06 .%XX)e + (b

.1540c.01 3230e + 00 .1680c 4 02 .2730c-05 - -

.2700e 4 04 .8400e + 04 .2220e + 06 3500e + 06 3400e + 06 .2800e + 06 JXX)e + 06

.9990c-02 .2100e + 00 .1090c + O2 .1830e-05

.2700e + 04 .8500e + 04 .2210e + 06 .3600e + 06 3400e 4 06 .2X0e 4 06 JXYk 4 (b

.1680c-01 - 3520e + 00 .1840e+02 3000e-05

.2700e + O2 3500e + O2 .17M)e + 04 .5MXk + 04 .7Moe + N RXX)e 4 04 RKoc + 04

.2110c.05 .9280c 03 4620e02 .1750c-09
3100e + G1.9700e 4 04 .2400e + 06 3700e + 06 .36(Oc 4 06 3200e + 06 .3000e + 06
.2880c + 01 /6J0e + 02 ,3150e + 04 .1920e 02

+

3200e + 04 .6500e 4 04 .2800c + 04 .17(De + G4 .1(XX)e + 04 .1000c + 04 .1(X00 + 04
- . 9920e-02 .20$0c + (X' .109Ge + 02 .1880c 05
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) g
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

3100e 4 04 .9&oe + 04 .%Koe + 06 .2X0e + 06 .1500e 4 06 .90tK)e + 05 .tVXoe + 05
.8240c + 00 .1730e + O2 .9020e + 03 .7140c.03
uli wall
3K0e + 04 .4500e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.9730c + O2 .1980e + 04 .1070c + 06 .1W0e+(0

.85(X)e + 04 .1M0e 4 05 .1700e + 05 .1(Koe + 040 0. O.

.2730e + 03 .5730e + G4 .XKoc + 06 .58Xie 4 (0

.1K0e + 00 .1800e + (KX) 0. O. O. O.

.1890c + 00 3960e + 01 .2070e + 03 3690e-03

.2XOc 4 00 .2300e + (K0 0. O. O. O.

.7540c + 01 .1060e + O2 .1440c + 05 .2640c-01

.1000e + 01 .1(X0e 4 010 0. O. O. O.

.19(Oc + O2 .1930c + 02 9200c + 05 .1890e + (0

.2200c + 01 .2N10e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1330c + 03 .1550e + 03 .2510e 4 06 .5Noe + 00

.2100e 4 04 .6900e + G40 0. O. O. O.

.8950e + 01 .1670c + 03 .VK0e + 04 .1870e-01

.4 woc + 04 .5S(0e + 040 0, 0. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

42(Oc + 04 .9400e + 04 .26(Oc + 040 0. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.2400e + G4 .2400e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7380e + 02 .1730c + 03 .7920e + 05 .1470c+(0

.1700e + 05 .1700e + 050 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1((Oe + 05 .1M0e + 050 0. O. O. O.

3010e + 00 .6060c + 01 3300c + 03 .6390c 03
.5500e + 04 .7400e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.6900e + O2 .1510e + G4 .7000e + 05 .1370e + 00

.1300e + 05 .1300e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.1100e + 03 .4290e + 03 .2050e + 05 3860c 01
3200c + 04 36(Oc + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7550c + O2 .1490c + G4 .8300e 4 05 .1510e + 00

.8600e 4 04 .8600e + 04) O. O. O. O.

.1830e + O2 .2380c + 03 .1780e+05 .2920:.01

.1300e + O2 .13(De + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6120e + 01 .1020e + 02 .1020e4 05 .1910c.01

.4100e + 04 .4500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.4540c + 02 .9000e 4 03 .4980e 4 05 .8640e-01

.11(Oc + N .1100e + 040 0. O. O. O.

4050e + 02 4140e + 02 .7690e + 05 .1390e+(0
.4200e 4 05 .4700e + 05 3(00e 4 G40 0. O. O.

.1710e + 02 3580e + 03 .1880c + 05 33 % 01

.2500e + 04 .2500e + 040 0. O, O. O.

.61(Oc + 01 .4100e + 02 .7290c+04 .1320e-01

.7300e + 03 .7X0e 4 030 0. O. O, O.

.2S20e + 00 .6300e + 00 .4T0e + 03 .7220e-03

Amendment 20 2A.30
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ABWR mamu |

|Standard 32nt Rm D

O T sie 24 i6(ce i a)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUHEG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.5500e4 04 .9900e+ M 0 0. O. O. O.

.6880e 4 00 .1920e 4 02 .65(Oc + 03 .2730e-03

.2600e 4 02 .2600e 4 020 0. O. O. O.

.1530c + 01 .1540e + 01 .8020e + 04 .1140e-01

.1200c + 05 .1.VXie + 0$0 0. O. O. O.

.8410e + 01 .1830c + 03 .5220e + 04 .5610e.02

.4900c + 04 .5000c + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1350e + 03 .8530c + 03 .1550e + 06 .2Noe+(0

.3100c + 04 3200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1530c 4 03 .2620e + 04 ,1810e + ^5 .3420e-01
l

.3000e + 05 .1000e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.NK0c + 02 .7360e + 03 .6760c + 05 .1210e + 00
.1300e + 04 .1300e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.67(Oc + O2 .9370c 4 02 .1310e + (6 .2420e + 00

.17000 + 03 .2(XX)e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.3410e 4 02 .5450e + 03 37e:Oc + 05 .6750c.01

.9M0e + 02 .9R0e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.8450e + 02 .9260c + 02 .2470c + 06 ,4420e + (K) 1

.2300e + 03 .2300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5670e + 02 .2520e + 03 .7060e + 05 ,12M)e 4 (0

0- _ .3720e + O2 3730c + O2 .2580c + 06 .4310e + 00
3700e + O2 .37(Ce + 020 - 0. O. O. O.

.21(Oc + 03 .2100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1420e + 03 .2680c + 03 .2110e + 06 .4140c + 00
A200e + 00 .4200e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.4120e + Ol ' .5790e 4 02 4620e + 04 .5000c-02

.10(X)e + 01 '.1000e + 010 0. O. O- 0.

.1540c + 02 3410e + O2 .2250c + 05 A140e-01

.2500e 4 04 .52(X)e + 05 .6000e + 040 0. O. O.

.1500e + 03 3130c + 04 .1640e + 06 .2970e + (0 -

.2500e + 04 .7300c + M0 0. O. O. O.

.2080e 4 03 ,3670e + 04 .2300e +06 A250e +(0

.1600e + 04 .3500e + 05 .NXX)e + 040 0. O. O.

.4810e + 02 L.1020e + 04 .5300e+05 .9440e-01
A900e + 04 .5500e 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.3600e + O2 3490e + 04 .2120e+05. 3390c-01

.1100e + 05 .1100e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.2410e + 03 .1770c + N .2820e + 06 .55M)e+00

.52u0e + 04 .5300e + NO - 0 O. O. O.

.5710c + 01 .1120c + 03 ,6270e * GI .1120e-01

.7600e + 04 .7GUc + N0 0, 0. O. O.

.2650e + O2 ,1690c + 03 3140e + 05 .5110c-01

3900e + 05 A200e + 05 .1(XX)e + NO 0. O. O.

A680c + 01 .1010e + 03 .1660c + 04 .2530e-02
.8700e + 04 .8800e + 040 0. O. O. O.

- 0. O, O. O.

.7RX)e + 04 - ,7&(le + 040 - 0. O. O. O.

- Amendment 20 1A-31
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ABWR men
Standard Plant wn

Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) g
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.1250e + 02 .2150e + 03 .1.%0e + 05 .2210e-01
S00e + 04 .5600e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1480e + 02 .1.%0e + 03 .1700e + 05 .2100e-01

.1700e + 05 .24(Oe + 05 .2Noe 4 (6 3400e +(6 .2<00e+(6 .2200e + 06 3000e + (b

.1630e 01 3430e + 00 .1790c + 02 .2W0e-05

.1600e + 05 .2Noe + 05 .2250e + 06 3500e + 00 3300e + 06 37(Oc + 06 .2000e + 06

.1150e 01 .2410e + 00 .1250c + 02 .2100e.05

.1600e + 05 .2300e + 05 .2270c + 06 3500e + 06 3400c+(b 3600e + 06 3000e + 06

.1770e-01 3730c + 00 .1940e + O2 3170e-05

.1600e + 03 .1800e 4 03 .1820e+04 .5600:+04 .7400e + 04 .RKOe + 04 M0c + N

.2340e-05 .10300 02 .5120e-02 .1940c-09

.1800e + 05 .2600e * 05 .2440e + 06 37(Oc + 06 36(Oc + (b 3000e + (b 3(K0e + 06
3200e + 01 .6730e + O2 3500c+ N .2130c4)2
.1900e + 05 .2300e + 05 .20Coe 4 N .2000e + 04 .1000e + N .1000e+04 .1(Koc404
.1080c 01 .2230e + 00 .1180e + O2 .340c 05
.1800e + 05 .2600c + 05 .2N0e + 06 .2300c + 06 .1400e + 06 .1(00e + 06 .6000e + 05
.8670c + 00 .1820e + 02 .9460e+03 .7500e-03

Ili wall
.4280c + 04 .4650e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7270e + 02 .1480e + 04 .7970e + 05 .1420e + (0

.1010e + 05 .1230c + 05 3920e + NO 0. O. O.

.2170e + 03 .4540e + 04 .2370e + 06 4610e + (0

.6120c 01 .6120c 010 0. O. O. O.

.1760c + 00 3680c + 01 .1920e + 03 3420e-03

.9460c.01 .9460c.010 0. O. O. O.

.57(Oc + 01 .8110e + 01 .1100e + 05 .2020e-01

.8100e + 00 .8100e + (K0 0. O. O. O.

.1440c + O2 .1460c + 02 .6990e + 05 .1430c+00

.2070c + 01 .2070c + 010 0. O. O. O.

.9500e + O2 .1110e + 03 .1790e + 06 3830c + 00

.1400e + N 3900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.6390c + 01 .1190e + 03 .7N0e + 04 .1330e-01

.6860e + 04 .6860e + NO 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.9100e + 04 .1.'K0e + 05 .1300e + 040 0. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1430c + G4 ,1480e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.6240e + 02 .1470e + 03 .6470e + 05 .1210e + 00

.2600e + 05 .2600c + 050 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.2300e + 05 .2600e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.2540e + 00 .5120e + 01 .2790e4 03 .53'X)e-03

.3920e + 04 ,4480e + 040 - 0. O. O. O.

.5580e + 02 .1200c + N .6110e + 05 .11(De + 00

.1100e + 05 .1100e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.1010e + 03 3920e 4 03 .1680c + 05 3170e-01
3110e + 04 3240e + 040 0. O. O. O.

,

Amendmem 20 2A.32
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ABWR mean
Standard Plant nev n

Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.5390c + O2 .1050e + 04 .5920e + 05 .1070e + 00

.7400e + 04 Ji?0e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1560e + 02 .2020c + 03 .1520e + 05 .2520c-01

.6930c + 01 .6930c + 010 0. O. 0- 0.

.5060e + 01 .840)e + 01 .M70c + 04 .1580e 01

.2000e + 04 .22(Oc + 040 0. O. O. O.

4220e + 02 .8360e + 03 .4630e + 05 A0Me 01
.4920e + 03 .4920e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3620e + 02 .54Me + 02 = .MOe + 05 .12W + 00
.BM0e + 05 .%20e + 05 .7400e + 040 0. O. O.

.1570e + O2 .3230e + 03 .1720e + 05 .M2e.01
4080e + 03 .4080e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4710c + 01 .3130c 4 02 .5570e + 04 .1010c.01

.1790c + 03 .1790e + 030 - 0. O. O. O.

.2590c + 00 .5800c + 00 .3770c + 03 4440e 03

.3570c + 04 .5040e + 040 - 0. O. D. O.

- .3860c + 00 .1260c + O2 -.3330c + 03 .1380e.03
,

.2560c + 01 .2360c + 010 - 0- 0 O. O.

.1330c + 01 .1340e + 01 .6980e + 04 .9920c42

.15(Oc405 .1670e4050 0. O. O. O.

.O- .7460c t 01 .1620e 4 03 .4700e 4 04 -- Juoc.02
.5350e + 04 .StS0e 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.1010e + 03 .64We 4 03 .11fue + Oti .2140c + (O .-
3300c + 04 .3350e + 040 0, 0, 0, 0,

.1250e 4 03 .2140e + 04 .1380c + 05 .2610e411

.91(Ce 4 04 .9100e + 040 0. ' O. O. O.

.5260c + 02 .6460c + 03 .59Me + 05 .1060e + 00
' 4860e + 03 .4860c + 030 0. O. O. O.

' .5120e + O2 .7170c + 02 .9990c + 05 .1850c + (0
.7260c + 02 ~.7920e + 020 0.- 0, 0. O.

3140e + 02 .5030c + 03 3490c + 05 .6220c-01
4440e + O2 4440c + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6930e + O2 - .7600e + 02 .2020e+06 3640c + 00

.1520e + 03 ',1520e + 030 0. O. O. O.

- .5030c + 02 .2220e + 03 .6250e + 05 .1130c + 00
.1720e + 02 . .1720e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.2800e + 02 .2800e + O2 .1940e + 06 .3610e + 00

.1080e + 03 .1080e 4 030 0. O. O. O.

.1160e + 03 .2170c 4 03 .1710c + 06 3330e + 00

.1300e + 00 .1300e + 000 - 0. O. O. O.

3280c + 01 .4610e + 02 3670e + 04 3970c42
4850c + 00 .4850c + 000 0. O. -O. O.

.1200e + 02 .2640e + O2 ' .1740e + 05 : 3190e.01 -

.2100c4 64 .3970e + 05 .5250c+040 . O. O. O.

.1220e + 03 .2550e + 04 .1330e + 06 .2410c + 00

.2320e + 04 .6390e + 040 0. O. O. O.

' 1530e + 03 .2710c + 04 .1690e + 06 3140c + 00.

Amendment 20 ' 2A 33
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ABWR mmmo
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Standard Plant x~ u

Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) h
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR.2326, pg 4 2)

.9120e 4 03 .1730c + 05 .2Moe 4 Na 0. O. O.

.4460e + O2 .9440c + 01 .4920e 4 05 .8780c-01

.7840c + 04 .7840c + NO 0. O. O. O.

3130c + O2 .29tUc + 04 .1920e 4 05 3080c.01
.1070e + 05 .1070e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.19S0e 4 03 .1460e + G4 .2320e + 06 .4580e + 00

.1200e + 04 .1210e + G40 0. O. O. O.

.46S0e + 01 .9170e + 02 .5140c + N .9170e-02

.5760c + 04 .5760e 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.2090e + 02 .1330e + 03 .2480e + 05 40me 01

.8520e + 05 .8520e 4 05 .7100e + 040 0. O. O.

3690e + 01 .7960e + 02 .1350c + 04 .20(Ce-02
.6750c + 04 .6750c + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

JWOc + 04 .4180e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1110e + O2 .1910e + 03 .1240e+05 .1970c.01

.1N0e + 04 .1040c + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1170c + O2 .10W + 03 .1340e + 05 .1660c-01

.5000c + N .6100e + 04 .2290e 4 05 3KOc + 05 Joac + 05 .2700e + 05 .2000e + 05

.7XOc-01 .1670e + 01 .8710e 4 02 .1410e-04
4G Oc + 04 .5600e + 04 .2240e + 05 3500c + 05 3400e + 05 33(Oe + 05 3000e + 05
3290c-01 .6910c + 00 3&Oc 4 02 .6030e 05
.4700e + 04 .5700e + G4 .2330e + 05 .35(Oc + 05 3K0e + 05 3200e + 05 3Xoc + 05
.7110c.01 .1490e + 01 .7790e + O2 .1270c 04

0. O. O. O. O. O. O.

.1980c4)5 .8720c-03 .4330e-02 .1640e-09

.5XOc + G4 4400c + 04 .2460c + 05 3700e + 05 3200e 4 05 .4000e + 05 3000e + 05

.2710e 4 01 .5690c 4 02 .2960c + 04 .1800e-02

.550N + 04 .6100e + N 3000e + 03 .2txX)e + 03 .1000e + 03 .1000e + 03 .1000e + 03

.6920e411 .1430c + 01 .7590c 4 02 .1310e 04

.5200e + 04 .6400e + St .2060e + 05 .2300e + 05 .1500e + 05 .9000e + 04 4000e + 04

.7270c + 00 .1530c + 02 .7950c + 03 4280e-03
thyroid
.1100e + 03 JXOc + G4 .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

.8700e + O2 .1780c + 04 .9640c + 05 .1710e + 00

.2400e + 03 .2100e + 05 3700e + 05 .1000e + 04 .10cOc + No 0.

.2510e + 03 .5280e + 04 .2730c + 06 .5330c + 00

.1800e + 00 .1800c + 000 0. O. O. O.

.2550e + 00 .5380c + 01 .2800e + 03 .5000e 03

.X100e + 00 .2000e + 000 0. O. O. O,

.1000e + 02 .1400e + 02 .1890e + 05 .3500e-01

.9700e + 00 .9700c + 000 0. O. O. G.

|- .1770e + 02 .1790e + 02 .8580e + 05 .1740e + 00
.2000e + 01 .2000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.10S0e + 03 .1260e + 03 .2020e + 06 .4310e + (O
i .5000e + 03 .6500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.7300e + 01 .1370c + 03 .8060e + 04 .1540e-01

1
Amendment 20 2A M
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ABWR m aman
Sinndard Plant ec_ n |_. _

Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.2 roc + 03 .1500e + NO 0. O. 0 0.

O. O. O. O.

.1800e + 03 .5900e + N .21(De + 04 .2(KDe 4 030 0. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1300c 4 03 .2000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.8300e + 02 .1950e + 03 .8320e + 05 .1540c+Co

.8XOc + 01 .2100e + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.7100e + 01 3900c + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2930e + 00 .5940e + 01 .3220e + 03 .6220c.03

.7900e + 02 35(Oc + 04 .1(XX)e + 030 0. O. O.

.7240c + 02 .1540e + N .7ssoe + 05 .1430e + (U

.7700e + 02 woc + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1440e + 03 .5580e + 03 .2110e + 05 3940e.01

.8100e + 02 .1.VUe + NO 0. O. O. O.

.6230e + 02 .1220e + 04 .6830c + 05 .1220e + (0

.9400e + 02 .1500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2420e + O2 3460c + 03 .2150c+05 3500e.01
A600e + O2 .4600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1180c + 02 .1970e + O2 .1990c + 05 3720e 01

.5NKk + O2 .96(XIe + 030 0. O. O. O.

\ .6140e + O2 .1220e + N .6710e + 05 .1170e + 00
.1400e + O2 .1500e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.52@c + 02 .8010e + O2 .1010e+06 .1820e 40
A800e 4 02 3600e + N .2700e+ NO O 0. O.

.2270e + 02 .4760c + 03 .24 Roc + 05 4470c-01

.6 foe + 01 9Xoc + 010 0. O. O. O.

.8200e + 01 .5450c + 02 .9640e+ N .1730c-01

.2900e + 01 3000c + 010 0. O. O. O.

SS30e + 00 .8600e + 00 .5590e + 03 .9810e-03
.1600e + O2 .2100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2W)e + 01 .6200e + O2 .2790c + N .1150e-02

.8100e + 00 .8100e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.19(Ce + 01 .1980c + 01 .1020e + 05 .1470c.01

.4300e + 02 3900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1160e + 02 .25(X)e + 03 .7620e+04 .8170e-02
A500e + G4 .9500e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.1240c + 03 .8100e ' 03 .1410e + 06 .2610e + 00
A800e + 05 .9700e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.1680e + 03 .2850e + N .2440e + 05 A580c.01

.1000e + 03 .2200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.7430c + 02 .9200e + 03 .8320e + 05 .15(De + 00
3700e + 02 3600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6150e + O2 .8700e + 02 .1200e + 06 .222e + (o

.1300e + 06 .1100e + 070 0. O. O. O.

A650e + O2 .7370c + 03 .5150e + 05 .9170e-01
.6600e 4 N RO0c + NO 0. O. O. O.

Amendrntnt 20 2A.15
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ABWR
Standard Plant am mo|nev n

Table 2A.16 (Cont'd) h
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE

(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

9000e + 02 .9900e 4 02 .2M0e 4 06 .4720e + 00
.1200e + 06 .1800e + 060 0. O. O. O.

.6970c + O2 3150e + 03 .8670c + 05 .1560e + 00

.1100c + N .1100e + 040 0. O. O. O.

3330e + 023340c + O2 .2XOc + 06 .4280c + 00
.4XOc + 05 .4400e + 050 0. O. O. O.

.13S0e 4 03 .2660c + 03 .1980c + 06 3890c + 00
3900e + 00 .4000e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.8900e + 01 .1250c 4 03 .9900e + 04 .1070e-01

.9100e 4 00 .9100e + 000 0. O. D. O.

.2050e+O2 .4520e4 02 .2980e+05 .5470e 01

.5800e + 03 .4Koe + 05 SXoe + 040 0. O. O.

.1590e + 03 3310e + N .1730e + 06 3140e + 00

.6900e + 03 .(000c + NO 0. O. O. O.

.1860e 4 03 3280e + 04 .2050c+06 3S10e + (0
3600e + 03 .3100e + 05 .5000e+ NO 0. O. O.

.6540e + O2 .1380c + 04 .7170e + 05 .1280e+(0

.2200e + 03 .1200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.4270c + 02 3550e + N .2Moe + 05 .4610e-01

.1500e + 03 .2X0e + 030 0. O. 0, 0,

.2370e + 03 .1740c + 04 .2770c + 06 .5470e+(0 g

.6000e + 01 .9200e + 020 0. O. O. O. W

.1130e + O2 .2200e 4 03 .1240e405 .2220e-01

.1800e + 02 .2500c + 020 0. O. O. O.

3290c + 02 .2100e + 03 3900c + 05 .6360c-01
.5100e + 01 3500e + 03 .2600c + 030 0. O. O.

.6060c + 01 .1300e + 03 3370c + 04 .5140c-02

.9XX)e 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1200e + O2 .6900e + O2 .1000e + 010 0. O. O.

.1910e + 02 3280e + 03 .2110e + 05 3360e-01

.830e + 01 .1500c + 020 0. O. O. O.

.2270e + 02 .2110e + 03 .2600e + 05 3220e-01

.1800e + 02 .5900e + N .2240e + 06 3400e + 06 .2900e + 06 .2400e + 06 .2000e + 06

.4400e-01 .9200e + 00 4S20e + 02 .7780c-05

.1600e + 02 S00e + 04 .2240e + 06 3500e + 06 .M00e + 06 .2800e + 06 3000e + 06
3200e-01 .6900e + 00 .3590e + 02 .6000e-05
,1600c + 02 S00e + 04 .2240c + 06 3500c + 06 3400c + 06 .2800e + 06 3000e + 06
.4500c-01 .9500e + 00 .4910e + 02 .7780e.05
i700e-02 3300e + 01 .1690c+04 .5700c + 04 .7600e + 04 .8000e + N .8000e+ N
N00c 4 .2120c-02 .1060c-01 4000e-09

' X)0e + U2 .6500c + 04 .2430e 4 06 3700c + 06 3500e + 06 3300e + 06 3000e + 06
. UOOc + 01 .1380e + 03 .7270e + 04 .4390e-02
.2100e + O2 3200e + 04 .2800e + 04 .1300e + N .1200e + 04 .1000e + 04 .50tX)e + 03
3200e-01 .6600e + 00 3590e + 02 .6110c-05
.2000e + 02 .6600e + 04 .2030e + 06 .2200e + 06 .1500c + 06 .1000e + 06 .6000e + 05
.1740c + 01 3590e + 02 .1890c + 04 .1500c-02

. _ . -
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Shutdantl'lant no |

O
Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

other
.2400e + 03 'Ek+NO 0. O. O. O.

.1400e + 03 in.De + G1 .1540c + 06 .2750e 4 (K)

.$M0e + 03 .2400e + 05 4000e + 05 .20 toe + N .1(Koe + No 0.

3310e + 03 .6%0c + N 3630c + 06 .7060c+(O
3100c + (0 3100e + (KO 0. O. O. O.

.2Wtic + 00 .6230e + 01 3250e 4 03 .5810c.03

.2600e + 00 .2 Roe + (K0 0. O. O. O.

.1260e + O2 .1780c + 02 .2410e + 0$ .443ac-01

.10tKle + 01 .1(Koc + 010 0. O. O. O.

.230c + 02 .2220e + 02 .1070e + 06 .2180c+(O

.2.N0e + 01 1VKk + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1410e + 03 .1640c 4 03 .2640c + 06 .5640e4(0

.5000e + 03 .6500e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.12Nk + 02 .2380c + 03 .1410c + 05 .2670c-01

.2 tole + 03 .15(X)e + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.18(Oc + 03 .5MKk + 04 .21(Oc + 04 .20 toe +030 0. O.

O. O. O. O.

.15(Oc + 03 .2200c + 030 0. O. O. O.

{n) .1080c + 03 .2520e 4 03 .1120e + (ki .21(De + (0
.2000e + O2 .52f Oc + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1800e + 02 .97(Oc + 03 .1(X0e + 020 0. O. O.

3210e 4 00 .N80c + 01 3520e + 03 .6810e-03
.1900c + 03 37 toe + N .1(XUc + 030 0. O. O.

.1030e + 03 .2240c + N .1130c + 06 .2Nac + 00

.1700e + 03 .1800e 4 030 0. O. O. O.

.1680c + 03 .6580c 4 03 .2M& + 05 .5060c 01

.1900e + 03 .1500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1080c + 03 .2120e + N .1190c + 06 .2150c+(O

.6200e 4 02 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2930c + 02 3950c + 03 .2780c+05 .4570c-01

.8200c + 01 .82(X)e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1130e + 02 .1880c + 02 .1890e + 05 3530c-01

.1200e + 03 .1100e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.7280e + 02 .1450e 4 N .7810e + 05 .1360c+(0

.2400e + 02 .2500e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6330e + 02 .%70e + O2 .1%K)e + 06 .2170e+(0

.7700c + 02 3700e + N .2M0e + NO 0. O. O.

.2660e + 02 .5560e + 03 .2920c + 05 .5250c-01

.1$00e + O2 .2100e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1030c + O2 .6850e + O2 .1210e 4 05 .21Mk-01

.4900e + 01 .5100c + 010 0. O. O. O.

.44S0c + 00 .1000e + 01 .64S0c 4 03 .1140c-02
m 3100e + 02 .4700e + 030 0. O. O. O.

) .5750c + 01 .1260e + 03 .6160c + 04 .2560c.02

Amendment 20 2A.37
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)

Fil.E 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.1XOc + 01 .1300e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.2520e + 01 .2540e + 01 .1320e+05 .1870e-01

.7900e + O2 .74(Oc + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1500e + 02 3240c + 03 .9350e + 04 .1(Koe-01

.2XOc + 03 JX0e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1870e + 03 .1190e + N .2120e 4 (6 3950c + 00

.5000e + 03 .10W + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2240e + 03 3810e + 04 3070c + 05 .5770e.01

.1700c 4 03 3XOc + 030 0. O. O. O.

.9240e + 02 .1130e + 04 .1050e 4 06 .1880e+(0

.4900e + 02 .50(X)e + 020 0. O. O. O.

9280c 4 02 .1300e + 03 .18(Oc + 06 3370e + (0
.8500e + 02 .2700e 4 OM 0. O. O. O.

.53% + 02 .8570c + 03 .5970c + 05 .1070c+(0

.5400e + 02 .5400e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1220e + 03 .1330e + 03 3560c + 06 .6Xoc + 00

.9700e + 02 .1000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.8370e + O2 3800e 4 03 .1040e + 06 .1870e+(0

.2X0e + O2 .2Noe + 020 0. O. O. O.

.5200e + 02 .5210e + O2 3600c + 06 .6720e + (0

.1(XX)e + 03 .1(XX)e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1720e + 03 3340c + 03 .24% + 06 .4S% + (0

.6600e + 00 .6900e + (00 0. O. O. O.

.1040c + 02 .1460c + 03 .1170e + 05 .12(ce.01

.1200e + 01 .1%Ce + 010 0, 0. O. O.

.2570e + O2 .5680e + 02 3770e + 05 .6920e 01

.5700e + 03 .4100e + 05 .5(X0e + 040 0. O. O.

.2200e + 03 .4610e + N .2420e + 06 .4370e + 00

.6700e + 03 .5800e + G40 0. O. O. O.

.2920e + 03 .5160e + N 3220e + 06 .6000e + 00 *

3600e + 03 3000e 4 05 .6000e + 010 0, 0, 0,

.7540c + O2 .1610e + 04 .8390e + 05 .1490c + 00
3200e + 03 .1400e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.5060e + O2 .4210e + 04 3430e + 05 .5500c.01
3900e + 03 .5800e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.28(De + 03 .2050c + 04 3290e + 06 .M70e + 00

.2200e + 02 .1800e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1110e + O2 .2180e + 03 .1230e + 05 .2190c-01

.5400e + 02 .7800e + 020 0. O. O. O.

4470e + O2 .2850e + 03 .5310e + 05 .840e.01
.2700e + O2 .15(Oc + M .1900e + 040 0. O. O.

.6910e + 01 .1480e + 03 3570c + M .'40e-02

.1200e + 01 .1300e + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

3900e + O2 .1400e + 03 .1000e + 020 0. O. O.

.2250c + O2 3870e + 03 .2490e + 05 3980e-01

.2000e + 02 .4700e + 02 .1000e + 01 .1(Koe + 010. .1(00c + 010.

Amendment 20 2A.M
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Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.2710e + 02 .2530 4 03 .3120c + 05 3M0c-01.

.1900e + 03 .19tX)e + 06 .4610e + 07 .4100: + 07 3100e + 07 NK(k + 07 .NK0c + 07

.2380c + 01 .5000e 4 02 2610e + N .4220c-03

.1800e + 03 .1800e 4 05 .4520e + 07 .4300e 4 07 .4(00e + 07 3000c+07 JKoc + 07

.9040e 4 00 .1900c + O2 .9890c + 03 .16.%c 03

.1800e 4 03 .1800c + 06 .4520e+07 .4400e+07 39(De + 07 JKoe + 07 JK0c + 07

.2040c + 01 ,4290c + O2 .2230e + 04 3620e-03

.1800e-01 .1600e + 03 3080e 4 05 .6300e + 05 .7&oe 4 05 .70 toe + 05 .N00e + 05

.8010c 05 .3530e 02 .1760e-01 /Noe.09

.2200e + 03 .XK10e + 06 4800e + 07 .4Moe + 07 3400e + 07 .4(K10e + 07 .XO0e + 07

.1100e + O2 3300e + 03 .1200e 4 05 .7280c.02

.2300e 4 03 ,9X0e + 05 .7800e + 05 .2000e + 05 .1(Olk 4 05 .1000e + 05 .1(KK)e + 05

.2170c + 01 .4490e + O2 .2380e 4 04 .41%)e-03

.23X)e + 03 .2100e + 06 .4190e + 07 .2800e 4 07 .16t0c + 07 .WXue + 06 JKX)e + 06

.2330c + 01 A890e + O2 .2550e+ N .2020e-('
w hdy

_.

.2800e 4 03 .4100e + 04 1(XX)e + 030 0. O. O.

.1100e + 03 .2240c + 04 .1%De + 06 .2160e + 00

.6800e 4 03 3000e + 05 .49(De + 05 .AK0c + 04 .10 toe + 040 0.

.2820e + 03 .5880c + 04 3070c + 06 .6000e+(0

0_ 3100e + 00 3100e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.2420e + 00 .5050c + 01 .2660e403 .4750c 03

.2MX)e + 00 JM0c + OCO 0. O. O. O.

.1040c + 02 .1470e + 02 .1980e+05 3Moe411

.1000e + 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1810e + O2 .1830e + O2 .8760c 4 05 .1810e + (O
J300e + 01 .2300e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1170c + 03 .1350c 4 03 .2180c + 06 .4670c + 00 -

.6000e + 03 . Woe + NO 0. O. O. O.

.9890c + 01 .1850c + 03 .1090c 4 05 .2070c 01 -
4200c + 03 .4100e + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

3100c + 03 J300e + 05 .1120e + 06 SK0c + 05 .XKKk + 05 .XK0c + 05 .10 loc + 0$
0. O. C. O.

.2200e + 03 3100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.8730e + 02 .2050c + 03 .9110e + 05 .1690e + 00

.4100e + 03 .7800e 4 030 0. O. O. O.

0. O. O. O.

3400e + 03 .5600e+ 040 0. O. O. O.

.2940c + 00 .5910e 4 01 3220e + 03 .62.%c-03

.2700e + 03 '.5500e + N .1000e + 030 0. O. O.

.8180e + O2 .1770c + 04 .9020e + 05 .1620e + (X)
4600e + 03 .5200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1390e + 03 .5380e + 03 .2240e + 05 . ^220e-01

.2300c + 03 .1900e + 040 - 0. O. O. O.

.8340c + O2 .190c + 04 .9200e + 05 .16(oc + (0O .2400e + 03 .4200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

Amendment 20
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Table 2A 16 (Cont'd) g
FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FII.E

(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.23h + 02 .3250e + 03 .2230e+05 3640e-01

.9800e + 01 .9800e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.9700e 4 01 .1620e + O2 .1Moe + 05 3060e-01

.1900c + 03 .1900e + NO 0, O. O. O.

.5fw0e + r .1160e + N .M50c + 05 .1110e + 00

.6300e + O2 .(60c + 020 0. O. O. O.

.5190e + O2 .7940e + O2 .9900e + 05 .1790c + (0

.8300e + 03 .4000e + 05 .2200e + 050 0. O. O.

.2180c + 02 .4560e + 03 .2390c + 05 .4310e-01

.6900e + O2 .9600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.8500e + 01 .5670c + 02 .9 Woe + 04 .1820e 01
3300e + O2 3400c + 020 0. O. O. O.

3660e 4 00 .8130c + 00 .5280c + 03 .9.Voe-03
.1400c + 03 .2300e + N .1000e4030 0. O. O.

.2530e + 01 .5840e + 02 .2twe + 04 .1100e-02

.9800c + 01 .9MOc + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1970c + 01 .1980c + 01 .1020e + 05 .1470c 01
3400e + 03 3000e + NO 0. O. O. O.

.1140c + O2 .2460c + 03 .7310e + N .7830c 02
3500c + 03 .5500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1500c 4 03 .9000e + 03 .1700e + 06 3140c + 00

h.70 toe + 03 .1500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.1810c + 03 30S0e + 04 .2520e + 05 .4750c-01

.ViO0e + 03 .7900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.7510e 4 02 .9200e + 03 .8500e + 05 .1510e + 00

.1000e + 03 .1100e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.7460e + O2 .1Noe + 03 .1450e + 06 .2fece + 00

.1500e + 03 ~ .60(Oc + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4410e + O2 .7080c + 03 .4910e + 05 .8720e-01

.7000e + 02 .7000c + 020 0. O. O. O.

.9800e + 02 .1070e + 03 .2860e+06 .5110e + 00

.1800e +03 .2000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.6870c + 02 3110e + 03 .8500e + 05 .1540e + 00
3000e + O2 3000e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.4120e + 02 .4140c + 02 .2860e + 06 .5330c + 00

.1500e + 03 .1500e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1490e + 03 .2850e + 03 .2150c + 06 .4190e+(0

.W)De + 00 .7000e 4 000 0, 0. O. O.

.7500e + 01 .1050c + 03 .8410e + 04 .9(60e.02

.1200e + 01 .1200e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.2120e + 02 .4620e + 02 3(D0e + 05 .5670c-01

.6100e + 03 .4100e + 05 .6000e + 040 0. O. O.

.1760e + 03 3690c + 04 .1930c + 06 3500e + 00
,7100e + 03 .5900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2320e + 03 .4100e + 04 .2570e + 06 .4780e + 00

.4000e + 03 3000c + 05 .6000e+ NO 0. O. O.

.6170c + O2 .1310e + 04 .6830e + 05 .1220e + 00

Amendment 20 2A-40
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326. pg 4 2)

.4400e + 03 .1900e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.4230c + 02 .3650e + 04 .2770e + 05 444(k-01

.6200e + 03 .9200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.2450e + 03 .1800e + N .2870e + 06 .5670e + 00

.1200c + 03 .1100e 4 040 0. O. O. O.

.9300e + 01 .1820e + 03 .1020c + 05 .1830e-01
.2100e + 03 3400e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3510r + 02 .2240e + 03 .4160c + 05 .6810e-01
.7200e + 03 3200e + 05 1500e + 050 0. O. O.

.56Me + 01 .1200c 4 03 2810e + 04 A310e 02

.1(00e + 03 .8200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1800e + 03 .7600e + 03 3 Roc + 020 0. O. O.

.1770e + 02 3050e + 03 .1960e + 05 3140e.01

.1400e + 03 .2400e + 030 0. .ll00e + 020 0.

.2170c + O2 .2020e + 03 .2490e 4 05 .30M)e-01

.200()e + 05 .2200e + 07 .1580c + 08 .1700e + 08 .1500e 4 08 .1200e + 08 .1100e + 08
2970e + 00 .6200e + 01 3250e + 03 .5250c-04
.1800e 4 05 .2000e + 07 .1500e + 08 - .1800e + 08 .1700e 4 08 .1600e + 08 .1400e + 08
.1260e + 00 .2630e + 01 .1370c + 03 .2300c-04
.1800e + 05 .2100e + 07 .1590e + 08 .1800e + 08 .1600e + 08 .1(00e + 08 .15(X)e + OS
.2600e + 00 .5470c + 01 .2860e+03 4640e-04
.2900e + 01 .1200e + 04 .9880e + 05 .2800e + 06 3700e + 06 3500e + 06 .4000e + 06
A960c 05 .2210e-02 .1090c-01 .4170c-09

2000e + 05 .2200e + 07 .1680c + 08 .1900e + 08 .1700e + 08 .1((X)e + 08 .1500c + 08
HXK)e + 01 .1430c + 03 .75Me + M .4560c.02
.2200e + 05 .1300e + 07 3000e + 06 .1000e+06 .1000e + 060. .1000e406
2640c + 00 .5460e + 01 .2890e + 03 .5(XX)e-04
.2100e + 05 .2300e + 07 .1470c + 08 .1100e+08 .8(KX)e 4 07 .4000e + 07 3(Koe+07
.1650e + 01 3460e + G2 .3800c + 04 .1420e-02

testes

.9100e + 02 .3900e + 03 .1(XKk ! 020 0. O. O.

.1030e 4 03 .WX)e + 04 .1130c+06 .2010e + 00
2000e + 03 2100e 4 N 4000e + 04 2000e + 03 .1(XX)e + 030 0,

.2300e + 03 .4800e t M .2510e + 05 .4890e + 00

.1800c + 00 .1800e + 000 0. 0. O. O.

.2690c + 00 4660c + 01 .2960e+03 .5280c-03 .

.2000e + 00 .2000e + 000 0, 0. O. O.

.1350c + 02 .1910e + 02 .2590c + 05 .4780e 01

.9900e + 00 .9tXX)e + 000 0. O. O. O,

.1320e + 02 - .1340c + O2 .6450e + 05 .1320e + 00
' 2100e + 01 .2100e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.7000e + 02 .8100:+ 02 .1320e + 06 .2830c + 00

.5000e + 03 .6500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.8990e + 01 .1660c + 03 .9810e+04 .1870e 01

.2600e + 03 .1500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O.- 0. O.

..

Amendment 20 1A-41
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Table 2A 16 (Cont'd) h|
FILE 20 0OSE CONVER3!ON FILE

(NUREG/CR 2326. g.;42)

.1800e + 03 N0e + 04 .2100e 4 04 .2000e + 030 0. O.

O, O. O. 0
.1300e + 03 .2000e + 030 ' O. O. O. O.

A790c + 02 .2070c + 03 .SS40c ' 05 .1M0e + 00
E200e + 01 .2100e + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

,7100e + 01 3800e + 03 .1000e + 020 0. O. O.

.2210e + 00 .4440e + 01 .2420e + 03 .4670e.03 i

.6900e + O2 .3300e + 030 0, O. O. O.

.8130c + O2 .1760e + 04 - 8960e + 05 .1610e + 00

.5500e + O2 .6400e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1500e + 03 .5890c + 03 .2N0e + 05 .E0e-01

.7100e + 02 .2500e + 030 0. O. O.
'

.

.7590e + O2 .1490e + 04 .8330c + 05 .1520e + 00
'

.2500e + 02 .4200e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.2490e + 02 ."20c + 03 .2390e+05 3920e-01

.5300e + 01 .5300e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.9110e + 01 .1510e + 02 .1520c 4 05 .2840e-01

.5100e + O2 .2400e + 030 0. 0. - 0. O.

.6530e 4 02 .1300e + 04 .7100e + 05 .1240e + 00 - ;

.$000e + 01 .5500e + 010 0. O. J. O.

.5720e + 02 .8910e + 02 .1090e + 06 .19 70e + 00 i

.4700e 402 .2300e + 04 .1900e + 040 0. O. O.

.2380c + O2 .4970e + 03 .2610e + 05 4690e-01 .

.6300e + 01 .9800e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1110e + 02 .7370e + 02 .1320e + 05 .2Ee-01

.2800e + 01 .2900e + 010 0. O, O. O.

.4100e + 00 .91401 > 00 .5950e+03 .1050c-02

.1600c + 02 .2000e + 030 0. 0. O. O.

3420e + 01 .7770e + O2 3600e+04 .1500c-02
.5800e + 00 .5800e + 000 O. O. O. O.

.2150e + 01 .2170c + 01 .1130c 4 05 .1610e-01

.4100e + 02 3300e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1260c + 02 .2740c + 03 .8270c + 04 A960e-02

.8300e + 02 .1200e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1360c + 03 .8860c + 03 .1530c + 06 .2850e + N)
3100e + 03 .5900e + 030 0. O, O. O.

.1840e + 03 3080e t 04 3250e + 05 .6140e-01

.8900e + O2 .1700e + 030 - 0- 0, 0. O,

.8070e + 02 .9950e + 03 .9090c + 05 .1630c +(K)-

.2200e + 02 .2200e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.6760c + O2 .9570e + O2 .1320e + 06. 2470e + 00

.5000e 4 02 .8600e + 020 0, = 0. O. - 0,

4940e + 02 .7850c + 03 .5490e+05 .9750e-01
3700e + O23700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.9600e + O2 .1050e + 03 .2300e + 06 .5030e + 00

.7000e + O2 .7200e + 020 0. O. O. O.

Amendment 20 2A-42
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g Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILL
(NUREG/CR.2326. pg 4 2)

.7150e + O2 3220e + 03 .8880e + 05 .1620e + 00

.1400c + 02 .1400e + 020 0. O. O. O.

3750e +02 3760e + 02 .2600e + 06 .4830c + 00
.6600e + 02 .6600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1250e + 03 .2520e + 03 .1730e + 06 3390c + 00
3S00e + 00 3800c + 000 0. O. O. O.

.7620e + 01 .1080e + 03 .8520e + 04 .91W-02

.9000e + 00 .9000e + 000 0. O. O. O.

3740e + 02 .fotoe + 02 .4000e+05 .7360c-01
.6100e + 03 .5003e + 05 .6000e+ No 0. O. O. -

.1760e + 03 3670c + 04 .1930e + 05 3500e + to

.6700e + 03 .6600e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.2160c +03 3820e+04 .2380e + 06 4440e + 00
3700e + 03 3400e + 05 .6000e+ NO 0. O. O.

.6850e + 02 .1460e + N .7630c + 05 .1350e + 00
3400e + 03 .1200e + M0 0. O. O. O.

4250c + 02 3110e + 04 3150e + 05 .5060c-01
.1200e + 03 .1900c + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1990e + 03 .1460e + N .2330c + 06 .45S0e + 00

.6500e + 01 .1700e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.8S60c + 01 .1730e + 03 .9670e + G4 .1740e-01

.1600e + O2 .2300e + 020 0. O. O. 9.

.4070e + 02 .2590c + 03 4840e + 05 .7890c-01

.5500e + 01 .1100e + 03 .1600e + 030 0. O. O.

4790e + 01 .1030e + 03 .2730c + 04 .4170c 02
.9300e 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O.

.1200e + 02 .2600e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.1940e + 02 3340e + 03 .2150e + 05 3420e-01

.8500e + 01 .1400e + 020 - . O. .1000e + 010 0,

.2520e + 02 3350c + 03 .2900e + 05 3580c-01

.6300e + O2 .2100e + 05 .8000e + 06 .1170e + 07 .1100e + 07 .9000e + 06 .8000e + 06

.2360e + 00 P70c + 01 .2600c + 03 .4190e 04

.5900e + 02 .400e + 05 .7900e + 06 .1290c + 07 .1200e + 07 .1100e + 07 .1100e + 07

.1060e + 00 .2230e + 01 .1160e + 03 - .1940e-N

.5900e + 02 .2000e + 05 .8000e+06 .1180e + 07 .1200e + 07 .1200e + 07 .1000e + 07

.2080e + 00 .4380c + 05 . Ni 6 03 3700e-N

.6200c-02 .1900e4 0 f '.o .: + N .1970e + 05 .2700e + 05 .2900e + 05 .2800e + 05

.4380e-05 .1940e-02 .Lw 02 3650e-(D

.7000e + O2 .2300e + 05 .8570e + 06 .1320e + 07 .1300c + 07 .1200e + 07 .1000e + 07

.6000e + 01 .1260c + 03 .6610e + 04 3980c-02

.7500e + 02 .1200e + 05 .1000c + 05 ,4000e + N 4000e+ N 4000e+ N 3000e 4 04
3100c +00 .4350c + 01 .2300e + 03 3990e 04
.7100e &02 .2400e + 05 ,7260c +06 .8500e + 06 .5000e + 06 3000e+ 06 .'K00e + 06
.1470c + 01 3080e + 02 .1610e + N .1270e-02

O
|

- Amendment 20 2A-43
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Table 2A.16 (Cont'd)
O

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

,

ovaries
.9700e + 03 .2200e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.6370e + O2 .1290c + 04 ,7010e + 05 .1220e + 00

.2100e + N 3500e + 04 3500e + N .1000e + G40 0. O.

.2240e + 03 .4700e + M .2440c + 06 .4780c + 00

.1800e + 00 .1800e +(00 0. O. O. O.

3900e 01 .1860e + 01 .9720e*02 .1720c 03
.2300e + 00 .2300e + 000 0. O. O. O.

.5700e + 01 .8020e + 01 .1080e + 05 .1980e-01
1000e + 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1490e + 02 .1510e + 02 .7220e + 05 .1490e + 00

.2300e + 01 .2300e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1140c + 03 .G40e + 03 .2160c + 06 4640e + 00

.5000e + 03 .6500e + 040 0. O. O. O.

.6090e + 01 .1130c + 03 .6660e + 04 .1260c-01

.2600e + 03 .15C0e + 040 0. O. O. O.

O. O, 0, 0.

.1800e + 03 .5900c + 04 .2100e + 04 .2000e + 030 0, 0,

0. O. O. O.

.2300e + 03 3000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.4460e + 02 .1020e + 03 .5110e+05 .9440e-01
3200e + 01 .2100c + 020 0. O. O. O.

O. O. O, O.

.9500e + 01 3900e + 03 .1000e + 020 0. O. O.

.2740c + 00 .5480e + 01 .3000e + 03 .5830c.03
j .7800e + 03 .2300e + 040 0. O. O. O.
l .4120e+02 9000e+ 03 .4530e+05 .8170e-01

.6100e 4 03 .6900e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.5600e + 02 .2180e + 03 .1490e + 05 .2780e-01
,7800e + 03 .1600e + MO 0. O. O. O.

.5090c + 02 .1010e + 04 5620e + 05 .1020c + 00

.2100e + 03 3400e + 030 0. O. O. O.

.1030e + 02 .1410e + 03 .9720e + N .15 Soc-01

.8600e + 01 .8600e + 010 0.- 0. O. O.

.4150e + 01 .6800e + 01 .6920e + N .1.%.01

.5300e + 03 ,1200e + 040 0. O, O. O.

.2150c + 02 .4200e + 03 .2350e + 05 4060e-01

.5600e + 02 .5900e + 020 0. O. O. O.

.2100e + 02 3280e + 02 JN0e + 05 .7190e41

.2400e + 03 .2800e + N .2000e+040 0. O. O.

3500e + 01 .1770e + 03 .9290e + G4 .1670c 01
.5900e + 02 .7900e + 020 0. O. O. O.

4640c + 01 ' 3080c + O2 .57 '.0c + N .9860c-02
3400e + 01 .3500e + 010 0, 0. O. O.

.1380e +00 3120e+00 .2010e + 03 3530c-03
3400e + 02 .2500e + 030 - 0. O. O. O.

.9100e + 00 .2100c + O2 .9460e + 03 3920e-03

O
| Amendment 20 2A-44
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- - Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)-

.7900e + 0:1 .7900e + 000 -- 0, 0, 0. O.

.8400e + 00 .8400e + 00 .4380e + 04 .6190c-02

.1000c + 03 .4600e + 030 C. O. O. O.

.4500c 4 01 .9800e + 02 .2700c + 04 .2940e-02

.5800e + 03 .7600e + 030 -- 0. - 0. O. O,

.9800e + O2 .6030c + 03 .1120e + 06 .20%e + 00

.5400e + 03 .9700e + 033 0- 0. O. O.

9900e + O2 .1660e + 04 .1380e+05 .2580e 01
.5300e + 03 .8800e + 030 - 0. O. O. O.

3150e+02 3920e+03 J590e +05 .M40e-01
.7800e + 02 - ,7900e + 000 0. O. O. O.

4570e + 02 .M50c + O2 .8940e + 05 .1670e+03
.6300e + O2 .1000e + 030 - 0. O. G. O.

.1640e + 02 .2640e 4 03 .1840e + 05 3250e-01

.4300c + 02 .4300e + 020 . O. O. . O. O.

.5340e + 02 .5860c + 02 - .1550e + 06 - .2780c + 00
7700e + O2 .8000e + 020 0. , O. O. O..

.3230e + G2 . ,1440c + 03 .4040e + 05 .7250e-01

.1700e + 02 .1700e + 020 0. 0. O. O.

.2560c 4 02 3570c + 02' .1780c + 06 3310e + 00

.8300e + 02 .8300c + 020 0. 0, - 0. O.

0' : 1160e + 03 .2170e + 03 .1770c + 06 3470e + 00
.4200e + 00 . ' 4300e + 000 0, O. O. O.

"-
.

3080e + 01 .4360e + 02 3450e 4 N 3720e.02
,1000e 4 01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

.1130e + 02 -.2460e+ 02 .1650e + 05 3000c-01

.5800e+ 03 .4400e + 05 : .5000e +NO - 0, 0, O.

.8900e 4 02 .1870e + 04 .9810e + 05 .1750c + 00

.6500e + 03 .5900e + 040 0. 0. O. D.
_

.1490c + 03 .2M0c + 04 .1650c + 06 - 3060e + 00

- 3600e + 03 '3100e + 05. 6000e + No. 6 . O. O.

2270e + 02 .4800e + 03 ' .2470c + 05 4440e 01
.6000e + 03 .1900e + N0 0. O. O.- O.

'.2400e + O2 .2830e + N .1080e + 05 : .1750e 01
.1100e + N .1600e + NO 0.' O.- 0. O.

.2030e + 03 .1490c +04 ~ 2370e + 06 4690e + 00

.1100e + 03' .2000e + 030 0. O. O. O.

3920c + 01 .7700e + 02 .43J0e + 04 .7670e-02 :

, .2300e + 03 : 3000c + 030 - 0. O. O. . O.

.1800e+O2 .1150e+03 2140e+05 3500e-01

.6000c + O2 .2400e + 03 .1800e + 030 0. O. 0.-

3540c + 01 .7610e + 02 | .1170c +N .1700e-02
.9300e01 .1000e + 010 0. O. O. O.

0. 0. G. ' O.

.1800e +03 3100e4 030 0. 0. - 0, O.

.7100e + 01. 1200e + 03 .7710e + 04 .1250c-01

.D30e + 03 .1900e t 030 0. O. O. O.

- . .--

Amsndment 20 ~ 2A45
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Table 2A 16 (Cont'd)

FILE 20 DOSE CONVERSION FILE
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 2)

.1080e + O2 .1000e + 03 .1240e + 05 .1540e-01

.2200e + 02 .6800e + 44 .2630c + 06 3S00e + 06 3400e + 06 3100e + 06 .2000e + 06
3320e-01 ,7020e + 00 3640e + O2 .5920e-05
.1900e + 02 .6400e + 04 .2540c + 06 400()e + 06 .3 400e + 06 4000e + 06 .E0e + 06
.2020e-01 .4250e + 00 .2220e + 02 3690c-05
.2100e + 02 .6400e + 04 .2540e + 06 .4100e + 06 .4300e + 06 .v)00e + 06 4000e + 06
3220e-01 .6770c + 00 .3510e + 02 .5720e-05
.2200e-02 .6000e + 01 .1990e + G4 .6400e + N .S600e + 04 .9000e + N SO(De + 04
.2970e-05 .1300c-02 .6460e-02 .2460c.09
//A0c + 02 .7400e + 04 .2730e + 06 .4300e+06 3900e+06 4000e + 06 .A'X)0e + 06

.4060e + 01 E520c + 02 4450e + 04 .2690c-02

.2600e + O2 3700e + 04 3200e + 04 .1500e + G4 .1300e + 04 .1300e + 04 .1000e+04

.2690c-01 .5590e + 00 .2950e + O2 .5110c-05

.2500c + 02 .7500e + G4 .2320c + 06 .2600e + 06 .1700e + 06 .1100e406 .6000e + 05
E900e + 00 .1870e 4 02 .9720e + 03 .7720e-03

Table 2A 17

FILE 27 METEOROLGICAL DATA
(NUREG/CR 2326, pg 4 6) h

To be supplied by utility for specific site.

O
Amendment 20 2A-46
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TAllLE 3.2 1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY
I The classification information is presented by System "* In the following order:

Table Table
3.21 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
ltem Ng, Numbt:r" lillt 11em No, Number" 1111e

il Nuclear (tp!!rtSypph,Snital

D1 Bil Reactor Pressur: Wsel C11 C91 Process Computer (Includes
System' PMCS and PGCS)

B2 D21 Nuclear Boiler System' C12 013 Refueling Platform Control
Computer

B3 B31 Reactor Recirculation System
Cl3 C94 CRD Removal Machine Control

C [rntrol.nml Unirmnin1Sntems Computer

C1 C11 Rod Control and Information D Jtadiation Monitorine Suttun
System

D1 Dll Process Radiation Monitoring'
C2 C12 Control Rod Drive System System

C3 C31 Feedwater Control Sptem D2 0 21 Area Radiation Monitoring
System

C4 C41 Standby Liquid Control
System

C5 C51 Neutron Monitoring System * D3 D23 Containment Atmospheric
Monitoring System'

C6 C61 Remote Shutdown System
E Core Cooline Sutems

C7 C71 Reactor Protection System'
El Ell ResidualIIcat Removal

C8 C81 Recirculation Flow Control System'
System

E2 E22 High Pressure Core flooder
C9 C82 Automatic Power Regulator System *

System

C10 CSS Steam Bypass and Pressure
Control System

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primaryfunctions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

" Master Pans List Number designatedfor the system

V "* Only those systems that are in the ABH R Standard Plant scope are includet. .n this table.

Amendinent 20 3.24
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TAllLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.21 h1PL 3.21 h1PL

ltem No. Number" I!1h item No. Number" 'lhlt

E Core Cooline Sntems (Continued) F12 F51 Insenice Inspection
Equipment

E3 E31 Lesk Detection and Isolation
System * G lt.IDetor Auxiliary Systems

E4 E51 R eactor Core Isolation Cooling G1 G31 Reactor Water Cleanup System

System'
G2 G41 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup

F Reactor Servicine Fouinment System

F1 Fil Fuel Senicing Equipment G3 G51 Suppression Pool Cleanup
System

F2 F12 hiiscellaneous Senicing
Equipment 11 Control Panels

F3 F13 RPV Senicing Equipment 111 1111 hiain Control Room Panels *

F4 F14 RPV laternal Senicing 112 1112 Control Room Back Panels *

EOuipment
113 1114 Radioactive Waste Control

F5 FIS Refueling Equipment Panels

F6 F16 Fuel Storage Facility 114 1121 Local Control Panels'

F7 F17 Under-Vessel Senicing 115 1122 Instrument Racks
Equipment

116 1123 h1utiplexing System

F8 F21 CRD Naintenance Facility
11 7 H25 Local Control Boxes

F9 F22 Internal Pump hiaintenance
Facility

F10 F32 Fuel Cask Cicaning Facility

Fil F41 Plant Start-up Test Facility

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. ris shown in*

the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

* * Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system

O
!

!

Amendment 20 3.2-7
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- () TAllLE 3.2 1
\J

CIASSIFICATION SUMMAltY (Continued)
Table Table
3.21 MPL 3.21 M Pl.
Item No. Nu mber" 1111t 11tr 4 Number" Eljs

J Nudtar Fuel N12 N36 Extraction System

J1 J11 Nuclear Fuel N13 N37 Turbine Bypass System

J2 J12 Fuel Channel N14 N38 Reactor Feedwater Pump Driver

|K Radioacthe Waste Systts N15 N39 Turbine Auxiliary Steam System

|K1 K17 Radwaste Syvem N16 N41 Generator

N Esmer CteirJntran N17 N42 liydrogen Gas Cooling System

N1 N11 Turbine Main Steam System N18 N43 Generator Cooling System

N2 N21 Condensate, Feedwater and N19 N44 Generator Scaling Oil System
Condensate Air Extraction
Sptem N20 N51 Exciter

N3 N22 Heater, Drain and Vent System N21 N61 Main Condenser
(n)

N4 N25 Condensate Purification System N22 N62 Offgas System

N5 N26 Condensate Filter Facility N23 N71 Circulating Water Sptem

N6 N27 Condensate Demineralizer N24 N72 Cindenser Cleanup System

N7 N31 Main Turbine P Station Auxtlatry S$ stems

N8 N32 - Turbine Control Syste Pl P11 Male Water System

(Purified)
N9 n33 Turbine Glac ! Steam System

P2 P13 Makeup Water System
N10 NM Turbine Lubricating Oil (Condensate)

System

N11 N35 Moisture Separator Heater-

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown in*

the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primaryfunctions are non safety related contain components that
have l>een designated safety-related.

Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system'

(j\'\

Amendment 20 327,1
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
321 hlPL 3.21 h1PL
ltem No. Number" 1 111s Item No. Fyjnber" Illk

P Station Ausiliarv Sistems (Continued) P17 P73 Hydrogen Water Chemistry
System

P3 P21 Reactor Building Cooling
Water System * P18 P74 Zinc injection System

P4 P22 Turbine Building Cooling P19 PSI Breathing Air System
Water System

P20 191 Sampling System includes PASS)
P5 P24 HVAC Normal Cooling Water

System P21 IN2 Freeze Protection System

P6 P25 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water P22 P95 Iron injection System
System

R Station _Jlectrical Svstems
P7 P32 Oxygen injection System

R1 RIO Electrical Power Distribution
PS P40 Ultimate Heat Sink System

P9 P11 Reactor Senice Water System R2 R11 Unit AuxiliaryTransformer

PIO P42 Turbine Senice Water System R3 R13 Isolated Phase Bus

Pil PSI Station Instrument Air System R4 R21 Non-Segreated Phase Bus

P12 P52 Instrument Air System R$ R22 hietalclad Switchgear
_

P13 P54 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas R6 R23 Power Center
Supply System

R7 R24 hiotor Control Center
P14 P61 Heating Steam and Condensate

Water Return System RS R31 Raceway System

P15 P62 House Boiler R9 R34 Grounding Wire

P16 P63 Hot Water Heating System R10 R35 Electrical Wiring Penetration

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of.his Table, some of these systems contain non safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-relatsd.

Master Parts List Number desigtatedfor the sysicm"

O
Amendment 20 3.27.2
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b TAllLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.21 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
Item No. Number ** Illit item No. Ntunhtt" Illit

R Station Electrical Sntems (Continued) T5 T25 PCV Pressure and Leak Testing
Facility

R11 R40 Combustion Turbine Gnerera;ar
T6 T31 Atmospheric Control Symm

R12 R42 Direct Current Power Supply'
T7 T41 Drywell Cooling System

R13 R43 Emerepxy Diesel Generator
System' Te T49 Flammability Control System

R14 R46 Vital AC Power Supply TO T53 Suppression Pool Temperature
Monitoring System'

R15 R47 Instrument and Cor,trool Power
upply U Structures and Srn-icine Sutems

R16 R51 Communication System UI U21 Foundation Work

R17 RS2 Lighting and Seni;ing Power U2 U24 Turbine Pedestal

/7 Supply

(/ U3 U31 C ancs and floists
S Power Transmiulon Sniems

U4 U32 Elevator
S1 S12 Resteve Transformer

US U41 Heating, Ventilating and Air
T Containment.gndJnvironmental Contrci Conditioning *

Systems
U6 U43 Fire Protection System

T1 Til Primary Containment System
U7 U46 Floor Leakage Detection

T2 .T12 Containment Internal Sptem
Structures

U8 U47 Vacuum Sweep System
T3 T13 Reactor Pressure Vessel

Pedestal

T4 122 Standby Gas Treatment System'

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a prtmary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system"

rh
\vl

Amendment 20 3.2 73
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.21- MPL 3.2 1 MPL
ltem No. Number" Ilth 11em No. Number" I}.th

U Structures and Servicine Svskr 2

(Continued)

U9 U48 Decontamination System

U10 U71 Reactor Building *
_

U11 U72 Turbine Building *

U12 U73 Control Buildmg*

U13 U74 Radwaste Building

U14 U75 Service Building

Y Yued Structures and Ecutoment

Y1 Y31 Stack

Y2 Y52 Oil Storage and Transfer
System

Y3 Y86 Site Security

_

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primaryfunctions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system"

9
Amendment 20 3.2-7.4

. . _ _ - - _ _ _ _ -
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(O)
TAllLE .T.2 1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Classi. Assurunee Schmte
fb d hulrement' Mm hl'rin.,ricaLCompantal" C!nu h' Me

B1 Reactor l'ressure Yessel System

8
1. Reactor pressure sessel(RPV) 1 C A B 1

*

2. Reactor vessel support skirt 1 C A B l
and stabili: cr

3. RPV appurtances-reactor 1 C A B 1

coo! ant pressure boundary
boundary portions (RCPB)

4. Supports for CRD housing 1 C A B 1

and in core housing

5. Reactor internal structure, 2 C B B 1,,

V) ECCS spargers, feedwater, RilR/

shutdown cooling, and pressure
core flooder spargers

6. Reactor internal structures- 3 C B 1--

safety related components
(except ECCS spargers)inclu-
ding core support structures _

(Sec Subsection 3.9.5)

7. Reactor internal structures- N C --- E -- *

non-safety related components E.

(See Subsection 3.9.5}

8. Control Rods 3 C,5C B I---

9. Deleted

10. Deleted

11. Reactor Internal Pump 1 C A B 1

Motor Casing (a part of
RPV boundary)

B2 Nuclear Boiler System

O
;] | 1. Vessels -levelinstrumenta- 1 C A B 1

tion condensing chambers

Amendment 20 3.24
|
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Clatst. Aswrance Seismic
frincinal Componenta pjgg ge Festion hulrement' CategotY liranb d

B2 Nuclear Holler System (Continued)

2. Vessel-nitrogen accumulatros 3/N C C B I

(for ADS and SRVs)

3. Piping including supports- 2/3 C B/C B 1 (h) $
4safety /releif valve discharge

0

. -

i

.

O
Amendment 20 3.2-8.1
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ABWR 2-an

Standard Plant nfv n

O TAllLE 3.21

CIASSIFICATION SUMMAlW (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetv lua- Classi. Anurance Scismic
Erincipal Componenta pig {b ge ge,pon }[tupirement' D11rtuG lielnd I

82 Nuclear Boller System (Continued)

4 Piping including supports 1 C,SC A D I

main steamline (htSL) and feed-
water (RV) line up to and in-
clu: ling the outermost isolation
valve

5.. Piping including supports- 2 SC D B 1

NISL from outermost
p, isolation valve to and including

scismic interface restraint ando
"

RV from outermost isolation valve
to the shutoff valve

6. Piping including supports-htSL N SC,T B B -- (r) $35O """
from the seismic interface
restraint to the turbine stop vahe

.

7. Piping from RV shutoff valve 3 SC C B 1 g
to seismic interface restraint

'
S. Deleted

9. Deleted

10. Pipe whip restraint - h1SL/RV 3 SC,C --- B --- (dd)
if needed

F, 11. Piping including supports-other

$ within outermost isolation valecs

a. RPV head vent 1 C A B 1 (g)
b. hiain steam drains 1 C,SC A B 1 (g)

h 12. Piping including supports-other
A beyond outermost isolation or

shutolf valves

a. RPV head vent beyond N C C E ---
,

shutoff valves 4^
b. hiain steam drains 2/N SC B/C B 1/---

Amendment 20 3.29
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U- TAlli,E 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMMAln' (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety lua. Classi. Assurante Seismic
l b fl'Illit21d.Cstiontnta Chin ge ggggd }ggge ggg &ki

U2 Nuticar lloller System (Continued)

, 74 13. Piping including supports- 2/N C,5C ll/D ll/E 1/--- (g)

^ "s instrumentation up to and<

beyond outermost isolation
valves

14. Safety / relief valves 1 C A 11 1

15. Valves - h1SL and RV 1 C,SC A Il I
isolation salves, and other
DV valves within containment

16. Valves DV, other beyond 2 SC 11 11 I
outermost isolation valves up to
and including shutoff valves

17. Valve: within outermost isolation vahes

a. RPV head vent 1 C A 11 I (g)
b. hiain steam drains 1 C,SC A B I (g) |

18. Valves, other

a. RPV head wnt 3 C C 11 I

b. hiain steam drain N SC C 11 ---

19. Deleted

20. hiechanical modules-instrumen- 3 C,SC --- 11 1

tation with safety-related function

21. Electrical modules with safety- 3 C,5C X --- Il I (i)
related function

22. Cable with safety-related 3 C,SC,X 11 i---

function

rm

Amendment 20 3210
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Ib ggd Emuin ment' .Caltgen EnlnPrinemal C.nmPP.ntal" Gau g,3e

- 10 Reactor Recirculation Systern
.

1, Piping-Purge System, heat 3 C C B i (s) $E
""

exchanger and primary side
of recirculation motor cool-
ing system (RMCS)

2. Pipe Supports 3 C C 11 1

3. Pump motor cover 2 C B B I

and hardware

{4. Pump non. pressure retain- N C E-- - - -

ing parts including ruotor,
instruments, electrical
cables and seals

5. Valves 3 C C B 1 (g)

(ce) j6. ATWS equipment associated N C --- E --

with the pump trip function

C1 Rod Control and Information S,3 stem

1, Electrical Modules N RZ,X D E --

2. Cable N SC,RZ.X D E ---

C2 CRD System

1. Valves with no safety related N SC D E ---
,

'

function (not part of HCU)
|- 8
| f. 2. Piping including supports. 2 C,SC B B 1 (j)
! insert line

3. Piping other (pump suction, N SC D E -- (g) $
pump discharge, drive

header)

4. Hydraulic control unit 2 SC B I (k)---

5. Fine motion drive motor N C -- E ---

3.

Amendment 20 3.2-11

__ _ _
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TAlllE 3.2 1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMAl(Y (Continued)

Quallt)
Group Quality

Safety lua. Classi- Assurance Seismic
l'tatdcaLCatacitnr.ul" .Clitu tige Erphdi b fEruulrrment' Cattuno Notes

C2 CRD Sptem (Continued)

|!
6. CRD Drive water pumps N SC D E -- |$

f 7. Control Rod Drie 1/3 C A /- - B 1

8. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC - 11 I
safety function

9. Cable with safety related 3 C,SC,X --- B 1

10. ATWS Equipment associated N C E -- (cc)-

with the Alternate Rod*

k Insert (ARI) functions

('); C3 Feedwater Control Sptem N C,T SC, --- E -

( X

l 't
'm,J'

Amendment 20 3.2 11,3
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TAllLE 3.21

CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
d hquiretnente CnteconfPrincipal Componen.la Classb ge Ecption h

| C4 Standby Liquid Control Sptem

I 1. Standby liquid control 2 SC B B 1 (u)
$ tank including supports
n

2. Pump including supports 2 SC B B I (u)

3. Pump motor 2 SC --- B I (u)

4 Valves injection 1 SC A B i (u)

5. Valves within injection 1 C.SC A B I (u)
valves

6. Valves beyond injection 2 SC B B 1 (g.u)
valves

7. Piping including supports 1 C,SC A B I (g,u)

$ within injection valves
n

8. Piping including supports 2 SC B B 1 (g,u)
beyond injection valves

9. Electrical equipment 3/N SC,X --- B/E I/--- (cc)
g and devicts
n

10. Cable 3/N SC,X --- B/E 1/ (cc)
|

[ | C5 Neutron blonitoring System

1. Electrical modules - 3 SC,X B 1---

i SRNM, LPRM and LPRhi

2. Cable SRNM and LPRM 3 C,SC,X B i-

RZ

3. Det:ctor and tube 2/3 C B/C B I
assembly

|

O
Amendment 20 3.2 12
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CIASSlFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic

Princinal Conranni" Cladh ge ggd Et.uulrtmtal' CairgaQ &ltsI
C6 Remote Shutdown Sptem

Components of this system are included under U2, E1, E4, G3,114, and P2.
_

1. Electrical modules 3 C.SC,RZ, --- 13 I
safety-related function X

2. Cable with safety related 3 RZ --- B I
function

| C7 Reactor Protection Splem

1. Electrical modules with 3 SC,X,T, -- B 1

safety related function RZ

7 x) 2. Cable with safety 3 SC,X,T,t B I-

related function RZ

3. Deleted

4 Deleted

C8 Recirculation l'10w Control Splem N X -- E --

C9 Automatic Power Regulator Sptem N X --- E - - -

C10 Steam Ilypass and Pressure Control
q Sptun N X -- E ---

Cl1 Process Computer (inclurles PMCS"

k & PGCS) N X - - - E --

,,
! 4

't J

Amendment 20 3.2 13
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi- Assurance Seismic ,

Classb ge pepppqd gggge Catecorvf Notes )Principal Component 8

C12 Refueling Platform Control ComputerN SC E ------

C13 CRD Removal Machine Control N SC -- E ---

Computer

DI Process Radiation Monitoring System
(includes gaseous and Ilquid amuent
monitoring)

1. Electrical modules - with 3 SC,X,RZ --- B 1

with safey related functions
(including monitors)

2. Cable with safety-related 3 SC,X,RZ --- Il I
functions

3. Electrical Modules, other N T,5C,RZ, --- E --- (u)j X,W

4. Cables, other N T,SC,RZ, --- E (u)---

X,W

|D2 Area Radiation Monitoring System N X --- E ---

|

I

O
Amendment 20 3.2 13.1
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMAlW (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
d IPrincinal Componenta cq,33b llen' [kallun EtuulamtEl' CdtROD EQlti

| D3 Containment Atmospheric
Monitoring System

B I1. Component with safety-related 3 C,SC,X --

function
~

El RilR System

1. Heat exchangers primary side 2 SC B B 1

2. Deleted

3. Piping including supports * 1 C,SC A B 1 (g)
within outermost isolation
valves

q ,

'V 4 Containment spray piping 2 C,SC B B 1 |
induding supports and

g spargers, within and
g including the outer-

most isolation vakes

4a. Piping including supports 2 SC B B 1 (g)
beyond outermost isolation
valves

5. Main Pumps including supports 2 SC B B 1

6. Main Pump motors 2 SC B B 1

7. Valves isolation,(LPFL 1 C,SC A B 1 (g)
line) including shutdown suction
line isolation valves

8. Valves - isolation, other 2 SC B B 1 (g)
(pool suction salves and
pool test return valves)

9. Valves beyond isolation 2 SC B B 1 (g)
valves

g
L) * The RHR/ECCS lowpressureflooder spamers are pan of _the reactor pressure vessel system, see item Bl.5.

Amendment 20 1 2-14
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TAllLE 3.2 1

CLASSIFICATION SUh151Aln' (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
fI d ggggge gg gPrincinm Componenta Gau ' ikn' ikallinD

Cl RilR Splem (Continued)

$ 10. Jockey pumps and motors 2 SC I! Il I
A including supports

1

. - ~ .

b

: /' t
'wj

i

Amendment 20 3.2141

|
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TAllLE 3.21

CLASSIFlCATION SUMMAln' (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
b ge ficationd i_teaulrement' Catecorvf b'ninPrincinal Componenta Clau

E2 liigh Pressure Core Fl% der
Sptem

1. Reactor pecaure sessel 1/2 C,SC A/B B i (g) E
Ainjection line ed ccroccted

piping including sup;vrts with-

| in outermost iso.ation valve'
N

2. All other piping including 2/3 SC,0 B/C B 1 (g)

supports"

3. Main Pump 2 SC D B 1
,

B 14 Main Pump Motor 3 SC ---

:

hl5. Valves other isolation 1 C.SC A B i (g) ::
and within the reactor pressure n |

vesselinjection line and j
iconnected lines

6. All other vakes 2/3 SC B/C B 1 (g)

B 17. Electrical modules with safety- 3 C,SC,X 7---

related functions ,

8. Cable with safety related 3 C,SC,X -. B 1

function

E3 leak Detection and Isolation
System

k 1. Temperature rensors 3/N C,SC,T -- B/E I/--- (z)

B I/--- (z)2. Pressure transmitters 3 C,SC -

$ 3. Differential pressure 3 C,SC B 1/--- (z)--

transmitters (flow)

The ECCS high pressure core flooder spargers are part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel System, see item*

Bl.S.

Pool suction piping, suction piping from condensate storage tank, test line to pool, pump discharge"

piping and return line to pool.

Amendment 20 3.2-15
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CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 Lea- Classi. Assurance Seismic
Ednsjpal Component Can llan Ikation EtnulumtEl' Ottecery Enlu

E3 12ak Iktection and Isolation
System (Continued)

E I1. Fission Product At N SC - - -

$̂
5. Isolation Valves 2/N SC B/C B/E I

6. Instrument lines 3 C,SC B B 1

ij 7. Sample lines * 2/N C,SC C/D/ -- B/E 1/---
F
'

8. Flow transmitters N SC --- E --

w

9. Electrical modules 3/N SC,R7,X -- Il/E 1/---,

10. Cables 3/N SC,R7,X --- B/E 1/---

\ E4 RCIC System

1. Piping including supports with- 1/2 C,SC A/B B I (g)
g
e in outermost isolation valves
M

2. Piping including supports - N SC D E -- (g)g, ,

J g discharge line from vacuum pump
,

to containment isolation valves,
and discharge line from condensate
pump to the first globe valve

3. Piping including supports b;- 2/3 C,SC B/C B I (g)

h yond outermost isolation valves
A up to the turbine exha'ut line to

the suppression pool, including
turbine inlet and outlet drain
lines

These sampic lines are totally within containment and thefission product monitorprorides no*

isolation function.
,

i

t

Arnendmr.nt 20 3.2 16
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TAllLE 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety lua. Classi. Assurance Seismic
Principal Componenta c;333b ge Deationd Etuulremente Cateconi Notes

E4 RCIC System (Continued)

k 4. RCIC Pump and piping including 2 SC B B 1 (g)
support, CST suction line from
the first RCIC motorized valve,
S/P suction line to the pump,
discharge line up to the FW line
*B" thermal sleeve

k 5. Pump motors N SC --- E I

6. Valves - outer isola. 1/2 C,SC A/B B 1 (g)
tion and within

{ 7. Valves - ouiside the PCV' 2 SC B B I (g)

8. Va|ves - beyond turbine 3 SC C D 1 (g) g
in'.ct second shutoff W

{ 9. Turbine including supports 2 SC B 1 (m)---

10. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC,X - - - B I
safety-related function

11. Cable with safety 3 C,SC,X -- B I
function

12. Other mechanical and N SC,X E ------

electrical modules

F1 FuelServicing Equipment N SC --- E ---

F2 Miscellaneous Servicing Equipment N SC,RZ E - - ----

Except item &*

O
Amendment 20 3.2 17
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_ TABLE 3.21
,

- CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
t

s

Quality
Group Quality

Safety 1xa- Classi . Assurance Selsmic .
b fPrincipal Componenta g;gg ge ficationd hulrenient' Catecorr - Notes

EF3 RPV Servicing Equipment N SC ----

EF4 _ RPV Internal Senicing Equipment N -SC ----

'
F5 Refueling Equipment

E
'

-!.-. Refueling equipment N SC -- E l' (bb) Ej, "'
$ platform assembly .

E'2, Refueling bellows ' N SC' ---

' F6_ Fuel Storage Equipment

E- I- (bb). 1. Fuelstorage racks - N SC ---

- h:w and spent g-. 1

=- 1 g
E -- (bb)n 2.- Defective fuel storage N- SC- --

.

--(bb) ..EF7 Under Vessel Servicing Equipment N SC --

. F8' CRD Main'tenance Facility N SC. E -
-

--

: F9 Internal Pump Maintenance Facility .N SC - - - ~ E -

EF10 Fuel Cask Cleaning Facility - N .SC~ ----

- Fil Plant Start up Test Equipment N :M E'-- -

,

.

.;

;-
.

|
f ' Amendment 20 - 12 18

.,
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TABl.E 3.2 1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi- Assurance Seismie
b d Reaulrement' Cateconi NotesPrincinal Componenja pg;g3 ge Gration

| F12 Inservice Inspection Equipment N M -- E ---

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System

1. Vessels including supports N SC C E --

g; (filter /deminrealizer)
N

y 2. Regenerative heat exchangers N SC C E --

S including supports carrying
reactor water '

3. Cleanup recirculation N SC C E - - -

pump, motors

e

O
|

Amendment 20 3.2 18.1
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,m) TABLE M 1q

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet*y Loca- Classi. Assurunce Seismic
Princinal Comnonenta cia 33b ge g;eag|pnd Erguirement' CaltgoE NotesI

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System (Continued)

4. Piping including supports and 1 C,SC A B 1 (g) '

valves within and including
outermost containment isolation
valves on pump suction

5.- Pump suction and discharge N SC C E --- (g) {
piping including supports and "

valves from containment isola-
tion valves back to r, hut off

valves at feedwater line
connections

6. ' Piping including supports and 2 SC B B 1 (g)
valves from feedwater lines to s
and including shut-off valves 2

(O) ~

'~~

7. Piping including supports and N SC,T C E (g)---

valves to main condenser

8, Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC C E --- (g)
tube inside and piping including
supports and valves carrying
process water

j9. Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC D E ---

shell and piping including
supports carrying closed
cooling water

10 Filter /demineralizer N SC D E ---

precoat subsystem

11. Filter demin holding pumps N SC C E ---

including supports - valves
and piping including supports

,s
ta

'J

Amendment 20 3.2-19

1

.
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CLASSIFICATION St)hth1 Ain' (Continised)

Quality
Group Quality

St.rtly loca. Classi. A66urance Selsinic
frkdvaLQuiwant" Ca15t' tin' iketted thanimum' ntise Stuf

,

(11 Rractor Water Cleanup Sy st r'n (Continued)

12. Sample Station N SC D E --
.,

73
13. Electrical nmdules and cable N SC,X D E --

A with no safety related function
n

14. Electrical modules and cable 3 SC 11 I.

for isolation vahes

hv

.

(JL
Amendment 20 3.219.1 |

_ _. ., - . . . , . _ . ,
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$TAllt.E 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMMAlW (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Ima. Claul. Assurance Seismle

l'attdralfmuusnint" Clafb gae Iknued firsuktantal' DLtrun Notes
f

G2 l'uel Pool Couting and Ciranup Splem

1. Yessels including supports . N SC C U -

filter /demineraliters
s

2. Veucts including supports . N SC C E -

drain tants
8
$ 3. Ileat a inngers including N SC C E -

supports ,

5
4. Pumps including support and N SC C E -

pump rnotors

$. Piping including supports N SC C E -

and valves

6. Normal Makeup system N SC,0,T C E -

components

7. RilR connections for 3 SC C 11 I
"

safety related makeup

8 8. Electrical modules and N SC,X E- --

2$ cables with no safety related
function

G3 Supprusion Pool Ciranup
Splem

1. Isolation valves and piping 2 C B B 1

$ including supports within
4 outermost isolation valves

2. Pumps N SC D E -

3. Pump motors N SC "-- ~
.
=

b4. Other piping including supports N SC D E -

4 5. Electrical modules and Cable > N SC,X E- ~

O
|
'

Amendment 20 3,2 20

|
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Cl.ASSil'lCATION SUMM AltY (Continue (l) .,

Quallt3
Group Quality

Saftly tun. Claul. Assneaute Silsmic
l Il'Ilttdimlfn!!Etttn!" Gitu ' ilutt' DIslin!)d }ggg,ygng,je Cultgun M'lu

| 111 htnin Cont:ol llo.om l' antis
.

h| II/E 1/- (aa)1. l'anch 3/N X -

2. Electrical blodules with 3 X 11 i.-

safet) rdated function

3. Cable w;th e.afct).tclated 3 X is I-

function

4. Other medianical and N X 11
*

--

A clectrical modules

112 Control lloom llack I'antin j

f 11/11 1/~ (aa)1. l'anch 3/N C,SC,X --
,

(V 2. Electrical modules with 3 C,5C.X Il I-

safety related function

3. Calde with safety related 3 C,SC,X 11 i-

function
~

{ 4. Other incchanical and N C SC,X E- -

clectrical nodules

113 Iladioacthe Waste Control l' ands N W E -- (p)-

114 1,ocal Control l'anels

j 1. l'anch and 11acks 3/N R7,SC,X - II/E 1/--- (aa)

2. Electrical modules with 3 It7,SC,X - Il i
safety-related function

f.m

(
-

Ame ndment .*0 3221
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CIASSIFICATION SUMMAln' (Continued)

Quallt)
Group Quallt)

Safety lua. Classi. Assurance Sel.mle

hindi'aLGiuteritn!" Chtu unc Mad Etnultilntal' Cateco' tiel.tsb

114 taal Control Panels (Continued)

3. Cable with safety related 3 RZ,SC,X - 11 *

function

k4. Other snechanical and N RZ,5C.X - E --

electrical trodules

'115 Instrument Itaci,s

1. hiechanical and electrical 3 SC,RZ,X - II --

with safety related function Y,W,hl

2. Other mechanical and selected N SC,RZ,X, -- E -

modules T

116 Multipleting Sjstem

1. Electrical module with safety- 3 SC,RZ,X - 11 I

r6.ited functics (Essential)
*

2. Cab;c with safuy related 3 SC,RZ,X - Il I

function (Essential)

3. Other electrical modules and N SC,RZ,X, - - E --

cables (Non essential) W

117 Ixical Control lloses

1. Electrical modules with safety- 3 SC,RZ,X, - - Il I

rehted function ll,T,W,ht

2. Other electrical modules N SC.RZ,X, -- E --

II,T,W,ht

Ji Nuclear Fuel

Il 11. Fuel assemblies 3 C,SC -

Il IJ2 iuel Channel 3 C,SC -

.

O
Amendment 20 3.2-21.1
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Cl.ASSIFICATION SUMM AlW (Continuni)

Quallt)
Group Quallt)

Saft ts lan- Classi- Awarum r Selsmic
Ihititll'al.D!inEDund" Cuifb g[gic gath,ggd huulffutin!' CukgMI huki

Kl Radwante Sptom

1. Drain piping imluding supporis N ML D li (p)
and salves radioactisc (cu c pt .

It 7,X) h
6
14 2. Drain piping induding supports N ALL D li (p)-

and salves nonradioactive

3 Piping and valves - 2 C,5C 11 11 I

containment isolation

4. Piring induding supports N C,SC 11 11 l

and valves forming part of
contairiment foundary

,

5. Pre ssure veutis induding N W 11 (p)--

supporis

6. Atmospheric laals including N C,hC,l l. 11 (p)----

supports T,W

7. 015 PSIG Tanks and supports N W !! (p)- ~

8. Ileat echangers and supp;rts N C,hC,W 11 (p;- --

9. Piping includ ng i.up;xiris N C,SC,I I, li (p)--

and salves T,W

10. Other mechanical and N All. - !! (p)--

electrical modules

N1 Turbine Main hicam Sptem

1. Deleted

O
Amendmcni 20 32212
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CIASSIFICATION SUMMAI(Y (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safel)b
loca. Clkssi. Assurance Selsmic

l' dor [nl Components Clau ge ggigd ggge ggggf g
NI Torblue hlain Stcam Sptem (Continued)

2. Branchline of MSLincluding N SC,7 B B (e)-

supporis between the second
isolation valve and the turbine
stop valve from branch point at
MSL to and including the first
valve in the branch line

N2 Condensate,l eedwater ati . Conte - ' -

Air Estraction System

1. Main (cedwater line (Mn 3 >C B i4 I

including supports from second
isolation valve branch lines
and components beyond up to
outboard shutoff valves

j 2. reedwater system components N T D E -

beyond outboard shutoff valve

N3 litater, Drain and Vent System N T E- -

ENJ Condensate Purification System N T --

EN5 Condensate l'ilter Tucility N T -- --

N6 Condensate Demineralizer N T E-- --

.

N7 Main Turbine N T E ---

N8 Tuebine Control Splem

1. Turbine stop valve, turbine N T D E (1)(n)(o)-

bypass valves, and the main
steam leads from the turbine
control valve to the turbine
easing

O
Amendment 20 31213
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CLASSIFICATION SU5th1 Al(Y (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety laca- Classi. Assurance Scismic

hlndi'al.CtrRI'Etifilla cg3fta g;3,ge ggtt[g,3d ggg,ge gggg gf
N9 Turbine Gland Steam Splom N T D E --

NIO Tor bine 1.ubricating 011 Spte m N T - E -

Nil bloisture Separator lleater N T --- E -

N12 Estruction Splem N T E- -

N13 Turbine ll,vpass Splein N T 11 11 (r)-

N14 ltractor l eeduattr i' ump l>rher N T E --

NIS Turbine Ausillary Steam Sptem N T - E ----

N16 Generator N T --- E --

N17 llydrogen Gas Cooling Splem N T E ---

NIH Generator Cooling Sptom N T E-- ---

N19 Generator Staling Oil Sptem N T E- -

N20 Esciter N T - E ---

N21 hlain Condinser N T --- E (ce)-

N22 Oligas Sptem N T -- E* --

N23 Circulating Wattr Sptem N T D E --

N24 Coadenser Cleanup l' utility N T -- E -

N

O
|

Aracndment 20 12214
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gTAllLE 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUhtStARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca- Classi. Assurance Selsmic
b ge Destiond Einhd' Catecon' ficitsPrincip91 Componenta ggg

Pl Makeup Water System (Purined)

1. Piping including supports and 2 C B B 1

vahrs forming part of thew con-
tainment boundary

f2. Demineraliter water storage N O D E --

tank including supports

3. Dcmineralizer water header. 2 SC D B 1

piping including supports
and valves

4. Piping induding supports and N O D E -

vahrs

5. Other components N O D E - *

*O>P2 Makeup Water System (Condensate)

(w)1. Condensate storage tank N O D E --

including supports

2. Condensate header piping 2 SC B B I

8 including supports, level
$ instrumentation and valves

,

3. Pipingincluding supports and N O D E g--

valves and other components

P3 Reactor ilullding Cooling Water Systein

1. Piping and valves forming part 2 SC,C 11 B I (g)

g of primary centainment t oundary
2
"

2. Other safety related piping, 3 SC,C C B 1

including supports, pumps and
vahes

!'

|

'

O
Amendment 20 3.2 22
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CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety loca. Classi. Assurance Scismic

l'lin@Al_Camanatul" Ga11 ge ggd lit 11Vituttal' Citti' 'IM h2113
b A

P1 Reactor llullding Cooling Water Sptem (Continued)

3. Electrital modules with 3 SC,C,X D 1-

with safety-related function

4. Cable with safety related 3 SC,C,X H 1-

function

5. Other mechanical and N SC,C,X,M - E - - -, ,

g clectrical modules

P4 Turbine llullding Cooling N T D E -

Water Splem

P5 IIVAC Normal Cooling N C,S C,R Z, - E -

Water Splem T,X

O P6 IIVAC 1:mervency Cooling Water Sptem
O

1. Chillers, pumps, valves, and 3 SC,X C 11 I
piping including supports

2. Piping including supports and 2 C.SC D H I

$ vahrt forming part of contain.
.

ment boundary"

3. Electrica) modules and cable 3 SC,X D I-

with safety related function

4 Other mechanical and N C.SC,RZ, -- E -

{ elecarical modules T,X

P7 Osygen injection Splem N T E ---

P8 Ultirnate licat Sink N O E-- -

I'9 Reacto. Senice Water Sptem

1. Safety related piping 3 U,0,X C 11 I

including supports, piping
and vahrs

' (3
L)

Amendment 20 3.2 23
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CLASSIFICATION SUMMAin' (Continued) |
1

Quality
i

Group Quality
Safety then- Classi- Assurance Selsmic

b IEtitidpal Comnonettia gg;gg gge gggd RunhM' CMi'm hin
19 i<cactor St-nice Water Systern (Continued)

2. Electrical rnodules and cabics 3 U,0,X Il I-

with safety related function
,

3. Other non safety related N U,0,X E --

rnechanical and electrical
modules

P10 Turbine Service Water Sptem ,

1. Non safety related piping N P,0,T E ----

including supports, piping
andvahes

2. Electrical rnodules and cables N P,0,T E- --

with non-safety related
function

Pil Statinn Sonice AirSplem
8

1. Containment solation includ. 2 C 11 11 1 &
ing supports,sab;; .nd piping

2. Other non safety related N SC,R Z, 'E- -

bmechanical and electrical X,T,11,

compc nents W,C

P12 Instrurnent Air Senire

P
f1. Containment isolation includ- 2 C 11 Il 1 s
"ing supports, valves and piping

2. Other non safety related N SC,RZ, E *--

mtchanical and electrical X,T,II, A

components W,C

P13 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas
Supply Sptems

1. Containment isolation includ- 2 C 11 !! !
. ing supports, valves and piping

Amendment 20 3.2-23 1
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CIASSil'ICATION SUMMAlW (Continued)

Qutility
GroJp Quality

,

Safety loca. Claul- Assurance Seismic

l'rEdettLCDn!Mntill" C.lefh gge ggd l!tuulli.U.ItEl' LitttR91M NPlu
l'13 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply Sptem (Continued)

2. Piping including supports with 3 SC,C C 11 1

Safety triated function

11 I3. Electric modules with 3 It Z,X .-

safety related function

4. Cable with safety relateJ 3 SC,RZ, 13 I--

function

y 5. Othcr non safety related N SC,it 7, --- E -

X mechanical and electrical X
components

,

EP14 lleating Steam and Condensate N ALL - -

Water Heturn Splem *

,

P15 llouse lloller N T -- E --

P16 Ilof Water lleating Sptem N ALL E- -

Pl7 Il drogen Water Chemistry Sptern N T E3
---

Pill Zine injection Sptem N T -- E -

P19 Ilreathing Air Sptem N C,SC,T -- 11 -

P20 Sampling Sptem (Includeh PAS 9 N SC,RZ,T - E -

P21 l'rrere Protection Sptem N O --- E --

P22 fron injection Sptem N T II --

O
i

Amendment 20 3 2 231.t
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g,TAlllf,3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMMAltY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety lua. Classi. Assurunce Selunic
d I

l'1101h'i'l Ci'!nitenut!" Guid' 1!c!!' Ikalku g g ge gig. gun b'du
R1 ficctrical l'ower Distribution Sptom

1, 120VAC safety related dis- 3 SC,X,R Z --- D 1

tribution equipment includ-
ing inverters

Il i2. hiotors 3 SC,C,,X, -

RZ

Il !3. lead Sequencers 3 SC,X,IlZ -

y,
n
'Il 14. I'rotective relap and control 3 SC,X,RZ -

panch

11 15. Yalve operators 3 SC,X,R Z -

R2 Unit Ausillary Transformer

9
1. Transfortners 3 SC,C,X,RZ - Il 1

Il IR3 Isolated l'hase ilus 3 RZ -

Il IR4 Non Segrated Phase Ilus 3 RZ --

R5 hietalciad Switchgcar

Il I1. 69tO volt switchgcar 3 SC,X,R Z --

R6 l'ower Center

Il I1. 480 volt load centers 3 SC,X,RZ -

R7 blotor Control Center
3,

Il I 61, 480 voll motor control centers 3 SC,X,RZ -~

RR Raceway System

Il I1. Control and power cables 3 SC,C,X -

| (including underground RZ
j cable sptems, cable splices,
i connectors and terminal bkicLt)
|

0~1
Amendment 20 3 2 n2
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Cl.ASSil'ICATION SUMMAIW (Continued)

Quality
,

Group Quallt) '

Saftt$ lua. Classl. Assurance Selsmic I

EthtdnaLCi>vapenent" Llau ' thur lkattend Eduam' Cdes' M'lesl |

RN Raceway Sptrm (Continued)

2. Conduit and cable trup and 3 $C,C,X 11 1 !
-

their supports RZ l

3,
i

11 I h IIt9 Grounding Wire 3 0 --

R10 1:lectrical Wiring Penetration # SC.C,X. Il !-

ItZ

Ril Combustion Turbine N T E- --

Generator

R12 Direct Current l'ower Supply

1.125 volt batteries, battery 3 SC,C,X 11 I-

~
racks, battery chargera, and RZ

(N distribution equipment
% 3,

2. Protectisc relap and control 3 SC,X,RZ - 11 I $
pancis

3. hiotork 3 SC,C,X 11 i-

RZ

!

|

[
V

AmeriJrnent 20 12 24
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CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quallt)

Safett lua. Classi. Assurance Seismic
hindpJtLComponetti" Claijb ge ggd EtuhKDl' CMtEm# h

i

R13 Cmervency Diesel Generator Splem

1. Starting air receiver tants 3 RZ C 11 1 (y)
piping including supports from
and including check valve and
downtream piping including
supports and valves

; 2. Starting air compressor and N RZ E --

A motors

3. Combustion air intake and 3 RZ,0 C 11 i
exhaust system

4. Safety related piping in- 3 RZ,0 C 11 I

cluding supports, valves - fuel
oil system, dicsci cooling water
system, and lube oil system

11 15. Pump motors fuel oil 3 RZ,0 -~

system, dier,el cooling
water system and tube oil
system

11 1 (y)6. Diesel generators 3 RZ +

7. Mechanical and electrical 3 R Z,0,X Il I-

modules with safety related
functions

Il I8. Cable with safety related 3 RZ,0,X -

functions

'

9. Other mechanical and N RZ,0 E= --

$ clectrical modules

O
Amendment 20 32241
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CIASSlFICATION SUhthtAlW (Continued)

Quallt)
Group Quality

Safe tt lun- Classi- Anurante Seismic

hintlnd_C1'miennt!" Claijb gge Didhd lituu!rtnttul' Clittuu Is'10I
Il IR14 Yual AC Power Supply 3 X -

Il IRl5 Instrument and Control Power 3 X -

Supply

Il IR16 Communication Sptem N X -

,

R17 Lighting and Sentring Powtr
Supply

1. Normal Lighting N ALL E *--

n
2. Standby Lighting 3/N ALL C/ - II/E 1/--

3. DC Emergency Lighting 3/N SC X,W C/ ~ lt/E 1/ -

St Resene Transformer N T E --

T1 Primary Containment Splem

1. Primary containment seuel 2 C 11 11 1

(PCV) reinforced concrete
containment veuel(RCCV)

2. Vent sptem (vertical flow 2 C 11 Il 1

channch and horizontal
discharget

3. Suppression chamber /drywell 2 C 11 11 1

vacuum brcaters

4. PCV penetrations and 2 C 11 13 1

drywell Steel head

5. Upper and lower drywc!! airlocks 2 C,SC Il I-

6. Upper and lower drywell 2 C,SC It I-

equipment hatches

7. Lower drywell access tunnels 2 C 11 I-

/^Ni
'\J

Amendment 20 3.24
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CLASSIFICATION SUhth!Al(Y (Continued)

Quallt)
Group Quullt)

Saftig lua. Classi. Anurante Selsinic

hi!Kil!al Corntiental" Onu 11tD Iltalli Ettlultnui!!!' D1 tun Sctra
*

T1 l'rlinar) Containment Systeru (Continued)

Il I8. Suppression chamber 2 C.SC -

access hatch |

11 I9. Safety related instrumentation 2 C.SC -

T2 Containment initrnal S)1ructurrs

Il I1. Itcactor vessel 5tabilizer 3 C -

truss

O

| O
Amendmert 20 32211
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CI ASSIFICATION SUMM ARY (Continue <!)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetg lua. Classi.d Absurantr Selsmlr '
l'thttil'ALCetunental" Clan (Lun' Ikxtien Ikuultuuttil' Cultuuo Netu

T2 Containment Internal Structurra (Continued)

2. Support structures for f.afety- 3 C 11 I-

telated piping including $
supports and equipment H

T3 itl'V l'tde5tal

1. ItPV pedestal and shield wall 3 C 11 1-

2. Diaphragm Door 3 C 11 1-

T4 Standby Gas Treatment System

1. All equipment except 3 SC,R Z C 11 I

deluge piping and vahes

/9 .,

V 2. Deluge piping and valves N SC E -- g-

15 PCY Pressure and leak Testing N SC E- -

Facility

/g>>

Amendment 20 3226
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CIASSIFICATION SUhth1AlW (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safri - loca. Classi- Assurance Selsmic
hincloal Componenta p g[gge !kallund Bludel' ME hI

| T6 Atrnospheric Control Splem

1. Nitrogen Storage Tanks N O E- - ,

$
2. Vaporiters and controls N O E-- --

| 3. Pipingincluding supports 2 C.SC 13 B I
and valves formmg part
of containment toundary

4. Electrical modules with 3 C,5C B 1-

safety related function

5. Cables with safety related 3 C.SC,X !! I~

function

6. Other piping arid valves N SC,RZ,0 - E -

T7 Drywell Cooling Sptem

1. Motors N C E~ -
,,

2. Fans N C E~ -

3. Coils. cooling N C E- -

4, Other mechanical and N C,X E-- -

electrical modules

T8 Flammibility Control Sptem 2 SC B B I

19 Suppression Pool T[mperature
Monitoring Splem

1. Electrical modules with 3 C,X,SC B 1-

safety.related function RZ

2. Cable with dsafety-related 3 C,X,Sc -- B I
function RZ

A
U

.

Amendment 20 3,2 27
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CLtSSIFICATION SUMMAlW (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safeti loca. Classi. Assurante Seismle
Pdadpal Component" Clujb de' M @d Etsukuutut' Qfmen &luf

U1 Foundation Work 3 C.SC,RZ -- 11 1

U2 Turbine Pedestal N T E --

U3 Cranes and floists

1. Reactor Building crane N SC (x)F. -

2. Refueling Bridge crane N SC E (x)----

3. Fuel handlingjib crane N SC E (x) "---

E I b4. Upper Drywell Senicing N C -

5. Lower Drywell Senicing N C E I-

6. Main Steam Tunnel Senicing N M E-- -

7. SpecialSenice Rooms N SC.R Z, E- --

T,W,X

U4 Elesator 3/N SC,RZ ll/E 1/E~

US Ileating, Ventilating and
Air Conditioning'

1. Safety related equipment"

a. Fan coil cooling "nitt. 3 SC,X -- B 1

b. lieating units - electrical 3 SC,RZ,X - - Il I
or water

c. Blowers Air supply or 3 SC,RZ,X -- 11 1

d. Ductwork 3 SC,RZ,X -- 11 1

e. Filters Equipment areas 3 SC,RZ,X - 11 I<

|

| | f. IIEPA Filters, Charcoal 3 SC,X B 1---

Absorbers Control Rooms

| and Secondary Containment

| Includes Reactor Building Contrcl Building and Senice Building thennat and radiological*

| environrnentalcontrolfi;nctions within the ABilR Standard Plant.

Controls erwironrnent in Main and Local control voorns, dicsci-generator rcynns, battery rwns, ECCS ,"

RCIC , pump roonts within the ABllR Standard Plant.

O'

|

|- Amendment 20 3.2 28
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CIASSil'ICATION SUMMAltY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Saftty loca- Claul- A nurance Scismic
b ggd lhauk mtEl' Caltg m hIl'rintlaal_Conuwntal" Cink gjgge

05 Iltating Ventilat'ng, and
Air Conditioning Sptims' (Continued)

g. Valves and Dampers- 2 SC,ItZ Il I--

secondary containment
isolation

h. Othtr safety related 3 II,Z 11 I-

.

valves and dampers

1. Electrical modules with 3 SC,ItZ I"--

safety rclated function ll,X

j. Cable with safcty telated 3 SC.itZ 11 1-

function ll.N,

2. Nonsafety related equipment"

a, llVAC mechanical nr N SC,RZ,il - E *-

clectrical componut X,W T A
with non4afety related
functions

06 Fire Protection Sptem

1. Piping including supports and 2 C 11 11 1

valves forming part of the

$ primary containment boundary
n

2 Other pipingincludingsupports N SC,C,X D E (t) (u)---

and valves RZ,lI,T,
W,0 ,

74
3, Pumps N F D E (t) (u)--

4. Pump motors N F -- E (t) (u)--

* Includes thenn.' land radiologicalemironmentalcontrolfwtclions uithin the ABi1R Standard
Plant scope.

" Controh environment in rooms or areas containing non safety related equipment within the
ABliR Standard Plant.

O
Amendment 20 3229
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CIASSIFICATION SUMMAln' (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safett Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic

l'IlntI19 LCM!EMinia pggfb gge gggggd p g g g.n!' Cah I N('tri
| U6 fire Protection System (Continued)

$. Electrical Modules N C,$C,X E (t) (u)- -

R Z,l l,
T,W

(t) (u) f6. CO actuation modules N R E2
-- -

7. Cabics N SC,C,X E (t)(u) |--

8, Sprini.lcrs or deluge water N ll,R,Z.SC D E (t) (u)-

X,R Z,T

9. foam, preaction or deluge N RZ,T (t)(u)E- --

,

U7 11oor leakage Detection System

11 8 Vacuum Sucep Splem

09 Dect,ntamination Sptem

U10 Reactor fluilding 3 SC,RZ B 1--

(v)(ce)|f011 Turbine lluilding N T E-- -

Ul2 ControlItullding 3 X B I--

U13 Radwuste llullding N W E
"

-- -

M

1. Radwaste Building Substructure 3 W e i--

fU14 Senice llullding N 11 E--- ---

Y1 Stack 3 RZ E I---

Y2 'Oli Storage and Transfer System 2/N O B/E 1/ --

Y3 Site Security N ALL E--- --

O
Amendment 20 3.2 30
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a. A module is an anembly of intenonnected components which constitute an identifiable device or piece
of equipment. For esample, electrical modules include sensors, power supplies, signal proccuore ind
mechanical modules include turbines, strainers, and orificet

b.1,2,3, N 4 Nudcar safety related function designation defined in Subscetions 3.2.3 and 3.2.5.

Primary Containmente. C =

Servise building11 -

any other h> cationM =

Outside onsiteO =

itZ = Iteactor lluilding Clean Zone (balance portion of the reactor building outside the
Secondary Containment Zone)

SC = Secondary Containment portion of the reactor building
Turbine lluildingT =

ltadwaste lluildingW =

X Control 11uilding=

l'irewata Yump ilouse*F =

U Ultimate llent Sint Pump tiouse'=

Power Cyde IIcat Sink Pump llouse'P 4

* Pump llouse structures are out of the AllWit Standard Plant nope.

d. A.II,C ') = Quality poups defined in llegulatory Guide 1.26 and Subsection 3.2.2. The structures,
systems and components are designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements identified
in Tables 3.2 2 and 3.2 3.

| = Quality Group Classification not applicable to th.s equiprnent.-

c.Il = the quality assurance requirements of 10CritSO, Appendix 11 are applied in
accordance with the quality assurance program described in Chapter 17.

k E = Elements of 10Cril50, Appendix 11 are generally applied, commensurate with the
importance of the equipment's function.

f. 1 - The design requirements of Seismic Category I structures and equipment are applied
as described in Section 3.7, Seismic Design.

- The seismic design requirements for the safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) are not---

applicable to the equipment, llowever, the equipment that is not safety related but
which could damage Seismic Category I equipment if its structural integrity failed
is checked analytical y and design to assure its integrity under seismic loading
resulting from the SSE.

g. 1. Lines one inch and smaller which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are ASME
Code Section 111, Class 2 and Seismic Category 1.

2. Allinstrument lines which are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are
utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Safety Class 2 from the outer isolation
valve or the process shutof f valve (root valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

(] 3. Allinstrument lines which are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are not
C utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Code Group D from the outer isolation

valve or the process shutoff valve (rot valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

Amendment 20 3.2-31
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NOT1S (Continued)

4. All other instrument lines:

1 Through the root valve the lines shall be of the same classification as the system
to which they are attached.

ii Beyond the rwt vahe, if used to actuate a safety system, the lines shall be of
the same classificatien as the system to which they are attached.

iil Beyond the root vahe,if not used to actuate a safety system, the lines may be
Code Oroup D.

5. All sample lines from the outer isolation valve or the process root vahe through the
remainder of the sampling system may be Code Group D.

n 0 All safety-relsed instrument sensing linre shall be in conformance with the criteria of
$ Regulatory Oulde 1.151.

b. Relief vahe discharge piping shall be Oudly Group D and Seismic Category 1.

Safet>/ relief valve discharge line (SRVDL) piping from the safety / relief valve to the quen.
chers in the suppression pool consists of two parts: the first part is attached at one end
to the safety / relief valve and attached 31its other end to the diaphragm floor penetration.
This first portion of Ibc safety / relic alve discharge piping is analyzed with the snain
steam piping as a complete system. The second part of the safety / relief valte discharge
piping extends from the penetration to the quenchers in the suppression pool Because of the
penetration on this part of the lirge,it is physleally decoupled from the main steam piping
and the first part of the SRVDL piping and is, therefore, analyzed as a separate piping
system.

i. Electrical devices include components such as switches, controllers, solenoids, fuses,
junction boxes, and transducers which are discrete components of a larger subassembly /
module, Nuclear safety related devices are Seismic Category 1. l' ail Safe devices are
non Scismic Category 1.

j. The control rod drive insert lines from the drive flange up to and including the first salve
on the hydraulic control unit are Safety Class 2, and non safety related beyond the first
sahe,

b. The hydraulic control unit (}iCU)is a factory. assembled engineered module of valves, tubing,
piping, and stored water which controls two control rod drises by the application of
pressures and flows to accomplish rapid insertion for reactor scram.

Although the hydraulic control unit, as a unit,is field installed and connected to process
piping, reany of its internal parts differ markedly from process piping components because of
the more complex functions they must provide. Thus, although the codes and standards ;nvoked
by Groups A, B, C, and D pressure integrity quality levels clearly apply at all levels to the
interfaces between the HCU and the connection to conventional piping components (e.g., pipe
nipples, fittings, simple hand valves, etc.), it is considered that they do not apply to the
specialty parts (e.g., solenoid .alves, pneutnatic components and instruments).

Amendmeni 6 3.232
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NOTI:S (Continued 1

1he design and mnstruction specifications for the llCU do inmle such codes and standards as can be
reasonably applied to indisidual parts in deseloping required quality lesels, but of the remaining
parts and details. l or example: (1) all welds are 1 p inspected, (2) all rocket welds are inspected
for pap between pipe and socket bottom; (3) all welding is performed by qualified welders; and (4)'

all work is donc per written procedures. Qualit) Group it is generally applicable because the codes
and standards invoked by that group contain clauses which permit the use of manufacturer standards
and prosen design techniques which are not esplicitly defined within the codes for Quality Groups A,
11, or C. This is supplementcJ by the QC technique described

I. The turbine stop sahe is designed to withstand the SSl; and maintain iti, integrity.

| m. lhe RCIC turbine is not included in the scope of standard codes. lo auure that the turbine is*

fabricated to the standardt, commensurate with safety and performance rcquirernents, General Electric
has establi hed specific design requirements for this component which are as follows:

1. All welding shall be qualified in accordance with heuion IX, Ahh1E iloiler and Preuure Yesul
Code.

2. All preuure containing castinp and f abricatbni, shall be hydrotested at 1.5 times the design
preuure.

3. All high-preuure eastinp shall be radiographc d according to:
,

ASTN1 lb94

O| E 141
E 142 maximum feasible volume
E 446,18o or 280 Sescrity leul 3

4, As<ast surfaces shall be magnetic particle or liquid penetrant tested according to ASN1E Code,i

1 Section 111, Paragraphs Nil 2545, NC-2545, or Nib 2546, and NC 2546,

5 Wheel and shaft forginp shall be ultrasonically tested according to ASTH 1 A 358.

6. Butt welds in forginn shall be radiographed and magnetic particle or liquid penctrant tested
accordir,g to the A5N1E Iloiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111 paragraph Nil 2575, NC 2575,
Nil 2545, NC 2545, ND 2546, NC 2546 respectively. Acceptance standards shall bc in accordance
with ash 1E Iloiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111, Paragraph Nib 5320, NC 5320, Nib 5340,
NC 5340, Nib 5350, NC 5350, respedively.

Notification shall be made on major repairs and records maintained thereof.''

8. Itecosd system and traceability shall be armtding io ASN1E Section lit, NCA 4(kKL

Quality control and identificat on shall be according to ash 1E Section 111, NCA-4000.i9

10. Authorized inspection procedures shall mnform to ash 1E Section 111, Nil 5100 and NC 5100.

11. Nen destructive examination personnel shall be qualified and certified according to AShill Section
111, Nib 5500 and NC 55DO,

/
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On. All ost pressure retaining parts of a size and configuration for which volumetric methods are
effectise are examined by radiographic methods by qualified personnel. Ultrasonic examination
to equivalent standards is used as an alternate to radiographic methods. Esamination procedures
and acceptance standards are at least equivalent to those defined in Paragraph IE4, Nonboiler
External Piping. ANSI 1131.1.

o. The following qualifications are rnet with respect to the cerlification requirements:

1. The manufacturer of the turbine stop valves, turbine control salves, turbine bypass valves,
and main steam leads from turbine control vahe to tuttiine casing utilires quality control
procedures equivalent to those defined in GE Publication GEZ 4982A, Gencial Electric Large
Steam Turbine Generator Quality Control Program.

2. A certification obtained from the manufacturer of these valves and steam loads demonstrates
t , . the quality control piogram as defined has been netomplished.

The following requirements shall be rnet in addition to the Ouality Group D requirements:

1. All longitudinal and circumferential butt weld joints shall be radiogrphed (or
ultrasonically tested to equivalent standards). Where sire or configuration does not permit
effective volumetric examination, magnetic particle or liquid penetrate examination may be
substituted. Examination procedures and acceptance standards shall be at least equivalent to
those specified as supplementary types of examinations, Paragraph IE4 in ANSI 1131.1.

2. All fillet and socket welds shall be examined by either magnetic particle or liquid penetrate
methods. All structural attachment welds to pressure retaining materials shall be examined
by either magnetic particle or liquid penetrate methods. Examination procedures and
acceptance standards shall be at least equivalent to those specified as supplementary types
of examinations, Paragraph 136.4 in ANSI 1131.1

3. Allinspection records shall be maintained for the life of the plant. These records shall
include data pertaining to qualification of inspection personnel, examination procedures, and
examination results.

p. A quality assurance program meeting the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.143 will be applied during,

g design and construction.

q. Detailed scismic design criteria fro the offgas system are provided in Subsection 11.3.4.8.

t. The main steam lines from the containment outboard isolation valves and all branch lines 21/2
inches in diameter and larger, up to and including the first valve (including lines and valve
supports) are designed by the use of an appropriate dynamic seismic sy: tem analysis to withstand
the operating bases carthquale (OllE) and safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) design loads in
combination with other appropriate loads, within the limits specified for Class 2 pipe in the
ASME Section 111. The mathematical model for the dynamic seismic analyses of the main steam
lines and branch line piping includes the turbine stop vahes and piping to the turbine casing.
The dynamic input loads for design of the main steam lines are drived from a time history model
analysis or am equivalent method as described in Section 3.7

O
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6. The recirculation motor cooling sptem (RMCS) is clanified Quality Group C and Safety Clan 3 which
is consistent with the requirements of 1001 R50.55a. The RhtCS, which is part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPD) meets 10Cl R50.55a (c)(2). Postulated failure of the RhtCS piping cannot
cause a lou of reactor coolant in excess of normal makeup (CRD return or RCIC flow), and the Rh1CS
is not an enginected safety feature. Thus, in the esent of a postulated failure of the RhtCS piping
during normal operation, the reactor can be shutdown and cooled down in an order!) manner, and
reactor coolant makeup can be prosided by a normal niale up splem (e.g., CRD return or RCIC
sptem). Thus, per 10CFR50.55a(c)(2), the RhlCS need not be clanified Quality Group A or Safety
Clau 3. however, the system is designed and constructed in accordance with ash 1E Iloiler and Prenure
Venel Code, Section lil, Clau 1 criteria as specified in Subsection 3.4.3.1.4 and Iigurc 5,4 4.

; t, A qualit) anurance program for the lire Protection Splem meeting the guidance rf Uranch Technical
A Position ChtEli 9.51 (NUREG.(NU), is applied,

u. Spaial s.eismic quidification and quality assurance tcqui'ements are app *ied.

See Subsection 11.3.4.8 and Rep U nide 1.143, paragr aph C.5 fro the offras sault seistnicv.

r e q uir e rn e ni r..

1he condensate storage tant will b( designed, fabricated, und tested to rueet the intent of APIw.

Standard API 650. In addition, the specification for this tank will require: (1) 100% surf ace
examination of the side wall to bottom joint and (2) 100G volumetrie examination of the side wall
weld joints.

The cranes are designed to hold up their loads under (onditions of 01111 and to maintain theirx.3
positions oser the units under conditions of SSE.

y. All o!I engine components are sonstructed to the estent possible to the ash 1E Code, Section lil,
Clau 3.

7. Components awotiated with safct) related function (e g., isolation) are safet).related.

aa. Structures which support or house safetprelated mechanical or electrical components are
safety related.

bb. All quality assurance requirements shall be applied rt ensure that the design, construction and |
testing requirements are met.

q cc. A quality assurance program, which meets or euceds the guidance of Gene:ic Letter 85 06,is applied
a to all non safet) related ATWS equipment.

dd. The need for pipe whip restraints on the htSL/I'W piping will be determined by a * leak before break'
evaluation.

ee. The condenser anchorage and turbine procedure is gisen in Subsection 3.7.4.16 and the codes, load
combinations, and structural acseptance criteria are given in Table 3.2 4.

|
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Talle 3.2 2

h11Nih1Uhl 1)ESIGN 1(EQUll(EMENTS 1701( AN
ASSIGNED SAFE'lY 1)ESIGNATION

Mirdemun1MnJkwhuntab"')

Quality Schmle I:let trical Quality
Safety Designation (l) Group (2) Categor> @ UaullicationW Anurame@

SC 1 A I 11-

SC 2 11 1 11--

SC 3 C I 111 11

NNS .32) .d3) d'I) d5)

NOTES

1. Safety designations are drlined in Subsections 3.23 and 3.2.5.

2. Table 3.2 3 shows applicable coJes and $tandards for components and structures in accordance
with their quality group identified in Table 3.21.

Non nuclear safety (NNS) related structurcs, systems and equipment that are not assigned a
Quality Group in ;able 3.21 are designed to requirernents of applicable industry codes and
standards (See Subsection 3.2.5.2).

Some NNS structures, sptem, and component are optionally designed to Quality Group C or D
requirements of Table 3.2 3, per Quality Group designation on Table 3 21,

3. Seismic Category I structures, systems and components meet design and analpis requircments of
Subsection 3.7.

Some NNS structures, spiems and components are optionally designed to Seismic Category i
design criteria as noted on Table 3.21, Some safety related components (e.g., Pipe whip
restraints) have no safety related fur.ction in the esent of an SSE, and are not Seismic
Category 1.

4. Safety related electrical equipment and instrumentation are designated SC 3 and are designed to
meet IEEE Class IE (as well Seismic Category I) design requirements.

Some NNS elee,trica' cquipment and instrumentation are optionally designed to IEEE Class 1E
requirements as noted on Table 3.21.

5. Safety related itructures, sprems and components meet the quality assurance requirements of
10CFR$0, Appendix D, as described in Chapter 17.

Some NNS structures, sptems, and components meet the QA requirements as noted on Table 3.21.

E For structural design requirements that are not covered here and in Table 3.2 3. see SectionO 3.8.

Amendment 2 3.2-35
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gTable 3.2 3

QUALITY GROUP DESIGNATIONS . CODES AND INDUSTitY STANDAltDS I

Applicable Standards or
Subsections of the ASME
Code Section til

ASME ASMC
Quality Section Frensure Pipe s, Morage 6ertion

Group Ill Vessels and Vah en, haorage Tanks ill Core Primary

Classi. Code lit et and l anLa Atmos- Component Support Containment

| fiention Clasten 1:schangers Pumpt 0 ll pttg pherit hupports Structures Itoundary

A 1 NCA and NCA and - - NCA and NT - -

Nil ND
TEMA C

11 2 NCA and NCA and NCA and NCArod NCA and NI' - -

NC NC NC NC
TEMA C

CC and NCA, CC- - - - - -

MC and NE

C 3 NCA and NCA and NCA and NCA and NCA and NP - -

ND ND ND ND
1EMAC

CS NO --- - - - --

D ASME $cction P, ping & AP1420 API-(30- - - -

VI!! Dw 1 valves or AWWA D100

11:MA C D31 1.0 eqund ANSI !!961
Pump 60) lent (2) e,

equivalent

NOTLS

(1) For pumps classified in Group D, ASME Code Section Vill, Division 1, shall be used as a guide in
calculating the wall thickness for pressure retaining parts and in siring the cover bolting.

(2) Tanks shall be dr to meet the intent of API, AWWA, and/or ANSI 1396,1 Standards as
applicable.

O
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Table 3.2 4

U CODES AND SPECIFICATIONS, LOADS AND LOAD COMilINATIONS,
AND STRUCTURAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR NONSEISMIC STRUCTURES

,

1.0 Applicable Codes and Specifications

(1) ACl318, Code Requirements for Concime Structures

.(2) AISC, Specification for Design, Fabrication and Erection of Stractural Steel
Buildings

2.0 Loads and Load Combinations *

2.1 Load Combinattens for Cor mte Members

For any load combination in this subsection, where any load reduces
the effects of other loads, th: corresponding coefficient for that load shall be
taken as 0.9 if it can be demonstrated that the load is always present or occurs
simultanewsly with the other loads. Otherwise, the coefficient shall be taken
% tero.

The strength design method will be used and the following load .

comb. nations will be satisfied:

U = 1.4D + 1.7L + 1.711 + 1.78

U = 1.05D + 1.28L 4 1.2SH + 1.2SB + 1.28W

U = 1.05D + 1.28L + 1.2511 + 1.28B + 1,4E

2.2 Load Combinations For Steel Members

The clastic wori;ing stress design method is used for the following load
.

- combinations:

S = D.+ L

S=D+L+W

1.6S = D + L + E

In all of these load combinations, both cases o' L having its full value orf
being completely absent are checked.

7.0 Structural Acceptance Criteria

The structural acceptance criteria are defined in ACI 318 Code and the AISC-
Specification. In addition, all acceptance criteria as defined in the static
seismie analysis section apply,

i - 'All abbreviations for loads have been taken from SSAR Subsection 3.8.4.3.1.1..

,i
. - .
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(h Flooding on this level may aho occur from
t

)
room cooling systems or from firefighting
efforts, Cooling system failures in air supply,
exhaust or filter rooms may allow flooding at
the rate of .3 cubic meter /L.inute (80 gpm) which
will flow out into adjacent corridor areas if
undetected for 10 minutes, the approximate 3
cubic meter (800 gallone teleased may create a

3.4.1.1.2.1.6 Esaluation of Floor 600 (3F) depth of a few millir *: over the available
flou .rea; a very lin e .t ount of watcr will

Divisional areasFlooding events at this floor level snay cascade down the stal.v. s

involve fuel oil as well as water. Those encompassing the three argency electric supply
divisional rooms associced with the emergency fans and the RIP A exhaust willinclude raised
diesel generator fuel tank and cooling system, sills to preclude water intrusion although water
have the potential of leakage from the fuel depth will be slight. Eguipment pedestals will
storage tanks. These rooms must accommodate also minimize flooding impact on all equipment.
leakage of 11.4 cubic meter (3000 gallons) for
each division. Twenty em (8 inches) sills on Firefighting activities in this area would
entry to these areas successfully contain all the cause water inflow of .57 cubic meter / minute
volume in the tanks. Leakage from these tanks (150 gpm) under controlled conditions and
will also be monitored through safety grade level expected water intrusien is no more than that
indication and alarm equipment so that nrotracted above.
leakage as well as gro.;s leakage can be
identificd. The rooms are protected by CO2 3.4.1.1.2.1,8 Evaluation of floor 800 (4F)
firefighting system. Water flooding may occur

p, from the cooling system at about .15 cubic Flooding on this floor can be caused by
s meter / minutes (41 gpm). If undetected for rupture of the RCW surge tanks A, B & C piping,

several hours water may begin cascading down the llowever, each tank and its associated piping is
nearest stairwell but is prevented from entering located in a separate compartment which can be
other division are . by raised sills. scaled off in the event of accidental flooding.

The use of raised sills on entry ways will
In the SGTS areas, the room cooling equipment contain the scepage to the flooded area. Also,

may cause flooding at a rate .15 cubic meter (41 the use of pedestals for equipment installation
gpm). Raised sills prevent intrusion of water of the RIP supply and exhaused fans and for the
into rooms of another division. Flooding may DG.C exhaust itns will guard against flooding
also occur from manual firefighting in equipment this equipment.
maintenance areas or from leakage from the
standby liquid control tanks. Maximum tank leak Flooding in the main reactor hall may occur
rate will be .1 cubic meici/minuic (25 gpm) so from reactor service operations, but will be
that a response to tank level alarms within 10 drained into service pools. Firefighting water
minutes will limit loss to one cubic meter (or expended into this area would occur at a maximum
250 gallons). Large floor areas permit spread of rate of .57 cubic meter second (150 gpm) but
water at limited depth. will spread over the large service area

available. Minor amounts of water may find the
3.4.1.1.2.1.7 Evaluation of floor 700 (M4F) way to stairwells, but would not impedei

| optrations.
Flooding in the FMCRD panel rooms may occur

from firefighting activities at an input rate of 3.4.1.1.2.1.9 Flooding Summary Evaluation

| .57 cubic meters / minute (150 gpm). Since these
activities are manually controlled, any excessive Floor'by. floor analysis of potential pipeI

depth of water will be noted and action taken to failure generated flooding events in the reactor

(] mitigate water intrusion to other areas. building shows the following:
V

Amendment 16 3A 5
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(1) Where extendre flooding may occur in a blowdown will cause most of the steam to veot
division rated compartment, gropagation to out of the tunnel into the turbibe building
other divisions is preventet by watertight Water or steam cannot enter the control
doors or scaled hatches. Flooding in one building. See Section 3.6.1.3.2.3 for a
division is limited to that division and description of the subcompartment pressurization
flood water cannot propagate to other analysis performed for the steam tunnel.
divisions.

Moderate energy water services in the control
,

(2) Leakage of water from large circulating building comprise 28-inch service water lines,
water lines, such as reactor building 18 inch cooling water lines,6 inch cooling
cooling water lines may flood rooms and water lines to the chiller condenser,6 inch
corridors, but through sump alarms and fire protection linea, and 6-inch chilled water
leakage detection systems the control room heater lines. Smaller lines supply dri s.ng
is alerted and can control flooding by water, sanitary water and makeup for the s..!!cd
system isolation. Divisional areas are water system. Areas wi'h water pipe routed
protected by watertight doors, or where only through are supplied with floor drains and curbs
limited water der 6 an occur, by raised to route leakage to the basement floor so that
sills with pedestal mm.nted equipment within corarol or computer equipment is not subjected
the protected rooms. to water. In those areas where water infusion

cannot be tolerated, the access sills arc

(3) Limited flooding that may occur from manual raised,

firefighting or from lines and tanks having
limited inventory is restrained from Maximum flooding may occur from leakage in a
entering division areas by raised sills and 28-inch service water line at a maximum rate of
elevation differences. 12.0 cubic meters / minute (3150 gpm). Early

detection ny alarm to control room personnel
Therefore, within the reactor building, will limit the extent of flooding which will

internal flooding events as postulated will not also be mitigated by drainage to exterior of the
prevent the safe shutdown of the reactor. building. The expected release of a service

water leak is limited to line volume plus
3.4.1.1.2.2 Evaluation of Control Building operator response time times leakage rate. The
Flooding Esents assamed op;rator response time is 30 minutes to

close isolation valves and turn off the pump in
The control building is a seven story the affected service water division. Water will

building, it houses in separate areas, the be contained inside a division of closed cooling
control room proper, control and instrument water equipment rooms in the bottem level of the
cabinets with power supplies, closed cooling control building. A maximum of 2.15 meters of
water pumps and heat exchangers, mechanical water in a divisional room is expected. Water
equipment (IIVAC and chillers) necessary for tigat doors will conf:nc the water to a
building occupation and erwironmental control for division,
computer and control equipment, and the steam
tunnel. The failure of a cooling water line in the

mechanical rooms of the turbine building may |
The only high energy lines in the control result in a leak of 0.6 cubic meter / minute (160

building are the mainsteam lines and feedwater gpm). Early detection by control room personnel
lines which pass through the steam tunnel will limit the extent of flooding. Total
connecting the reactor building to the turbine release from the chilled water system will be
building. There are no openings into the control limited to line inventory and surge tank volume,
building from the steam tunnel. The tunnel is spillage of more than 6 cubic meters (1500
sealed at the reactor building end and open at gallons) is unlikely. Elevation differences and
the Iabine building end. It consists of separation of the mechanical functions from the
reinbr*.ed concrete with 2 meter thick walls. remainder of the control building prevent
Any break in a mainsteam or a feedwater line will propagation of the water to the contiol area,
flood the steam tunnel with steam. 'The rate of

Amendment 20 34-6
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Table 3.41

V STitUCTUltES,l'ENETitATIONS, AND ACCESS Ol'ENINGS
DESIGNED FOlt FLOOD l'ItOTECTION

r<cactor Senice Control Radweste Turbine
Structure llulldine UnlMLog ful! ding llullding Jht!MLng

Dcsign Flood I.evel (mm) 11,700 11,7(0 11,7(O 11,700 11,700

Reference Plant Grade (mm) 12,000 12,(KO 12,tx0 2 2,(XXJ 12,000

Uase Slab (mm) -8,200 -2150 & 8,2(0 1,5(K) 5,3(K)

35(X)

Actual Plant Grade (mm) 12,(XX) 12,0iG 12,(KK) 12,(XX) 12,(00,

Duilding lleight (mm) 49,700 16,700 19,700 23,000 49,350

Penetrations Below Design Refer to None Refer to None None

p Flood Level Table 6.2 9 Table 6.2 9
d for RCW lines
S

Access Openings Below Tunnel fnam s/D Main Entrance l unnet from s/D hp Tunnet Tunnet from "

b Design Flood Level e 3,snm msl. 6 paJe leul e 7.'m mm lix fn>m R/D&l/H H 7,91nnm
Area Acccu G 1,450mm

irum $/11 G Note 3

12 050mm

Notes:

1. Water tight doors (bulkhead type) are provided at all reactor and control building access ways
that are below grade.

2. Water tight penetrations will be provided for all reactor and control building penetrations that
ale below grade.

3. The Ncs that run through the radwaste building tunnel are not exposed to outside ground
flooding

[V
Amendment 20 34-8
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/] 3.5.1.1 Internally Genenited Missiles (Outside system maintenance program including
V Containment) probability calculations of turbine missile

generation based on the NRC approved
These mist.iles are considered to be those methodology (such as Reference 10), or |

missiles resulting inter ally from plant
equipment failures within the AdWR Standard Plant (2) Volumetrically inspect all low pressure
but outside containment. turbine rotors at the second refueling

outage and every other (alternate) refueling
3.5.1.1.1 Rotating Equipment outage thereafter until a maintenance

program is approved by the staff.
3.5.1.1.1. Allssile Characterlation |

(3) Meet the minimum requirement for the
Equipment within the general categories of probability of turbine missile generation l

pumps, fans, blowers, diesel generators, compres- given in Table 3.51.
sors, and turbines and, in particular, components
in systems normally functioning during power re. 3.5.1.1.1.4 Other Missile Analpls
actor operation, has been examined for any possi-
ble source of credible and significant missiles. No remaining credible missiles meet the

significance criteria of having a probability
3.5.1.1.1.2 RCIC Steam Turbine (P.g) greater than 10-7 per year for rotating

or pressurized equipment, because either:
The RCIC steam turbine driving the pump is not

a credible source of missiles, it is provided (1) The equipment design and manufacturing
with mechanical overspeed protection as well as criteria mentioned previously result in

(P ) being less than 10-7 per year; orautomatic governing; very extensive industrial
3

and nuclear experience with this model of turbine

Q has never resulted in a missile which penetrated (2) Sufficient physical separation (barricts
V the turbine casing. and/or distance) of safety related and

redundant equipment exists so that the
3.5.1.1.1.3 Main steam Turbine combined probability (P3 x P ) 35 Ic552

than 10-7 per year.
Acccinance criteria 1 of SRP Section 3.5.1.3

considers a plant with a favorable turbine gen- These conclusions are arrived at by noting
crator placement and orientation and adhering to that pumps, fans, and the like are AC powered.
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.115 ad- Their speed is governed by the frequency of the

3 equately protccted against turbine missile ha7- AC power supply. Since the AC power supply
A ards. Further, this criterion specifies that frequency variation is limited to a narrow

exclusions of safety-related structures, systems range, it is not likely they will attain an
or components from low trajectory turbine missile overspeed condition. At rated speed, if a piece |
strike tones constitutes adequate protection such as a fan blade breaks off, it will not
against aw trajectory turbine missiles. The penetrate the casing. As an example, a
turbine generator placement and orientation of containment high purge exhaust fan has been
the ABWR Standard Plant meets the guidehnes of analyzed for a thrown blade at rated speed
Regulatory Guide 1.115 as illustrated in Figure conditions using an analytical expression from
3.52. Reference 1. It is determined, based on maximum

thickness this blade could penetrate, that the
in addition, the applicant referencing the blade would not escape the fan casing andADWR design shall; consequently (P ) is less than 10- per1

year.
(1) Submit for FRC approval, within three years

of obtaining an operating license, a turbine

/'~'N'

U
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3.5.1.1.2 Pressurized Components

3.5.1.1.2.1 hilssile Characterization

Potential missiles which could result from
the failure of pressurized components are
analyzed in this subsection. These potential
missiles may be categorized as contained
fluid.cnergy missiles or stored strain energy
(clastic) missiles. These potential missiles
have been conservatively evaluated against the
design criteria in Subsection 3.5.1.

Examples of potential contained fluid energy
missiles are valve bonnets, valve stems, and
retaining bolts. Valve bonnets are considered

-

jet propelled missiles and have been analyzed as
such. Valve stems have been analyzed as
piston type missiles, while retaining bolts are
examples of stored strain energy missiles.

3.5.1.1.2.2 h11ssile Analyses

Pressurized com; 9nents outside the contain-
ment capable of producing missiles have been
reviewed. Although piping failurcs could result

O

_

O
Amendment 16 3.5-3.1
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including deadweight and SSE (inertial) (1) A summary of the dynamic analy:,-s

O components, applicable to high energy piping systems
in accordance with Subsection 3.6.2.5 of

Shielded Metal Are (SMAW) and Submerced Are Regulatory Guide 1.70. This shall
(SAW) Weldi; includc:

The flow stress used to construct the master (a) Sketches of applicable piping }
curve is 51 ksi systems showing the location, sire

and orientation of postulated pipe
The value of SI used to enter the master breaks and the location of pipe whip

curve for SMAW and SAW is restraints and jet impingement
barriers.

Si = M (Pm + Pb+P)Z (3) (b) A summary of the data developed to }e

where select postulated break locations
including c alculated stress
intensities, cumulative usage

Pb
the combined primary bending stress, f actors and stress ranges as=

including deadweight and seismic components, de1ineated in BTP MEB 31.

P (2) For failure in the moderate energy
e

combined expansion stress at normal piping systems listed in Table 3.6-6,=

operation. descriptions showing how safety related ;q

systems are protected from the resulting $
Z = 1.15 [1.0 + 0.013 (OD-4)] for SMAW, jets, flooding and other adverse
(9) e nviror. mental e f fects.

Z = 1.3011.0 + 0.010 (OD 4)] for SAW, (3) Identification of protective measures
(10) provided against the effects of n

postulated pipe failures in each of the $
and systems listed in Tables 3.6-1, 3.6 2

a nd 3.: -4.

| OD = pipe outer diameter in inches.
(4) The details of how the MSIV functional

When the allowable flaw length is determined capability is protected against the $
from the master curve at the appropriate Si effects of postulated pipe failures. G

value, it can be used to determine if the
required margins on' load and flaw site are (5) Typical examples, if any, where
met using the following procedure. protection for safety-related systems

and components against the dynamic
For the method of load combination described effects of pipe failures include their $
in item (5), let M = 1.4, and if the enclosure in suitably designed ;

allowable flaw length from the master curve structures or compartments (including
is at least equal to the leakage size flaw, any additional drainage system or
then the margin on load is met. equipment environmental qualification

needs).
3.6.4 Interfaces

(6) The details of bow the feedwater line
3.6.4.1 Details of Pipe Break Analysis Results check and feedwater isolation valves
and Protection Methods functional carabilities are protected

against the effects of postulated pipe
The following shall be provided by the failures.

O applicant referencing the ABWR design (See
Subsection 3.6.2.5):

3.6-27
'
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3.6A.2 leak.Befort Break Analysis Report

As required by Reference 1, an LBB analysis
report shall be prepared for the piping systems
proposed for inclusion from the analyses for the
dynamic effects due to their failure. The report
shall include only the piping stress analysis
results for the piping systems analyzed and
regerted for LDB in Appendix 3F in order to show
that the piping stresses are within the stress
levels assumed in Appendix 3F (See Subsec-
tion 3.6.3).

3.6.5 References

1. Modification of General Design Criterion 4
Requirements for Protection Against Dynamic
Effects of Postulated Pipe Rupture, Federal
Register, Volume 52, No. 207, Rules and
Regulations, Pages 4128S to 41295, October
27,1987

2. RELAP 3, A Computer Program for Reactor
Blowdown Analysis, IN 1321, issued June
1970, Reactor Technolocv TID 4500.

3. Moody, F. J., Fluid Reactor and Impingement
Loads, Vol.1. ASCE Specialty Conference on
Structural Design of Nuclear Plant
Facilities pp. 219 262, December 1973.

4 Standard Review Plan; Public Comments
Solicited, Federal Recister. Volum. 52, No.
167, Notices, Pages 32626 to 32633, August
28,1987

I O
l
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3.7.3.8.2.2 EITect of DilTerential flullding adequately accounted for in the analysis. In0 Mosements case of buried systems sufficiently flex-
ible relative to the surrounding or under.

The relative displacement besv.cen anchors is lying soil, it is assumed that the systems
deterrnined from the dynamic analytis of the will follow essentially the displacements and
st r uct ur e s. The results of the relatise anchor- deformations that the soil would have if the
point displacement are used in a static analysis systems were absent. When applicable,
to determine the additional stresses due to procedures, which take into account the
relative anchor point displacements Further phenomena of wave travel and wase reflection
details are given in Subsection 3.7.3.8.1.8. in compacting soil displacements from the

ground displacements, are employed.
3.73.9 Multiple Supported Equipment Components
With Distinct inputs (2) The effects of static resistance of the

surrounding soil on piping deformations or
The procedure and criteria for analysis are displacements, differential mosements of

d e s c r ibe d in S u bse c tio n s 3.7.2.1.3 an d piping anchors, bent geometry and curvature
3.7.3.3.1.3. changes, etc., are considered. When

applicable, procedures utilizing the
3.7.3.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static principles of the theory of structures on
Factors clastic foundations are used.

All Seismic Category I subsystems and compo- (3) When applicable, the effects due to local
nents are subjected to a vertical dynamic soil settlements, soil arching, etc., are
analysis with the vertical floor spectra or time also considered in the analysis.
histories defining the input. A static analysis
is performed in lieu of dynamic analysis if the 3.73,13 Interaction of Other Piping with

9 peak value of the applicable floor spectra times Scismic Category I Piping
a f actor of 1.5 is used in the analysis. A
factor of 1.0 instead of 1.5 can be' used if the In certain instances, non.Scismic Category I
equipment is simple enough such that it behaves piping may be connected to Seismic Category I
essentially as a single degree of freedom piping at locations other than a piece of equip-

Q system. If the fundamental frequency of a compo- ment which, for purposes of analysis, could be
r, ent in the vertical direction is greater than or represented as an anchor. The transition points

,,

equal to 33 Hz, it is treated as seismically typically occur at Seismic Category I valves
rigid and analyzed statically using the which may or may not be physically anchored.
zero pe sponse spectrum. Since a dynamic analysis must be modeled from

pipe anchor point to anchor point, two options
3.7.3.11 Torsional EITects of Eccentric Masses exist:

Torsional effects of eccentric masses are (1) specify and design a structural anchor at
included for Seismic Category I subsystems the Seismic Category I valve and analyic the
similar to that for the piping systems discussed Seismic Category I subsystem; or, if
in Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.2. impractical to design an anchor,

3.73.12 Ituried Selsmic Category I Piping and (2) analyze the subsystem from the anchor point
Tunnt!s in the Seismic Category I subsystem through

the valve to either the first anchor point
For buried Category I buried piping systems in the non. Seismic Category I subsystem; or

and tunnels the following items are considered in to sufficient distance in the non-Seismic
the analysis: Category I Subsystem so as not to

significantly degrade the accuracy of
(1) The inertial effects due to an earthquake analysis of the Seismic Category I piping,

upon buried systems and tunnels will be

Amendment 11 3 7-D
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Where small, non Seismic Category piping is 3.7.3.16.1 Lateral Forces
directly attached to Seismic Category I piping, its
effeet on the Seismic Category I piping is Seismic loads are characterized as a force profile
accounted for by lumping a portion of its mass with that varies with the height of the structure. These
the Seismic Category I piping at the point of forces are applied at each floor of the structure and
attachment. the resulting forces and moments are calculated

from static equilibrium.
Furthermore, non Seismic Category I piping

(particularly high energy piping as defined in The buildings total base shear is characterlied by
Section 3.6) is designed to withstand the SSE to the following equation:
avoid jeopardizing adjacent Seismic Category I
piping if it is not feasible or practical to isolate V = Z'l*C'W/R,; where,
these two piping systems.

Total lateral force or shear at the3.7.3.14 Seismic Analysis for Reactor V =

laternals base.

Lateral force applied to leveli, n, or xThe modeling of RPV internals is discusseti in F,F,F =
n

Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. The damping values are given respectively,
in Table 3.71. The seismic model of the RpV and

That portion of V considered to beinternalin shown in Figure 3.7 32. F, =

concentrated at the top of the
3.7.3.15 Analpis Procedures for Damping structure in addition to Fn

Seismic zone factorThe modeling of RPV inteinals is discussed in Z =

Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. The damping values are ghen
in Table 3.7-1. The seismic model of the Ri'V and 1 Importance factor=

internals is shown in Figure 3.7-32.
Numerical CoefficientC =

3.7.3.16 Analpis Procedure for NonSeismic
Numerical CoefficientStructures in Lieu of Dynamic Analpis R, =

Coefficient for site soil characteristic.sThe method described here can be used for S =

non-seismic structures in lieu of a dynamic analysis.
Fundamental pc 14 of vibration ofT =

Structures designed to this method should be the structure in ti 'rection under
able to do the following: consideration, as d ' ained by using

the properties and deformation
(1) Resist minor levels of carthquake ground characteristics of the resisting

motion without damage. elements i: a properly substantiated i

analysis.
(2) Resist moderate levels of earthquake ground

motion without structural damage, but possibly W Total dead load of building including=

experience some nonstructural damage. the partition load where applicable.

(3) Resist major levels of earthquake ground w,w That portion of W which is located at=
y

motion having an intensity equal to the or is assigned to level i or x, respect-
strongest either experienced or forecast at the ively
building site, without collapse, but possibly with
some structural as well as nonstructural h,b, Height in feet above the base to level i=

damage. or x, respectively

! O
Amendment 20 3724
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The AllWR design will fix Z and I and leave R 3.7.3.163 Accident Torsion
O and C as variables for each building and site.
b' In addition, the vertical resisting elements

The value of I has been selected for power depend on diaphragm action for shear distribution at
generating facilities. any level, the shear resisting elements shall be

capable of resisting torsional moment assumed to be
I = 1.0 equivalent to the story shear acting with an

eccentricity of not less than 5 percent of the
The site coefficient Z will be selected to maximum building dimension at that level.

provide enveloping coverage for most of the U.S.
east of rocky mountains. 3.7.3.16.4 lateral Displacement Limits

Z = 0.15 Lateral denections or drift of a story relative to
its adjacent stories shall not exceed 0.005 times the

The value of C is calculated based upon the story height nor 0.04/R for buildings less than 65
following formula: feet in height. For buildings greater in height, the

calculated story drift shall not exceed 0.004 times theg
C = 1.25*ST' story height nor 0.04/R . These drift limits may be

exceeded when it is deInonstrated that greater drift
Where: C need not exceed 2.75 can be tolerated by both structural elements and

nonstructural elements that could effect life or
The value of S is dependent on the site soil safety. For designs using working stress methods,

i characteristics. The value of S shall be selected this capacity may be determined using an allowable
| from Table 3.7 11. stress increase of 1.7. The rigidity of other elements
L shall aho be considered.

The value of R,shall be selected from Table
i

l /3 3.712 according to the type of construction 3.7.3.16.5 Ductility Requirements
O material and framing system under consideration.

All framing not required by design to be part of
3.73.16.2 Lateral Force Distribution the lateral force-resisting system shall be investigated

and shown to be adequate for verticalload carrying
The concentrated force at the top of the capacity and induced moment due to 3R ]8 times

structure shall be determined according to the the distortions resulting from the code' required
following formula: lateral forces.

F, = 0.07'T'V w here, Connections shall be designcd to develop the full
capacity of the members or shall be based upon the

F need not exceed 0.25V and may be considered abose forces without the one-third increase usually
as 0 where T is 0.7 seconds or less. The remaining permittcd for stresses resulting from carthquake
portion of the total base shear V shall be forces.
distributed over the rest of the structure including
level n according to the following formula: 3.7A Seismic Instrumentation

3.7.4.1 Comparlsnn with NRC Regulatory Guide

(V . F,) w h , 1.12
,

F' =
{ w,h, The seismic instrumentation program is

consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.12.
At each level designated x, the ' 2 F shall be

applied over the area of the bt.ilding in acEordance 3.7.4.2 Location and Description of
with the mass distribution on that level. Instrumentation

,,(y The following instrumentation and associated
'} equipment are used to measure plant response to

Amendment 20 3.7241
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I carthquake motion: Two seismic triggers, connected to form redun-

dant triggering, are provided to start the TH A
(1) three triaxial time history accelerographs recording system. They are located in the free field

(THA); at the finished grade 160 M from the reactor
building. The trigger unit consists of or-

(2) three peak-recording accelerographs (PRA); thogonally mounted acceleration sensors that ac-
tuate relays whenever a threshold acceleration is

(3) two triaxial seismic triggers; exceeded for any of the three axes. The trigger in
engineered to discriminate again' * lse starts from

(4) one seismic switch (SS); other operating inputs such as traffic, elevators,
people, and rotating equipment.

(5) four response spectrum recorders;

(6) recording and playback equipment; and

(7) annuciators.

The location of seismic instrumentation is
outlined in Table 3.7 7.

3.7A.2.1 Time liistory Accelerographs

Time-history accelerographs produce a record
of the time-varying acceleration at the sensor
location. This data is used directly for analy-
sis and comparison with reference informatian
and may be, by calculational methods, converted
to response spectra form for spectra comparisons
with design parameters.

Each triaxial acceleration sensor unit con-
tains three accelerometers mounted in an ortho-
gonal array (two horizontal and one vertical).
All acceleration units have their principal axes
oriented identically. The mounted units are
oriented so that their axes are aligned with the
building major axes used in development of the
mathematical models for seismic analysis.

One THA is located on the reactor building
(RB) foundation mat, El (-) 13.2 M, at the base
of an RB clean zone for the purpose of measuring
the input vibratory motion of the foundation mat.
A second THA is located in an RB clean zone at
El (+) 26.7 M on the same azimuth as the
foundation mat THA. They provide data on the
frequency, amplitude, and phase relationship of
the seismic response of the reactor building
structure. A third THA is located in the free field
at the finished grade approximately 160 M from
any station structures with axes oriented in the
same direction as the reactor building
accelerometers. O
Amendment 20 3.7 24.2
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f] Table 3.7.I1
s.s

SITE COEFFICIENTS

T)]w Description S Factor

S A soil profile with either; 1.0
g

(a) A rock like material characterized by
a shear wave vehwity greater than 2,500
fps or by other suitable means of classifi-
cation.

or

(b) Stiff or dense soil condition where soil
depth is less than 200 ft.

S, A soil profile with dense or stiff soil 1.2
*

conditions, where the soil deph exceeds
200 feet.

S A soil profile 40 feet or more in depth 1.5
3

and containing more than 20 feet of soft
to medium stificlay but not more than 40
feet of soft clay.

b)xs S A soil profile containing more than 40 feet 2.0
4

of soft clay.

!

|

I

i

i
,

i

%,/
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Table 3.712

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

Itasic Structural lateral Load Resisting System Description R,

A Bearing wall 1. Shear walls conuete 6

2a. Braced frames where bracing carries 6

gravityloads steel

2b. Braced frames where bracing carries 4

gravityloads concrete

B Building frame 1. Steel eccentric braced frame 10

Shear walls - concrete 8

Concentric braced frames steel 8

Concentric braced frames - concrete 8

C hfoment resisting Special moment resisting space frames 12

frame
Concrete intermediate moment resisting 7

space frames (Oh1RSF)
Ordinary moment resisting space 6

frames (Oh1RSF) - steel
Ordinary moment resisting space 5

frames (OhiRSF)- concrete

D Dual
1. Shear walls a. Concrete with Sh1RSF 12

b. Concrete with concrete INtRSF 9
2. Steel EBF with 12

steel ShlRSF

3. Concentric a. Steelwith steelShiRSF 10

braced frames b Concrete with concrete Sh1RSF 9

c. Concrete with concrete lh1RSF 6

O
Amendment 20 3.7.M3
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(N interaction of the substructure with the The calculat; d and allowable factors of

C) underlying foundation medium. For a mat safety of the ABWR structures for oscrturning,
foundation supported on soil or n och, the sliding, and flotation are shown in Sections
pertinent aspects in the design are to maintain 3:1.1 and 311.2.
the bearing pressures within allowable limits,
particularly due to overturning forces, and to 3.8.5.6 Materials, Quality Control, and
ensure that there is adequate frictional and Special Construction Techniques
passive resistance to prevent sliding of the
structure when subjected to lateral loads. The foundations of seismic Category I

structures are constructed of reinforced
The design loads considered in analysis of the concrete using proven methods common to heavy

foundations are the worst resulting forces from industrial construction. For further discussion
the superstructures and loads directly applied to see Subsections 3.8.1.6 anu 3.8.4.6.
the foundation mat due to static and dynamic load
combinations. 3.83.7 Testing and Insenice Inspection

Requirements
The capability of the foundation to transfer

shear with waterproofing will be evaluated (see A formal program of testing and inservice
Subsection 3.8.6.1). inspection is not planned and is not required

for the seismic Category I structures of the
The standard ABWR design is developed using a ABWR.

range of soil conditions as detailed h Appendix
3A. The variations of physical properties of the 3.8.6 Interfaces

' site specific subgrade materials will be
determined (see Subsection 3.8.6.2). Settlemen: 3.8.6.1 Foundation Waterproofing

n of the foundations, differential settlement
t ) between foundations for the site specific The capability of foundations to transfer
" foundations medium will be calculated and shear loads where foundation waterproofing is

safety.related systems (i.e., piping, conduit, used will be evaluated (see Subsection 3.8.5.4),
etc.) will be designed for the calculated
settlem:nt of the foundations. The effect of the 3.8.6.2 Site Specific Physical Properties and
site specific subgrade stiffness and calculated Foundation Settlement
settlement on the design of the seismic Category
I structures and foundations will be evaluated Physical properties of the site specific
(see Subsection 3.8.6.2), subgrade medium shall be determined and the

settlement of foundations and structures
A detailed description of the analytical and including seismic Category I will be evaluated

design methods for the reactor building see Subsection 3.8.5.4).
foundation mat including the containment
foundation, is included in Section 3.8.1.4.

3.8.5.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

The main structural criteria for the contain-
ment portion of the foundation are adequate
strength to resist loads and sufficient stiffness
to protect the containment liner from excessive
strain. The acceptance criteria for the
containment portion of the foundation mat are
presented in Subsection 3.8.1.5. The structural
acceptance criteria for the reactor building

(~N foundations are described in Subsection 3.8.4.5,

h
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sizing of each minimum recirculation flow path is disassembly based on pat.t disassembly
evaluated to assure that its use under all experience. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for
analyzed conditions will not result in interface requirements.)
degradation of the pump. The flow rate through
minimum recirculation flow paths can also bc 3hl.2 hioter Operated Yahes
periodically measured to verify that flow is in
accordance with the design specification. The motor operated valve (hiOV) equipment

specifications require the incorporation of the
The safety related pumps are provided with results of either in-situ or prototypt testing

instrumentation to verify that the net positive with full flow and pressure or full differential
suction head (NPSH) is greater than or equal to pressure to verify the proper siring and correct
the NPSH required during all modes of pump switch settings of the valves. Guidelines to
operation. These pumps can be disassembled for justify prototype testing are contained in
evaluation when the Code Section XI testing Generic Letter 9810, Supplement 1, Questions 22
resolts in a deviation which falls within the and 24 throup 28. The applicant referencing _

" required action range." The Code provides the ABWR design will provide a study to
criteria limits for the test parameters determine the optimal fiequency for valve
indentified in Table 3.9-8. A program will be stroking during in service testing such that
developed by the applicant referencing the ABWR unnecessary testing and damage is not done to
design to establish the frequency and the extent the valve as a result of the testing. (See
of disassembly and inspection based on suspected Subsection 3.9.7.3 for interfare requirements),
degradation of all safety related pumps,
including the basis for the frequency and the The concerns and issues identified in
extent of each disassembly. The program may be Generic Letter 8910 for hiOVs will be addressed
revised throughout the plant life to minimize prior to plant startup. The method of assessing
disassembly based on past disassembly the loads, the method of sizing the actuators,
experience. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for and the setting of the torque and limit switches9 interface requirements.) will be specifically addressed. (See Subsection

3.9.7.3 for interface requirements).
3.9.6.2 Inservice Testing of Safety Related
Vuhes The in-service testing of h10Vs will rely on

diagnostic tceniques that are consistent with
3.9.6.2.1 Check Vahes the state of the art and which will permit an

assessment of the performance of the valve under .

All ABWR safety related piping systems actual loading. Periodic testing will be
incorporate provisions for testing to demonstrate conducted under adequate differential pressure
the operability of the check valves under design and flow conditions that allow a justifiable
condit!ons, in service testing will incorporate demonstration of continuing h10V capability for
the use of advance non-intrusive techniques to design basis conditions, including recovery from
periodically assess degradation and the inadvertent valve pesitioning. h10Vs that fail
p-rformance aracteristics of the check valves, the acceptance criteria, and are " declared

,

The Code Section XI tests will be performed, and inoperablef for stroke tests and leakage rate
check valves that fail to exhibit the required can be disassembled for evaluation. The Code
performance can be disassembled for evaluation. provides criteria limits for the test parameters
The Code provides criteria limits vor the test identified in Table 3.9 8. A program will be
parameters identified in Table 3.9-8. A program developed by the apllicant referencing the ABWR
will be developed by the applicant referencing desigt. to establish the frequency and the extent
the ABWR design to establish the frequency and of disassembly and inspection based on suspected
the extent of disassembly and inspection based on degradation of all safety related "hiOV's",
suspected degradation of all safety related including the basis for the frequency and the
pumps, including the basis for the frequency and extent of each disassembly. The program may be
the extent of each disassembly. The program may revised throughout the plant life to minimize
be revised throughout the plant life to minimize disassembly based on past disassembly exper-

Amendment 20 1 9-44.1
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lence. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for interface
requirements.)

3.9.6.2.3 Isolation Yahe leak Tests

The lesk tight integrity will be verifi:d
for each valve relied upon to provide a
leak tight function. These valves include:

(1) pressure isolation valves - valves that
provide isolation of pressure differential
from one part of a system from another or
between systems;

(2) temperature isolation valves - valves whose
leakage may cause unacceptable thermal
loading on supports or stratification in the
piping and thermal loading on suppor ,r

whose leakage may cause steam binding of
pumps; and

|(3) containment isolation valves valves that
perform a containment isolation function in
accordance with the Evaluation Against
Criterion 54, Subsection 3.1.2.5.5.2,
including valves that may be exempted from
Appendix J, Type C, testing but whose
leakage may cause loss of suppression pool
water inventory.

Lenkage rate testing of valves will be in
accordance with the Code Section XI. An example
is the fusible plug valves that proside a lower
drywell flood for severe accidents described in
Subsection 9.5.12. The valves are safety-related
due to the function of retaining suppression pool
water as shown in Figure 9.5-3. These special
valves are acted here and not in Table 3.9-8.
The fusible plug valve is a nonreclosing pressure
relief device and the Code requires replacement
of each at a maximum of 5 year intervals.

O
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(9 3.9.7 Interfaces 3.9.7.3 Pump and Vahe Inser Ice Testing
V Prograrn

3.9.7.1 Reactor Internals Vibration Analpis,
Measurement and Inspection Program Applicants referncing the ABWR design will

provide a plan for the detailed pump and valve
The first applicant referencing the ABWR inservice testing and inspection program. This

design will proside, at the time of application, plan will
the results of the vibration assessment program
for the ABWR prototype internals. These results (1) include baseline pre-service testing to

iwill include the following information specified support the periodic in service test ng of
in Regulatory Guide 1.20. the components required by technical

specifications. Provisions are included to
R. G.1.20 Subgs.t disassemble and inspect the pump, chee!.

valves, and MOVs within the Code and
C.2.1 Vibration Analysis safety-related classification as necessary,

Program depending on test results. (See Subsections
C.2.2 Vibtation Measurement 3.9.6, 3.9.6.1, 3.9.6.2.1 and 3.9.6.2.2)

Program
C.2.3 Inspection Program (2) provide a study to determine the optimul
C.2.4 Documentation ef frequency for valve stroking during

Results inservice testing. (See Subsection
3.9.6.2.2)

NRC review and approval of the above
information on the first applicants docket will (3) Address the concerns and issues identified
complete the vibration assessment program in Generic Letter 89-10; specifically the

Q requirements for prototype reactor internals. method of assessment of the loads, the

V method of sizing the actuators, and the
in addition to the information tabulated setting of the torque and limit switches

above, the first applicant referencing the ABWR (See Subsection 3.9.6.2.2)
design will proside the information on the
schedules in accordance with the applicable 3.9.7.4 Audit of Design Specification and
portions of position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.20 Design Reports
for non. prototype internals.

Applicants referencing the ABWR design will
Subsequent applicants need only provide the make available to the NRC staff design

information on the schedules in accordance with specification and design reports required by
the applicable portions of position C.3 of ASME Code for vessels, pumps. valves and piping
Regulatory Guide 1.20 for non-prototype systems for the purpose of audit. (See
internals. (See Subsection 3.9.2.4 for interface S ubse ct ion 3.9.3.1)
requirements).

3.9.8 References
3.9.7.2 ASME Class 2 or 3 or Quality Group
Components with 60 Veur Design Life 1. BtVR Fuel Channel Mechanical Design and

Deflection, NEDE.21354-P, September 1976.
Applicants referencing the ABWR design will

identify ASME Class 2 or 3 or Quality Group D 2. BlVR/6 fuel Assembly Era!uation of Combined
components that are subjected to loadings which Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and
could result in thermal or dynamic fatigue and Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) Loadings,
provide the analyses required by the ASME Code, NEDE 21175 P, November 1976.
Subsection NB. These analyses will include the
appropriate operating vibration loads and for the 3. NEDE 24057-P (Class 111) and NEDE-24057

/O effects of mixing hot and cold fluids. (See (Class 1) Assessment of Reactor Internals.
V Subsection 3.9.3.1 for interface requirements). Vibration in BWR/4 and BWR/5 Plants,

Amendment 20 3 % 45
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Table 3,9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E51 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (Continued)

Safety Code Yahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Fune, Pera Ftrq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F006 1 Suppression Pool (CSP) suction line MOV 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4-8a
P,S 3 mo

F007_1- Suppression Pool (CSP) suction line check viv 2 C A P,S 3mo 5.4 8a

F008_1 RCIC Sys suppr pool test return line MOV 2 B A P,S 3 mo SA-8a
F009 1 RCIC Sys suppr pool iest return line MOV 2 B 1,A L _ 2 yrs 5.4-8a

P,S 3 mo
F010 1 - RCIC Sys minimum flow bypass line check viv 2 C A P,S 3mo 5.4-8a

F011.1 RCIC Sys minimum flow bypass line MOV 2 B 1,A L 2 yrs - 5.4-8a
P,S 3mo

F012 1 . RCIC turbine accessories cooling water 2 B A P,5 3 mo 5.4-Se

line MOV
F013 ~ 1 RCIC turbine accessories cooling water 2 B A El 5.4 8c

line PCV
F015 1. Barometric condenser condensate pump 2 B P El 5.4 8c

discharge line valve
- - .

- F016 ' 1 - Barometric condenser condensate pump 2 C P P,S 3ino 5.4-Sc

discharge line check valve
F017 1 RCIC pump suction line relief valve 2 C A L,S 2 yrs 5.4-8a

F018 1_ " Valve in the bypass line around check 2 B P El SA Sa

vahr E51 F003
F019 1 Pump discharge line test line valve 2 -B_ . P_ El. 5.4 8a

L FU20 1 ' Pump discharge lir e test line valve 2 B P_ E1- 5.4-Sa

F021 1 Pump discharge line fillline shutoff valve 2 B P El 5.4 Sa
1 F022 1_ Pump discharge line fillline check valve 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.4-Sa

' FD23 1. _ Pump discharge line fillline check valve -2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.4 Sa

-F024:1- Pump discharge line test line valve 2 B_ P El 5A Sa

F025 'l - Pump discharge line test line valve 2 B P El SA-8a

F026,1 --_ Valve in pressure equalizing line 2- B P El 5.4 Sa

around E51 FD05
| F027_ 1 - Suppression Pool (S/P) suction ilne 2 B P El 5.4 8a*

- test line valve-
2 B P El 5A 8aF028 1 - -Minimum flow bypass line test line valve
_ 2 B P El 5.4 SaF029 1 Minimum flow bypass line test line valve

F030 -- 1 - ' Turbine accessories cooling water line 2 C A L,S 2 yrt 5.4-Sc

reliefvahr
F031 1 Barometric condenser ccadensate discharge 2 B- P El 5.4-8c .

-

line AOV to HCW.
. F032 1 Barometric condenser condensate discharge . 2 B P El 5.4 8c

line AOV to HCW
F033-1 Discharge line fillline bypassline .2 B P El 5.4 Sa:

shutoff valve

i
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Table 3,9 8 (Contir ued) $
INSERVICE TESTING SAFET%RElATED PUMPS AND VAINES

E31 Reactor Core Isolallon Cooling Sysicm (Continued)

Safety Cod. Yahe Test Test SSAH
Class Cat func. Paru Ftry. Fig.

No. Qt) Description (a) (c) (d) M (b

IV34 1 Ilarometric condem.et condensate pump 2 11 P El 5.4 Se

diu batre line test line vahc
1105 1 Steam supply line isolation vahe 1 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4-8b

PS 3mo
F036 1 Steam supply line isolation vahr 1 A I,A L 2yn A4 8b

P,5 3mo
F03' 1 hteam q' minion vah'c 2 11 A P,S 3mo 5.4 8a
F038 1 Turbine exhaust line check valve 2 C 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 8a

P,5 3rno
IV39 1 Turbine exhaust line htOV 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 8a

PS 3 mo
INO 1 Sicam supply line dra'a pot drain line AOV 2 U P 5,4-8b'

.

IN1 1 Steam supply line drain pot drain line AOV 2 11 P 5.4 8b
IW4 1 Steam admission vahe bypau line maint. 2 B P 5.4-8b

tenance valve

gINS 1 Steam adminion vahe bypu line h10V 2 D A P,5 3 mo 5.4-8b
iM6 1 Barometric condenser vacuum pump discharfe 2 C A L 2 yrs 5.4 8a

line check valve P,5 3 mo
IN7 1 !!arometrie condenser vacuum pump discharpe 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 8a

line h10V P,S 3mo
'8 1 Steam supply line warm up line vahe 1 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 8b

P,5 3mo
i1 Steam supply line test line valve 2 11 P El 5.4 8b

Iwo 1 Steam supply bne test line vah'e 2 D P El 5.4 8b
F051 1 Turbine exhaust line drain hne sahr 2 B P El 5.4-Se
F052 1 Turbine exhaust line drain line valve 2 !! P El 5.4 8c
F053 1 Turbine exhaust line test line valve 2 Il P El 5.4 8a
F054 1 Turbine exhaust line vacuum breater 2 C A P,5 3mo 5.4-8a
1955 1 Turbine exhaust line vacuuum breater 2 C A P,5 3 mo 5.48a
F056 1 Steam supply line drain pot drain line 2 U P El 5.4-8b |

test line vahe
ITi$7 1 Steam supply line drain tot drain line 2 D P El 5.4 8b

test drain line
r059 1 Baromerntric condener vacuum pump die 2 B P El 5,4 8a

charge line test line valve
F500 1 Purnp discharge line vent line valve 2 Il P El 5.4-8a
F501 1 Pump discharge line vent line vahe 2 B P El 5.48a
F502 1 Pump discharge line drain line vahr 2 B P El 5.4Sa
F503 1 Pump discharge line drain line vahc 2 B P El 5.48a
F700 1 Pump suction line preuure instru- 2 Il P El 5.4-8a

mentation instrument root valve

O
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSEltYlCE TESTING SAFE'l%RElATED l'UMI'S AND YAIXES 1

\

051 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Splem (Continued)

Safet) Code Whr Trst "lcst SSAR
Class Cat. l'une. Para frey. I ig.

No. Qty Lescription (a) ic) (dl te) (O

M01 1 Pump suction line pressure instro- 2 11 P El 5.4 8a
mentation instrument root vahe

D02 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru 2 H P El 5.4 84
mentation instrument root vahe

F703 1 Pump discharg:line pressure instru. 2 il P El 5.4-8a
esentation instrument root take

MM 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru. 2 11 P El 5.4 8a
mentation instrument root vahe

T705 1 h,mp discharge f.nc preuure instru. 2 Il P El 5.4 8a
mentation instrument root vahe

F706 1 Pump discharge line flow instrument 2 11 P El 5.4-8a
root take

M07 1 Pump discharge line flow instrument 2 Il P El 5.4-Ha

root vake
D08 1 Pun:p discharge line flow instrument 2 11 P El 5.4 8a

c. root valve
( D09 1 Pump discharge line (1 w instrument 2 il P Et 5,44a

soot valve
F710 1 T .mp discharge line pressure instru- 2 !! P El 5.4-8a

rr.cnt root vake
Mll 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4 8a

ment root vahe
F712 1 Turbine accessories cooling water line 2 11 P El 544c

instrument root vahe
M13 1 Turbine acccuories cooling water line 2 11 P El 5.4bc

instrument rcet valve
F714 1 Turbine accessories cooling water line 2 B P El 5.+8e

instrument root vahe
D16 1 Steam supply line pressure instrument 2 Il l' El 5.4-8b |

root valve
F717 1 Steam supply line pressure instrument 2 11 P El 5.4 8b

root valve
F718 1 Steam supply line drain por instrument root 2 !! P El $.4 bb

vahe
M19 1 Steam supplyline drain pot instrument root 2 B P El 5.4 8b

vake
M20 1 Steam supply line drain pot instrument root 2 11 P El 5.4-8b

valve
F721 1 Steam supply line drain pot instrument root 2 H P El 5.4-8b

vake
D22 1 Turbine exhausi pressure instrument root 2 B P El 5.4-Se

( vake

Amendment 20 3458.16
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Talile 3.9 8 (Continued) h
INSERVICE TESTINL iAl'E'lY.REl.ATED PUMPS AND YAlWES

E51 Reactor Core Iwlallon Cooling Systern Yahes (Continued)
<

Safety Code Yahe Trst Test SLtit
Class Cut. Fune. Para l're q. l'ig-

No. Quan Ikseription (a) (c) (d) (e) (0

l'123 1 Turbine rshaust pressure instrument root 2 11 P El 5.4 Se

vahc
l*724 1 Turbine exhaust pressure betwcen rupture 2 Il P El 5.4 Se

disk instrument root vahe
l'723 1 Turbine exhaust pressure ' .iween rupture 2 U P El 5.48e

disk instrument root val.(
D014 1 Turbine edtaust pret,sure rupture dhk 2 D A Rple. $ yrs 5.4 8e

D015 1 Turbine exhaust pressure rupture dkk 2 D A Rple. 5 yrs 5.4-Ne

G31 Reactor Water Cleanup Sysicm Yahes

Rol 1 Line inside centainment from RilR system 1 11 P El 5.412a
maintenance vahc

RO2 1 CUW System suetmn line inboard isolation 1 A 1.A L 2 >Ts 5.4 12a

valve P,S 3mo
R103 1 CUW Splem suction line outboatd isolation 1 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 12a

valve P,5 3mo
F017 1 CUW System RPV head spray line outboard 1 A 1.A L 2 yrs S.4 12a

isolation valve PS 3mo
F018 1 CUW System RPV head spray line inteard 1 C 1,A L 2 yrs 5.412a

check valve P,S 3 rno

F019 1 CUW Sys bottom head drain line 1 11 P El $.4 12a

maintenance valve
IV50 1 Test 1% off the suet line outboard 2 B P El 5.4 12a

bolation valve G31 RX13
F058 1 Test line off RPV head spray line outtoard 2 H P El 5.412a

isolation valve
R60 1 RPV tottom head drain line sample line 2 B P El $ 4 12a

test line v.se
F 70 1 RPV tottom head drain line sample line 2 U P El 5.412a

maintenance valve
R)71 1 RPV bottom head drain line sample line vlv 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs $.442a

P,5 3mo
IV72 1 RPV tettoru head drain line sample line th> 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4-12a

| P,S 3 mo

F500 1 CUW Sys bottom head drain line drain vlv 2 D P El $.# 123

O
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3C.2.2 2.2 h1atertal J/T Cut,e 1 or 420*F 4. Rire, J.R., A Path independent integral and |
' the Approximate Analysis of Strain

Since the test temperature of 350 F can ta Concentration by Norches and crac As,J. I
considered reasonably close to the 42n'F, the Appl. hicch., 35, 379 386 (1968).
test J.R curves for 350*F were used in this
case. A review of the test matrix in Table 5. lle gle y, J . A., a n d La n d e s, J .D., 7'h r /
3E.2 4 thows N Gree tests were conducted at Integral as a fracture Criterion, Fracture
350'F. 1he Tmod data for all three Toughness, Proceedings of the 1971 National.m

tests were te , i, The flow stress value used S mposium on Fracture hicchanics, Part 11,3

in the tear.N -; ulus calculatleu was $4 ksi ASThi STP $14, American Sociciy for Testing
based on Tabli 3E.2 3. Also resiewed were the hiaterials, pp. 1 20 (1972).
data on SA106 carbon steel at 300"F reported
by Gudas [14]. 6. Ilut c hinson, J .W., a nd P aris, P.C.,

Stability Analysis of / Controlled Crack
Consistent with the trend of the 550'F Growth 1:lutic Plastic Fracture, ATSM STP

data, the 350'r weld metal (bT) data fell 668, J.D Landes, J.A. llegley, and G.A.
below the plate and pipe base metal data. This Clarke. Eds., American Socicly for Testing
probably reflects ths slightly lower toughness of and Materials,1979, pp. 37 64
the SAW weld in the plate. The (J/T) data far
the pipe base metal fcll between the plate base 7. Kumar, V., German, M.D., and Shih, C.F.. An
metal and the plate weld metal. \tased on the Engineering Approach for Elastic Plastic
considerations similar to those presented in the Fracture Analysis, EPRI Topcal Report
previous section, the pipe base metal J 1 data. NP 1831, Electric Power Rescarch Institute,
althoagh they may lie above the weld J T data, Palo Alto, CA July 1981.
were used for selening the appropriate (J T)
curve. Accordingly, the curve shown in fij,ure 8. E r nst, ll. A., Af alcrial Rcsistance and |

O 3E.2 9 was developed for using the (J-T) Instability Bryona / Controlled Crack
methodology in evaluations at 420* F. Growth, Elastic Plastic Fracture: Second |

Symposium, Volume 1 Inlastic Crack
3E.2.3 References Analysis, ASTM STP 803, C.F. Shih and J.P.

Gudas, Eds., American Society for Testing
1. Paris, P.C., Tada,11., Zahoor, A., and Ernst, and Materials,1983, pp.1 191 1213.

ll., The Theory of Instability of the Tcuring
Afode of Elastic Plastic CracA Growth, 9. Report of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Elastic Plastic Fracture, ASTM STP 668, J.D Commission Piping Review Committee,
Landes, J.A. Ilegley, and G.A Clarke, Eds., NU R EG 1061, Vol.3, Nove mbe r 19P A.
American Society for Testing hiaterials,1979,
pp.5 36. 10. Afaterials and Process Specification -

ABlVR, General Electric Report No. 22A7014,
2. Resolution of the Task A.It Reactor Vessel Rev.f), Sept.1982.

Af aterials Tough n es s Jafety is s u e,
NU R EG 0744, R e v.1 Oc t obe r 1982. 11.' ASME Iloiler & Prersure Vessel Code, Section
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Engineering Application, ASTM STP 803, C.F
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30.4.2.3 Crack O ening Area Torinulationl
(p) (3E.4-4)

2The crack opening areas were calculated using A , = "b . s . R , (3 , eg3g) ,t
LEl M procedures with the customary plastic rene E 4

correction. The loadings included in the cract
opening area calculations were: pressure, weight where,
and thermal espansion.

"b = bending stress due to weight and
The mathematical exprest. ions given by Paris thermal expansion loads

and Tada |7) are used in this case. The track
opening areas for pressure (A ) and bending $ is half crack unglep
stresses (A ) were separately calculated andb
then added together to obtain the total area, (3fL4 5)
A.c

8
Ig(F) = 26 1+ '/*

For simplicity, the calculated membranc
'

>

stresses from weight and thermal expansion loads |8.6 133 L 24 [f j'|
were cornbined with the axial membrane stress, \ "1 1*

c , due to the pressure,p ,, ,

22.5 7 + 205.*

The formulas are summariecd below: |

242 f *'*247.5
Ap=" (2nRt)Op (A) (3E.4-2) *

t (0 < e < 100 )
where,

The plastic zone correction was incorporated
axial membranc strer.s due to by replacing a and 6 in these formulas by ao =p c
pressure, weight and thermal and d which are given bye
expansion loads.

E Young's modulus 2=

Sr(=$+h.nReye eud (3E.4 6)
2R = pipe radius

pipe thickness ne = #c n: =

shell parameter = a//Rt The yield stress, "y, was conservativelyA =

assumed as the average of the code specified
- half erack length yield and ultimate strength. The stressa

in t e nsity f act or, K lot al, in clu d e s
(3E.4 3) contribution due to both the membrane and

O ( A) = A2 + 0.16 A4 (o s A s 1)p

= 0.02 + 0.81 A2 403013
+ 0.03 A4(1 1 A s 5) Ktotal " Km + Kb (3E 4 7)

O
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6. Daughterly, R.L. and Frantini, J.ll., Fluid g
shete, Mechanics with Engineering Applications, W

McGraw liill flook Company, Ne York 1965.

Km"#P 8 I (A)p
7. P.C. Paris aand 11. Tada, The Application of |

F (A) = ( 1 + 0.3225 A' )\ Fracture Proof Design Postulatingp
Circurnferential Through Sf'all Cracks. U.S I

= 0.9 + 0.25 A (o s A 1 1) Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report
(1 s A s 5) NUREG/CR 3464, Washington, DC, April 1983.

Kb " "b -[da. F (#)b

Fb (F) = 1 + 6.8 /*

20g'/'n6 '/' 4

(0 s F 1 100')

The steam mass flow rate, M, shown in Table
3E.41 is a function of parameter,it/26. Once
the mass flow rate is determined corresporniing to
the enleulated value of this parameter, the leak
rate in gptn can then be calculated.

3E.4.3 References

1. Norris, D.,11. Chexal, T. Grie sbach. 1987.
PICEP: Pipe Crack Evaluation Program,
NP 3596 SR, Special Report, Rev.1, Electric
Powcr Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA.

2 Chexal,11. & J. llorowitz. A Critical Flow
Model for Flow Through Cracks in Pipes, to be
piesented at the 24th ASME/AICilE National
lleat Trant.fer Conference, Pittsburgh,
Pennsyvania. August 9 12, 1987.

| 3. B. Chexal & J. ilotowitz, A Crack flow Rate

| Model for Leak Before Break Applico-
I tions, SMIRT 9 Transachoir Vol. G, pp.

281 285 (1987).

| 4, Collier, R.P., et al, Two Phase Flow Through
Intergranular Stress Corrision Cracks and

| Resuhing acoustic Eminision, EPRI Report No.
NP 3540-1.D. April 1934.

5. Moody, F.)., Maxirnurn Two Phase Vessel
Blowdown frorn Pipes, J.11 eat Transfer, Vol.
88, No. 3,1966, pp. 285 295.
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j ,glI i,I ugt res and Tables Supporting

The following figures and tables prescnt the details
of a structural evaluation of the reactor building,
containment and internal structures as presented in
Section 3,8

References to section nurnbers in the following
Tables correspond to those in Figure 3.S.14,

O
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|
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Table 31L3-19 kf
$,J<::i

E REBAR AND CONCRETE STRESS IN TIIE REACTOR 11UILDING EXTERIOR WALL
11 Q,,N

AYSECTIONS 10,11 AND 12 L.
l:
:=
P
~

REINFORCING STEEL CONCRETE
ELEMENT CALCUIATED STRESSES (ksi) As10WAHLE CALCULATED ALLOWARLE

LOAD NUMBER AZIMUTII INSIDE FACE OUTSIDE FACE SIIEAR STRESS STRESS STRESS

COMIT (degsres) VERT. IlORIZ VERT. IIORI7. TIES (ksi) (ksi) (ksil

Section: 10
Imation: REACTOR BUILDING EXTERIOR WALL NEAR TIIE FOUNDATION MAT

15 601 180 8.21 18.67 2248 17.54 1623 54.0 -0.46 -3.4

15a,

15b 001 180 1639 16.% 13R) 21.12 16.76 54.0 -0.26 -3.4

Sections: 11
Location: REALTOR BUILDING EXTERIOR WALL AT EL.-16.7FT

15 681 180 49.2S 34.28 23.26 27.05 6.44 54.0 -0.82 -3.4

15a,

15b 681 180 44.W 34.46 2535 27.22 7.52 54.0 -0.81 -3.4

Section: 12
; location: REACTOR BUILDING EXTERIOR WALL NEAR GRADE
!

I 15 &ll 180 3tSS 32.93 39.85 47.02 22.15 54.0 -1.11 -3.4

15a,

% 15b 841 180 15.72 6.28 471 % 44.67 15.80 54.0 -0.76 -3.4 g
Y S
C ig

x=

9 9 e
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a Table 3113-21 Ei O
2 E.d
h REBAR AND CONCRETE STRESS IN TIIE REACTOR BUILDING SIABS

ATSECTIONS I8,19 AND 40 3
=a

b
REINFORCING SEEL CONCRETE

ELEMENT CALCULATED STRESSES (ksi) ALLOWAELE CALCUTATED ALLOWABLE
LOAD NUMBER AZIMUTII TOP FACE BOTTOM FACE SilEAR STRESS STRESS STRESS
COMB (de::rres) X DIR. Y DIR. X DIR. Y DIR- TIES (ksi) (ksi) Wi)

Sectimi: 18
tecation.: REACTOR BUILDING FLOOR SIA55 AT EL. -21.98 IT NEAR T11E CONTAINMENT WALL

4 2386 IM) 38.52 4.10 37.94 4.02 M48 45.0 -0.21 -2.4

8A,

EB 2386 180 1736 -IR) 1538 -130 13.01 54.0 -037 -3.4

Sectiert 19
'

Location: REACTOR ItUILDING FLOOR SIAH AT FL -0.67 FT NEAR CONTAINMENT WALL
i

1 2f86 180 1433 -1.29 IM4 4.16 0.77 45.0 -036 -2.4

8a,
8b 2636 180 3430 -2.55 MM) -0.75 1.10 54.0 -0 67 -3.4

|

Section: 40
I# cation: REACTOR BUILDING FUX)R SLAB AT FL23.95 FT NEAR CONTAINMENT WALL i

1 2986 180 16.G8 -535 19.84 -1.92 11.16 45.0 -0.72 -2.4

8 2986 180 29.fN -232 37.40 11.98 6.58 54.0 -0.33 -3.4g g
C

Note: x is the direction parallel to the R/E fuel pool girders. J*3
= e-

y direction is normal to R/B fuel pmd girders.
.

O O O .
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4.REACTOll

4.1 SUhthlAltY DESCRIPTION core spray and core flooding spargers. Incept
for tl.e Zirculoy in the reactor core, these

The reactor assembly consists of the rcactor reactor internals are stainless steel or other
pre ssure vessel, pr e ssur e containing corrosion resistant alloys. The fuel assemblics
appurtenances including CRD housings, in core (including fuel rodt, and channel), control
instrumentation housing and the head vent and blades, shroud head and steam separator
spray assembly plus the reactor internal assembly, and steam dryers and in-core
components described in Subsection 4.1.2. Figure instrutnentation dry tubes are removable when the

| 5.3 2 shows the arrangement of the reactor reactor vessel is opened for refueling or
assembly components. A summary of the important maintenance.
design and performance characteristics is given
in Subsection 1.3.1.1, Loading conditions for 4.1.2.1 Reactor Core
reactor assembly components are specified in
Subsection 3.9.5.2. Important features of the reactor core are:

For the purpose of this SSAR, a typical fuel (1) The bottorn entry cruciform control rods,
and control rod design and core loading pattern Rods of this design were first introduced in
was used as the basis for the system response the Dresden 1 reactor in April 1961 and have
studies in Section 6.3 and Chapter 15. The accumulated thousands of hours of service.
actual fuel and control rod designs and core
loading pattern to be used at a plant will either (2) Fixed in core fission chambers (LPRhls)
ime been approved or will meet criteria approveel provide continuous local power range acutron
by the USNRC, and will be provided to the USNRC flux monitoring. A guide tube in eachO for information. The fuel and control blade in ore assembly presides for a traversing.

design and core loading pattern used for the ion chamber (TIP) for calibration and axial
system response studies are documented in this detail. Start-up range neutron monitors
chapter; information to be provided by the (SRNhis) are located at fixed locations
utility referencing the ABWR design is contained between the (LPRhls) ar, shown on Figure
in the interface subsection of each of these 4.11. The in-core location of the start up
sections, and source range instruments provides .

coverage of the large reactor core and
4.1.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel presides an acceptable signal to noise ratio

and neutron to gamma ratio. All in core
The reactor pressure vessel includes the instrument leads enter from the bottom and

reactor internal pump (RIP) casing and flow the instruments are in service during
restrictors in each of the steam outlet nonles refueling. In-core instrumentation is
and the shroud support and pump deck which form presented in Subsection 7.6.1.
the partition between the RIP suction and
discharge. The reactor pressure vessel deF gn (3) As shown by experience obtained at Dresden 1i

and description are covered in Section 5.3. and all other BWR plants, utilizing the in-
core flux medtor system, the desired power

4.1.2 Reactor Internal Components distribution can be maintained within a
large core by proper control rod scheduling.

The major reactor internal components are the
core (f uel, channels, control blades and (4) The fuel channels provide a fixed flow path
instrumentation), the core support structure for the bolhng coolant, serve as a guiding
(including the shroud, top guide and core plate), surface for the control rods and protect the
the shroud head and steam separator assembly, the fuel during handling operations.

O steam dryer assembly, the feedwater spargers, the
(5) The mechanical reactivity control permits

Amendment 20 4.t.1
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criticality checks during refueling and
provides maximum plant safety. The core is
designed to be suberitical at any time in
it's operating history with any one ce4. trol
rod fully withdrawn and the other control
rods fullinserted.

(6) The selected control rod pitch represents a
practical value of individual control rod
reactivity worth, and allows adequate
clearance below the pressure vessel between
CRD mechanisms for case of maintenance and
removal.

O

O
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(1) those components where,in the event of (2) RPV Welds Abose Tep of the liiological Shieldq
Q postulated failure of the component during Wall

normal cacte. operat, n, the scactor can bem
shut down and cooled down in an orderly Accru to the reactor pressure vessel welds above
manner, auuming makeup is provided by the top of the biological shield wallis prmided by
the scactor coolant makeup system only; and removable insulation pancls. This design provides

reasonable accru for both automated as well as
(2) components which are or can be isolated manual ultrasonic eumination,

from the reactor coolant system by two
valves (leth closed, luth open, or one closed (3) Closure llead, RPV Studs, Nuts and Washers
and onc open). Each such open valve is
capable of automatic actuation and if the The closure head is dry stored during refueling.
other valve is open its closure time is such Removable insulation is designed to provide acccu
that,in the event of postulated failure of the for manual ultrasonic cuminations of closure head
component during normal reactor operation, welds. RPV nuts and washers arc dry stored and
each salve remains operable and the reactor are accessible for surfacc and visual (VT 1)
can be shut down and cooled down in an examination. RPV studs may be solumettically
orderly manner assurning makeup is examined in place or when removed.
provided by the reactor coolant makeup
system only. (4) llottom llead Welds

$.2.4.2 Auculbility Acceu to the botSm head to shcIl wcid and bottom
head seam welds is provided through openings in

Allitems within the Class 1 boundary are the RPV support pedestal and removable insulation
designed, to the extent practicable, to provide pancis around the cylindricallower portion of the

| acceu for the examinations required by ASME venet. This design provides access for manual or
,_

( Section XI, IWil.2500. Items for which the automated ultrasonic examination equipment.
L design is Lnown to have inherent access Sufficient access is provided to partial penetration

restrictions are described in Subsection 5.2.4 A n o ri1e w c1d r., i.e., C R D pc n e t r ailo n5,
instrumentation nonles and recirculation internal

5.2.4.2.1 Heuctor Preuure Venel Access pump penetration welds, for performance of the
visual, VT 2, examination during the system leakage

Access for examinations of the reactor and systern hydrostatic examinations,
pressure vessel (RPV) is incorporated into the
design of the vessel, biological shicld wad and (5) Reactor Venel Support Skirt
veuelinsulation as follows:

The integral attachment weld from the number four
(1) RPV Welds Ilclow the Top !!iological Shield shcIl course forging to the RPV skirt will be

Wall examined ultrasonically. Sufficient access in
provided for either manual or automated ultrasonic

The shield wall and vesselinsulation behind examination. Access is provided to the balance of
the shield wall are spaced away from the the support skirt for performance of visual, VT 3,
RPV outside surface to provide access for examination.
remotely operated ultrasonic examination
devices as described in Subsection 5.2.4.3.2.1 $.2.4.2.2 Piping, Pumpn Yahes and Supports
Access for the insertion of automated
devices is provided through removable Physical arrangement of piping pumps and vahes
insulation panels at the top of the shield wall proside personnel access to each wcld location for
and at access ports at reactor vessel non]cs. performance of ultrasonic and surface (magnetic
Platforms are attached to the bioshield wall particle or liquid penetrant) examinations and sufficient
to provide access for imtallation of remotely access to supports for performance of visual, VT 3,

p opeiated nonje examination devices. examination. Working platforms are provided in some

U
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areas to f acilitate senicing of pumps and vahes. IWA 2232 (a), and Section V, Article 4. In addition the
Phtforms and ladders are pro ided for access to ultrasonic examination system shall meet the
piping welds including the pipe.to reactor vessel requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.150 as described in
nonle welds. Removable thermalinsulation is Table 5.2 9 RPV welds and norries subject to
prmided on welds and components which require cumination are shown in Figurc 5.2 7a.
frequent access for examination or are located in
high radiation areas. Welds are located to permit The GE reactor vesselinspection system (GERi$)
ultrasonic examination from at least one side, but meets the detection and siring requirements of
where component geometries permit, ascess Regulatory Guide 1.150, as cited in Table 5.2 9. Inner
from toth sides is prmided. radius examinations are performed from the outside of

the norile using several compound angle transducer
Restrictions: For piping systems and wedges to obtain complete coverage of the required

portions of piping systems subject to volumetric examination volume. Electronic gating used in GERIS
and surface examination, the following piping system records up to 8 different reflectors
designs are not used: simultaneously to assure that all relevant indications are

recorded. Appendix 5A demonstarted compliance with
(1) Valve to Valve Regulatory Guide 1.150.

(2) Valve Io Reducer
(3) Valve to Tee 5.2.4J.2.2 Visual Examination
(4) Elbow to Ellow
(5) Elbow to Tec Visual examination methods, VT.1, VT 2 and NT 3,

(6) Nonle to cibow shall be conducted in accordance with Ash 1E Section
(7) Reducer to ellow XI, lWA 2210. In addition, VT-2 examinations shall
(8) Tce to tee meet the requirements of IWA 5240
(9) Pump to valve

Direct visual, VT-1, examinations shall be
Straight sections of pipe and spool pieces conducted with sufficient lighting to resolve a 0.8mm |

shall be added between fittings. The minimum black line on an 18% neutral grey card. Where direct
length of the spool piece has been determined by visual, VT 1, examinations are conducted without the

| using the formulate L = 2T 4 152mm, where L use of mirrors or with other viewing aids, clearance (of
equalt, the length of the spool piece (not at least 610mm of clear space)is provided where fcasible |
including weld preparation) and T equals the for the herl and shoulders of a man within a working
pipe wall thicknest. aim's length (50smm) of the surfacc to be examined. |

5.2.43 Examination Categmies and hiethods At locations where leakages ar- normally expected
and leakage collection systems are located, (e.g., valve

5.2.43.1 Examination Categories stems and pump seals), the visual, VT 2, examination
shall verify that the leakage collection system is

The cxarr ination category of each item is listed operative.
in Table 5.2 8. The i; ems are listed by system
and line number where applicable. Table 5.2 8 piping runs shall be clearly identified and laid out
also states the method of examination for each such that insulation damage, leaks and structural distress
item. The preservice and insenice examination will be esident to a trained visual examiner,

plans will be supplemented with detailed
drawings showing the examination areas, such as 5.2.43.23 Surface Examination
Figuret 5.2 7a and 5.2 7b.

hiagnetic particle and liquid penetrant examination
5.2.43.2 Examination hiethods techniques shall be performed in accordance with

ash 1E Section XI, IWA-2221 and IWA 2222,
5.2,4.3.2.1 Ultrasonic Examination of the respectively. Direct examination access for magnetic
Reactor Yessel particle (h1T) and penetrant (PT) examination is the

same as that required for direct visual (VT 1)
Ultrasonic examination of the RpV will be examination (Subsection 5.2.4.3.2.3), except that

conducted in accordance with ASN1E Section XI,

Amendment 13 5.2 17
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q unidentified leakage rate might be emitted from a The established limit is sufficiently low so

Q single crack in the nuclear system process that, even if the entire unidentified leakage
barrier. rate were coming from a single crack in the

nuclear system process barrier, corrective action
An allowance for leakage that does not could be taken before the integrity of the

| compromise barrier integrity and is not
barrier would be threatened.

identifiable is establist ed for normal plant
operation.

The leak detection system will satisfactorily |detect unidentified leakage of 3.785 liiers/ min
The unidentified leakage rate limit is within the drywell.

| established at 3.785 liters / min to allow time forcorrective action before the process barrier 5.21.6 Differentiation itetween ldentifled and
could be significantly compromised. This Unidentified 14aks
unidentified leakage rate is a small fraction of
the calculated flow from a critical c:ack in a Subsection 5.2.5.1 describes the leak |

detection rnet iods utilized by the leak detection$primary systcm pipe (Appendix 3E).
system. The ability of the leak detection system
to differentiate between identified and
unidentified leakage is discussed in Subsections
5.2.5.4 and 5.2.5.5. |

5.2.5.7 Sensithity and Operability Tests
5.2.5.5.2 hIargins of Safety

Sensitivity, including sensitivity tests and
The margins of safety for a detectable flaw response time of the leak detection system, and

to reach critical site ate presented in the criteria for shutdown if leakage limits are
O Subsection 5.2.5.5.3. Figurc 5.2 8 shows general cxceeded are covered in Subsections 5.2.5.1.1,
d relationships between crack length, leak rate, 5,2.5.1.2, 5.e.5.2.1(1) and 7.3.1.1.2.

stress, and linesire using mathematical models.
Testability of the LDS is contained in

5.2J.5.3 Criteria to Etatuate the Adequacy and Subsection 7. 3.1.1. 2 ( 10 ) . |
hlargin ofleak Detection Sptem

5.2.5.8 Testing and Calibration
For process lines that are normally open,

there are at least two different methods of Provisions for testing and calibration of the
detecting abnormal leakage from each system leak detection and isolation :ystem are covered
comprising the nuclear system process barrict, in Chapter 14
located both inside the primary containment
(drywell) and external to the drywell, in the 5.2.5.9 Regulatory Guide 1.4h Compliance
reactor building the steam tunnel and the turbine
building (Tables 5.2 6 and 5.2 7). The These guidelines are prescribed to assere that
instrumentation is designed so it can be set to leakage detection and collection systems provide
provide alarms at established leakage rate limits maximum practical identification of leaks from
and isolate the affected system if necessary, the RCPB.
The alarm points are determined analytically or
based on measurements of appropriate parameters Leakage is separated into identified and
made during startup and preoperational tests, unidentified categories and each is independently

m onit or e d, t h us m e eting Position C,1
The unidentified leakage rate limit is based, r e quir e m e n t s.

with an adequate margin for contingencies, On the
crack size large enough to propagate rapidly. Leakage from unidentified sources from inside

the drywell is collected into the floor drain
sump and monitored with w eccuracy better than

Amendment 15 5.2-27
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3.785 liters / min thus meeting Position C.2 and testing is provided,

tequirements.
These satisfy Position C.8 requirements.

By monitoring (1) floor drain sump fillup and
pumpout rate, (2) airborne particulates, and (3) Limiting unidentified leakage to the 3.785
air coolers condensate flow rate, Position C.3 is liters / min and identified to 95 liters / min
satisfied. satisfies Po ition C.9.

hionitoring of the reactor building cooling
water heat exchanger coolant return lines for 5.2.6 Interfaces
radiation due to leaks withis, the RilR, RIP and
CUW and the fuel pool cooling systern heat 5.2.6.1 Cornersion of Indications
exchangers satisfies Position C.4. Por system
detail, see Subsection 7.6.1.2. Procedures and graphs will be provided to

operations for converting the various indicators
The floor drain sump monitoring, air particu- into a common leakage equivalent (See Subsection

lates monitoring, and air cooler condensate moni- 5.6.5.9).
toring are designed to detect leakage rates of
3.785 liters / min within one hour, thus meeting 5.2.7 Ileferences
Position C.5 requirements.

1. (Deleted)
The fission products monitoring subsystem is

qualified for $SE. The containraent floor drain
sump monitor, air cooler, and condensate flow
meter are qualified for OBE, thus meeting 2. (Deleted)
Position C 6 requirements.

3. D.A. Itale. The Effect of Bit'R Startup En.
Leak detection indicators and alarms are vironments on Crack Growth in Structural

provided in the main control room. This Alloys. Trans. of AShtE. vol 108, January
satisfies Position C.7 requirements. Procedures 1986,

and graphs will he provided by the applicant to
plant operaton for converting the various 4 P.P. Ford and h!. J. Povich, The Effect of
indicators to a sommon leakage equivalent, when Oxygen /Temperaturc Combioations on the
necessary, thus satisf ing the remainder of Stress Corrosion Susceptibility of Sensi.l
Posi' ion C.7 (See interf ace requirements ti:rd T 304 Stainless Stect in fligh Purity
Subsection 5.2.6.2). The leakage detection li'ater, Paper 94 presented at Corrosion 79,
system is equipped with provisions to permit Atlanta, GA, hlarch 1979.
testing for operabiliiy and calibration during
ihe plant operation using the following methods: 5. Bit'R Nomtal it'atcr Chemistry Guidelines: 1986

Rei6/on, EPRI NP-4946-SR, July 19&S.
(1) simulation of trip signal;

6. D.h1. Gordon, The Effect of Chloride and
(2) comparing channel to channel of the rame 02ygen on the Stress Cortosion Cracking of

leak detection method (i.e., arca tempera. Stainless Steels: Review of Literature,
ture monitoring); hiaterial Performance, NACE, Vol.19, No. 4,

April 19S0.
(3) operability checked by comparing one method

versus another (i.e., sump fillup rate ver. 7. W.J. Shack, et al, Environmentally Assist.
sus pumpout rate and particulate monitoring ed Cracking in Light it'atcr Rcactors: Annual
or air cooler condensate flow versus sump Report, October 1983. September 1984,
fillup rate); and

(4) continuous monitoring of floor drain sump
level, and a source of water for calibration

Amendment 20 5.2 28
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/^g Taible 5.2.I
V

1(EACTOlt COOLANT l'l(ESSUltE 11OUNDAl(Y COMPONENTS

API't.lCAllt.E CODE CASES

Numler lith AITlkaldtliqu!Prntot , Etmada

N 7115 (1) Component Support Accepied per RG 1.85

N 122 (2) Piping Accepted per itG 1.84

N 247 (3) Component Support Accepted per RG 1.84
_

N 249-9 (4) Component Support Conditionally Accepted,

per itG 1.85

N 3(D 1 (5) Component Support Accepted per 1101.84

N 313 (6) Piping Accepted per RG 1.84

N 316 (7) Piping Accepted per RG 1.84

N 318-3 (8) Piping Conditionally Accepted g
g per itG 1.84

'
N 319 (9) Piping Accepted per RG 1.84

N 391 (10) Piping Accepted per RG 1.84

N 392 (11) Piping Accepted per itG 1.84

N 393 (12) Piping Accepted per RG 1.84

N-411 1 (13) Piping Condi'ionally Accepted
per itG 1.84

N 414 (14) Component Support Actepted per RG 1.84

N 430 (15) Component Support Ac(e r d per RG 1.84e

N 236-1 (16) Containment Conditionally
Accepted
Per RG 1,147

N 3071 (17) RPV Studs Accepted per RG 1,147

1%
D

Amendment 17 5229
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Table 5.2 1

ItEACTOlt COOL ANT Pl!ESSUltE IlOUNDAltY COMI'ONENTS

Al'PLICAllLE CODE CASES (Continued)

Numt cr Ilth Artil aHe liquJimut! RuttathI

(Deleted) (18)

(Deleted) (19)

N 416 (20) Piping Accepted Per
R G 1.147

N-432 (21) Clau 1 Accepteil Per
Components R G 1.147

N 4351 (22) Claw 2 Accepted Per
Vessels R G 1.147

N 457 (23) 11olts and Accepted Per
Studs R G 1.147

N-463 (24) Piping Accepted Per
R G 1.147

N 460 (25) Clau 1 & 2 Accepted Per
Components and RG 1.1 i7
Piping

N 472 (26) Pumps Accepted Per
RG 1.147

N 479 (27) Main Steam Not I.isted
System in RG 1.147

N 491 (28) Component Not Listed
Supports in RG 1.147

Amendment 20 5. -?9.1
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Table 5.21 i

O-
;

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSINE IlOUNDARY COMPONENTS !
|

' APPLICAllLE CODE CASES (Continued) (

(1) Additional blaterials for Subsection NF, (12) Repair Welding Structural Steel Rolled
Classes 1, 2, 3 and blC Component Supports Shapes and Plates for Component Supports, i"

fabricated by li'ciding. Section 111, Dirlslon Section lit, Division 1. ;

1.

(13) Alternative Damping 1'alues for Seismic
(2) Stress Indices for Structure Attachments, Analysis of Classes 1, 2, 3 Piping '

Co.ns 1, Section 111, Division 1. Sections, Section ill, Division 1.
,

(3) Certified Design Report Summary for Com. (14) Tack li'cids for Class 1, 2, 3 and Af C |
ponent Standard Supports, Secilon 111, Components and Piping Supports. ,

Dielslon 1, Class 1, 2, 3 and blC. '

(13) Requirements for il'ciding li'orkmanship and
*

(4) Additional blaterial for Subsection NF, l'Isual Acceptance Criteria for Class 1, 2, i
Classes 1, 2, 3 and blC Component Supports 3 and blC Linear.1)pe and Standard Suppons. ;

Fabricated li'ithout it'elding, Section 111, i
Division 1. (16) Repair and Replaccment of Class h!C l'essels - -

(5) Identification of Alaterials for Component (17) Revised Examination l'olume for Class 1 ,

Supports, Section 111, Dielston 1. Bolting, Table lis'B 25001, Examination '

Category D.G 1,14' hen the Examinations Are +

r(6) Alternate Rules for flatf Coupling Branch Conductedfrom the Drilled ilote
Connections, Section 111, Distslon )..

(18) (Deleted)
(7) Alternate Rules for fillet it' eld Dimensions

for Socket 1\'elded fittings, Section 111,
Dielston 1, Class 1, 2,-3.

(19) (Deleted)
(S) Procedure for Evaluation of the Design of

,

Rectangular Cross Section Attachments on
Class 2 or 3 Piping, Section 111, Division

_ . .

1. (20) Alternative Ru!:s for flydrostatic Testing
of Repair or Replacement of Class 2 Piping

(9) Ahernate Procedure for Evaluation of Stress
in Butt Weld Elbows in Class 1 Piping, (21) Repair it'elding Using Automatic or blachine
SectIon lit, Diviston 1. Gas hmgsten Arc 1f'ciding (GTA11') Temperbead

Technique
(10) Procedure for Evaluation of the Design of

llollow Circular Cross Section il'elded Attach. (22) Alternative Examination Requirements for >

-ments on Class 1 Piping. Section 111, l'essels 147th Wall Thickncsses 2 in, or Less
t

- Division 1,

(23) Qualification Specimen Notch Location for ;

(11) Procedure for Evaluation of the Design of Ultrasonic Examination of Bolts and Studs
'

flo!!ow Circular Cross Section li'elded
Attachments on Classes 2 and 3 Piping, . (24) Evaluation Procedures and Acceptance
Section 111, Division 1. Criteria for Flows in Class 1 Ferritic

- Piping That Exceed the Acceptance Standards,

ofIlf'D 3514 2>
,

..
!
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Table 5.21

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE Il0UNDARY COMPONENTS
,

APPLICABLE CODE CASES (Continued)

(25) Alternate Exarnination Coverage for Class 1
and 21t' elds

(26) Use of Digital Readout and Digital
Afrasurernent Devices for Performing Pump
l'ibration Testing.

(27) Boilln: It'a:" Reactor (Bil'R) blain Stearn
Hydrostatit a?

(2S) Alternate Rules for Exarnination of Class 1,
.

2, 3 and AIC Component Suppons of Light li'ater
Cooled Power Plants.

,1

O

O
Amendment 20 5.2 29.3
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( ) Table 5.2 3
%

,

NUCLEAR SYSTEM SAFE'iY/REllEF YALVE SETPOINTS

Set Perssurrs and Crpacities

A5ME Rated
Capacity
at 103%

Spring Spring Set Relief
Number * Set Pressure Pressure
of Pressure (kg/hr Set Pressure

2 2Valves (kg/cm g) each) (Lg/cm g)
. ...... ......... . . . - . . . . ..

1 80.8 395,(kX) 76,6

1 80.8 395,(KO 773

4 81.5 3W,(x0 78.0

4 82,2 402,(kk) 78.7

[Y 4 82.9 406,(kK) 79.4
\-

4 83.6 409.000 80.1

* Eight of the SRVs sen e in the automatic depressuri:ation function,

m
'

%-

| Amendment 15 5,241
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Table 5.2 4

REACTOR COO! ANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY MATERIALS

Gimpnntnt form Matulai htification (ASTM /ASMF)

Bin Steam isolation Wives

Valve Body Cast Carlen steel SA352 LCB

Cover Forged Carbon Steel SA350LF2

Poppet Forged Carbon Steel SA350LF2

Valve stem Rod 17-4 pil SA SM 630 (111100)
Body bolt Bolting Alloy steel SA 540 B23 CL4 or 5
llex nuts Bolting Nuts Alloy s!cci SA 194 GR7

MinJteam Safety / Relief Wlve

Body Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LF2
or Casting Carbon steel ASM6 SA 352 LCD ,

Bonnet (yoke) Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LI". I

or Casting Carbon steel ASME SA 352 LCB

Nozzle (seat) Forging Stainless steel ASME S A 182 Gr F316
or Casting Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LP.

Llody to Bar/ rod Low alloy stee' ASME SA 193 Gr B7 |

bonnet stud
Body to Bar/ rod Alloy steci ASME SA 194 Gr 7 |
bonnet nut
Dise Forging Alloy steel ASME EA 637 Gr 718

or Casting Stainless steel ASME SA 351 CF 3A
Spring washer Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 105

&
Adjusting Screw Alkiy steel ASME SA 193 Gr B6 (Quenched +

or tempered or normalized & tempered
Set point adjust. Forgings Carbon and alloy Multiple speciGeations
ment assembly r. teel parts

Spindle (stem) Har Precipitation- ASTM A564 Type 630 (H 1100) |
hardened steel

Spring Wire or Steel ASTM A304 Gr 4161 N
Belhille washers Alloy steel 45 Cr Mo V67

Main Steam Pinine

Pipe Scambss Carbon steel SA 333 Gr. 6

Contour nozzle Forging Carbon steel SA 350 LF 2
200A 1500# Forging Carbon steel SA 350 LF 2
large groove Gange

Amendment 20 5.2 12
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depressurization systems perform adequate core (1) a loss-of coolant (LOCA) event;

d cooling to prevent excessive fuel clad
temperature during LOCA event. . (2) vessel isolated and maintained at hotDetailed
discussion of RCIC meeting this GDC is described standby;
in Subsection 3,L2,

(3) vessel isolated and accompanied by loss of
Compilance with GDC 36. The RCIC system is coolant flow from the reactor feedwater
designed such that in service inspection of the system;
system and its components is carried out in
accordance with the intent of ASME Section XI. (4) complete plant shutdown with loss of normal
The RCIC design specification requires layout and feedwater before the reactor is depressur-
arrangement of the containment penetrations, ized to a level where the shutdown cooling
process piping, valves, and other critical system can be placed in operation; or
equipment outside the reactor vessel, to the
maximum practical extent, permit access by (5) loss of AC power.
personnel and/or appropriate equipment for
testing and inspection of system integrity. The RCIC system is designed to perform its

function without AC power for at least 8 hours.
Compilance with GDC 37. The RCIC system is Supporting systems such as DC power and the
designed such that system and its cornponents can water supply will support the RCIC system during
be periodically tested to verify operability. this time period. Without AC power, RCIC room
Systenu operability is demonstrated by cooling will not be available. However, room
preoperailonal and periodic testings in temperature will not reach the equipment maximum
accordance with RG 1.68. Preoperational test environmental temperature within 8 hours. (also
will ensure proper functioning of controls, see Subsection 19E.2.1.2.2 for additional
instrumentation, pumps and valves. Periodic information)

{g testings confirm systems availability and<

V operability through out the !!fe of the plant. During loss of AC power, RCIC when started at
During normal plant operation, a full flow pump water level 2 is capable of preventing water
test is being performed periodically to assure level from dropping below the leve' which ADS
systems design flow and head requirements are mitigates (Level 1). This accounts for decay
attaiaed. All RCIC systems components are heat boil.off and primary system leakages.
capable of individual functional testings during
plant operation. This includes sensors, Following a reactor scram, steam generation
instrumentation, control logics, pump, valves, will continue at a reduced rate due to the core
and more. Should the need for RCIC operation fission product decay heat. At this time the
occur while the system is being tested, the RCIC turbine bypass system will divert the steam to
system and its components will automatically
re-aligned to provide cooling water into the
reactor. The above test requirements satisfy
GDC 37,

5.4.6.1 Design llasts

The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
system is a safety system which consists of a
turbine, pump, piping, valves, accessories, and
instrumentation designed to assure that suffi.
eient reactor water inventory is maintained in
the reactor vessel to permit adequate core cool.
ing to take place. This prevents reactor fuel

[] overheating during the following conditions:
v
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directly into the reactor pressure vessel to signal closes the RllR containment isolation
the drywell spray header degraded plant valves that art provided for the shutdown cooling
conditions when AC power is not available from suction. Subsection 5.2.5 provides an explanation
either onsite or offsite sources. The RilR of the leak detection system and the isolation
provides the piping and valves which connect the signals; see Subsection 5.2.5.2.1 (12) and Table
FPS piping with the RiiR loop C purap discharge 5.2 6.
piping. The manual valves in this line permit
adding water from the FPS to the RHR system if The RHR pumps are protected against damage
the RHR is not operable. The primary means for from a closed discharge valve by means of
supplying water through this connection is by use automatic minimum flow valves which open on low
of the diesel driven pump in the FPS. A backup mainline flow and close on high mainline flow.
to this pump is provided by a connection on the
outside of the reactor building which allows 5.4.7.1J Design Basis for Pressure Relief

.

hookup of the FPS to a fire truck pump. Capacity

The vessel injection mode is intended to The relief valves in the RHR system are sized
prevent core damage during sterion blackout after on the basis of thermal relief and valve bypass
RCIC has stopped operating, and to provide an leakage only,
in vessel core melt prevention mechanism during a
severe accident condition. If the AC-independent
water addition mode is not actuated in time to
prevent core damage, core melting and vessel
failure, then it covers the corium in the lower
drywell when initiated and adds water to
containment, thereby slowing the pressure rise.p)t

" The drywell spray mode prevents high gas
temperatures in the vpper drywell and adds
additional water to the containment, which

increases the containment thermal mass and slows
the pressurization rate. Additionally, the
drywell spray provides fission product scrubbing
to reduce fission product release in the event of
failure of the drywell h.:ad.

Operation of the AC-independent water addition
mode is entirely manual. All of the valves which
must be opened or closed during fire water
addition are located within the same ECCS valve
room. The connection to add v ater using a fire
truck pump is located outside the reactor
building at grade level.

5.4.7.1.2 Design Basis fcr Isolation of RilR
System from Reactor Coolant System

The low pressure portions of the RliR system
are isolated from full reactor pressure whenever
the primary system pressure is above the RHR,s

(V) system design pressure. (See Subsection
~

.4.7.1.3 for further details.) In addition,5

automatie Isolation occurs for reasons of
main:ainirig water inventory which are cruelated
to line pressure rating. A low water level

Amendment 17 5A 18.1
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Redundant interlocks present opening valves The design basis for the shutdown coolinF
to the low pressure suction piping when the mode of the RilR Svstem is that this mode is
reactor pressure is above the shutdown range, controlled by the cerator from the control

] These same interlocks initiate valve closure on room. The only operations performed outside of
increasing reactor pressure. the control room for a normal shutdown are

manual operation of local flushing water
Overpressure protection is achieved during admission valves, which are the means of

system operation when the system is not isolated providing clean water to the shutdown portions
from the reactor coolant pressure. The RilR of the RilR system,
system is operational and not isolated from the
reactor coolant rystem only when the reactor is Three separate shutdown cooling loops are) depressurized. Two modes of operation are provided; and although the three loops are

]
applicable; the flooder mode and the shutdown required for shutdown under normal
cooling mode. For the flooder mode, the circumstances, the reactor coolant can be
injection valve opens through interlocks only for brought to 1000C in less than 36 hours with "

reactor pressure less than approximately 500 only two loops in operation. The RHR system is
psig. For the shutdown cooling mode, the suction part of the ECCS and therefore is required to be
valves can be opened through interlocks only for designed with redundancy, piping protection,
reactor pressures less than approximately 135 power separation, etc., as required of such
psig. Once the system is operating in these systems. (See Section 6.3 for an uplanation of
lower pressure modes, events are not expected the design bases for ECCS Systems.)
that would cause the pressure to increase. If
for some unlikely event the pressure would Shutdown suction and discharge valves are
increase, the pressure interlocks that allowed required to be powered from both offsite and
the valves to initially open would cause the standby emergency power for purposes of
valves to close on increasing pressure. The RiiR isolation and shutdown following a loss of
system piping would then be protected from offsite power.
overpressure. The valves close at low pressure,
and the rate of pressure increase would be low. 5.4.7.1.6 Design Basis for Protection from
During the time period while the valves are Ph skal Damage3

closing at these low pressure conditions, the RilR
system design and margins that satisfy the The design basis for protection from
interfacing system LOCA provide ample physical damage, such as internally generated
overpressure protection, missiles, pipe break, seismic effects, and

fires, are discussed in Sections 3.5, 3,6, 3.7,
In addition, a high pressure check valve will and Subsection 9.5.1

close to prevent reverse flow if the pressure
should increase. Relief valves in the discharge 5.4.7.2 S stems Design3

piping are sized to account for leakage past the
check valve and are coded in accordance with the 5.4.7.2.1 S stem Diagrams3

ash 1E Boiler and Pressure Coded Vessel Code,
Section 111. All of the components of the RllR system are

shown in the P&lD (Figure 5.410). A
5.4.7.1.4 Design Basis With Respect to General description of the controls and instrumentation
Design Criterion 5 is presented in Subsection 7.3.1.1.1 cmcrgency

core cooling systems control and instrumen-
The RllR system for this unit does not share tation,

equipment or structures with any other uuclear
unit. Figure 5.4-11 is the RHR process diagram and

data. All of the sizing modes of the system are
5.4.7.1.5 Design Basis for Reliability and shown in the process data. The interlock block
Operability diagram (!BD) for the RIIR system is provided in

Section 7.3.

Amendment 20 5 4-19
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h 6.1 ENGINEERED SAFEW FEATURE
- MATERIALS all materials, except carbon and low alloy

steel, is negligible. Conservative corrosion-
. Materials used in the engineered safety allowances are provided for all exposed surfaces
feature (ESP) components have been evaluated to of carbon and low alloy steel. Special
ensure that materialinteractions do not occur allowances are made for the standby liquid
that can potentially~ impair operation of the control system which contains sodium pentaborate-

- ESF. Materials have been selected to withstand t.olution.
the environmental conditions encountered during
normal operation and any postulated accident. Demineralized water, with no additives, is
Their compatibility with. core and containment employed in BWR core cooling water and
spray solutions has been considered, and the containment sprays. (See Subsections 9.2.6 and
effects of radiolytic decomposition products have 9.2.9 for a description of the water quality
been evaluated. requirements.) Leaching of chlorides from

concrete and other substances is not
Coatings used on exterior surfaces within the significant. No detrimental effects occur on

primary _ containment are suitable for the any of the ESF construction materials from
environmental conditions expected. Only metallic allowable containment levels in the high purity
insulation is t. sed inside containment, except for water. Thus, the materials are compatible with
duct and antisweat insulation.- All nonmetallic the post LOCA environment.

- thermal insulation employed is required to have
|~ the_ proper ~ ratio of leachable sodium plus 6.1.1.1J Controls for Austenttic Stainless
|- silicate ions to leachable chloride plus fluoride Steel
'

-(Regulatory Guide 136), in order to minimize the -
possible contribution to stress corrosion 6.1.1.1J.1 Control of thc Use of Sensitized

.

cracking of austenitic stainless steel. Stainless Steel

6.1.1 Metallic Materfuls Controls to avoid severe sensitiration are
discussed in Subsection 5.2.3.4.1.1

6.1.1.1 Materials Selection and Fabrication
6.1.1.1J.2 Process Controls to Minimize

: _6.1.1.1.1 Material Specifications Exposure to Contaminants

TabicDS.2-4 list s th e principal Process controls for austenitic stainless
~

'
.

= pressure retaining materials and the appropriate steel are discussed in Subsection 5.2.3.4.1.2.-
i- materials' specifications for the reactor coolant-

pressure boundary (RCPB) components, Table 6.1 1 6.1.1.133 Use of Cold Worked Austenitic
p ' lists the principal pressure retaining materials Stainless Steel

and the appropriate material specifications of
'

'

the primary containment system, the emergency Austenitic stainless steel with a yield -
core cooling systems and their euxiliary systems- strength greater than 90,000 psi is not'used in

'

- and the standby liquid control system. - The ESF- ' essential coolant systems.
materials selected satisfy Appendix 1 to Section~-
111 of the ASME Code and Parts A, B, and C of 6.1.1.13.4 Thermal Insulation Requirements
Section 11 of the code.-

Nonmetallic thermal insulation materials
6.1.1.1.2 Compatibility of Construction used on ESF systems were selected, procured,-

' Materials with Core Cooling Water and tested and stored in accordance with Regulatory
Containment Sprays . Guide 1.36. Insulation is required to have the

_

proper ratio of teachable sodium plus silicate -

-All materials of construction used in ions to Icachable chloride plus fluoride ions as-

;

_

essential portions of these systems are resistant specified in Regulatory Guide 1.36._.

to corrosi:,n, both in the_ medium contained and
the external environment. General corrosion of

. Amendment 20 &l-1
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6.1.1.1.3.5 Asoldance of Ilot Cracking of the contaimnent has been kept to a minimum. The
Stalaless Steel major use of such coatings is on the carbon

.

steel containment linc t, internal steel

Process controls to avoid hot cracking are structures and equipment inside the drywell and
discussed in Subsection 5.2.3.4.2.1 wetwell.

6.1.1.2 Composition, Compatibility and The epoxy coatings are specified to meet the
Stability of Containment and Core Spray Coolants requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.54 and are

qualified using the standard ANSI tests,
Demineralized water from the condensate including ANSI N101.4. Ilowevei, because of the

storage tank or the suppression pool, with no impracticability of using these special coatings
additives is employed in the core cooling water on all equipment, certain exemptions are
and containments sprays. One exception is that allowed. The exemptions are restricted to
the sodium pentaborate liquid control solution if small size equipment where,in case of a LOCA,
used, enters through the core flooder system (see the paint debris is not a safety hazard.
Subse ctions 9.2.6 and 9.2.9). In addition, Exemptions include such items as electronic /
following an accident, the containment and electrical trim, covers, face plates and valve
drywell atmospheres are maintainea below 4% (by handles. Other than these minor exemptions, all
volume) hyd ogen in accordance with Regulatory coatings within the containment are qualified to
G uid e 1.7. Material compatibility is thus Regulatory Guide 1.54. See Subsection 6.1.3.1
demonstrated. for interface requirements.

The post-LOCA ESF coolant, which is Where decontamination or light reflection are
high purity water, comes from one of two not a consideration, carbon steel compor,ents are
sources. Water in the 304L stainless st:el-lined protected with an inorganic zinc primer only,
suppression pool is maintained at high purity with no organic top coat.
(low corrosion attack) by the suppression pool
cleanup (SPCU) system. See Subsection 9.5.9 for 6.1.2.2 Other Organic Materials
further details. Since the pH range (5.3 - 8.6)
is maintained, corrosive attack on the pool liner hiaterials used in or on the ESF equipment
(304L SS) will be insignificant over the life of have been reviewed and evaluated in respect to
the plant (see subsection 3.8.2.4.3). ESF radiolytic and pyrolytic decomposition and
coolant may also be obtained from the condensate attendant effects on safe operation of the
storage tank, if available (see Subsection system. For example fluorocarbon plastic
9.2.6). (Teflon) is not permitted in environments that

obtain temperatures greater than 3000F, or
Because of the methods described above radiation exposures above 10' rads. The 10

(coolant storage provisions, insulation materials reactor internal pump e tors each contain less
requirements, and the like), as well as the fact than 10 pounds of polyacrylic and polyethylene
that the containment has no significant stored motor winding insulation. This material has a
quantities of acidic or basic materials, the design life of 20 years in the environment of
post-LOCA aqueous phase pH .in all areas of less than 6x10' rads at 1400F maximum.
containment will have a flat time history. In
other words, the liquid coolant will remain at Other organic materials ic the containment
its design basis pH throughout the event. are qualified to environmental conditions in the

containment. See Subsection 6.1.3.1 for
6.1.2 Organic Materials interface requirements.

6.1.2.1 Protective Coatings 6.1.2.3 Safety Analysis

The use of organic protective coatings within For each application the materials have been
specified to withstand an appropriate radiation
dose for their design life, without suffering

6.1-2Amendment 14
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h operation within acceptable limits for equipment gases transported with the steam escape to and
d operation as described to detail in Subsection are contained in the free air solume of the

9.4.5,1. wetwell. There is sufficient water volume in
the suppression pool to provide a minimum of two

The drywell is protected against the dynamic feet of submergence over the top to the upper
effects of plant-generated missiles (see Section row of horizontal vents when water is remosed
3.5), and the jet forces and pipe whip associated from the pool during post LOCA drawdown by the
with postulated line breaks (see Section 3.6). ECCS. This drawdow floods the RPV to the steam
Protection is provided by the massive structure lines, floods the lower drywell to its drain to
of the drywell and by providing restraints that the DCV, and provides for water in transit from
prevents pipes from impacting on the drywell the break on its gravity drain back to the
walls. For additional information, see suppression pool.
S ub s e c tio n 3.8.3.1.

The wetwell chamber design pressure is 45
The drywell is provided with an equipment psig and design temperature is 2190F.

hatch for removal of equipment during maintenance
and an air lock for entry of personnel into the Performance of the pressure suppression pool
drywell. These access openings are scaled under concept in condensing steam under water (main
normal plant operation and are only opened when steam lines through the SRVs) has been
the plant is shut down for refucling and/or demonstrated by the horizontal vent system tests
maintenance. as described in Appendix 3B.

During normal operr' ion, a nitrogen make-up The SRVs discharge steam from the relief ,

subsystem automatically supplies nitrogen to the valves through their exhaust piping and
wetwell and the drywell to maintain a slightly quenchers into the suppression pool. Operation

g positive pressure to preclude air inleakage from of the SRVs is intermittent and closure of the
tj the reactor building. Before personnel can enter valves with subsequent condensation of steam ins

the drywell, it is necessary to deinert the the exhaust piping can prodace a partial vacuum,
drywell atmosphere. The ACS provides the purge thereby sucking suppression pool water into the
supply and exhaust systems for deinerting as exhaust pipes, Vacuum relief valves are
discussed in detail in Subsection 9.4.5.2. provided on the exhaust piping to control the

maximum SRV discharge bubble pressure resulting
6.2.1.1.2.2 Wetwell from high water levels in the SRV discharge

pipe.
,

| The suppression pool water is located inside
| the wetwell annular region between the Under normal plant operating conditions, the

|
cylindrical RPV pedestal wall and the outer wall maximum suppression pool water and wetwell

! of the wetwell. The horizontal vent system airspace temperature is 950F or less. Under
communicates the drywell to the suppression blowdown conditions following an isolation event'

( pool. The nominal submergence to the centerline or LOCA, the initial pool water temperature may
I of the top row of horizontal vents is 3.5M. The rise to a maximum of 1700F, The continued

vertical spacing between the centerlines of the release of decay heat after the initial blowdown
horizontal vents is 1.37M. The centerline of the may result in suppression pool temperatures as

i bottom horizontal vent is 0.76M above the bottom high as 2070F. The residual heat removal
! of the suppression pool. (RHR) system is available in the suppression

pool cooling mode to control the pool
In the event of a pipe break within the dry- temperature. Ileat is removed via the RiiR heat

well, the ;nereased pressure inside the drywell exchanger (s) to the reactor building cocting
forces a mixture of air, steam and water through water system (RCWS) and finally to the reactor

| the drywell connecting vents, DCVs, and hor- service water system (RSWS). The RilR system is
izontal vents into the suppression pool where the described in Subsection 5.4.7.
steam is rapidly condensed. The noncondensable(D)- 6.2.11.3 Design Esaluation

Amendment 20 6M
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6.2.1.13.1 Summary I: valuation 6.2.1.133.1 Feedwater IJne lireak

The key design parameter and the maximum Immediately following a double ended rupture
calculated accident parameters for the pressure in one of the two main feedwater lines just out-
suppression containment are shown in Table 6.21. side the vessel (Figure 6,21), the flow from

both sides of the break will be limited to the
The maximum drywell pressure would occur dur- maximum allowed by critical now considerations.

ing a feedwater line break. The maximum drywell The effective flow area on the RPV side is given
temperature condition would result from a main in Figure 6.2 2. During the inventory depletion
steam line break. All of the analyses assume period, subcooled blowdown occurs and the effee-
that the primary system and containment system tive flow area at saturated condition is much
are initially at the maximum normal operating less than the actual break area. The detailed
conditions, calculational method is provided in Reference

1. The RPV blowdown through the break is pre-
62.1.13.2 Containment Design Parameters vented by the check valves.

Table 6,2-2 provides a listing of the key The feuwater system side of the feedwater
design parameters of the primary containment line break (FWLB) was modeled by adding a time
system including the design characteristics of variant feedwater mass flow rate and enthalpy
the drywell, suppression pool and the pressure directly to the drywell airspace. The time
suppression vent system. histories of the mass flow and enthalpy were

determined from the operating characteristics of
Table 6.2 2a provides the performance para- a typical feedwater system.

meters of the related engineered saf-ty feature
systems which supplement the design conditions of The maximum possible feedwater flow rate was

2 Table 6.2 2 for containment cooling purposes dur- calculated to be 164% of nuclear boiler rated
3 ing post blowdown long term accident operation. (NBR), based on the response of the feedwater

Performance parameters given include those appli- pumps to an instantaneous loss of discharge p:
cable to full capacity operation and reduced ca- sure. Since the feedwater control system wist
pacities assumed for containment analyses, respond to decreasing RP*/ water level by demand-

ing increased feedwater flow, and there it no
62.1.133 Accident Response Analysis FWLB sensor in the design, this maximum feed-

water flow was conservatively assumed to contin.
The containment functional evaluation is ue for 120 seconds, as shown in Figure 6.2 3.

based upon the consideration of several postu- This is very conservative because: 1) all feed-
lated accident conditions which would result in water system flow is assumed to go directly to
the release of reactor coolant to the contain- the drywell,2) flashing in the broken feedwate.
ment. These accidents include: line was ignored,3) initial feedwater flow was

assumed to be 105% NDR, and -1) the feedwater
(1) an instantaneous guillotine rupture of a pump discharge flow will coastdown as the feed-

feedwater line; water syvem pumps trip due to low suction pres-
sure. During the insentory depletion period,

(2) an instantaneous guillotine rupture of a the flow rate is less than 164% because of the
main steam line; or highly subcooled blowdown. A feedwater line

length of 100 M was assumed on the feedwater
(3) small break accidents. system side.

The containment design prasure and tem. The enthalpy of the feedwater flow is 120% of
perature were established base ' on enveloping the I typical BWP/5 feedwater system inventory
results of this range of analyses plus pruviding enthalpy. The specific enthalpy time history,
NRC prescribed margins.

O
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rN Influent and effluent lines of this group are 6.2.4.4 Test and Inslationsj isolated by automatie or remote manual isolation
valves located as close as possible to the The containment isolation system is
containment boundary, scheduled to undergo periodic testing during

reactor operation. The functional capabilities
6.2.43.2.4 Evaluation Against Regulatory of power operated isolation valves are tested ,

Gulde l.ll remote manually from the control room. Ily
observing position indicators and changes in the

Instrument lines that connect to the RCPB and affected system operation, the closing ability
penetrated the containment have 1/4-inch orifices of a particular isolation valve is demonstrated.
and manual isolation valves, in compliance with
Regulatory Guide 1.11 requirements. Air-testable check valves are provided on

influent emergency core cooling lines of the
6.2.433 Eva%ation orSingle Failure IIFCF and RilR systems whose operability is relied

upon to perform a safety function.
A single failure can be defined as a failure

of a component (e.g., a pump, valve, or a utility > discussion of resting and inspection of
such as offsite power) to perform its intended isowion valves is provided in Subsection
safety functions as a part of a safety system. 6.2.1.6. Instruments are periodically tested
The purpose of the evaluation is to demonstrate and inspected. Test and/or calibration points
that the safety function of the system will be are supplied with each instrument. Leakage
completed even with that single failure. integrity tests shall be performed on the
Appendix A to 10CFR50 requires that electrical containment isolation valves with resilient
systems be designed specifically against a single material seals at least once every 3 months.
passive or active failure. Section 3.1 describes
the implementation of these standards as well as 6.2.5 Cornbustible Gas Controlin

[ ) General Design Criteria 17,21,35,38,41,44, Containment
v 54, 55 and 56.

The atmospheric control system (ACS T31) is [
Electrical as well as mechanical systems are provided to establish and maintain an inert

designed to meet the single-failure criterion, atmosphere within the primary containment during
regardless of whether the component is required all plant operating modes except during shutdown
to perform a safety action. Even though a com- for refueling or equipment maintenance and
ponent, such as an electrically operated valve, during limited periods of time to permit access
is not designed to receive a signal to change for inspection at low reactor power. The
state (open or closed) in a safety scheme, it is flammability control system (FCS T49) is
assumed as a single failure if the system compon- provided to control the potential buildup of
ent changes state er fails. Electrically-oper- oxygen from design-basis radiolysis of water,
ated valves include valves that are electric- The objective of these systems is to preclude
ally piloted but A operated, as well as valves combustion of hydrogen and damage to essential
that are directly operated by an electrical de- equipment and structures.
vice. In addition, all electrically-operated
valves that are automatically actuated can also 6.2.5.1 Design Bases
be manually actuated from the male control room.
Therefore, a single failure in any electrical Following are criteria that serve as the
system is analyzed, regardless of whether the bases for design: j

loss of a safety function is caused by a
component failing to perform a requisite (1) Since there is no design requirement for
mechanical motion or a component perferming an the ACS or FCS in the absence of a LOCA and
unnecessary mechanical motion. there is no design-basis accident in the

ABWR that results in core uncovery or fuel
D failures, the following requirements
h mechanistically assume that a LOCA

,
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producing the design basis hydrogen and backup purge function need not meet this
oxygen has occurred, criterion.

2
(2) The hydrogen generation from metal-water (10) Components of the AC system inside the h

reaction is defined in Regulatory Guide 1.7. reactor building are protected from $
postulated missiles and from pipe whip, as

(3) The hydrogen and oxygen generation from required to assure proper action as well as
radiolysis is defined in Regulatory Guide other dynamic effects such as tornado
1.7. missiles and flooding.

(4) The ACS establishes an inert atmosphere (11) The AC system isolation function has the f
throughout the primary containment following capability to withstand the dynamic effects $
an outage or other occasions when the associated with the safe shutdown
containment has been purged with air to an earthquake without loss of function,
oxygen concentration greater than 3.5
percent. (12) The system is designed so that all

components subjected to the primary
(5) The ACS maintains the primary containment containment atmosphere (i.e., inboard |

oxygen concentration below the maximum isolation valves) are capable of with-
permissible limit per Regulatory Guide 1.7 standing the temperature and pressure
during normal, abnormal, and accident transients resulting from a LOCA. These
conditions in order to assure an inert components will withstand the humidity and
atmosphere. radiation conditions in the wetwell or

drywell following a LOCA.
(6) The ACS also rnaintains a slightly positive

pressure in the primary containment during (13) The ACS is nonsafety class except as
normal, abnormal and accident conditions to necessary to assure primary containment
prevent air (oxygen) leakage into the integrity (penetrations, isolation
inerted volumes from the secondary valves). The ACS and FCS are designed and
containment, and provides non essential built to the requirements specified in
monitoring of the oxygen concentration in Section 3.2.
the primary containment to assure a
breathable mixture for safe personnel access
or an inert atmosphere, as required. g
Essential monitoring is provided by the (14) The ACS includes the valves and piping |
containment atmospheric monitoring system carrying nitrogen to the containment,
(CAMS) as described in Chapter 7. valves and piping from the containment to

the SGTS and HVAC (U41) exhaust line,
(7) The drywell and the suppression chamber will non-safety oxygen monitoring, and all

be mixed uniformly after the design basis related instruments and controls. The ACS
LOCA due to natural convection and molecular does not include any structures housing or
diffusion. Mixing will be further promoted supporting the aforementioned equipment or
by operation of the containment sprays. any ducting in the primary containment.

(8) The system is capable of controlling (15) The system is designed to facilitate
combustible gas concentrations in the periodic inspections and tests. The ACS
containment atmosphere for the design bases can be inspected or tested during normal
LOCA without relying on purging and without plant conditions.
releasing radioactive material to the
environment.

(9) The system is designed to maintain an inert
primary containment after the design-bases
LOCA assuming a single-active failure. The -
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,PI differentials and flow rates, are documented monitored. Low makeup vaporiter nitrogen outlet
V during the preoperational tests and are used as temperature alarms (only) in the main control

base points for measurements in subsequent room. Auxiliary steam feeding the main inerting
operational tests. vaporizer (s) is controlled to regulate the i

'

inerting vaporizer nitrogen outlet temper -
During plant operation, the ACS, its valves, ature. Low inerting vaporizer nitrogen outlet

instrumentation, wiring and other components temperature sounds a local alarm and low-low |

outside the containment can be inspected visually temperature isolates the main inerting line. It
at any time. Testing frequencies of the ACS com- is intended that the local panel be attended i

ponents are generally correlated with testing full-time during all main inerting operations,
frequencies of the associated controls and in- All locally-mounted instruments are easily read
strumentation. When a valve control is tested, from the local ACS panel. Keylocked switches in
the operability of that valve and its associated the main control room are provided to override
instrumentation are generally tested by the same the containment isolation signal to the valves
action. In addition, inservice inspection of ali providing nitrogen makeup to the drywell and
ASME, Section 111, Class 3 components is done in wetwell and the small 50 mm drywell vent line. |
accordance with Subsection 6.6.5. Position indication in the main control room is

provided for all remotely-operated valves.
Preoperational tests of the combustible gas

control system are conducted during the final Backup purge and the addition of makeup
stages of plant construction prior to initial nitrogen is initiated at the operator's
startup. discretion.

The overpressure protection concept was Design d e t a ils and logic of t he
designed to minimize any adverse impact on r.ormal instrumentation is discussed in Chapter 7.

/3 operation or maintenance, initially, several
V rupture disks from a batch of rupture disks could As discussed in Section 6.2.5.2, safety-grade

be tested to verify the opening characteristics oxygen monitoring is provided in the wetwell and
and setpoint. The disks would be replaced every drywell by the CAMS. This monitoring function
five years according to normal industry practice, is not used for normal operation. Separate
The installation of the disks would not impact oxygen monitoring is included in the ACS for use
containment leakage tests, since disk integrity is during non accident plant operation to determine
expected to be essentially perfect. when the primary containment is inert and

nitrogen purging may be terminated and when the
The overpressure protection valves would be primary containment is de-inerted a,d personnel

tested during preoperational testing and re-entry procedures may be initiated,
periodically during surveillance testing to verify
their normally open position and their ability to The ACS oxygen monitors for assuring safe
close using AC power and pneumatic air. personnel entry and an inert condition during

startup, normal, and abnormal operating
6.2.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements conditions have a range from 0 to 25 percent at

100 percent relative humidity. The maximum and
Separate inerting flow indication to both the minimum inlet temperature to the oxygen monitor

drywell and wetwell are provided. Drywell will be 10 and 65oC, respectively. Two sample
pressure and makeup flow are monitored and points are provided in both the drywell and
recorded in the main control room. Additional wetwell, high and low in their respective
drywell pressure instrumentation, with a lower compartments and in opposing quadrants. Each
setpoint, provided in addition to the redundant, airlock is also sampled.
safety-grade drywell pressure instrumentation of
the nuelcar boiler system. If drywell pressure The sample lines are sized and sloped to
exceeds a given setpoint, the makeup and inerting assure draining condensation to the containment.

(m) valves are closed. The temperature of the makeup
f

and inerting vaporizers nitrogen outlet are
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There are no loops in the sample lines whicia
could collect water and block flow. Tbc oxygen
monitors provide indication outside of the
primary containment where necessary (for
example, at and in each airlock) to assure safe
operator access into first the airlock and then
the containment.

The ACS oxygen enslyzing system is provided
to indicate the concentration of oxygen inside
the containment during reactor operation, and to
aid in maintaining the oxygen concentration
below a safety limit prescribed in the plant
technical specifications. The oxygen analyzing
system readings are not used as a basis for
determining when drywell entry criteria are not

9

O-
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(9) peak cladding temperature as a function of would involve either the welds or the casing.
time, if the weld from the pump casing to the PRV stub

tube breaks, the stretch tube will prevent the
A conservative assumption made in the analysis pump casing from moving. The stretch tube

is that all offsite AC power is lost simul- clamps tbc diffuser to the pump casing, where
taneously with the initiation of the LOCA. As a its out seats. The land is located below the
further conutvatism, all reactor internal pumps casing attachment weld and therefore the stretch
were assumed to trip at the start of LOCA event tube forms a redundant parallel strength path to
even though this in itself is considered to be an the pump casing rest aint which is designed to
accident (See Subsection 15.3.1). The resulting provide support in the event of weld failure.
rapia core flow coastdown produces a calculated in case the pump casing and the stretch tube
departure from nucleate boiling in the hot break, the pump and motor will mme downward
bundles within the first few seconds of the until stopped by the casing restraints. The
transient, pump is part of the stretch tube. In either

case the break flow would be much less than the
LOCA analyses using break areas less than the drainline break case. Therefore, the drainline

maximum values were also considered for the break analysis is also bounding for any credible
steamline, feedwater line, and RilR shutdown break within the reactor internal pump
suction line locations. The cases analyzed are recirculation system and its associated motor
indicated on the break spectrum plot (refer to housing and cover.
Figure 6.310). In general, the largest break at
each location is the worst in terms of minimum As expected, the core flooder line break is
transient water level in the downcomer. the worst break location in terms of minimum

transient water level in the downcomer. In
633.7.5 Intermediate Line Breaks inside elevation it is the lowest break on the vessel
Containment except for the drainline break. Furthermore, the]v worst break / failure combination leaves the

For this case the maximum R}iR/LPFL injection fewest number of ECC systems remaining and no
line break (0.221 ft2) was analyzed. Since the high pressure core flooder systems. LOCA
bottom head drain line ties into the RilR shutdown analyses using break areas less than the maximum
suction line, the total break flow for the values were also considered. The cases analyzed
maximum RilR shutdown suction line break includes are indicated on the break spectrum plot (refer
flow from the vessel through RiiR shutdown suction to Figure 6.310). From these results it is
vessel nozzle as well as through the bottom head clear that the overall most limiting break in
drain line. Important variables from this terms of minimum transient water level in the
analysis are shown in Figures 6.3 37 through downcomer, is the maximum core flooder line
6.3 43. break case.

633.7.6 Small Line Breaks Inside Containment 633.7.7 Line lireaks Outside Containment

For these cases the maximum high presure core This group of breaks is characterized by a
2flooder line break (0.099 ft ) and the maximum rapid isolation of the break. Since a maximum

2bottom head drain line break (0.0218 ft ), steam line break outside the containment pro-
based on a 2 inch penetration in the vessel duces more vessel inventory loss before isola-
bottom head were analyzed. Since the bottom head tion than other breaks in this category, the re-
drain line ties into the RIIR shutdown suction suits of this case are bounding for all breaks
line, the total break flow for the maximum bottom in this group. Important variables from these
head drain line break includes flow from the analyses are shown in Figure 6.3-60 through
vessel through the bottom head drain line 6.3-66.
penetration as wc!! as through the RilR shutdown
suction line. Important variables from these As discussed in Subsection 6.3.3.7.4, thep) analyses are shown in Figures 6.3-44 through trip of all reactor internal pumps at the start(~
6.3-59. A break in a reactor internal pump of the LOCA produces a calculated departure from
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| nucleate boiling for all LOCA events. Further-
more, the high void content in the bundles fol-
lowing a large steamlint .reak produces the
earliest times of loss of nucleate boiling for
any LOCA event. Thus, the summary of results la
Table 6.3 4 show that, though the PCTs for all -

break locations are similar, the steamline breaks
result in higher calculated PCTs and the outside
steamline break is the overall most limiting case
in terms of the highest calculated PCT. Results
of the analysis of this break will be provided
for each bundle design for information by the
utility referncing the ABWR design.

633.7.8 Ilounding Peak Cladding Temperature
-

Calculations

Cont,istent with the SAFER application
methodology in Reference 2, the Appendix K peak
cladding temperatures calculated in the previous -

sections must be compared to a statistically
calculated 95% probability value. Table 6.3 6
presents the significant plant variables which
were considered in the edetermination of the 95%
probability PCT or the sensitivity study. Again,
since the ABWR LOCA results have a large margin
to the acceptance criteria, a conservative PCT
calculation was performed which bounds the 95%
probability PCT. This bounding PCT was
calculated by varying all plant variables in the

_

O
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[') low water level and drywell high pressure plus
'w/ indication that at least one RilR or ilPCF pump is

operating. The llPCF, RCIC, and RilR automatically
return from system flow test modes to the
emergency core cooling mode of operation

| following receipt of an automatie initation
signal. The RilR LPFL mode injection into the
RPV begins wrien reactor pressure decreases to the
RilR's pump discharge shutoff pressure.

11PCF injection begins as soon as the llPCF pump
is up to speed and the injection valve is open,
since the 11PCF is capable of injection water into
the RPV over a pressure range from 1177 psid to
100 psid or pressure difference between the
vessel and drywell.

6.3,6 Interfaces

6.3.6.1 ECCS Performance Results

The exposure dependent MAPLilGR, peak cladding
temperature, and oxidation fraction for each fuel
bundle design based on the limiting break sire
will be provided by the utility to the USNRC for
information.73

L j
' ' '' 6.3.7 Reference

1. General Electric Contp<uny Analytical Afodel
for Loss of. Coolant Analysis in Accordance
with 10CFR30, Appendit K. (NEDE.20566-P-A),
September 19S6.

x
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( \ Table 6.31w.J

SIGNIFICANT INPUT YARIAllLES USED IN Tile
LOSS-OF COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS (Continued)

Variab'1 Multh Value

Initiating Signals
Low Water Lesel ft above TAF 016

and
High Drywell Pressure or psig p_2.0

liigh Dr>well Pressure Bypass see 1480
T;mer Timed Out

Delay Time from AllInitiating see 1 29
Signals Completed to the Time
Valves are Open.

C. FUEL PARAMETERS *

Driable Unit 3 Value

Fuel Type ---- Initial Core

O' Fuel Bundle Geometry - - - - 8x3

NJ
Lattice C---- -

Number of Fueled Rods per Bundle ------- 62

Peak Technical Specification kw/ft 13.4

Linear IIcat Generation Rate

initial Minimum Critical - - - - - - 1.13

Power Ratio

Design Axial Peaking 1.40-------

Factor

Tie system response analysis is based upon the core loading in Figure 4.31. The sensitivities*

demoastrated are valid for other core loadings.

-

%)
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Table 6.3 2 g
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

MAXIMUM CORE FLOODER LINE BREAK

Time
fird Events

0 Design basis LOCA assumed to start; normal auxiliary power assumed to be lost (1)

~5 Reactor low water level 3 is reached. Reactor cram occurs. (2)

~ 10 Drywell high pressure is reached. All diesel-generators, RCIC, HPCF, RHR/LPFL signaled

to start. (3)

~ 18 Reactor low water level 2 is reached. RCIC receives second signal to start.

~ 48 RCIC injection valve open and pump at design flow which completes RCIC startup.

- 65 Reactor low water level 1.5 is reached. All diesel g :<erators and HPCF receive second
signal to start. Main steam isolation valves signaled to close.

~ 78 Al! diesel-generators ready to load; RHR/LPFL and HPCF loading sequence beings.

~102 HPCF iajection vahes open and pumps at design flow, which completes HPCF startup

~118 Reactor low water level 1 is reached. RilR/LPFL receives second signal to start.
ADS delay timer initiated.

~ 148 ADS delay timer timed out. ADS valves actuated.

~344 Vessel pressure decreases below shut </' head of RHR/LPFL. RHR/LPFL injection valves
open and flow into vessel beings.

Core effectively reflooded assuming worst single failure; heatup terminated*

NOTES:

(1) For the purpose of all but the next to last entry on this table, all ECCS equipment is
assumed to function as designed. Performance analysis calculations consider the
effects of single equipment failures (Subsection 6333).

_(2) For the LOCA analysis, the water level is initiated at the scram water level.

(3) For the LOCA analysis, the ECCS initiation on high drywell pressure is not considered.

I See Figure 63-46

O
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n 6.5 FISSION PRODUCTS REMOVAL AND (4) Remain intact and functional in the event of() CONTROL SYSTEMS a safe shutdown carthquake (SSE).

6.5.1 EngineereJ Sarcty Features Filter (5) M e e t environm e ntal q ualification
Systerns requirements established for system

operation.
The filter systems required to perform

safety related functions following a design basis
accident are:

(1) Standby gas treatment rystem (T22-SGTS).

(2) Control room portion of the 11VAC system.
(U41 liVAC)

6.5.1.2 System Design
The control room portion of the liVAC system is

discussed in Section 6.4 and Subsection 9.4.1. 6.5.1.2.1. General

The SGTS is discussed in this Subsection (6.5.1).
The SGTS P&lD is provided as Figure 6.5-1,

6.5.1.1 Design llasts '

6.5.1.2.2 Camponent Description
6.5.1.1.1 Power Generation Design liasis.

Table 6.51 provides a summary of the major
The SGTS has the capability to filter the SGTS components. The SGTS consists of two

gaseous effluent from the primary containment or parallel and redundant trains of active
from the secondary containment when required to equipment which share a single filter train.

[] limit the discharge of radioactivity to the Suction is taken from above the refueling area
V environment to meet 10CFR100 requirements, or from the prirnary containment via the

atmospheric control system (T31-ACS). The
6.5.1.1.2 Safety Design Itasis discharge goes to the main plant stack.

The SGTS is designed to accomplish the The SGTS consists of the followir g principal
following: components:

(1) Maintain a negative pressure in the (1) Two independent dryer trains consisting of a
secondary containment, relative to the moisture separator and an electric process
outdoor atmosphere, to control the release heater.
of fission products to the environtnent.

(2) Two independent process fans located
upstream of the filter train.

(3) A filter train consisting of a prefilter, a
(2) Filter airborne radioactivity (halogen and high efficiency particulate air (liEPA)

air particulates) in the effluent to reduce filter, a charcoal adsorber, a second ilEPA
offsite doses to with;n the limits specified filter, and space heaters,
in 10CFR100.

6.5.1.23 SGTS Operation

6.5.1.23.1 Automatic
(3) Ensure that failure of any active component,

assuming loss of offsite power, cannot
signal or a low reactor water level signal, or |

Upon the receipt of a high drywell pressure
q impair the ability of the system to perform
() its safety function. when high radioactivity is detected in the

secondary containment or refueling floor
f Amendment 20 6.5- 1
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Ventilation exhaust, the SGTS is automatically efficiencies are outlined in Table 6.5-1. Dose
actuated if system operation is not confirmed, the analyses of events requiring SGTS operation,
redundant process fan and dryer train are described in Subsections 15.6.5 and 15.7.4,
automatically placed into service. In the event a indicate that offs.ite doses are within the limits
malfunction disables an operating process fan or established by 10 CFR 100,
dryer train, the standby process fan and dryer train
are manually initiated. (3) The SGTS is designated as an engineered

safety feature since it mitigates the
6.5.1.2.3.2 Manual consequences of a postulated accident by

controlling and reducing the release of j

The SGTS is on standby during normal plant radioactivity to the erwironment. The SGTS,
o;vration and may be manually initiated before or except for the deluge, is designed and built to
during primary containment purging (de-inerting) the requirements for Safety Class 3 equipment
when required to limit the discharge of contaminants as defined in Section 3.2, and 10 CFR 50,
to the environment, it may be manually initiated Appendix F. j

whenever its use may be needed to avoid exceeding |
radiation monitor setpohts. The SGTS has independent, redundant active !

components. Should any active component faii, |
6.5.1.233 Decay lleat Removal SGTS functions can be performed by the |

redundant component. The electrical devices
Cooling of the SGTS F1ters may be required to of independent components are powered from

prevent the gradual accumulation of decay heat in separate Class 1E electrical buses.
the charcoal. This heat is generated by the decay of
radioactiv: iodine adsorbed on the SGTS charcoal. (4) The SGTS is designed to Seismic Category 1
The charcoalis typically cooled by the air from the requirements as specified in Section 3.2. The
process fan. SGTS is housed in a Category I structure. All

surrounding equipment, components, anel
A water deluge capability is also provided, but supports are designed to appropriate safety
primarily for fire protection since redundant process class and seismic requirements.
fans are provided for air cooling. Since the deluge is
available, it may also be used to rernove decay heat (5) The SGTS design is based on the maximum
for sequences outside the normal design basis, pressure and differential pressure, maximum
Temperature instrumentation is provided for control integrated dose rate, maximum relative
of the SGTS process and space electric heaters. This humidity, and maximum temperature expected
strumentation may also be used by the operator to in secondary containment for the LOCA event.
[re-) establish a coo ing air flow post accident, if
required. 6.5.13.2 Sizing Basis

Water is supplied from the fire protection system Figure 6.5 2 provides an assessment of the
and is connected to the SGTS via a spool piece, secondary containment pressure after the

design-basis LOCA assuming an SGTS fan capacity
6.5.13 Design Evaluation c.f 4000 scfm (70 F,1 atmosphere) per fan and the

leakage rates shown in Table 6.5-2. Credit for
6.5.13.1 General secondary containment as a fission product control

system is only taken if the sccondary containment is
(1) A slight negative pressure is normally actually at a negative pressure by considering the

maintained in the secondary containment by potential effect of wind on the ambient pressure in
the reactor building HVAC system (Subsection the vicinity of the reactor building. For the ABWR
9.4.5). On SGTS initiation per Subsection dose analysis, direct transport of containment
6.5.1.2.3.1, the secondary containment is leakage to the erwironment was assumed for the first
automatically isolated from the HVAC system. 20 minutes after LOCA event initiation (in addition

to the leakage through the MSIVs to the main
(2) The SGTS filter particulate and charcoal turbine condenser). Each SGTS fan was sized to

Amendment 17 6.5-2
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(7 At locations where leakages are normally insulation removal for inspection is to allow
V expected and leakage collection sptems are located, sufGcient room for the ultrasonic transducer to scan

(e.g., valve stems and pump seals), the sisual, VT-2, the examination area. A distance of 2T plus 6
examination shall verify that the leakage collection inches, where T is the pipe thickness,is the minimum
system is operative. required on each side of the examination area. The

insulation design generally leaves 16 inches on each
Piping runs shall be clearly identined and laid side of the weld, which exceeds minimum

out such that insulation damage, leaks and structural requirements.
distress will be esident to a trained visual examiner.

6.63.2.4 Alternath. Examination Techniques
6.63.2.2 Surface Examination

As provided by ASME Section XI. IWA 2240,
Magnetic Particle and Liquid Penetrant alternative examination methods, a combination of

examination tech? ques shall be performed in methods, or newly developed techniques may be
accordance with ASME Section XI,IWA 2221 and sul stituted for the methods specified for a given item
IWA 2222, respectively. For direct examination in this section, provided that they are demonstrated
access for magnetic particle (MT) and penetrant to be equivalent or superior to the specified method.
(PT) examination, a clearance (of at least 24 inches This prosision allows for the use of newly developed
of clear space) is provided where feasible for the examina' ion methods, techniques, etc., which may
head and shoulders of a man within a working arm's result in improvements in examination reliability and
length (20 inches) of the surface to be examined. In reductions in personnel exposure.
addition, access shall be provided as necessary to
enable physical contact with the item es necessary to 6.63.2.5 Data Record!.ig

1

perform the examination. Remote MT and PT
generally are not appropriate as a standard Manual datr recording will be performed
examination process, however, borescopes and where manual ultrasonic examinations are
mirrors can be used at close range to improve the performed. If automated systems are used,

d angle of vision. As a minimum, insulation removal electronic data recording and comparison analysis
shall expose the area of each weld plus at least six are to be employed with automated ultrasonic
inches from the toe of the weld on each side, examination equipment. Signals from each
Insulation will gencially be removed 16 inches on ultrasonic transducer would be fed into a data
cach side of the weld. acquisition system in which the key parameters of

any reflectors will be recorded. The data to be
6.63.23 Volumetric Ultrasonic Direct Examination recorded for manual and automated methods are: w

Volume:ric ultrasonic direct examination shall (1) location;
be performed in accordance with ASME Section XI, (2) position;
IWA 2232. In order to perform the examination, (3) depth below the scanning surface;
visual access to place the head and shoulder within (4) length of the reacctor;
20 inches of the area of interest shall be provided (5) transducer data including angle and
where feasible. Nine inches between adjacent pipes frequency; and
is sufficient spacing if there is free access on each (6) calibration data.
side of the pipes. The transducer dimension has
been considered: a 11/2 inch diameter cylinder,3 The data so recorded shall be compared with
inches long placed with the access at a right angle to the results of subsequent examinations to determine
the surface to be examined. The ultrasonic the behavior of th: reflector.
examination instrument has been considered as a
rectangular box 12 x 12 x 20 inches located within 40 6.6.4 Inspection Inte Tals
feet from the transducer. Space for a second
examiner to monitor the instrument shall be 6.6.4.1 Class 2 Systems
provided if necessary.

p The inservice inspection intervals for Class 2

v systems will conform to inspection Program B as

Amendment U 6.6-3
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described in Section XI,IWC 2412. Except where Table IWD 2500-1, for categories D A, D B and
deferralis permitted by Table IWC 25001, the D C. The system insenice test shall include a VT 2

| percentages of examinations completed within each examination in accordance with IWA 5240, except h
period of the interval shall correspond to Table that, where portions of a system are subject to
IWC-24121. Items selected to be examined within system pressure tests associated with two different
the 10 year intervals are selected in accordance with functions, the VT 2 examination shall only be
the requirements of Table IWC 25001 from those performed during the test conducted at the higher of
19ted in Table 6.6-1. the test pressures. The system insenice test will be

conducted at approximately the maximum operating
6.6.42 Class 3 Systems pressure and temperature indicated in the applicable

process flow diagram for the system as indicated in
The inservice inspection intervals for Class 3 Table 1.7-1. The system hydrostatic test (Subsectior

systems will conform to inspection Program B as 5.2.4.6.2), when performed is acceptable in lieu of
described in Secuon XI,IWD-2412. Except where the system insenice test.
deferral is permitted by Table IWD 25001, the
percentages of examinations completed within each 6.6.6.2 System Functional Test
period of the interval shall correspond to Table
IWD-2412-1. Items selected to be examined within As required by Section XI, IWC 2500 for
the 10 year intervals are selected in accordance with ategory C li and by IWD 2500 for categories D-A,

- the requirements of Tab e IWD 2500-1 from those D-B and D C, a system functional test shall be
listed in Table 6.6-1. performed in accordance with IWC-5221 on Class 2

systems, and IWD 5221 on Class 3 systems, which
6.6.5 Evaluation of Examination Results are not required to operate during norma! operation

but for which a periodic system functional test is
Examination results will be evaluated in performed. The system functional test shallinclude

accordance with ASME Section XI, IWC-3000 for all Class 2 or 3 components rnd piping within the
Class 2 components, with rel. airs based on the pressure retaining boundary and shall be performed
requirements of IWA 4000 and IWC-4000. once during each inspection period as defined in
Examination results will be eealmted in accordance Tables IWC-24121 and IWD-2412-1 for Program B.
with ASME Section XI,IWD 3000 for Class 3 For the purposes of the system functional test of
components, with repairs based on the requirements Class 2 systems, the pressure retaining boundary is
of IWA-4000 and IWD 4000, defim 1 m Table IWC4.500-1, Category C II, Note 7.

For tne purposes of the system functional test for
6.6 6 System Pressure Tests Class 3 systems, the system boundary is defined in

Note 1 of Table IWD 2500-1, categories D A, D-B .

6.6,6.1 System Inservice Test and D-C. The system insenice test shallinclude a
VT-2 examination in accordance with IWA-5240,

As required by Seetion XI, IWC-2500 for except that,where portiens of a system are subj ct to
category C-H and by IWD 2500 for categories D A, symm pressure tests associated with tw difD rent
D B and D C, a system inservice test shall be functions, the VT 2 examination sha" any be
performed in accordance with IWC-5221 on Class 2 performed (u irg the test c,nducted at the higher of
systems, and IWD 5221 on Class 3 systems, which the test pressuar< Tne system functional test will be
are %aird 'o operate during normal operation. conducted rt . 9. nommal opera;ing pressure and
The systes bsJ c test shallinclude all Class 2 or 3 temperaturu indaated in the applicable piress flow
components and piping within the pressure retaining diagram for the functional test for each system as
boundary and shall be performed once during each indicated in Table 1.71. The system hydrostatie test
inspection period as defined in Tables IWC-2412-1 (Subsection 5.2.4.6.2), when performed is acceptable
and IWD-2412-1 for Program B. For the purpose. in lieu of the system insenice test.
of the system insenice test of Class !. systems, the
pressure retaining boundary is defmed in Table 6.6.6.3 Ilydrostatic Pressure Dts
IWC-25001, Category C-H, Note 7. For the
purposes of the system inservice test for Class 3 As required by Section XI, IWC 2500 for
systems, the system boundary is defined in Note 1 of Category B-P, the hydrostatic pressure test shall be

Amendment 20 6M
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(6) The s'sth test is an integrated self test Self diagnosis includes monitoring of
provision built into the microprocessors oserall program flow, reasonableness of
within the safety sy 'crn hyle and control process variables, RAhi and PROh! condition,
( S S I. C . . It consists of an on line, and veril cation of 2/4 coincidence logic
continucusly operating, self diagnostic and devis c interlock logic. Testing
monitoring network; and an off line includes cot'inuous error cherking of all
semi autentic (operator initiated, but transmitted anJ received data on the serial
automatic to completion), end to cnd data links of each SSI.C controller; for
suncillance program. Both on line and esample. error ch-cling by parity check,
off line functions operate independently checksum, or cyclic redundancy checking
within cach of the fout disisions. There (CRC) techniques,
are no rnulti divislocal interconne etions
associated with self testing. A fault is considered the discrepancy

between an expected output of a permissive
The primary purpose of the self test is to circuit and the esisting present state.
improve the availabilty of the SSLC by
optimiting the time to detect and determine Actuation of the trip function is not
the location of a failure in the functional performed during this test. The self test
system. It is not intended that self test faction is capable of detecting and logging
climinate the need for the other fise manual intermittent f ailures without stopping
tests. Ilowevtt, most faults are detected system operation. Normal surveillance by
more quickly than with manual testing alone, plant personnel will identify these

failures, via a diagnostic display, for
The self test function is classified as preventise maintemance.

| suicty related, its harJware and software

O are an integral part of the SSLC and, as Self-test f ailures (except intermittent
such, are qualified to Class 1E standards. failures) are annunciated to the operator at

the main control room console and logged by
The hierarchy of test capability is prosided the process computer. Paults are
to ensure madmum coverage of all EhiS/SSLC indentified to the replacement boatd or
functions, including logic functions and module level and positisely indicated at the
data communications links. Testing shall failed unit.
include:

The continuous surveillance tr.onitoring also
(a) On line Continuous ~iesting. includes power supply voltage levels,

card out of file inhrlocks, and battery
A self diagnostic program monitors each voltage levels on battery backed memory
signal processing module from input to car ds (if used). Out of tolerance
output. Testing is automatic and is conditions will result in an inopertive
peiformed periodically during normal (out of service) condition for that
operation. Tests will verify the basic particular system function.
Integrity of each card or module on the
morroprocessor bus. All operations are part Automatic system self testing occurs during
of normal data processing intervals and will a portion of every periodic transmission
not affect system response to incoming trip period of the data communication network,
or initiation signals. Automatic initiation Since exhaustise tests cannot be performed
signalt, from plant sensors will override an during any one transmission interval, the
automatic test sequence and perform the test software is written so that sufficient
required safety function. Process or logic overlap coverage is provided to prove system
signals are not changed as a result of performance during tests of portions of the
self test functions. circuitry, as albwed in IEEE 338.O

Amenjment 20 7.14
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The essential multipleting system (EhtS) is proceed automatically to conclusion af ter
included in the continuous, automatic init?ation by the operator, Surveillance
self test fu*:ction. Paults at the Hernote testing is performed in one disision at a
hiultiplexing Units (RhtUs) are alarmed in the time. The surveillance test frequency is
main control room. Since Ehts is dual in given in the AllWR Technical Specification
each division, self test supports automatic (Chapter 16).
reconfiguration or bypass of portions of Ehts
after a detected fault, ruch that the least The STC inject. test patter:.s through the
effect on system availability occurs. essential multiplexing system (Ehth)

communications links to the RhtUs. It then
; (b) Off line Semi automatic End to End tests the RhtUs ability to fortual and

| (sensor input to trip actuator) Testing transmit sensor data through and across the
EhtS/SSLC interface,in the prescribed time,

The more complete, manually initiated, to the load drivers. Under the proper
internal self test is available when a unit bypass conditions, or with the reactor shut
is off line for surveillance or maintenance down, the load drivers themselves may be
testing. This test exercises the trip actuated.
outputs of the SSLC logic processors. The
channel containing the processors will be All testing features adhere to the single
bypassed during testing. f ailure criterion, as follows: 1) No single

failure in the test circuitry shall incapacitate
A fault is considered the inability to open an SSLC safety function. 2) No $1ngle failure
or close any control sitcuit. in the test circuitry shall cause an inadvertent

scram, htSIV isolation, or actuation of any
Self test f ailures are displayed on a front r,afety systerns served by the SSLC.
panel readout device or other diagnostic

gunit.

To redute operator burden and decrease
outage time, a surveillance test controller
(STC) is provided as a dedicated instrument
in each division of SSLC. The STC performs
semi automatic (operator initiated) testing
9f SSLC fonctional logic, including trip,
initiation, and interlock logic. Test

coverage includes verification of correct
operation of the following capabilities, as
defined in each system IBD.

ii) Each 2/4 coincident logic fonction.

(ii) Serial and parallel I/0, including
manual control switches, limit

swhches, and other contact
closures.

F
(iii) The 1/N trip selection function.

(iv) Interlock logie fer each valve or
pu m p.

A separate test sequence for each safety
system is operator-selectable; testing will

A.mendment 14 7141
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conjunction with the pressure relicis tem is fission products from the fuel. The high radia-
adequate to preclude mer pressuriting the tion trip setting is selectcd high enough abuse
nucicar sptem, the turbine contral valve background radiation lesels to avoid spurious
fastalosure scram pro, ides additional margin to scrams yet low enough to promptly detect a grou
the nuclear sptem pressure limit. The turb : telease of fission products from the fuel. hiore
control vahe fastslosurc scram setting is selected information on the trip setting is available in Sec-
to proside timely indication of control valve fast tion 7.1
closur e.

(10) liigh Seismic Activity
(6) hiain Steamline Isolation

Since high Scismic activity is a source of potential
The main stearnline isolation valve closure can damage to the plant, a reactor trip is initiated
result in a r.ignificant addition of positive reactiv- upon indicatioa of such high seismic activity.
ity to the core as nuclear sptem pressure rises. There is one trip signal anociated with each of
The main steamline isolation $ctam f.etting is 5e- the four RPS instrument channels.
lected to give the earliest positive indication of
main steamline isolaticm without inducing spuri. 7.2.1.1.8 Containment Electrical Penetration
ous scrams. Anignment

(7) Low Charging pecuure to Itod hydraulic Control Electrical conta ament penettelions are assigned to
Unit Accumulators the protection systems on a four division basis

(Subsections 7.2.1.1.4.1 and 16).
The itC hydraulic spicm normally supplies
charging watcr at suf6cient preuure to charge all Each penetration is provided with a NEMA 4 en-

,

scram accumulators of the individual rod hydrau- closure box on each end providing continuation of the '

p bc comrol units (RilCUs) to prenure values that metal wire wap (Subsection 7.2.1.1.(6).
d will assuie adequate contiol rod sct"m insertion

rates during a full reactor trip or scram. A low 7.2.1.1.9 Cable Spreading Area Description
charging water pic6ure is indicathe of the po.
tentialinability to maintain the scram accumula. The cable spreading areas adjacent to the control
tots preuuriecd. A tractor trip is initiated after room are termed cable rooms and electrical equip-
a specined time delay, before the charging water ment rooms. A description of the separation criteria
p"aure drops to a salue that could eventually used in these rooms is in Section 8.1. Cable routing
result in slower than normal scram speed untrol through the cable rooms is shown on raceway plans by
rod insertion, reference in Section 6.7.

(H) Drywell liigh Pressurc 7.2.1.1.10 hiain Control Room Area

liigh preuure inside the drywell rnayindicate a Virtually all hardware within the RPS design scope
break in the reactar coolant pressure boundary, is located within the four separate and redundant
it is prudent to scram the reactor in such a situa- safety sptem logic and control (SSLC) cabinets in the
lion to minimize the possibility of fuel damage main control room except the instrumentation for
and to reduce energy transfer from the core to monitoring turbine stop valve closure and turbine
the coolant. The drywell high pressure scram control valve fast closure, and turbine first stage !.
setting is selected to be as low as possible without pressure. The panels are mounted on four separaic
inducing spurious scrams. control complex sptem steel floor sections which, in j

turn, are installed in the main control room. The '

(9) Main Steamline liigh Radiation major control switches are located on the principal
console.

liigh radiation in the vicinity of the main
steamlines may indicate a gross fuel failure in the

i
s corc. When high radiation is detected near the

steamlines, a scram is initiated to limit release of

I

|
An.codmcni $
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7.2.1.1.11 Control Room Cabinets and 'Ihttr
The cooling (ventilating) sptems important for

proper operation of RPS equipment are described in
Contents

Section 9.4.

The SSLC logic cabinets, which contain the RPS,
for Divisions 1,11,111, and IV include a vertical 7.2.1.2 Design llasts

board for each division. The vertical boards contain
digital and solid state discrete and integrated circuits Design bases information requested by lEEE 279 is

used to condition signals transferred to the SSLC discussed in the following paragraphs. These IEEE

ftom the essential multiplex system (EhtS). They aho 279 design bases aspects are considered separately

contain combinational and sequendal logic circuits for from those more broad and detailed design bases for

the initiation of safety actions and/or alarm this sptem cited in Subsection 7.1.2.2.

annunciation, isolators for electrical and phpical
separation of circuits used to trant,mit signals (1) Conditions
between redundant safety sptems or between safety
and nonsafety systems, and sptem support circuits Generating station conditiors requiring RPS pro.

such as power supplies, autornatic testing circuits, tective actions are defined in the Technical
etc. Load drivers with solid. state switching outputs Specifications, Chapter 16.

for actuation solenoids, motor control centers, or
switchgear may be located in the control room or (2) VariaHes
throughm.t the plant.

The generating station variables which are moni.

The principal console contains the reactor mode tored cover the protective action conditions that

switch, the RPS manual scram push button switches, are ide ntified in Subsection 7.2.1.2.1.

the RPS scram re,et switches and the bypass
switches for the low RCS accumulator charging (3) Sensors

pressure. A minimum number of LPRhis per APRh1 are

7.2.1.1.12 Test hiethods that Enhance itPS
required to provide adequate protective action.
This is the only variable that has spatial

Reliability
dependence (IEEE 279, Paragraph 3.3).

Surveillance testing is performed periodically on
the RPS during operation. This testing insludes (4) OperationalLimits
sensor calibration, response time testing, trip
channel actuation, and trip time measurement with Operationallimits for each safety related sari,

simulated inputs to individual trip modules and able trip setting are selected with sui (icient
sensors. The sensor channels can be checked during margin to avoid a spurious scram, it is then

operation by comparison of the associated control veril'ed by analpis that the release of radioactive

room displays on other channels of the same material following postulated gross failure of the

variable. Fault. detection diagnostic testing is not fuel or the reactor coolant pressure boundary is

being used to satisfy tech spec requirements for kept within acceptable bounds. Design basis
operationallimits in chapter 16 are based onsurveillance,
9perating experience and constrained by the

7.2.1.1.13 Interlock Circuits to inhibit safety design basis and the safety analyses.

Rod hiotion
(5) htargin Between Operational Limits

Interlocks between the RPS and RC&ls inhibit
rod withdrawal when the CRD charging pressure trip The margin between operationallimits and the

bypass switch is in the *BYPASV position. These in. limiting conditions of operation (scram) for the

terlocks assure that no rods can be withdrawn when reactor protection system are in Chapter 16,

conditions are such that the RPS cannot re-insert Technical Specifications. The margin includes
the maximum allowable accuracy error, sensor

rods if necessary,
response times, and sensor setpoint drift.

7.2.1.1.14 Support Cooling Sptem and llYAC
Sptems Descriptions

7.2 12
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r3 ways; they will tellese pressure by actua. drywell at 70% of design gage pressure
V tion with elecitical power or by mechanical following failure of the pneumatic supply to

actuation without power. The suppression the accumulator. Sensors provide inputs to
pool provides . heat sink for steam relieved local rnultiplexer units which perform SQnal
by these valves. ItelicI valve operation may conditioning and analog to digital
be contrJ..cd manually frorn the control room conversion. The formatted, digitized sensor
to hold the desired reactor pressure. Eight inputs are multiplexed with other sensor
of the eighteen SRVs are designated as auto- signals over an optical data link to the
matic depressurization system (ADS) valves logic procce,ing units in the main control
and are capable of operating from either ADS toom. All four transruitter signals are fed
logic or safety / relief logic signals. The into the two out of.four logic for each of
safety / relief logic is discussed in Para- two divisions either of which can actuate
graph (4). Automatic depressuritation by the ADS. Station batterles and SSI.C power
the ADS is provided to reduce the pressure supplies energire the electrical control
during a loss of. coolant accident in which cir cuit r y. The power supplie6 for the
the llPCF and/or itCIC are unable to restore redundant dhisionr. are separated to limit
vessel water level. This allows makeup of the effecta of electrical f ailures.
core cooling water by the low pressure Electrical elements in the control system
makeup system (RllR/LP flooding mode), energier to cause the relief valves to open.

(2) Supporting System (Power Supplies) (a) ADS Initiating Circuits

Supporting systerns for the ADS C&l include Two ADS subsystems for relief valve
the instrumentation, logic, control and actuation, ADS I and ADS 2 are provided
motive power sources. The instrumentation (see Figure 7.3 2). Sensers from all
and logic power is obtained from the SSLC four divisions and division I control

( Division I and 11,120 VAC buses F1 and 01. logic for low reactor water level and
\ The control power is from the Division I and high drywell pressure initiate ADS 1,

11,125 VDC battery buses F and G (see Fig- and sensors from all four divisions and
ute 8.31). The motive power for the elec. division 11 control logic initiate ADS
trically operated gas pilot solenoid valves 2. The division I logic is mounted in a
is from local accumulators supplied by the different cabinet than the division 11
high pressure nitrogen gas supply systems logic.
(Divisions I and 11) (see Chapter 6).

The reactor ve=Sel low water level
(3) Equipment Design initiation setting for the ADS is

selected to depressurire the reactor
The automatic depressurization splem (ADS) vessel in time to allow adequate cooling
consists of redundant trip channels arranged of the fuel by the RilR (LP flooding
in two separated logics that control two mode) system following a toss of. coolant
separate solenoid operated gas pilots on accident in which the llPCF and/or RCIC
cach ADS valve. Either pilot valve can f ail to perform their f unctions
operate its associated ADS valve. These adequately. Timely depressurization of
pilot valves control the pneumatic pressure the reactor vessel is provided if the
applied by accumulators and the high reactor water level drops below
pressure nitrogen gas supply system. The acceptable limits together with an
operator can also control the SRV's indication that high drywell pressure
m a n u ally. Separate accumulators are has occurred, which signifies there is a
included with the control equipment to store loss of coolant into the containment
pneumatic energy for relief valve operation. with insufficient high pressure makeup

to maintain reactor water level. For
( The ADS accumulators are sired to operate breaks outside the containment, timely

the safety relief valve two times with the depressurization of the reactor vessel

Amendment 20 7.3-3
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is provided if the reactor vessel water level 3
drops below acceptatile limits for a time period W
sufficient for the ADS high drywell pressure
by;; ass timer and the ADS timer tr time out.
Resetor isolation occurs on loss of coolant
outside the containment.

O
,

O
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( The llPCF and Illift.LPFL discharge (b) logic and Scquencing ;

pressure settings are used as a ''

permissive for depressuriration and are Two tarsmeters of initiation signals are
selected to assure hat at least one of used for the ADS: dr>well high pressure,

l
the three 111111 pumps, or one of the two and rector vessel low. low water level
IIPCF pumps, has received electrical (Lesel 1). Two out of four of each set
power, started, and is c apable of of signals rnust be present throughout !

delivering water into the vessel. The the timirg sequence to cause the safety /
pressure setting is high enough to relief valves to open. Each parameter
assure that the pump will dell er at or separately seals itrelf in and annunci.
near rated flow without being so high as ates following the two out of four logic
to f all to show that the purnp is confirmation. Low water level l is the
etually running, final sensor to initiate the ADS.

The level transmitters used to initiate A prnmissive signal of 111111 (LP flooder
one ADS logic ate separated itom those mode) or llPCF pump dkcharge pressure is
used to initiate the other ADS logic. also used. Discharge pressure on any
iteactor sessel low water level is de- one of the three 111111 purups or one of the
tected by eight transmitters that two llPCF purnps is sufficient to give the
measure differential pressure. Drywell pe missive signal which permits
high pressure is detected by four pres- automatic depressuritation when the Itllit
sure transmitters. All the vessel lesel or llPCF systems are ; : ruble.
and drywell high pressure transmitters
are located in the reactor building After receipt of the initiation signals
outside the drywell, The drywell high and after a delay provided by time delay

c pressure signals ate artanged to clernents, each of the two solenoid pilot
( * scal.in" the control circuitry. They gas valves is energired. This allows

must be manually reset to clear, pneumatic pressure from the accumulator
to act on the gas cylinder operator.

Time delay logic is used in each ADS The gas cylinder operator opens and
control division. The time delay holds the relief valve open. Lights in
setting before actuation of the ADS is the main control room indicate when the
long enough that the llPCF and/or itCIC solenoid operated pilot valves are
have time to restore water level, if energired to open a safety / relief
capable, vet not so long that the Rllit valve. Linear variable differential
(LPFL mode) is unable to adequately cool transformers (LVDT's) mounted on the
the fuelif the !!PCF fails to prevent valve operators verify each valve
low water level. An annunciator in the position to the performance monitoring
contrcl room is actuated when either of and control system (PMCS), and the
the timers is timing. Resetting the ADS annunciators.
initiating signals has no effect on the
timers if the initiating signals are The ADS Division I control logic
still present, actuates a solenoid pilot valve on cash

ADS valve. Similarly, the ADS Division
if the reactor level is restored 11 control logic actuates a second
sufficiently to reset the previous separate solenoid pilot valve on each
actuation setpoints before the timer ADS valve. Actuation of either

| times out, the timer automatically solenold pilot valve causes the ADS
resets and auto depressurization is valve to open to provide depressuri.
aborted. Should additional level dips ration.
occur across the setpoints, the timerg
resett, with each one. Manual reset ciroiits are provided for

Amendrnent 20 7M
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the ADS leitiation signal and Ihe Iwo (c) liypanes and interlocks
v parameter sensor Anput logic signals.

4n attempted reset has no effect if the
two out of four initiation signals are
still present from each parameter (high
drywell pressure and low low reactor
water levt!). Ilowever, a Leylocked
inhibit switch is provided for each
division which can be used to take one There is onc menual ADS inhibit switch
ADS division out of service for testing in the control room for each ADS logic
or maintenance during plant operation, and control division which will inhibil
This switch is ineffective once the ADS ADS initiation, if AD$ has not
timers have timed out and thus cannot be initiated. The primary purpose of the
used to abort and reclose the valves inhibit switch is to remove one of the
once they are signalled to open. The two ADS logic and control divisions from
inhibit mode is continuously annunciated service for testing and rnaintenance
in the snain control room, during plant operation, Automatic ADS

is interlocked with the llPCF and I(1111 by
hianual actuation pushbuttons are pro- means of pressure sensors located on the
vided to allow the operator to initiate discharge of these pumps, blanual ADS
ADS immediately (no time delay) if bypanes these interlocks and the timers
required. Such initiation is performed and immediately opens the ADS valves.
b) first rotating the collars surround. The rotating collar permissives and
lag the pushbuttons for each of two duality of button sets combined with
channels within one of the two disi. annunciators assure manualinitiation of
sions. An annunciator will sound to ADS to be a deliberate act.p

(] warn the operator that ADS is armed for
that dhision, if the two pushbuttons (d) Itedundancy and Diversity
are then depressed, the ADS valves will

.

open, provided the ECCS pump (s) running The ADS is initiated by high drywell
perrnissives are present. Though 6uch pressure and/or low reactor vessel wates |
manual action is immediate, the rotating level. The initiating circuits for each
collar permissives and duality of button of these parameters are redundant as
sets combined with annunciators assure described by the circuit description of
manual initiation of ADS to be a this section. Diversity is provided by
deliberate act. IIPCF.

A control switch is available in the (e) Actuated Desices
main control room for cach safety / relief
valve including the ones associated with Safety / relief vahes are actuated by any
the ADS. Each switch is anociated with one of four methods.
one of 'he four electrical divisions and
maintains electrical separation consis- (1) ADS Action
tent with the required operability
though its function is not required for Automatic action after high drywell
safety. The switches are three position pressure followed by 29 seconds at
Leylock type, OIT-AUTO OPEN, located low water level (1.1) or low water
on the main control board. The OPEN po- level (LI) for 8 minutes (ADS high
sition is for manual safety / relief valve drywell pressure bypass timer) and
operation. Manual opening of the relief 29 seconds (ADS timer), plus makeup
valves provides a controlled nuclear pumps running, resulting from the

f3 system cooldown under conditions where logie chains in either Division I or;

|_ d the normal heat sink is not available. Division 11 control logic actuating;
1

-
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(2) Manual relationship to each other. Indication
for each instrument channelis available j,

Manual action by the operater on displays associated with the SSLC.
(either by ADS system level The logic is tested continuously by
actuation, or by individual SRV automatic self test circuits. The STS, i
operating switches); the sixth test, discussed in RPS testa.

bility (7.1.2.1.6) is also applicable
(3) Pressure Relief Action here for ADS. The instrument channels

*re au'omatically verified every ten |
.

Pressure transmitter signals above inhes as explained in that section.
setpoints as a result of high Testing of ADS does not interfere with i

reactor pressure (see Paragraph automitic operation if required by an
(4)); or initiation signal. The pilot solenoid

valves can be tested when the reactor is
(4) Safety / Relief Action not pressurized.

Mechanical actuation as a result of (b) Environmental Considerations
high reactor pressure (higher than
presture in item 3). The signal cables, solenoid valves,

safety / relief valve operators and
(f) Separation accumulators, and RY low. water level

instrument lines are the only essential
Separation of the ADS is in accordance control and instrumentation equipment for
with criteria stated in Section 7.1. the ADS located inside the drywell.
ADS is Division I (ADS !) and Division These items will operate in the most
11 (ADS 2) system except that only one severe environment resulting from a
set of relief valves in supplied. Each design basis loss of. coolant accident
ADS relief valve can be actuated by any (Section 3.11). Gamma and neutron'

one of three solenoid pilot valves radiation is also considered in the
supplylr.g nitrogen gas to the relief selection of these items. Equipment
vahe gas piston operators. One of the located outside the drywell (viz., the RV
ADS solenoid pilot valves is ope,'ated by level and DW pressure transmitters and
Division i logic and the othu by multiplex interfaces) will also operate
Division 11 logic. The third solenoid in their normal and accident
pilot is used for nonsafety relief valve e n vir o n m e n t s,
operation. Control logic manual
controls and instrumenta' ion are mounted (i) Operational Considerations
so that Division I and Division 11
separation is maintained. Separation The instrumentation and controls of the
from Divisions ill and JY is likewise ADS are not required for normal plant
maintained, operations. When automatic depressurl.

ration is required, it will be initiated-

(g) Testability automatically by the circuits described
in this section. No operator action is p

ADS has two complete control logics, one required ior at Ieast 30 minutes R
in Division I and one in Division 11. following initiatien of the system. *

Each control logic has two circuits,
both of which must operate to initiate A temperature element is installed on the
ADS. One circuit contains time delay safety / relief valve discharge piping

i logic to give HPCF an opportunity to several feet from the valve body. The
i start. The ADS instrument channels ternperature element provides input to a
'

signals are verified by cross comparison multipoint recorder and interfaces with &
between the channels which bear a known the PMCS computer in the control room to W

Amendment 9 U4
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p 7.4 SYSTEMS ItEQUlitED Folt SAFE 7.4.1.2 Standby I.lquid Control spitm.
'

Q SilUTDOWN Instrume ntation and controls

7.4.1 Descripilon (1) runction

This section examines and discusses the in. The instrumentation and controls for the
strumentation and control e.pects of the fol. SLCS are designed to initiate and continue
lowing plant systems and functions designed to injection of a liquid neutron absorber into
assure safe and ordctly shutdown of the AllWR: the reactor when manually or automatically |

called upon to do so. This equipment also
I

(1) Alternate rod insertion function (ARI) provides the necessary controls to maintsin
this liquid chemical solution well above

(2) Standby liquid control system ($LCS) saturation temperature in readiness for
injection. The system P&lD is shown in

(3) Reactor shutdown cooling mode (RilR) Figure 9.31. The interlock block diagram
(IBD) is shown in rigure 7.41.

(4) Remote shutdown system (RSS)

(2) Classification
See Subsection 7.1.2.4 which addresses the de.

shut down the reactor to cold subcritical |
sign basis information required by Section 3 of The SLCS is a backup method to automatically
IEEE 279.

conditions by independent means other than
7.4.1.1 Alternate Rod insertion fundton. the normal method by the control rod
instrumentation and Controls system. Thus, the system is considered a

safe shutdown system. The standby liquid
The alternate rod insertion (ARl) function is control process equipment, instrumentation,

accomplished independently and diversely from the and controls essential for injection of the
reactor protection system (RPS). Independent neutron absorber solution into the reactor
sensors (i.e., ECCS sensors) provide reactor trip are designed to withstand Seismic Category I
signals, via the recirculation flow control carthquake loads. Any nondirect process
system (RFCS), both to ARI valves (part of the equipment, instrumentation, and controls of

0 control rod drive system) and to the rod control the system are not required to meet Seismic
N and information system (RC&lS). The ARI valves, Category I requirements; however, the local

(seperate from the scram valves), cause reactor and control room mounted equipment is
shut down by hydraulic scram of the control located in seismically qualified panels.
rods. The RC&lS, acting upon the same ARI
signals that are provided to ARI valves, cuases (3) Power Sources
reactor shut-down by electromechanical (i.e.,
through the usage of FMCRD motors) insertion of The power supply to one motor operated injec-
control rods, tion valve, storage tank discharge valve,

and injection pump is powered from Division
The RC&lS, including the active run in I,480VAC. The power supply to the other

function of the FMCRD motors and the ARI salves motor operated injection valve, storage tank
are not required for safety, nor are these outlet valve, and injection pump is powered
components qualified in accordance with safety from Division II,480VAC. The power supply
criteria. Iloweves, the FMCRD components to the tank heaters and heater controls is
associated with hydraulic scram at: qualified in onnectable to a standby AC power source.
accordance with safety criteria. The standby power source is Class IE from an

onsite source and is independent of the
The inherent diversity of ARI provides offsite power. The power supply to the main

mitigation of the consequences of ATWS control room benchboard indicator lights and

O (anticipated transient without scram) events, the level and pressure sensors is powered
U from a Class 1E instrument bus.

Amendment 20 7,41
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(4) Equipment

The SLCS is a special plant-capability event
system. No single active component failure
of any plant system or component would
necessitate the need for the operational

O

|

|

|-

|

|

|

O
Amendment 10 7.41.1
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(V)
function of the St.CS. It is included for a the pump to run. When the St CS is initiated
number of special consideration events: to inject the neutron absorber into the

reactor, the outboard isolation valve of the
(a) Plant capability to shut down the reactor water cleanup system is automatic.

reactor without control rods from normal ally closed from the Division I logic and
operation (Chapter 1$). the inboard valse from Disision 11 logic.

(b) Plant capability to shut down the (8) Redondancy and Diversity
reactor without control rods from a
transient incident (Chapter 15). Under special shutdown conditions, the SLCS

is functionally redundant to the control rod
Although this system has been designed to a drive system in achieving and maintain ing
high degree of reliability with many safety the reactor subcritical. Therefore, the
system features, it is not required to meet SLCS as a system by itself is not re quired
the safety design basis requirements of the to be redundant, although the active
safety related systems, components and control channels are redun-

dant for serviceability.
(5) Initiating Circuits

The SLCS provides a diverse means for shut.
The standby liquid control system is ting down the reactor using a !! quid neu. '

automatically initiated upon receiving an tron absorber in the event of a control rod
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) delve system failure.
si;;nal.

The method of identifying redundant power
The standby liquid control system is cables, signal cables, and cable trays and

3 initiated manually in the main control room the method of identifying non safety relat-
(V by turning a keylocking switch for system A ed cables as associaled circults are

or a different keylocking switch for system discussed in Subsection 8.3.1.3.
B to the RUN position.

(9) Actuated Devices
(6) logic and Sequencing

When the SLCS is automatically initiated to
When one division of SLCS is initiated, one inject a liquid neutron absorber into the
injection valve and one tank discharge valve reactor, the following desices are actuated:
start to open immediately. The pump that
has been selected for injection will not (a) the two injection valves are opened;
start until its associated tank discharge
valve is at the fully open position. In (b) the two storage tank discharge valves
order to provide maximum MOV availability are opened;
when the SLCS is in normal standby read-
iness, the overloads for the storage tank (c) the two injection pumps are started; and
outlet valves are bypassed by a contact from
a test switch in its NORMAL position. When (d) the reactor water cleanup isolation
the TEST position is selected, the overload valves are closed.
short is removed, thus allowing motor
protection during test operation of the When the SLCS is initiated to inject a
valves, liquid neutron absorber into the reactor,

the following devices are actuated:
(7) Dypasses and Interlocks

(a) one of the two injection valves is
. Pumps are interlocked so that either the openedt

'

storage tank discharge valve or the test
tank discharge valve must be fully open for

Amendment 20 742
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(b) one of the two storage tank discharge
valves is opened;

(c) one of the two injection pumps is
started; and

(d) one of the reactor water cler nup
isolation valves is closed.

Additionally, the pressure and tank level
sensing equipment indicates that the SLCS is
pumping liquid into the reactor.

(10) Separation

The SLCS is separated both physically and
electrically from the control rod drive
s ys t e rn. The SLCS electrical control
channels are separated in accordance with
the requirements of Subsection 8.3.1.4.

O

O
Amendmert 20 7.42.1
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(] (11) Testability (2) hiatus Lights

v
The SLCS is capable of being tested by rean. (i) Purnp or storage tank outlet
ual inillation of actuated devices during vahe overload trip or power
normal operation. In the test mods, demin. :oss;

etalired water is circulated in the SLCS
loops rather than sodium pentaborate. Dur. (ii) Position of injection line
ing reactor shutdown, demineralired water manual senice valve'
may be injected into the reactor vessel for |
the injection test mode. (iii) Position of $torap tank )outlet vahc and in lest

(12) EnvironmentalConsiderations status;

The environmental contiderations for the in. (iv) Position of test tank
strument and control portions of the SLCS discharge manual senice
are the same as for the active mechanical vahe;
components of the system (Section 3.11).
The instrument and control portions of the (5) SLCS manually out of senice;
SLCS are seismically qualified not to fall
during, and to remain functional following, (vi) Pump auto trip,
a safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) (see
Section 3.10 for seismic qualification (3) Annunciators
aspects).

The St CS annunciators indicate:
(13) OpcrationalConsiderations

p (ij Manual or automatic out-

sj The control scheme for the SLCS can be found of.senice condition of SLCS
" in the Interlock block diarram (Figure A and/or il duc to:

7.41). The SLCS is automatically initiated
upon receiving an ATWS signal or can bc . operation of manual out of.
manually initiated in the control room by service switch;
inserting the key in the A or B keylocking
switch and turning it to the ' pump run" storage tank o at valve
position. It will take bet ween 50 and 150 in test status; or

minutes to complete the injection and for
the storage tank level sensors to indicate overload trip or power loss
that the storage te.nk is dry. When the in pump or storage tank out-
injection is completed, the systern let valve can' ..h,
automatically shutdown on low tank level or
may be manually turned off by turning the (ii) Standby liquid storage tank
keylocking switch counterclockwise to the high or low lemperature;
STOP position.

(iii) Standby liquid tank high or
(14) Reactor Operator Information low level;

(a) The following items are located in the (iv) Standby liquid pump A (II)
control room fot operation information: auto trip.

1

(1) AnalogIndication (b) The following items are located locally
at the equipment for operator utili-

(i) Storage tank level and temper. ration:
,

(V')
sture;t

|
'

(ii) Syem pressures;

Amendment 20 744
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(1) Analogindication The initial phase of the shutdov'n cooling
mode is accomplished following insertion of

(i) Storage tank levcl; the control rods and steam blowdown to the
main condenser which serves as the heat <

(ii) System pressures; sink.

(iii) Storage tank temperature. Reactor shutdown cooling has three inde-
pendent loops. Each loop consists of purnp,

(2) Indicating lamps valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation
designed to provide decay heat removal cap-

(1) Pump status; ability for the core. This mode specifi-
cally accomplishes the following:

(ii) Storage tank operating heater
status; (a) Reactor Shutdown removes enough resi-

dual heat (decay and sensible) from the
(iii) Storage lank mixing heater reactor vessel water to cool it to

status. 125"F within 20 hours af ter the
control rods are inserted, then main-

(15) Setpoints tains or reduces this temperature so
that the reactor can be refueled and

The SLCS has setpoints for the various serviced. This mode is manually acti-
instruments as follows: vated with the reactor pressure below

135 psig, with all three shutdown
(a) The high and law $1andby liquid cooling loops available.

tcmperature switch is set to activate
the annunciator at temperatures outside (b) Safe Shutdown (Emergency Shutdown) -
the range allowed for correct chemical brings the reactor to a cold shutdown
balance of the baron concentration, cor.dition (< 212'F) within 36 hours

after control rod insertion. This mode
(b) The high and low standby liquid storage is manually activated with the reactor

tank lesel switch is set to activate the pressure below 135 psig, with two out-
annunciator when tbc level is outside of three shutdown cooling loops avail-
its allowable limits, able.

(c) The thermostatic controller and opernt- The RiiRS mode can accomplish its design ob-
ing heater assure the temperature of the jective by a preferred means by directly
liquid is maintained within the range extracting reactor vessel water from the
allowed for correci chemical balance of vessel shutdown nozzle and routing it to a
the boron concentration, heat exchanger and back to the ver.sel.

Cooling water is returned to the vessel via
The technical specifications for the SLCS the feedwater sine (Loop A) and via the core
are in Chapter 16, cooling injection nozzles (Loops B and C).

7.4.1.3 Itractor Shutdown Cooling Mode - (2) Classification
Instrumentation and Controls

Electrical components for the reactor
(1) Function shutdown cooling mode of the residual heat

removal system are safety related and are
The shutdown cooling mode of the RliR system classified as Class 1E.
is used during the normal or emergency
reactor shutdown and cooldown. The RilR (3) Power Sources
system F&lD is Figurc 5.410 and the RIIR
system IBD is Figure 7.3-4 This system utilizes normal plant power

Amendment 2 7.44
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leaving the main control room. if this was pretsion pool by relieving steam pressute
not possible, the capability of opening the through the automatic activation of relief
RPS logic input power breakers from outside valves. Reactor water inventory will be
the main :ontrol room can be used as a maintained by the llPCF system. During this
backup means to achieve initial reactor phase of shutdown, the suppression pool will
reactivity shutdown. be cooled by operating the residual heat

removal (RilR) system in the suppression pool
(7) The main turbine pressure regulators may be cooling mode.

controlling reactor pressure via the bypass
valves, lloweser, in the interest of demon. (4) Manual operation of the relief valves will
strating that the plant can accommodate even cool the reactor and reduce its pressure at
loss of the turbine controls, it is assumed a controlled rate until reactor pressure
that this turbine generator control panel becomes so low that ilPCF system orcration is
function .is also lost. Therefore, main discontinued.
Steamline isolation is assumed to occur at a
specified low turbine inlet pressure and (5) The RllR system will then be operated in the
reactor pressure is relieved through the shutdown cooling mode using the RilR system
relief valves to the suppression pool, heat exchanger in the reactor water circuit

to bring the reactor to the cold low
(8) The reactor feedwater system which is nor- pressure condition.

mally available is also assumed to be in-
operable. Reactor water is made up by the 7.4.1.4.4 Hemote Shutdown Capability Controls
llPCF system. and instrumentation . Equipment, Pancis, and

Displap
(9) It shall be assumed that the event causing

the evacuation will not cause any failure of (1) Main Controi Room Remote Shutdowu Capabi-
the DC or AC control powc supplies to the lity interconnection Design Considerations

'

remote shutdown panels or any failure of the
DC or AC power feeds to the equipment whose Some of the existing systems used for nor-
functions are being controlled from the mal reactor shutdown operations are also
remote shutdown panels. utilired in the remote shutdown capability

to shut down the reactor fro., outside the

The above initial conditicia and associated main control room. The functions needed for
auumptions are very severe and conservatively remote shutdown control are provided with
bound any similar postulated situation, manual transfer devices which override

controls from the main control room and
7.4.1.4.3 Remote Shutdown Capability transfer the controls to the remote shut-
Description down control. Control and process sensor

signals are interrupted by the transfer
(1) The capability described provides .amote devices at the hardwired, analog loop.

control for reactor systems needed to carry Sensor signals which interface with the
out the shotdown function from outside the remote hutdown system are routed from the
main control room and bring the reactor to sensor, through the transfer devices on the
cold condition in an orderly fashion, remote shutdown panels, and ther. to the

multiplexing system remote multiplexing
(2) It provides a variation to the normal system units (RMUs) for transmirs;on to the main

used in the main control room permitting the control room. Similary, control signals
shutdown of the reactor when feedwater is from the main control room are routed from
unavailable and the normal heat sinks (tur- the RMUs, through the remote shutdown
bine and condenser) are lost. transfer devices, and then to the

N interfacing sptem equipment. Actuation of
Q (3) Reactor pressure will be controlled and core the transfer devices interrupts the

decay and sensible heat rejected to the sup- connection to the RMUs and transfers control

Amendment 2n 144
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gto the remote shutdown system. All
necessary power supply circuits are also
transferred to other sources. Rernote
shutdown control is not possible without
actuation of the transfer devices.
Operation of the transfer devices causes an
alarm in the main control room. The remote

.

shutdown coatrol pancis are located outside
the snain control room. Access to this point
il administratively and proicdurally
controlled.

Instrutnentation and control $ located on the
remote shutdown control panels are shown in
instrument and electrical diagram Figure
7.4 2.

O

t

.

O

Amen 3 ment 20 7A.7.1
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O (2) liigh Pressure Core Flooder (llPCF) (vi) valve (suppiession pool injec-
tion) A, !!

(a) The following llPCF system loop D equip-
ment functions have transfer and control (vii) valve (shutdown cooling sretion
switches located on the Division 11 re. inboard isolation) A, il
rnote shutdown control panel:

(viii) vahe (shutdown cooling suction
(i) valve (pump suction from conden. outboard isolation) A,11

sale storage)
(in) valve (shutdown cooli'.g r.uction)

(ii) valve (11PCF injection / shutoff) A,11

(iii) valve (minimum flow to suppression (x) vahc (minimum flow) A, U
pool)

(ti) valve (liquid waste flush isola-
,! (i) valve (test line isolation) tion) A,11

(v) vahe (pump suction from suppics- (xii) valve (drywell spray) ll
sion pool)

(xiii) valve (wetwcil r,pr ay) II
(si) IIPCF Pump (11) stari/stop

(xiv) valve (fuel pool cooling isola-
(See llPCF P&lD in Section 6.3.) tion) 11

(b) The following IIPCF System instrumen. (xv) salve (fuel pool cooling isola.

O lation is provided on the Division 11 tion) 11
remote shutdown control pancl:

(b) The following RilR instrumentation is
(i) IIPCF flow indication located on both remote shutdown control

panels as indicated:

(ii) Indicating lights for all valve
(with RSS interface) positions and (i) RilR flow indicator and trans-
for the llPCI pump 11 stop/run mitter (A,II)

-(3) Residual lleat hemoval (RilR) System (ii) RilR heat exchanger inlet tem-
perature indication (A,II)

(a) The following RllR system equipment func-
tions have transfer and control switches (iii) RilR heat exchanger inlet valve
located on one or both remote shutdown position (A,II)
panels as indicated:

(iv) RllR heat exchanger bypass valve
(i) Residual heat removal pump A,11 position (A,D)

(ii) valve (suppression pool suction) (4) Nuclear Boiler Systern
A, D

(a) The following functions have transfer
(iii) valve (heat exchanger bypass) A,Il and control switches located at the Di-

vision I remote shutdown control parel:
(iv) valve (shutdown cooling injection)

A, il Three alt operated relief valves, (The
vasves are 125 volt DC solenoid pilot

O (v) valve (heat exchanger inlet) A,11 operated.)

.

Arnendment 2 7A4
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(j two channel operability. The operator has scram time performance based on tie scram
'

the capability to invoke bypass conditions timing data received from the RC&lS.
within the following system or subsystems:

(12) ATLh! Algorithm Description
(a) Synchro A or B position bypass
(b) Rod server module channel A or B bypass The ATLhl is a mieropt oeesser based
(c) Uncoupled condition bypass subsystem of RC&lS that executes two
(d) File control module channel A or B different algorithms for enforcing fuel

bypass operating thermal limits. One algorithm
(c) ARDN! channel A or B bypass enforces operating limit minimum critical
(f) h1RBh1 channel A or B bypass power satio (Oth1CPR), and the other the
(g) RPC channel A or B bypass operating limit minimum linear heat
(h) RACS channel A or B bypass gen: ration rate (OLhfLHGR). For OLhiCPR
(i) DAhi channel A or B bypass algorithm, the core is divided into 48

regions; each region consisting of 16 fuel
(11) Scram Time Test D,.ta Recording bundles. For Oth1LilGR algorithm, each

region is further vertically divided up
The logic of the RC&lS provides the capabi- into four segments. During a calculation
lity to automatically record individual fine cycle of ATL (about 100 milliseconds), rod
motion control rod drive (Fh1CRD) scram block setpoints (RBS) are calculated for
timing data based upon scram timing reed OLhfCP monitoring (48 values) and for

Oth1LilGR moni oring (48 x 4 values). Thenswitches. When a particular Fh1CRD scraru t

timing switch is activated, the time of the calculated setpoints are compared with
actuation is recorded by DAhls for time the real time averaged LPRh1 readings for
tagging of stored scram time test data for each region / segment. The ATLh1 issuet a

V) that particular fine motion control rod trip signal if any regionally averaged LPRht(
drive, The time tagged data is stored in reading exceeds the calculated. RBS. This
memory until the next actuation of that trip signal causes a rod block withiu RC&lS
particular reed switch is detected acain. and also a flow change block in the

recirculation flow control system (RFCS).
The RC&lS also time tags the receipt of a
reactor scram condition being activated Provided below is a summary description of
based upon the scram following function OLh!CPR and OLh!LHGR RBS calculation

_

input signa!s from the reactor protection methodology,
system which is received via the essential
multiplexing system. (a) OLhiCPR RBS Calculation hiethodolocv,

,

The 16 fuel bundles of each region are
The resolution of this time tagging feature surrounded by four LPRhi strings. There
is less than 10 milliseconds. Contact are four LPRhts in each string. For
bounce of the reed swNh inputs and the DAh! regional OLh!CPR monitoring, the sum of
inputs are properly maskc * , support this the average of each level of B, C, and
function. The reference re time clock for D of the four LPRh1 strings is used.
time tagging is the real time clock of the The formula for calculating the OLh1CPR
".C&lS. RBS is:

* RhtCPR1When RC&lS detects a reactor scram LPRht; * Ao
condition, the current position of all RBSo= (1)
control rods in the core are recorded, time OLh1CPR
tagged, and stored in memory. RC&lS logic
stores this data in memory until a request where:

| (m is received from the performance monitoring
| h and control system. The transmitted data is RBS : Operating limit rodo

used by the PMCS to calcula" and summarire block seipoint.

Arnendment 20 7.7-17
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feet above and below the
LPRht; Initial sum of average LPRh1 (3 feet total),

of four LPRhis of B, C,
and D IeyeIs that B(X) : hiargin factor for hiAFLH
surround each region. GR operating limit rod

block for X level
A : hlargin factor for opera- LPRhis. A known functiono

ting limit rod block; a of power and rod
known function of rod position,
pull distance,

hi : Off rated power factorp
Rh!CPR; : Regional initial htCPR, to consider overpower

i.e., the minimum CPR of condition during worst
the 16 bundles in the transient at off rated
region spanned by the condition. A known
four LPRhi strings, function of power.
Known input from predic-
tor (process computer), hiAPRAT;(X): Regional initial maxi-

mum hiAPRAT forlevel X,
OLhtCPR : Operating limit hiCPR in i.e.,themaximumhiAPRAT

the current cycle; e of the 16 bundles within
known function of power. the 3 feet section

covered by the X level
Formula (1) is applicable to cases where LPRhis. A known input
there is no core flow change and when from 3D monitor.
only one control rod is moved. Adjust-
ments are made to the calculated RBS la formt.las (1) and (2) above, " initial"o
to account for changes in core flow and refers to values that are downloaded from
adjacent control rods movements. the '3D Predictor hionitor" subsystem of the

plant performance monitoring & control
(b) OLM ,HGR RBS Calcubtion hiethodoloev, system (Ph1CS). A download is requested by

- The formula for calculat4 the OLhiLHGR ATLht whenever changes in reactor power
RBS is: and/or core flow exceed a preset limit. A

download can also be manually requested by
! LPRhij(X) * B *bI the operator,m p

hfAPRAT (X) 7.7.1.2.2 Other Systems Interfaces

where: (1) Alternate Rod Insertion (NiWS) (Anticipated
Transient Without Scram)

RBS (X) Calculated operatingm
[ limit maximum average - The RC&lS logic, during an anticipated
'

planar linear heet transient without scram (on receipt of
generation rate (OthiAPL signals as a result of high reactor dome
HGR) RBS at LPRhi level pressure or low reactor water level)
X. initiates ARI signals which controls the

fine motion control rod drive motors such,

'

LPRhi (X) : Initial average of the that all control rods are driven to their
four LPRhis (level X) at full in position automatically. The four
the four corners of each divisions of the nuclear boiler system
16 bundle fuel region. provide each of the two channels of the

j The region monitored by - RC&lS logic with the reactor high dome
| the level LPRhi is the pressure and reactor low water level
| region covered up to 1.5

| Amendment 20 7,7-17.1
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El signals for generation of the ARI signal
based on two out of four logic.

The operator at the RC&lS dedicated display
can take action and initiate tbc ARI func-
tion. Two manual actions are required to
manually initiate ARI. The RC&lS logic has
been designed to complete the ARI functions
in the worst case non accident environment,
completely independent of reactor pressure
transient conditions. This capability is
accomplished with control logic for inser-
tion of all control rods by an alternate and
diverse method, based on receiving reactor
high dome pressure and low water level (Lc-
vel 2) signals for generating its ov,n ATWS
(anticipated transient without scram) sig-
.nal. The logic of the RC&lS has been de-
signed such that no single failure results
in failure to insert more than one operable
control rod when the ARI function is
activated.

; (2) - Recirculation Flow Control System
fs

! ( ) The recirculation flow control system (RFCS)
I' ~

provides each of the two channels of the
RC&lS with two separate isolated trip
signals' indicating the need for automatic
selected control roi! run-in (SCRRI). Then

$ signals are treated as nonsafety-related
signals within the logic of the RC&lS.

The RFCS provides signals to both channels

i

~

l-

Amendment 20 7.7-17.2
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of the RC&lS that represent validated total The preselected control rods for an SCRRI
core flow. These signals are used for part function are tehted at the RC&lS dedicated
of the validity checks when performing an operators control panel and the CRT displays
ARBM operating limit setpoint update. The of the performance monitor control system in
RC&lS can obtain these sipals frc.m the RFCS the main control room, The presclected
via the multiplexing system of direct communi- SCRRI rod data is stored in sc.emory in the
cation links to the RC&lS channels. These rod action and position infonnation subsys-
signals are also completely independent from tem of the RC&lS. The total courol rod
the process computer system. worth for the preselected control rods is

designed to bring down the reactor power le-
The RFCS receives reference power level sig- vel from the 100% rod line to the 80% line,
nals from the neutron monitoring system and n
compares the reference power level signals The RCalS dedicsted operators control panel !
with the nominal pont level setpoint. also provides control switches that requires

two ruanual(*perator actions for the operator
Selected control rod run in (SCRRi) is auto- to manually initiate the SCRRI function.
matically initiated when a trip of two or
more reactor internal pumps (RIPS) occur. For the manual or the automatic initiation
This function is part of the stability of tbe SCRR1 function the RC&lS dedicated op- '

contr.ol and protection logic, erators panel provides status indications
ar.d alarm annunciators in the control room.

When two or more RIPS are tripped, the trip
signal is 'ANDED* with the power level 'AND* The RCalS provides the capability for mesual
flow C : asis and RFCS automatically or automatic initiation of the SCRRI
sends a ree, .est for control rod blocks to the function and the total delay time to start
RC&lS. Men the power level signal with two of control rod motion for the preselected
or more R19s tripped is 'ANDED* with the flw control rods is less than 350 milliseconds.

m rate the RFCS automatically sends four sg-
I nals to the RC&IS to isince the SCRRI func. (3) Feedwater ControlSystem

tion.
The feedwater control system provides

The SCRRI function is bypassed wh n power signals to both channels of the logic of the
level is below the specified setpoint, er RC&lS that represents valic. ted total-

when the core flow is above the specif6d feedwater flow to the vessel, validated
=ctpoint, narrow range vessel dome pressure, and

validated feedwater temperature. These
The SCRRI function if designed as a non- signals are used as part of the validity
safety related system. The function is de- checks when performing an ARBM operating
signed to meet the reliability requirement limit setpoint update.
that no single fr.ilure shall cause a loss of
the function. The RC&lS can obtain these signals from the

feedwater control system via the multiplex-
The RFCS automatic initiation signal for the ing system of direct communication links to
SCRRI function is sent as two independent the RC&lS channels. These signals are also
sets of signals, one set to each channel of completely independent from the process com-
the RC&lS, each channel of the RC&lS uses the puter system.
input in two-out of two logic to control the
fine motion control rod drive (FMCRD) motors (4) Neutron Monitoring System
of preselected control rods. The preselected
control rods are driven to their full-in posi. Each of the four divisions of the neutron
tion on receipt'of the' automatic initiation monitoring system provides independent
signals. Either channel of an RC&lS is ca- signals to both channels of the RC&lS that
pable of initiating the SCRRI function on re- indicate when the follcwing conditions are
ceipt of the automatic signal from the RFCS. active:

Amendment 3
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f i -_7.8 INTERFACES : safety related electrical signal interfaces for
any of these-systems which extod beyond the

~

7.8.1 Effects of Station Blackout - scope definition.
on the HVAC-

. A temperature heat rise analysis shall be
- performed for the station blackout scenario
applied to the_ control room on consideration of
the environmental temperatures unique to' the
plant location. { See Chapter 20, NRC Oucstion
420.14 and Subsection 7.1.2.3.9]

7.8.2 Deleted

: .
- .

; 7.8.3 Imcalized High Heat Spots in
| p: ' Semiconductor _ Materials for Computing-

| ; Devices '

;

- The response to NRC Ouestion 420.92 provides
recommendations for limiting high cuurent

Jdensities whigh could result in localired heat
spots in semiconductor materials use'd in

! computing devices. :The applicant shall provide:
~ assurance that these recommendation are followed,-

L ! or an acceptable alternative is presented, by the
. selected equipment _ vendor (s). To ensure that
adequate compensation for heat risc 'is

L incorporated into the design,~ a thermal analysis
-'shall be. performed at the circuit b~oard,-

P Linstrument and panel design stages. [See Chapter :
L :!20, NRC Question 420.92)
H

--7.8A Safety Related C&I Interfaces
,:

| Each of the systems addressed in Chapter.7
L -.wcre reviewd for safety related C&I (signal) -

interfaces which extend outside the scope of the
ABWR Standard Plant.- Since the scope of the ABWR

'

Standard Plant includes all of the reactor .
building,-the turbine building and the control

- . . building, the study determined there are no
'

(- ;
_

J
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g)C 9.L3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup fuel bundles.
Systern

The FPC system cools the fuel storage pool by
9.1.3.1 Design !!ases transferring the spent fuel decay heat through

two 6.55 x 106 Blu/hr heat exchangers to the
reactor building closed cooling water system
(RCW) Each of the two heat exchangers is de-

The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system signed to transfer one half the system design
shall be designed to remove it decay beat from heat laad. The system utilites two parallel 250

3

500 mpumps to provide a system design flow ofthe fuel pool, maintain pooi water level and m /hr
/hr. Each pump is suitable forquality and remove radioactive materials from the

pool to minimize the release of radioactivity to continuous duty operation. The equipment is
the environs. located in the reactor building.

The FPC system shall: The system pool water temperature is main-
tained at or below 125 F. The decay heat

(1) minimize corrosion product buildup and shall released from the stored fuel is transferred to
control wate: clarity, so that the fuel the RCW. During refueling prior to 21 days
assemblics can be efficiently handled under- following shutdown, the reactor (shutdown
water; cooling) and fuel pool cooling are provided

jointly by the residual heat removal (RllR) and
(2) minimize fission product concentration in FPC systems in parallel. The reactor cavity

the water which could be released from the communicates with the fuel pool since the
pool to the reactor building environment; reactor well is flooded and the fuel gates are

open. RilR suction is taken from the vessel

h (3) monitor fuel pool water level and maintain a shutdown suction lines, pumped through RilR heat
v water level above the fuel sufficient to exchangers and discharged into the upper pools

piovide shielding for normal building occu- to improve water clarity for refueling. For the
pancy; FPC system, fuel pool water is circulated by

means of overflow through skimmers around the
(4) maintain the pool water temperature below periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end

125 F under normal operating condi- of the transfer pool drain tanks, pumped through
tions, The temperature limit of 125 F the FPC heat exchangers and filter-deminer-
is set to establish an acceptable environ- alizers and back to the pool through the pool
ment for personnel working in the vicinity diffusers.
of the fuel pool. The design basis for the
FPC system is to provide cooling after After 21 days, the fuel gates are closed.
closure of the fuel gates (21 days) at the At this point, the FPC system, solely provides,
normal heat load from spent fuel stored in the fuel pool cooling function. However, when
the pool is the zum of decay heat of the the reactor is defueled more than the
most recent 35% batch plus the heat from the design basis 35% batch (maximum heat load
previous 4 fuel batches after closure of the condition), RHR can provide supplemental
fuel gates. The RHR system will be used to cooling. RHR supplemental cooling suction is
supplement the FPC system under the maximum taken from the skimmer surge tank, passed
load condition as defined in Subsection through RilR heat exchanger and back to the fuel
9.1.3.2, pool.

9.1.3.2 System Description Clarity and purity of the pool water are
maintained by a combination of filtering and ion

The FPC system (Figures 9.1-1 a and b, and exchange. The filter-demineralizers maintain
9.12 and Table 9.1-11) maintains the spent fuel total corrosion product metals at 13 ppb or less 3

(U)
storage pool below the desired temperature at an with pH range of 5.6 to 16 at 250F for comp- gi

acceptable radiation level and at a degree of atibility with fuel storage racks and other
clarity necessary to transfer and service the equipments. Conductivity is maintained at less

,.

than I.2 pS/cm at 25 C and chlorides less 2
Pi

Amendment 20 9.t.3
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than 20 ppb. Each fillcr unit in the filter dem-
incralizer subsystem has adequate tapacity to
maintain the desired purity level of the pools
under normal operating conditions. The flow
rate is designed to be approximately that
required for two complete water changes per day
for the fuel transfer and storage pools. The
maximum system flow rate is twice that needed to
maintain the specified water quality,

The FPC system is designed to remove suspended
u dissolved impurities from the following
Laurces:

(1) dust or other airterne particles;
,

O

O
Amendment 18 9.1 11
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(2) surface diri dulodged from equipment control room and a local panel Pump low suc-
in .ctsed in the pooit tion pressure automatically turns off the'

pumps. A pump low discharge pressure alarm h
(3) crud and fission products emanating from the indicated in the control room and on the local

reactor or fuel bundles during refueling; panel. The circulating pump motors can be
powered from the dicsci. generatort,if normal

(4) Jcbris from inspection or disposal opera- power is not available. Circulating pump motor
tions; and loads are considered nonessentialloads and will

be operated as required undet accident
(5) residual tleaning chemicals or flush water. conditions. )

|A post strainer in the effluent stream of the The water level in the spent fuel storage ,

filter.derninerallier limits the migration of pool is maintained at a height which is suffi. !

filter material. The filter. holding element can cient to provide shielding for normal building |
withstand a differential premre greater than occupaacy Radioactive particulates remued ,

'

the developed pump head for the system. from the fuel pool are collected in filter.de.
minerali7er units which are located in shielded

The filter.deminerallrer units are located cells. For these reasons, the esposure of plant
separately in Shielded cells with enough clear. personnel to radiation from the FPC system is
ance to permit removing it!ter elements from the minimal. Further details of radiological
ver.sen, considerations far this system are desuibed in

Chaph 12.
Each cell contains only the filter.deminera.

liter and piping. All valves (inlet, outlet, Tne arrulation patterns within the reactor
recycle, vent, drain, etc.) are located on the well and spent fuel storage pool are established

O outside of one shiciding wall of the roorn, by placing the diffusers and skimmers so that
V together with necessary piping and headers, particles dislodged durir refueling orierations

instrument elements ar.d controls. Penetrations ne swept away from the work area and out of the
through shielding walls are located so at not to pools.
compromise radiation shielding requirements.

Check valves prevent the pool 1:om siphoning
The filter.deminetalizers are controlled from in the event of a pipe rupture.

a local par el. A differential pressure and
conductivity instiuments provided for each lleat from pool evaporation is handled by the
filter.demineralizer unit indicate when backwath building ventilation system. Makeup water is
is required. Suitable alarms, differential prmided through a remote. operated valve,
pressure indicators and flow indicators monitor
the condition of the filter.demineralirers. 9.1.3.3 Safety baluation

Sptem instrumentation is provided for both The maumum possible heat load for the FPC
automatic and remote. manual operations. A low. r,ystem upon closure of the fuel gates (21 days)
low level switch stops the circulating pumps when i< the decay heat of the full core load of fuel
the fuel pool drain tank reserve capacity is v. the end of the fuel cycle plus the remaining
reduced to the volume that can be pumped ir. decay heat of the spent fuel discharged at
approximately one minute with one pump at rated previous rafrelings upon closure of the fuel

3capacity (250 m /hr). A level switch is gates; the maximum capacity of the spent fuel
provided in the fuel pool to alarm locally and in storage poolis 270% of a core. The tempen.ture
the control room on high and low level. A of the fuel pool water may be permitted to rise<

( temperature element is provided to display pool to approx!rntely 140 F under these condi.
| temperature in the main control room. In tions, During cold shutdown conditions, if it

addition, leakage flow detectors in the pool appears that the fuel pool temperature will
drains and poolliners are provided and alarmed exceed 125*F, the operator can connect the

t in the control room. FPC system to the RilR system. Combining the ca-
pacities enables the two systems to keep the

The circulating pumps are controlled from the

Amenhent 20 9.14
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water temperature below 12$"F. The RilR system other suitable desices to present inadverteat
will be esed oni) to supplement the fuu pool pool drainage. Interconnected drainage paths
cooling when the reactor is shut down. The are provided behind the liner welds. These
reactor will not be started up wheneser portions paths are designed to: (1) present pressure
of the RilR system are needed to cool the fuel buildup behind the liner plate; (2) prevent the
pool. The connecting piping from the fuel uncontrolled loss of contaminated pool water to ,

storage pool to the RilR system is designed other relatively cleaner locations within the i

Seismic Category I and can be isolated, assuming contalnment or fuel handling area; and (3)
a single active failure, from the remainder of provide liner leak detection and measurement,
the fuel pool sysem. These drainage paths are dengned to permit free

gravity drainage to the equipment drain tanks or
These connectihs may also be utilized during sumps of sufficicnt capci y and/or pumped to thet

emergency conditions to assure cooling nf the liquid radwaste facility.
spent fuel regardless of the availability of the
fuel pool cooling system The volume of water in A makeup water system and pool water Icsci
the storagt poal is such that there is enough instrumentation are provided to replace
heat absorption capability to allow sufficient evaporative and leakage losses. Makeup water
time for switch ng over to the RilR system for during normal operation will be supplied from
emergency cooling. condensate. The suppression pool cleanup system

can be used as a Seismic Category I source of |
During t' Wtit stages of refueling, the rnakeup water in case of failure of the normal

reactor cavity umnanicates with the fuel pool makeup water syr. tem utiliring either one of the
since the reactor well is flooded and the fuel two Scistnic Category I makeup lines: (1) the
pool gates are open. Decay heat removal is makeup line to the tpent fuel pool storage (2)
provided jointly by RilR and FPCgystems and the or the makeup line to the dryer / separator
pool temperatur kept below 140 F. IIvaluatior. storage pool. Makeup water from the
studies concluded that after 150 hours decay dryer / separator pool is delivered to the spent
following shutdown (fuel poo! gates open), the fuel pool by opening pool gates to the spent
combined decay heat removal capaciiy of the 1 RilR fuel pool.
and 1 FPC heat exchangers (single active failure
postulated can keep the pool ternperature well IMh FPC and SPCU systems arc Seismic
below 140{'F. The RilR FPC joint decay heatCategory I Quality Group C design with the
removal performance evaluation is shown in Table exception of the filter demineralizer portion
9.1 12. which is shared by both systems. Following an

accident or sd.mic eve nt, t he filte r

The 140"F temperature limit is set to demineraliters are isolated from FPCS cooling
assure that the fuel building environment does portion and the SPCU by two block vahes in
not exceed equipment environmental limiis, series at both the inlet and outlet of the

common filter deminerallycr portion. Seismic
The spent fuel storage pool is designed so Cutegory I Quality Group C bypass lines are

that no single failure of structures or equipment provided on both FPC and SPCU systems to allow
will caust. inability to: (1) maintain irradiated contimed flow of cooling and makeup water to
fuel submerged in water; (2) re establish normal the spent fuel pool,
fuel pool w. iter level; or (3) remove dacay heat
from the pool. In order to limit the possibillo Connections from the RllR system to the FPC
of pool leakaFe around pool penetrations, the system provide a Seismic Category 1,
pool is lined with stainless steel, in addition safety related makeup capability to the spent
to providing a high degree of integrity, the fuel pool. The FPC system from the RilR
lining is designed to withstand abuse that might connections to the spent fuel pool are Seismic
occur when equipment is mosed about. No inlets, Category 1, safety related.
outlets or drains are provided that might permit
the pool to be drained below a safe shielding Furthermore. firchoses can be used as an .

level. Lines extending below this level are alternate makeup source. The fire protection
equipped with siphon breakers, check valves, or standpipes in the reactor building and their

Amendment 18 9.1 -5
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O water supply (yard main, one motor drisen pump
and water source) are scismically designed. The
motor driven pump is powered from a bus which has
a safety related diesel generator as one of its
power sources. A second seismically designed

,

pump, directly driven by a diesel engine is also
provided.

The FPC components, housed in the Seismic
Category I reactor building, are Seismic Category
1, Onality Group C including all components
except the filter demineralirer. These
components are protected from the effects of

i natural phenomena, such as: earthquake, external
flooding, wind, tore ado and external missiles.
Inside the reactor building the FPC safety-
relatrd components are protected from the ef fects
of pipe whip, internal flooding, internally
genenteu missiles, and the effects of a moderate
pipe rupture within the vicinity.

i

From the foregoing analysis, it is concluded
that the FPC systern meets i's design bases.

9.13.4 Inspection and Testing ihquirements

No special tests are required because,
normally, one pump, one heat exchanger and one
filter-dr.mineraliter are operating while fuel is
stored in the pool. The spare unit is operated
periodically to handle abnormal heat loads or to
replace a unit for nervicing. Routine vii.ual
inspection of the system components, instrumen-
tation and trouble -larms is adequate to verify
system operability.

9,13.5 Radiological Considerations

The water level in the spent fuel storage
pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
cient to provide shiciding for normal building
occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed
from the fuel pool are collected in filter-
demineralizer units which are located in
shicided cells. For these reasons, the exposure
of plant personnel to radiation from the FPC
system is minimal. Further details of
radiological considerations for this and other
systems are described in Chapters 11,12, and
1$.

O
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9.I.4 Is| gill IAHd II!!!)dllfig SplCHI fuel bundle drop. Maximum defle(tion limitations are
(Rclaled to liefueling) imposed on the main structures to maintain relatise

stiffness of the platform. Welding of the platforrns is
9.1.4.1 I)esign liases in accordance with AWS D141 or ash!E Iloiler and

Pscssure Vessel Code Section IX. Gears and bearing
The fuct handling system is designed to provide a meet AGhlA Gear Claulfication blanual and ANSI

sale and effective means for transporting and B3.5. hiaterials used in construction ofload bearing
handling fuel from the time it reaches the plant until enembers are to ASThi specifications. For personnel
it leaves the pl. nt after post irradiation cooling. Safe safety. OSilA Part 1910179 is applied. Electrical
handling of fuelincludes design considerations for equipment and controls meet ANSI Cl, National
rnaintaining occupational radiation exposures as low E'ectric Code, and NEhlA Publication No. ICSI,
as pradicobh: during transportation and handling. ht G1.

Design criteeia for rnajor is.ci handling sptern The audliary fuel grapple and the main telescoping
equipment are provided in Table 9.12 through 9.14, fuel grapple have redundant lifting features and an
which hst the safety class, quality group and seismic indleator which confitma positive grapple
categnry. Where applicable, the appropriate Ash 1E, engagement.
ANSI, Industrial and Electrical Codes are identified.
Additional design criteria are shown below and The fuel grapple is used for lifting and transporting
expanded further in Subsection 9.1.4.2. fuelbundles. It is designed as a telescoping grapple

that can extend to the proper work level and,in its
The transfer of new fuel auemblics between the fully retracted state, still maintain adequate water

uncrating area and the new fuelinspection stand r,hichling over fuel,
and/or the new fuel storage vault is accomplished
using 5 ton auxiliary book on the reactor building in addition to redundant electricalinterlocks to
crane equipped with a suitable grapple. preclude the possibility of raising radioactive material

out of the water, the cables on the auxiliary hoists
The 1,000 pound auxiliary hoist on the reactor incorporate an adjustable, remmal stop that will jam

building crane is used with an auti!iary fuel grapple the hoist cable against come part of the platform
to transfer new fuel from the new fuel vault to the structure to prevent hoisting when the free end of the
fuel storage pool. From this point on, the fuel will cable is at a preset distance below water level.
cither be handled by the telescoping grapples on the
tcfueling pladorm or auxiliary hoist. Provision of a separate cast pit, capable of being

isolated from the fuel storage pool, will climinate the
potential accident of dropping the cask and rupturing

The refueling platform is Seismic Category I from the fuel storage pool. Furthermore, limitation of the
a structural standpoint in accordance with 10CFR50, trascl of the crane handling the cask will preclude
Appendix A. 'The refucling platform is constructed transporting the cask over the spent fuel storage pool. }
in accordance with a quality anurance program that
ensures the design, construction and testing 9.1 A.2 Splem Description

j requirements are met. Allowable stress due to safe
shutdowa carthquale (SSE) loading is 120% of yield Table 9.15 is a listing of typical tools and servicing
or 70% of ultimate, whichever is least. A dynamic equipment supplied with nuclear system. The
analysis is performed on the structures using the following paragraphs describe the use of some of the
response spectrum method with load contributions major tools and servicing equipment and address
resulting from each of three directions acting safety aspects of the design where applicable.

| simultaneously being combined by the RhtS
| procedure. Workingloads of the platform structure Subsection 9.1.5 provides the data that verifies the
! are in accordance with the AISC hianual of Stect ABWR Standard Plant hexy load handling systems

Construction. All parts of the hoist systems are and satisfies the guidelines of NUREGel2.
| designed to have a safety factor of at least ten, based
| on the ultimate strength of the material. A 9.l Al.1 Spent Futl Cask

( redundant load path is incorporated in the fuel hoists

| r,o that no single component failure could result in t. Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.
|
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9.1.4.2.2 Ostrhead tiridge Cranes 9.l.4.23.2 Noi futi Inspection Stand

9.1.4.2.2.1 itcactor ilullding Crane The new fuelinspection stand (Figure 9.14) serves
as a support for the new fuel bundles undergoing re-

The reactor building crane is a seismically analped cciving inspection and provides a working platforrn
piece of equipment. The crane consists of two crane for technicians engaged in performing the inspection,
girders and a trolley which carries two hoists. 'Ihe
runway track, which supports the erane girders, is The new fuelinspection stand consists of a vertical
supported from the reactor building walls at eleva- guide column, a lift unit to position the work platform
tion 34pn 'I he trolley travels laterally on the crane at any desired level, bearing seats and upper clamps
girders cartying the main hoist and autiliary hoist. to ho;d the fact bundLs in position.

The reactor build;ng crane is used to move all of The new fuel inspection stand will be firmly
the major components (reactor vessel head, shroud attached to the wall r.o that it dc.es not fall into or
head rend separator, dryer assembly and pool gates) dump personnel into the spent fuel pool during an
as required by plant operations. The reactor build. SSE. (See Subsection 9.1.6.5 for inierface
ing crane is used for handling new fuel from the re- requirt ments.)
actor building entry hatch to new fuel storage, the
new fuel inspection stand and the spent fuel pool. It 9.1.4.2JJ Channel lloit Wrench
also is used for handling spent fuel cast. The
principal design criteria for the reactor building The channel bolt wrench (Figure 9.15) is a manu-
crane are described in Subsection 9.1.5. ally operated device approximately 3.76 meters (12 ft)

in overalllength. The wrench is ued for removing
9.1.4.23 ruti Senicing Equipment and in*.tallirg the channel fastener assembly while the

fuel assembly is held in the fuel preparation machine.
The fuel senicing equipment described below has The channel bolt wrench has a socket which mates

been designed in accordance with the criteria listed and captures the channel fastener capscrew,
in Table 9.12. Items not listed as Seismic Category
1, such as hoists, tools and other equipment used for 9.1.4.2J.4 Chunnel lianclung Tool
serwcing shall either be removed during operation,
mosed to a location where they are not a potential The channel handling tool (Figure 9.16)is used in
hazard to safety related equipmen., or seismically re. conjunction with the fuel preparation rnachine to
strained to prevent them from becoming missiles. remove, install and transport fuel channels in the

spent fuel pool.
9.1.4.23.1 Fuel Prep Machine

The tool is composed of a handling ball, a
Two fuel preparation machine < (Figure 9.13) are lock / release knob, estension shaft, angle guides and

mounted on the wall of the spent fuel pool and are clamp arms which engage the fuel channel. The
used for stripping reusable channels from the spent clamps are actuated (extended or retracted) by manu-
fuel and for rechanneling of the new fuel. The ma- ally rotating lock / release knob.
chines are also used with the fuelinspection Ihture
to provide an underwater inspection capability. The channel. handling tool is suspended by its ball

from a spiing balancer on the channel. handling boom
Each fuel preparation machine consists of a work located on the spent fuel pool periphery.

platform, a frame, and a movable carriage. The
frame and movable carriage are located below the 9.1.4.23.5 Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper
normal water level in the spent fuel pool thus provid-
ing a water shield for the fuel assemblies being han. The fuel pool vacuum sipper (Figure 9.17) pro,
died. The fuel preparation machine carriage has a vides a means of identifying fuel suspected of having
permanently installed up-travel stop to prevent rais- cladding failures. The fuel pool Vacuum sipper con-
Ing fuel above the safe water shield level. sists of a fuel isolation container, fluid console, moni-

toring console with program controller and beta de-
tector and the inter connecting tubing and cables.
The suspected fuel assembly is placed in the isolation
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wntainer. A partial Vacuum is established in the gas A radiation hardened portable underwater closed,

volume above the fuel assembly. Tbc finion product circuit television camera is prmided. The camera
gas leakage is sensed by the beta detector and moni, may be lowered into the reactor venel and/or spent
toring console fuel pool to assist in the ir.,pection and/or mainte-

nance of these areas.
9.1.4.23.6 General Purpose Grapple

A general purpose, plastic viewing aid is prosided to
The general purpose grapple (Figure 9.18) is a float on the water surface to provide better visibility,

handling tool used generally with the fuel. The grap. The sides of the vicwing aid are brightly colored to
pie can be attached to the jib crane to handle fuel allow the operator to observe it in the event of filling
during channeling. with water and sinking. A portable, submersible. type,

underwater vacuum cleaner is prosided to auist in re-
9.1.4.23.7 (Deleted) moving crud and miscellaneous particulate matter

from the pool floors or reactor vessel. The pump and
the filter unit are completely submersible for ex.
tended periods. The filter * package" is capable of
being remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
standard shipping container for offsite burial. Fuel
pool tool accenories are alsa prosided to meet senie-
ing requirements. A fuel sampics is prmided. This is
to be und to detect defective fuel nuemblict during
open vcssel periods while the fuelis in the core. The
fuel sampler head isolates individual fuel anemblies
by sealing the top of the fuel channct and pumping
water from the bottom of the fuel assembly, through
the fuel channel, to a sampling station, and returning
the water to the primary coolant system. After a

9.l.4.23.8 Refueling Platform * soaking" period, a water sample is obtained and is
radiochemically analyred to determine possible fuel

Refer to Subsection 9.1.4.2.7 for a description of bundle leakage.
the refueling platform.

9.1.4.2.5 Reactor Vessel Senicing Equipmer ;
9.1.4.23.9 Channel llandling floom

The essentiality and safety claulfications, the quality
A channel handling boom (Figure 9.1 10) with a group, and the seismic category for this equipment

spring-loaded balance rect is used to auist the oper. are listed in Table 9.13. Following is a description of
ator in supporting a portion of the weight of the the equipment designs in neference to that table.
channel as it is removed from the fuel anembly. The
boom is set between the fuel preparation machines. 9.1.4.2.5.1 Heactor Vesal Senlee Tools
With the channel handling tool attached to the reel,
the channel may be conveniently moved between the These tools are used when the reactor is shut down
fuel preparation machines. and the reactor vessel head is being removed or rein-

stalled. Tools in this group are:
9.1.4.2.4 Senleing Aids

Stud llandling Tool
General area underwater lights are provided with

a suitable reflector for illumination. Suitable light Stud Wrench
support brackets are furnished to support the lights
in the reactor vessel to allow the light to be posi. Nut Runner
tioned over the area being serviced independent of
the platform. Local area underwater lights are small Stud Thread Protectors

diameter lights for additional illumination. Drop
k lights are used for illumination where needed. Thread Piotector Mandrel

Amendment 2u 9142
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Buahing Wrench senice. The pedestals have studs which engage thr;c
evenly spaced stud holes in the head flange. The |

Seal Surf ace Protector flange surface rests on replaceable wear pad made of
aluminum.

Stud Elongation Measuring Rod
When resting on the pedestals, the head flange is

DialIndicator Elongation Measuring Dnice approximately 3 ft avove the floor to ahow access to
the seal surface for inspection and 0 ring replace-

llcad Guide Cap ment.

RIP Impeller / Shaft Assembly Tool The pedestal structure is a carbon steel weldment
coated with an approved paint. It has a base with boh

Impeller Storage Rack. holes for mounting it to the concrete floor.

1

The tools are designed for a syear life in the speci- A seismic analysis was made to determine the seis- '

fled environment, l.ifting tools are designed for a mie forces imposed onfi' the pedestals, floor anchors,
safety factor of 10 or better with respect to the ulti- using the floor response spectrum method. The struc-
mate strength of the material used. When carbon ture is designed to withstand these calculated forces
steel is used, it ic either hard chrome plated, and meet the tequirements of AISC.
parkerited, or coated with an approved paint per
Regulatory Guide 1.54. 9.l.4.2J3 lirad Stud Rack

9.l.4.23.2 Steamline Plug The head stud rack is used for transporting and
storage of eight reactor pressure vetsel studs. It is

The steamline plugs are used during reactor suspended from the reacto; building crane hook when
refueling or senicing; they are inserted in the steam lifting studs from the reactor well to the operating
outlet noriles from inside of the reactor vessel to floor.
prevent a flow of water from the reactor wellinto the'

main steamline during servicing of safety relief The rack is made of aluminum to resist corrosion
valves, main isolation valves, or c.ther components of and is deugned for a safety factor of 5 with respect to
the main steamlines, while the reactor water levelis the ultimate strength of the material,
at the sefueling level. The steam line plug design
provides two seals of different types. Each one is in- The structure is designed in accordance with the
dependently capable of holding full head pressure. " Aluminum Cc:ntruction Manuar by the Aluminum
The equipment is constructed of corrosion resistant Associatica.
materials. All calculated safety factors are 5 or
better. The plug body is designed in accordance with 9.1.4.23.6 Dryer and Separator Stronghack
the " Aluminum Construction Manuar by tha Alumi-
num Ass >ciation. The Dryer and Separator Strongback is a lifting

device used far transporting the steam dryer or the
9.1.4.23.3 Shroud llead Stud Wrench shroud head with t1.0 steam separators between the

reactor vessel and the storage pools. The strongback
This is a hand held tool for tightening and loosen. is a cruciform shaped I beam structure,which has a

ing the shroud hcad studs, it is designed for a hook box with two hook pins in the center for engage.
@ year life and is made of aluminum for easy han. ment with the reactor building crane sister hook The
diing and to resist corrosion. Calculations have been strongback has a socket with a pneutnatically oper.
performed to confirm the design. ated pia on the end of :ach arm for engaging it to the

four lift eyes on the steam dryer or shroud head.
9.1.4.23.4 Ilead fluiding Pedestal

The strongback has been designed such that one
Three pedestals are provided for mounting on the hook pin and one main beam of the cruciform will be

refueling floor for supporting the reactor vessel head capable of carrying the totalload and so that no single

| and strongback/ carousel during periods of reactor

Amendment 16 9.1-6.3
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9.1.6 Interfaces

9.1.6.1 New I uti Storage ItatLs Criticallt) Analpls

The applicant referencing the ABWR design
shall provide the NRC confirmatory criticality
analysis as acquired by Subsection 9.1.1.1.1.

9.1.6.2 Dynamic and impact Analpes of New fuel
Storage Itacks

The applicant referencing the ABWR design
shall proside the NRC confirmatory dynamic and
impact analpes of the new fuel storage racks. See
Subsection 9.1.1.1.6.

9.1.6.3 Spent I url Storage Ra(La Criticallt)
Analpls

O Tbc applicant referencing the ADWR Jesign
V shall provide the NRC confirmatory critically

analysis as required by Subsection 9.1.2.3.1.

9.1.6A Spent i uti Itacks lead Drop Analpis

The applicant referencing the ABWR de>ign
shall provide the NitC confirmatoiy load drop
analpis as required by Subsection 9.1 A.3.

9.1.6.5 New Fuel inspection Stand Schmic
rapability

The appiicant referencing the ABWh design
wi|1 install the ocw fuel inspection stand l'irrnly to the

. wall so that it does not fall into or dump persorenel
into the spent ft:1 pool during an SSE. (See
Subsection 9.1.4.2.3.2.)

9,1.7 References

1. General Electric Standard Application for
- Reactor Furl, (NEDE 24011 P A, latc st

approved revision).

OV
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(c) htUWC transfer pumps (see Table 9.2 3) boundary;
(three $$0 rpm at 141 psi head)

(2) capability to shut down the reactor and
(3) Water can be sent to the CST from the maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

following sources:
f3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse-

(a) htUWP pumps quences of events that could result in po.
Icntial offsite exposurcs.

(b) CRD system
The h1UWC system is not safety related.

(c) radwaste dhposal system flowever, the systems incorporate features that
assure reliable operation over the full range of

(d) condensate dcmineraliter system einuent normal plant operations.
(main condenser high level relief)

9.2.9A Test 6 and inspn tions
(4) Associated recciting and distribution piping

VAes, instruments, and contr016 shall be The h1UWC system la prmed operaW by its use
provided, during normal plant operation. Portions of the

system normally closed to flow can be tested to
ensure operability and the integrity of the

($) Oserflow and drain from the CST shall bc system.
Sent to the r dwaste system for treatment.

The air operated isolation valves are capable
(6) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from of being tested to :stsure their operating

gs freeting. integrity by manual tctuation of a switch
( located in the control room and by observation

of associated position indication lights.

(7) All surfaces coming in contact with the Flow to the various systems is balanced by
condensate shall be made of corrosion- means of manual valves at the individual takeoff
rctistant materials. points. Divisional isolation valves are instal-

led at the primary containment boundaries.
(8) All of the pumps mt..tioned in (2) above

shall be located at an elevation such that 9.2.10 Makeup Waler System (Purilled)
adequate suction head is present at all Distribution System
water levels 'n the CST.

9.2.10.1 Design flases
(9) Instrumentation shall be provided to indi.

cate CST water level in the main control (1) The makeup water purified (htOWp)
toom. liigh water level shall be alarmed distribution system shall provide makeup

| both locally and in the main control room, water purified for makeup to the reactor
i coolant system and plant auxiliary systems.
! (10) Potential flooding is discussed in

Subsection 3.4. Potential flooding from (2) The blUWP system shall provide purined water
lines within the reactor building and the to the uses shown in Table 9.2 2.

l control building are evaluated in Subsection
3.4.1.1.1. (3) The hiUWP system shall provide water of the @

qualliy shown in Table 9.2 2a. If these *

) 9.2.9.3 Safety F.vntuation water quality requirements arc not met, the
| water shall not be used in any safety-
! h Operation of the blUWC system is not acquired related system. The out of spee water shall

Q to assure any of the following conditions: be reprocessed or discharged.

(1)- integrity of the reactor coolant nressure (4) The h1UWP system is not t.afety-related.

Amendment 20 922
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(5) All tanks, pumps, piping, and other equi)~ (6) All pumps shan be located at an elevation
ment shall be made of corrosion resistant such that adequate suction head is present
materials. at all levels in a purified water storage

tanks.
(6) The system shall be designed to prevent any

radioactive contamination of the purified (7) Instruments shall be provided to indicate
water. purified water storage tank level in the

main cortrol room.
(7) The interfaces between the MUWP sptem and

all safety related splems are located in (8) Continuous analyzers are located at the
the control building or reator building demineratired water makeup system and at any
which are Seismic Caugory I, tornado- deminerallred water storage tank. These are
missile resistant and flood protected supplemented as needed by grab samples,
structures. The interfaces with safety. Allowance is made in the water quality
related spiems are safety related valves specifications for some pickup of carbon
which are part of the safety related dioxide and air in any deminerallred water
sptems. The portions of the MUWP splem, storage tant. The pickup of certision
which upon their failure during a seismic produes should be minimal because the MUWP
event can adversly impact structures, piping is stainless steel.
sptems, or components important to safety,

j shall be designed to assure tin.dr integrity (9) Intrusions of radioactivity into the MUWP
j under seismic loading resulting from a safe sptem from other potentially radicartive
| shutdown carthquake, systems are prevented by one or more of the
i following:

(8) Safey related equipment located by portions
of the MUWP sptem are in Seismic Category I (a) check valves in the MUWP lines
s tuctures and protected from all sptcm &
ampact. (b) air (or syphon) breaks in the MUWP lines W

9.2.10.2 Sptem Description (c) the MUWP sptem lines are pressurited
while the receiving system is at

6 The MUWP sptem P&lD is shown in Figurc 9.2 5. estmntially atmospheric pressure.
U Tnis s, stem includes the following:

(d) piping to the user is dead ended.
(1) Any purified water storage tank shall bc

provided outdoors with adequate freeze (10) There are no automatic valves in the
| protection and adequate diking and other MUWP sptem. During a LOCA, the
! means to control spill and leakage. safety.related systems are isolated from

the MUWP system by automatic valves in
(2) Two MUWP forwarding pumps shall take suction the safety.related splem.

from any purified water storage tanks. They
shall have a capacity of 308 ypm and a 9 2.10.3 Safety Esaluation

,

discharge head of 114 psi.
| Operation of the MUWP sptem is not required
| (3) Distribution piping, valves, instruments and to ass.tre any of the following conditions:

controls shall be provided.
(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

(4) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from boundary;
frecting.

(2) capability to shut down the reactor and
(5) All surfaces coming in contact with the maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

purified water shall be made of corro-
sion resistant materials,

Amendment 20 9.24
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/ (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse. (2) The RCW sptem shall be designed to perform
r,uences of events which could result in its required cooling functions following a
potential offsite exposures. LOCA, assuming a single active or passise

failure.
The MUWP sysicm is not safety related,

llowever, the splems incorporate features that (3) The safety related portions and valves
assure reliable operation over the full ranpc of isolating the nonsafety.related portions of
normal plant operations.

9.2.10.4 Te sts and Inspections

I
The makeup water purified distribution sptem '

is prosed operable by its use during normal plant
operation. Proportions of the sptem normally
closed to fica can be tested to ensure opera-
bility and integrity nf the splem.

3

Flow to the various systems is balanced by
means of manual valves at the individual takeoff

'

( points.

9.2.11 Reactorllullding CoolingWater
Systeni

9.2.11.1 Design llases

9.2.11.1.1 Safcl) Design liases

'

(1) The reactot building cooling water (ItCW)
sptem shall be designed to remove heat from
plant auxiliaries which are required for a
safe reactor shutdown, as well as those
auxiliaries whose operation is desired
foll;4ing a LOCA, but not essential to safe
shutdown. .

The heat removal capacity is based on the
heat removal requirement during LOCA with
the maximum ultimate heat sink temperature,
950F. As shown in Table 9.2 4, the heut
removal requirement is higher during other
plant operation modes, such as shutdown at 4
hours flowever, the RCW sptem is designed
to remove this larger amount of heat to meet

,

the requirements in Subscetion 5.4.7.1.1.7.

Amendment 20 92-11
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[_hO 9.2.11.3.2 Safety thaluation of Equipment electrical equipment and instrutnentation and
cortrols as well as to mechanical equipmert and

Equipment servet by the RCW system is listed piping): |
in Tabics 9.2 4a, b, and c. The tables contain i

fisc operating modes: (1) flooding, spraying, or stesm release due to
pipe rupture or equipment failure:

(1) normal operation;
(2) pipe whip and jet forces sesulting from pos-

(2) shutdown at 7; tulated pipe rupture of nearby high energy
pipes;

(3) shutdown at 20 hr.;
(3) missiles which may result f*om equipment

(4) bot standby (No LOPP); failure;

(5) hot standby (LOPP); and (4) fire;and

(6) pmt 1.OCA. (5) failures of any non Category I equipment
(pertains to Seismic Catego:y I equipment).

The flow rates and heat loads are given for
each equipment in each operating mode. Radiation monitors are provided to sample the

RCW cooling water. Upon detection of radiation
in the event of a LOCA, most of the nonessen- leakage in one of the systema that system is

tial cooling water uses are isolated by proper isolated by operator action from the control
isolation valves. The instrument air system, room, and the total cooling load can be met by
service air system, control rod drive pump oil the other two systems. Consequently, radio-
ccoler and the reactor water cleanup systern pump active contamination released by the RCW system

. " coolers remain in service until the operator to the environment does not exceed allowable
removes them from service. The nonsafety related limits defined by 10CFR100.
portion of the system is automatically sola'edi

in the event of a rupture in the nonsafety-re- The safety related parts of the RCW system
lated subsystem. The surge tank water level is are designed to Seismic Category I and ASME
monitored. A level switch is activated by a Code, Section 111, Class 3, Quality Assun nce il
significant leak, sending an i>olation signal to and Quality Group C requirements. The lesign
close two valves. One vehe on the supply line also meets IEEE 279 and IEEE 308 requirements.
and one valve on the discharge line are used, Isolation valves for nonsafety related service
with suitable power and controls fiom divisional water systems also meet the above requirements.
sources to assure isolation in the event of any
single active f ailure. Single isolation valves The nonessential portion of the RCW system is
are used on the basis that an active failure of designed to the ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Code and
one isolation vahe disables only that system of the requirements of Quality Group D.
which it was a part.

The design pressure and temperature of the
The RCW system is designed to witnstand a RCW system and piping are 14 kg/cm*g (200

single active failure without losing its capabi- psig) and 70 C (158 F) maximum,
lity to participate in the safe shutdown of the
reactor following a LOCA or DBA. Table 9.2 5 System low point drains and high point vents
gives the result of a system failure analysis of are provided as required.
active and passive components.

All divisions are maintained full of water
Redundant trains of the RCW system are separa- when not in service except when undergoing main.

'
- ted and protected to thc extent necessary to tenance.,

| ( assure that sufficient equipment remains oper
| ating to permit shutdown of the unit in the event

of any of the following (separation is applied to'-

Amendment 14 9.25
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System components and piping materials are increase enough to adversely affect any drywell
selected where required to be compatible with the components,
available site cooling water in order to minimize
corrosion. Cathodic protection of the tubing The drywell cooling system can perforrn its
side of the heat exchanger shall be provided. function after the loss of any RCW division.
Adequate corrosion safety factors are used to With only one RCW division and one drywell
assure the integrity of the system during the cooler operating, the drywell temperature will
life of the plant. increase but not to a temperature that would

damage equipment or require an immediate
During all plant operating modes, all shutdown.

divisions have at least one RCW cooling water
pump operating. Therefore, if a LOCA occurs, the 9.2.11 A Testing and Inspection Requirements
RCW cooling water system required to shut down
the plant safely is already in operation. Ifa The RCW system is designed to permit periodic
loss of offsite power occurs during a LOCA, the in service inspection of all system components
pumps mornentarily stop until transfer to standby to assure the integrity and capability of the
diesel generator power is completed. The pumps system.
are restarted automatically according to the
dieselloading sequence. If a LOCA occurs, most The RCW system is designed for periodic pres-
nonsafety.related components are automatically sure and functional testing to assure: (1) the
isolated from the RCW system. Consequently, no structural ,nd leaktight integrity by visible
operator action is required, following a LOCA, to inspection of the components; (2) the
start the RCW system in its LOCA operating mode. operability and the performance of the active

components of the system; and (3) the
All heat exchangers and pumps will be required operability of the system as a whole,

during the following plant operating conditions,
in addition a LOCA: shutdown e 4 hours, The tests shall assare, under conditions as
shutdown at 20 hours and hot stand v ;h loss of close to design as practical, the performance of
AC power. the full operational sequence that brings the

system into operation for reactor sbidown and
Loss of one RCW division will result in loss for LOCA, including operating of applicable

of RCW cooling to every other RIP (five total) as portions of the Reactor Prolution System and
shown on RRS P&lD (Figurc 5.4-4) an;l will cause the transfer between norm J. and standby power
those five RIPS to runback to minimum speed. The sources. These tests shall include periodic
RIP hi G set in the same electrical division, testing of the heat removal capability of each
which is cooled by the same RCW division which RCW heat exchanger. Each of these heat
failed and powers two more RIPS, would stop by exchangers has been designed to provide 20%
hi G set cooling water prptection. This would margin above the heat removal capability
completely shutdown three RIPS and would have the rcquired for LOCA in Tables 9.2 4a, b and c.
resulting total of seven RIPS either at minimum The revised heat removal capacity of the heat
speed or stopped. Assuming the event began at exchangers is shown in Table 9.2-4d. This 20%
full power on the 100% Control Rod Line, the margin is provided to compensate for the
resulting temporary reactor power would be combined effects of fouling and tube plugging,
approximately 60% power. The operator would then When this margin is no longer present, the heat
correct the RCW problem or initiate a normal excha.iger heat removal capacity will be
plant shutdown. increased by either cleaning or retubing.

Complete failure of any RCW division will The RCW system is supplied with a chemical,

reduce drywell cooling, but, not enoug' to addition tank to add chemicals to each'

require plant shutdown or power level reduction. division. The RCW system is initially iilled
Failure of RCW division A would have only one with demineralized water A corrosion inhibitor
drywew!! cooler using RCW cooling and the normal can be added if desircJ. These measures are ad-
IINCW cooling. Drywell temperatures would not equate to protect the RCW system from the ill

effects of corrosion or organic fouling.
|

Anaendment 20 924
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(j The RCW system is designed to conform with the

foregoing requirements. Inlllal tests shall be
made as described in Subsection 14.2.12.

9.2.11.5 Instrumentation and Control
Requirements

All equipment is provided with either globe or
butterfly valves to give the capability for
manual control. These valves are accessible
downstream of the equiprnent for regulation of
flow through the equipment or for balancing the
circuits. The isolation valves to the nonessen-
tial RCW system are automatically and
remote manually operated.

Pressure laps or indicators at equipment are
provided to enable the operator to adjust the
differential pressure across each heat exchanger
or cooler and also to allow leak checking.

Locally mounted temperature indicitors or
test wells are furnished on the equipment cool.
ing water discharge lines to enable verification
of specified heat removal during plant opera-

p, tion. The required heat removal and flow rates
V are shown in Tables 9.2-4a, b, and c.

The combination of pressure taps (or indica-
tors) and temperature indicators allow correct
system ' laacing with or without a system heat
load. For purposes of syitem balancing, provi.
sions f r flow measurement'are provided as re.
quired.

Connections to a radiation monitor are pro-
vided in each division to detect radioactive
contamination resulting from a tube leak in one
of the RilR exchangers, fuel pool exchangers, or
other exchangers.

Isolation valves for RilR heat exchangers and
nonessential cooling water subsystems are pro-
vided with remote manual switches and indicatwn
m the remote shutdown pane!.

|

,

i O
| O
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O evaporator. If the temperature of the chilled heat cxchanger.
water drops below a specified level, the
controller automatically adjusts the position of 9.2.14.2 Sptem Description
the compressor inlet guide vancs. Flov switches
prohibit the chiller from operating unless there 9.2.14.2.1 Geno al Description
is water flow through both evaporator and
condenser. The TCW r,ptem is illustrated on Figure

9.2 6. The sptem is a single loop system and
9.2.14 TurbinellulldingCoolingWater System consists of one surge tank, one chemical

addition tani, two pumps with a capacity of p
9.2.14.1 Design Bases 29,000 gpm each, tus heat exchangers with heat f

removal capacity of 130 x 106 litu/h each. ''

9.2.14.1.1 Saftty Design liases (connected in parallel), and associated coolers. -

piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation.
The turbine building cooling watrr (TCW) lleat is removed from the TCW system and .,

system serves no safety function and has no transfctred to the non safety related turbine
safety design basis. sersite water system (Subsection 9.2.16).

El There are no cunnections between the TCW A TCW sptem sample is periodically taken
5 sptem and any other safety related sptems. for analpis to assure that the water quality

meets the chemical specifications
9.2.14.1.2 power Generation Design Itases

9.2.14.2.2 Component Description
(1) The 'ICW splem provides corrosion. inhibited.

demineralired cooling water to all turbine Codes and standards applicable to the TCW

O island ausiliary equipment listed in Table sptem are listed in Table 3.21. The sptem is
9.2 11. designed in accordance with quality group D

specifications.
(2) During power operation, the TCW spiem

operates to provide a continuous supply of The chemical addition tank is located in the
cooling water, at a maximum temperature of tutbine building in close proximity to the TCW
1050F, to the turbine island auxiliary sptem surge tank. ~

equipment, with a service water inlet
temperature not cxceeding 950 F. The TCW pumps are 10W capacity each and are

constant speed electric motor driven, horirontal
(3) The TCW system is designed to permit the centrifugal pumps. The two pumps are connected |

maintenance of any single active component in patallel with common suction and discharge
without interruption of the cooling lines.
function.

The TCW heat exchangers are 100% capacity
(4) Mrkeup to the TCW system is designed to cath and are designed to have the TCW water

permit continuous sptem operation with circulated on the shell side and the power cycle
design f ailure leakage and to permit heat sink water circulated on the tube side,
expeditious post maintenance sptem refill. The surface area is based on normal heat load.

(5) The TCW system is designed to have an The surge tank, which is shared between the
atmospheric suige tank located at Ihe llNCW and TCW systems, is an atmospheric carbon
highest point in the system. steel tani' located at the highest point in the

fCW syst a. The surge tank is provided with a-

(6) The TCW system is designed tu have a higher level control valve that controls makeup water

O pressure than the power cycle heat sink addition.
water to ensure leakage is from the TCW
system to the power cycle heat sink in the The surge tank is located above the TCW pumps
event a tube leak occurs in the TCW sptem and heat exchangers in the turbine building in a

Amcndment 20 9.2 10
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g>location away from any safety.related
components. Failure of the surge tank will not
affect any safety.related systems.

gi Those parts of the TCW system in the turbine
building are located in areas that do not containf
| any saf ety related sys t e m s. All*

safety.related systems in the turbine building
are located in special areas to prevent any
damage from non.safetu related systems during
scismic events. Those parts of the TCW system
outside the turbine building are located away
I am any safet).related systen.s.

_.

9.2.14.2.3 System Operation

During normal power operation, one o.' the
,

j two 100G capacity TCW system pumps circul6+c

O
.

O
A*meedmeni 18 9.2101
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9.2.17 Interfuca in a

any failure in the sptem, including any that
9.2.17.1 l'itimate lical Sink Capability cause flooding, shall not result in the failure

of any Salety rclated sttutIure, system or ^

)

Interface tcquirements pertaining to ultimate component.

heat sink capability are delineated in Subsection
9.2.17.3 Potabic and Sanitar) Water Sp!r m9.2.5 as followS:

% ,dha
Eds The potable and sanitary weer sptem shall

be designed with no interconnections with
9.2.5.1 Safety Design itases systems having the potential for containing

radioactise materials. Protection shall be
Power Generation Design 13ases proviced through the use of air gaps, whereg 9.2.5.2

I necesury. (See Subsection 9.2.4).
9.2.56

Evaluation of Ulls Performuxe 9.2.17.4 Reactor Strne Wutre Sptom
9.2.5.7 Safety Evaluation

The RSW pumps ate described in Table
9.2 13. The applicant shall provide the9.2.5At

Conformance to Regulatory following addillonal information which is siteGuide 1.27
dependent: (See Subsection 9.2.15.2 and

Instrumentation and Alarms
9. 2.15.3 ) .9.2.5.9

Tests and inspections (1) temperature increase and pressure drop9.2.5.10

actoss the heat exchangers;O If any spray pond piping is made from
fiberglass reinforced thermosciting resin, the (2) the required and available net positive
anplicant shall preside information to show that suction head for the RSW pumps at pump
all applicable requirements of Regulatory Guide suction locations considering anticipated
1.72 are rnet. low water levels;

9.2.17.2 Makeup Water Splem Capability (3) the locat;on of the RNW pump house; 6
-

0
The raw water treatment .nd preparation of (4) the design features to assure that the

the demineralized water is sent to the makeuprequirements in Subsection 9.2.15.1.1(3) are
met; and

water system (purified) described in Subsection
9.2.10.

.

j (5) an analpis of a pipeline bicak and a single
The demineraliicd water preparation sptem active component failure shall show thi.t

shall consist of at least two divisions capable flooding shall not affect the rnain control
of producing at least 200 gpm of demineralized room or more than one didsion of the RSW
water eacn. Storage of demineraliicd water shall

sptem.

be at least 200,000 gallons, if additional
demineralized water is needed during peak usage9.2.k7.5 Turbine Srnice Water Splem

periods, rented portable demineraliters shall be
The applicant shall demonstrate that allused as required.

,

I
safety related components, sistems, and

The makeup wate preparation sptem shall be structures are protested from flooding in the
located in a builJing which does not contain any esent of a pipeline break in the TSW system.

(See Subsection 9.2.16.3)q safety related structures, systems or
p components.

if the system is not available,'

demineralized water can be obtained from mobile
equipment. The sptem shall be designed so that

Amendment 20
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9.3.3 Equipment and Floor approaching actual use seguirements.
Dralnage Sysf ont Dcmineralized water, rather than the actual

neutron absorber solution, can be injected
The system which collects and :nnsfers all into the reactor to test the operation of

radioactive liquid wastes is discut. sed in all components of the redundant control
Subsc etion 9.3.8. The drainage systems for system,
non. radioactive liquid wastes are no; discussed
because they are not a part of the ABWR Standard (5) The :icutron absorber shall be dispersed
Phnt. within the reactor core in sufficient

quantity to provide a reasonable margin for
9.3.4 Chemleal and Volume Control leakage or impstfect rnixing.
System (l' Wit)

(6) The system shall be reliable to a degree
(Not applicable to a BWR) consistent with its role as a special safety

system; the possibility of unintentional or
9.3.5 Standby Liquid Control System accidental shutdown of the reactor by this

system shall be minimired.
933.1 Design Itases

9.33.2 System Description
933.1.1 Saftt) Design Itases

The SLCS (Figure 9.31) is automatically
The standby liquid control system (SLCS) has a initiated or can be manually initiated through

safetyerolated function and is designed as a the keyboard switches in the main control roorn
Seismic Category I system it shall meet the to pump a boron neutron absorber solution into
following safety design bases: the reactor if the operator determines the

O tenctor cannot be shut down or kept shut down
'

(1) liackup capability for reactivity control with the control rods. Once the operator
shall be provided, independent of normal re. decision for initiation of the SLCS is made, the
activity control provisions in the nuclear design intent is to simplify the manual process
reactor, to be able to shut down the reactor by providing dual keylocked switches. This
if normal control ever becomes inoperative, prevents inadvertent injection of neutron

absorber by the SLCS. Ilowever, the insertion of
(2) The backup system shall have the capacity for the control rods is expected to assure prompt

controlling the reactivity difference between shutdo vn of the reactor should it be required,
the steady state rated operating condition of
the reactor with voids and the cold shutdown The ke> locked control room switch is provided
condition, itcluding shutdown margin, to to assure positive action from the main control
assure complete shutdown from the most room should the need arise. Procedural controls
reactive conditions at any time in core life, are applied to the operation of the keylocked

control room switch.
(3) The time required for actuation and

effectiveness of the backup control shall be The SLCS is required only to shut down the
consistent with the nuclear reactivity rate reactor and keep the reactor from gcing critical
of change predicted between rated operating again as it cools,
and cold shutdown conditions. A fast scram
of the reactor or operational control of fast The SLCS is needed only in the improbable
reactivity transients is not specified to be event that not enough control rods can be
accomplished by this system, inserted in the reactor core to accomplish

shutdown and cooldown in the normal manner.
(4) Means shall be provided by which the

functional performance capability of the The boron solution tank, the test water tank,
backup control system components can be the two positive displacement pumps, the two
verified periodically under conditions motor-operated injection valves, the two motor.

Amendment 20 912
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operated pump suction vahes, and associated Each positive displacernent pump is sired to h
local vahes, pancl, and controls are located in inject the solution into the reactor in 60 to
the secondary containment outside the drywell and 150 minutes, independent of the amount of
wetwell. The liquid is piped into the reactor solutien in the tank. The pump and splem
ussel throughout the high pressure core flooder design pressure between the injection vahes and
(llPCF)line downstream of the llPCF inboard check the pump and system design pressure between
vahe, relief valves are approximately 1560 psig. To

prevent bypass flow from one pump in case of
The baron absorbs thermal neutrons and thereby relief valve failure in the line from the other

terminates the nuclear fission chain reaction in pump, a check salve is installed downstream of
the uranium fuel. cach relief vahe line in the pump discharge

pipe.
The specified neutron absorber solution is

sodium pentaborate (Na2B10016 10ll 0). The SLCS is automatically initiated after2
11 is prepared by dissolving stoichiometric recching an anticipated transient without scram
quantities of borax and boric acid in deminera. (ATWS) r.ignal or can be ruanually actuated by
lired water. An air sparger is provided in the either of two Le> locked, spring return switches
tank for mixing. To prevent sptem plugging, the on the control room console. This assures that
tank outlet is raised abose the bottom of the switching from the OFF position is a deliberate
tank. act. Changing either switch status to RUN

starts an injection pump, opens one motor.
At all times when it is possible to make the operated injection valve, opens one pump suction

reactor critical, the SLCS shall be able to motor operated valve, and closes both of the
delhcr enough sodium pentaborate t.olution into reactor cleanup system outboard isolation valves
the reactor (Figurc 9.3 2) to assure reactor to preypnt loss of boron.
shutdown. This is accomplished by placing sodium
pentaborate in the standby liquid control tank An ATWS condition exists when either of the
and filling it with demineralized water to at following occurs:
least the low level alarm point. The 6olution
can be diluted with water to within 14 inches of (a) High RPV pressure (1125 psig) and
the overflow levcI volume to allow for average power range menitor (APRM) not
evaporation losses or to lower the saturation down scale for 3 minutes, or
temperature.

(b) Low RPV level (Level 2) and APRM not
The minimum temperature of the fluid in the down scale for 3 minutes,

tank and piping shall be consistent w'th that
obtained from Figure 9.3 3 for the solution A light in the control room indicates that
temperature. The saturation temperature of the power is available to the pump motor contactor
recommended solution is $9of at the low level and that the coatactor is deenergized (pump not
alarm solume and a lower temperature at 14 inches running). Another light indicates that the
below the tank outflow volume (Figuies 9.3 2 and contactor is energized (pump running).
9.3 3). The equipment containing the solution is
installed in a room in which the air temperature Storage tank liquid level, tank outlet valve
is to be maintained within the range of 50 to position, pump dischttp pressure, and injection
100 F. An electrical resistance heater valve position indic ue that the system is
system provides a backup heat source which functioning, if any of these items indicates
maintains the solution temperature at 750F that the liquid may not be flowing, the operator
(automatic operation) to 85"F (automatic shall immediately change the other switch to the
shutoff) to prevent precipitation of the sodium RUN mode, thereby activating the redundant train
pentaborate from the solution during storage, of the SLCS. The local switch will not have a
liigh or low temperature, or high or low liquid STOP position. This prevents the isolation of
level, causes an alarm in the control room. the pump from the control room. Pump discharge

pressure and valve status are indicated in the
control room.

Amendmem 20 93-3
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Equiprnent drains and tani, ontflow are not
piped to the radwaste system but to separate
containers (such al 55 Fallon drums) that can be
removed and disposed of independently to present
any trace of boron from inadscrtently reaching
the reactor.

Instrumentation consisting of solution tem.
perature indleation and control, solution level

O

C

O
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9.3.9 Ilydrogen Water Cheinistry Splern feedwater sptem, the lower plenum region and the
CUW inlet, hydrogen and pli incts in the feedwater

9.3.9.1 Design Ilases sptem, the lower plenum region and the CUW inlet,
and crack growth of pre. cracked samples in water

93.9.l.2 Safety Desigh 11 asis from the lower plenum region.

The hydrogen water chemhtry (ilWC) sptem The hydrogen supply system will be site
is non. nuclear, non safety relatrd and is required to dependent. Ilyarogen can be supplied either as a
be safe and reliable, consistent with the requirement high pressute gas or as a cryogenic liquid. Ilydrogen
of using hydrogen gar,. The hydrogen piping in the and ongen can also be generated on site by the
turbine building shall be designed to Scismic dissociation of water by electrolpis. The llWC
Category l requirements to comply with ilTP 9.51. hydrogen supply sptem is integrated with the

generator hydrogen supply sptem to save the cost of
9.3.9.1.2 Power Gtneration Design Itasis having separate gas storage facilities for both sptems.

13WR reactor coolant is deminerallred water, The oxygen supply system will be site
typically containing 1(K) to 2fK) parts per billion (ppb) dependent. A single oxygen supply sptem could be
dissolved oxygen from the radiolytic decomposition provided to meet the requirementr of IlWC sptem
of water. To mitigate the potential for intergeanular and the condensate oxygen injection sptern described
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of sensitired in subsection 93.10.
austenitic stainless stects, the dissohcd oxygen in the
reactor water can be reduced to less than 20 ppb by 9J.93 Saft:3 thuluation
the addition of hydrogen to the feedwater. The
amount of hydrogen required is in the range of 1.0 to The operation of the llCS is not necessary to
1.5 ppm. The exact amount required depends on m ure:

p many factors including incore recirculation ratet.
x The amount required will be determined by tests (1) The integrity of the tractor coolant pressure

performed during the initial operation of the plant. boundary,

The concentration of h drogen and 09 gen in (2) The rapability to shut down the scactor; or3

the main steam line and eventually in the main
condenser is altered in this process. This leaves an (3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the
excess of hydrogen in the main condenser that would consequences of events which could resuh in
not heve equivalent oxygen to combine with in the potential offsite exposures,
offgas system. To maintain thc offgas sptem near its
normal operating characteristics, a flow rate of The llWC sptem is used, along with other
oxygen equal to approximately one half t% injccted measures, to reduce the likelihood of corrosion
hydrogen flow rate is injected in the olfgas sptem failures which would adversely affect plant availability.
upstream of the retombiner. The means of storing and handling hydrogen shall

utilire the guidelines in EpRI NP 5283.SR.A.
The llWC sptem utilizes the guidelines given ' Guidelines for Permanent BWR ll)drogen Water

in EPRI report NP 5283 SR A,' Guidelines for Chemistry Installations".
Permanent BWR liydrogen Water Chemistry
Installation'. 93.9A Inspection and Testing Requirements

93.9.2 Spiem Description The llWC sptem is proved operable during the
initial operation of the plant. During a refueling or

The llWC system, illustrated in Figure 93 8, is maintenance outage, hydrogen injection is not
composed of hydrogen and oxygen supply systems, required. System maintenance or testing can be
sptems to inject hydrogen in the feedwater and performed during such periods.
oxygen in the offgas and subsystems to monitor the;

O effectiveness of the 11WCS splem. These sptems
V monitor the oxygen levels in the offgas sptem, the

Amendment 20 9 3-12
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93.9.5 Instrumentation and Controls (5) Sensors for measuring dissolved ongen content.

Automatic control features in the llWC system (6) Sensors for measuring pil and dissolved
minimire the need for operator attention and hydrogen.
improve performance These are:

(7) A system for verifying the effectiveness of IlWC
(1) Automatie variation of hydrogen and oxygen by measuring electrochemical potential (ECP)

flow rates with reactor power kvel, and crack growth rate.

(2) Automatic oxygen injection rate change delay. 93.10 Oggen Injection Syrfem
lhis function is also augmented as a function of
reactor power level. 93.10.1 Design Itases

(3) Automatle shutdown on several alarms. The oxygen injection system is designed to add
sufficient oxygen to the Condensate System to

(4) Isolatit , on system pow er loss, operator suppress corrosion and corrosion product release in
restart. the condensate and feedwater systems. Experience

has shown that the prc' erred feedwater oxygen
(5) Iteprogrammable alarms and centroller concentration is 20 to 50 ppb. During shutdown and

electronics. startup operation the feedwaten oxygen concentration
is usually much above the 20 to $0 ppb range.

(6) llydrogen and oxygen now monitor correction flowever, during power operation, deacration in the
function to compensate for nonlinearities. main condenser may reduce the condensate oxygen

concenttation below 20 ppb, thus, requiring that some
The recommended trips of the oxygen and oxygen be added. The amount required is up to

hydropen injection systems include: approximately 5 cubic feet per hour.

(1) Iteactor scram 93.10.2 System Description
t

(2) Imw or high residual oxygen in the off pas The oxygen supply consists of high pressure gas g
cylinders or a liquid tank. A condensate oxygen

(3) liigh area hydrogen concentration injection module is provided with pressure regulators
and associated piping, valves, and controls to

(1) low oxygen injection system supply pressure depressurire the gaseous oxygen and route it h the
condensate injection modules. There are check vakes (

($) liigh hydrogen Dow and isolation valves between the rondensate injection i
modules and the condensate lines downstream of the !

The instrumentation provided includes: condensate demineraliters and the optional injection |
point upstream of the filters.

(1) Flow monitors for measurement of hydrogen
and oxygen flow rates. The flow regulating valves in this system are

operated from the main control room. The oxygen
(2) liydrogen area mnnitor sensors to detect any concentration in the condensate /feedwater system is

hydrogen to the atmosphere. monitored by analyzers in the sampling system
(Subsection 93.2). An operator will make changes in

(3) Pressure gages for measurement of hydrogen the oxygen injection rate in response to changes in the
and oxygen supply pressures and instrument air condensate /feedwater concentration. An automatic
pressure. control system is not required because instantaneous

changes in oxygen injection rate are not required.
(4) An oxygen analger for measuring the percent'

,

oxygen leaving the offgas recombiner.
I

O
Amendment 11 9.1 13
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9A,9 Drpell Cooling Sptern consist of the drywell head area, upper drywell.
lower d*>well, shield w all annulus, and the

9.4.9.1 14 5|gn llanes wetwell air space. The drywell cooling sptem
head loads are prosided in Table 3.4 2

The drywell cooling splem shall have the
capability to maintain the drywell temperature, Gravity dampers and adjustable volume dampers
during normal operation, at temperatures control distribution of the air / nitrogen to the

.

spreified in Section 3.11. drywell space.

The drywell woling s), tera shall be capable of liigh drywctl tempcratures are alarrned in the
controlling the temperature rise of the drywctl main control room, alerting the operator to take
during rmtrnal operational transients so that the appropriate correctise action. During normal
asegape drywell temperature does not cscecd plant operation, two f an coil units are oper.
135 T. The foral temperature shal( not ex. ated During LOPA (when no LOCA ,ignal exists),
cred 165 f in the CRD area or 140 T clse. fan coil units shall restart automatically when
w here in the drywell. power is availeble from the dicsel generators.

During LOPA, chilled water from the llNCW
The drywell cooling sptern is designed to sptem will not be available. Chillin will only bes

proside sufficient air / nitrogen distribut:on so auilable from the RCW coils. The fan coil
that proper temperature distribution can be units are not opcrated during LOCA.
achiesed to present hot r, pots frorn occurring in
any area of the drywcil. 9.4.9.3 Saht) 1:saluation

9.4.9.2 Spicm Descrigtlon Operation of the drywell cooling splem is
not a prerequisite to assurance of either one of

Q See figures 9.44 and 9.4 9 for the flow the following:

C/ disgram illustrating the drywell cooling sptem,
and Table 9.41 fos a listing of its component 5. (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
it is a recirculating sptem consisting of three boundary, or
fan coil units. Normally, two of the three fan
coil units are in operation. Each fan coil unit (2) capability to safely shut down the reactor
consists of two cooling coils, a drain pan, and a and to maintain a safe shutdown condition.
centrifugal fan. Cooling water wmes from the
RCW and ilNCW splems. The two cooling coils llowever, the sptem does incorporate featurcs
are arranged in setics. The return air paues over that provide reliability over the full range of
the first coil, which is cooled by RCW. Part of normal clant operation. These features include
the cooled ai is then cooled by the accond wil, the installasso ci redundant principal sptem
whkh is cooled by llNCW. This twice cooled air components such as:
is mixed with the air which bypassed the sceand
cooling coil. Condensate that drips from the (1) clectric power;
coils it, routed to the DRW drain splem via the
leak detection system, instrumentation is (2) . fan coil units;
installed in ll.c drain line, in front of the leak
detection sptem connection that monitors cooler (3) Sources of chilled water;
condensate flow.

(4) ductwo:L;
The drywell cooling sptem supplies con.

ditioned air to a wmmon distribution header. The (5) control.s; and
air / nitrogen is then ducted to areas within the
drywell for equipment coohng. 'Ihese areas (ti) cross connection of all fan coil units.

(d3

Amendment r, 9.44
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9A.9A Inspection and Testing Requirements

Equipment design includes provisions for periodic
testing of functional performance and inspection"gp'

' for system reliability. Standby components arei

fitted with test connections 50 that syhtem"
,

effectivenen, except for altflow or static
pressure, an be verified without the units being
online. Test connections are provided in the
discharge air ducts for verifying calibration of'

4, the operating controls.
t

t 4.9.5 Instrcmentation Applicathins
, |$N;'

E. Drywell cooling unh function is manually
/'i ;entralled from the main control room. The

N,E ' i int.trumentation which monitors system performance
it part of the atmospheric control system and the
.cak detcetion and isolation system.

9
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power in accordance with RG 1.155. Adequate The equipment shall meet the following
protection of the CTG against sabotage is performance criteria:
provided by locating the unit inside the security
protected area. (1) The LDF shall provide a f! w path from the

suppression pool to the los o drywell when
9.5.11.4 Tests and Inspections the drywell air space temperature reaches

260 C.
The it.itial test qualification requirements

described in IEEE 387, IEEE Standard Criteria for (2) The LDF shall pass sufficient flow from the
Diesel Units Applied as Standby Fower Supplies suppression pool to the lower drywell to
for Nucleur Power Generating Stations, shall also quench all of the postule'ed corium, cover
be applied to the CTG in order tr ensure adequate the corium, and remove the corium deca)
system reliability. Ilowever, the factory-test heat, as confirmed by severe accident
portion of this requirement may be waived if the analysis ( Appendix 19E). |
identically designed unit has been shown capable
of maintaining a reliability of 0.99 over a ) The LDF shall operate automatically in a1

five year period. passive manner.

| Site acceptance testing, periodic surveillance (4) The LDF outlet shall be at least one meter
testing and preventive maintenance, inspections, above the lower drywell floor.
etc., shall be performed in accordance with the

| manufacture's recommendations, including time (5) The LDF inlet shall be located as far below
mtervJ Nr parts replacement. the bottom of the fiist horizontal;

drywell to wetwell vent as possible while'

9.5.11.5 lustrumentation Requirements still meeting the requirements for the
location of the LDF outlet.

p("j The CTG is provMed with local instrumenta.
tion and control .nms suitable for manual (6) The LDF shall not become a flow path f*om
start up and shutdown. and for monitoring and the suppression pool to the lower d' s.?ll
control during operation. Automatic start up and during design basis acciderits (DBAs) s
load sequencing is controlled via the control loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) or 1 . .. g

console located in the main control room. normal piant operation

Mechanical and electrical instrumentation (7) The LDF shall distribute flow evenly around
linked to control room displays are provided to the circumference of the lower drywell.
monitor starting, lubricating and fuel supply
systems, the combustion air in. tai and exhaust 9.5.12.2 System I)cscripthm
t.ystem, and the excitation, voltage regulation
and synchronization systems. The LDF is shown schematically in Figure

9.5-3.
Generator output voltage, current, kVA, power

f actor, H r, etc.,- are air.o displayed in the The LDF provides a flow path for suppression.
control room. Annunciators and computer logs pool water into the lower drywell area during a
provide early detection cf abnormal behavior, severe accident scenario that leads to core

meltdown, vessel failure, and deposition of
9.5.12 Lower Drywell Flootler molten corium on the lower drywell floor.

Molten corium is a molten mixture of fuel,
9.5.12.1 Design Itasis reactor internals, the vessel bottom head and

control rod drive components. The flow path is
The functian of the lower drywell flooder opened when the lower drywell airspace

(LDF) is to flood the lower drywell with water temperature reaches 260 C.
/^N from the suppression pool in the unlikely event
O of a severe accident where the core melts and The flow of suppression pool water c the

causea a subsequent vessel failure to occur. lower drywell through the LDF quenches the

Amendment 20 93-103
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mohen corium and subsequently removes the corium The fusible plug valve is mounted in 'he
decay heat. This limits the drywell temperature vertical position, with the fusible metal facing
io 260'C and ayoids dcgradation oi downward, to facilitate the opening of the valve
non metallic penetration seals in the upper and when the fusible metal melting temperature is
lower drywell Interaction between curium and reached.
the concrete floor is also stopped. This delays
the time of fission product releases for the The drywell flooder pipes are welded to the
severe accident, which allows for more decay of stainless steel vertical vent pipes in the
fission products and results in lower release pedestal and to the steel liner in the lower
fractions. drywell.

The LDF consists of ten pipes that run from 9.5.123 Safety Evaluatim
the vertical pedestal vents into the lower
drywell. Each pipe contains a fusible plug valve The LDF is a passive injection system and is
connected to the end of the pipe that extends maintt. acd in an operable state whenever the
into the lower drywell by a flange. The fusible reactor is critical. The system is never

plug valves open when the drywell air space (and expected to be needed for safety reasons because
subsequently the fusible plug valve) temperature of the extensive array of water injection
reaches 260oC. When the fusible plug valves systems available to maintain core cooling.
open, a minimum of 10.51/sce of suppression pool
water will be supplied through each flooder pipe The LDF is safety related because it is a
(1051/sec total) to the lower drywell to quench structural extension of the blowdown vent
the corium, cover the corium and remove carium system. The LDF is Seismic Category I. The
decay heat, which is estimated at 1% of rated quality control classification of the LDF
thermal power. The flow rate is based on a ccmponents is the same as the pedestal and the
minimum hydrostatic head of 200 mm abose the blowdown vents. Therefore,it meets the same
flooder pipe inlet centerline and takes the structural design, materials, welding
frictional losses through the flooder pipe and fabrication, thermal and structural analysis,
fusible plug valve into account. and quality assurance requirements as the

reactor pedestal.
The inlet centerlines of the drywell flooder

pipes are located 10.2 meters below the bottom of The LDP has sufficient redundancy that the
the vessel, and the outlets of the fusible plug failun of one fusible plug to open does not
valves are located at least one meter above the degrade the ability of the system to flood the
lower drywell floor, drywell and quench the corium.

The fusible plug valves are made from flanges ';he design pressure of the LDF components is
2welded to the end of the vent inside the lower 1.1 kg/cm d.

drywell area. The inner diameter of the pipe is
slightly enlarged to accommodate a stainless The design temperature of the LDF components
steel separation disk, an insulating disk and is 171'C. This value is the primary
fusible metal. The insulating disk thermally containment design temperature and considers DBA
insulates the fusible metal from the wetwell events. If the LDF components lose pressure
water to assure that the fusible metal is not integrity at higher temperatures during a severe
cooled by wetwell water and prevented from accident, then the LDF function (i.e., drywell
melting during the severe accident high lower flooding) is performed. Therefore, the design
drywell ternperature conditions. _ The end of the temperature does not nesd to be higher than the
fusible plug valve is covered with a plastic temperature based on DBA events.
cover that has a low melting point. The purpose
of the cover is to avoid corrosion of the fusible The LDF components have zero leakage when
metal material and to assure that any toxic subjected to design differential pressure of 1.1

2components from the fusible metal material that kg/cm at a design temperature of 171oC.
might be released do not escape into the . lower -

drywell area during normal plant operation.

Amendment 10 9.510A
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9A.4.1.5.6 Corridor C (Rm No. 530) 9A 4-139
ID
V 9A 4.1.5.7 U/D Equipment liatch (Rm No. 531) 9A.4140

9A.4.1.5.8 DG Control Panel C Room (Rm No. 536) 9A 4141

9A.4.1.19 D/G Fan and 1IVAC Huom (Rm No. 533) 9A.4 112

9A.4.1.5.10 Exhaust Dect C Room (Rm No. 534) 9A.4143

9A.4.1.5.11 Deleted 9A.4144

9A.4.1.5.12 Corridor 11 (Rm No. 520) 9A.4146

9A.4.1.5.13 U/D Personel Ilatch (Rm No. 521) 9A.4147

9A 4.1.5.14 D/G Fan and IIVAL kuom 11 (Rm No. 522) 9A 4-148

9A,4.1.5.15 Exhaust Duct 11 Room (Rm No. 523) 9A.4-149

9A.4.1.5.16 D/G Control Panel 11 Room (Rm No. 524) 9A.4150

9A.4.1.5.17 Deleted 9A.4-151

9A.4.1.5.18 Deleted 9A.4-152

9A.4.1.5.19 Electrical Penetration Room (Rm No. 543) 9A.4 '5373

9A 4.ix

Amendment 2u
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9A.4.1.5.20 FPC Valve Room (Rm No. 542) 9A.4154

9A.4.1.5.21 FPC Pump Room (Rm No. 546) 9A.4155

9A.4.1.5.22 Deleted 9A.4156

9A.4.1.5.23 Deleted 9A,4-156

9A.4.1.5.24 Deleted 9A.4157

9A.4.1.5.25 Deleted 9A.4-158

9A 4.1.5.26 FPC Heat Exchanger Room (Rm No. 544) 9A.4-160

9A 4.1.5.27 Instrument Piping Penetration Room
(Rm No. 511) 9A.4161

9A.4.1.5.28 Clean Area Access Room (Rm No. 517) 9A.4-161.1

9A.4.1.5.29 Division 1 Electrical Penetration Room

(Rm No. 518) 9A.4-161.2

9A.4.1.5.30 Senice Corridor B (Rm No. 527) 9A.4-161.3

9A.4.1.5.31 Division 2 Electrical Penetration Room

(Rm No. 528) 9A 4-161.4

9a.4.1.5.32 Division 3 Electrical Penetration Room
(Rm No. 532) 9A.4-161.5

9A.4.1.5.33 Pits and Pools (Rm No 538,539) 9A.4-161.6

9A A.I.5.34 RIP Transformer Room (Rm No. 541) 9A.4-161.6

9A.4.1.5.35 FPC Heat Exchanger Room (Rm No. 545) 9A.4-161.7

9A.4.1.5.36 Corridor D (Rm No. 547) 9A.4161.8

9A.4.1.5.37 Upper Drywell (Rm No. 591) 9A.4-161.9

9A.4.1.6 Building - Reactor Bldg El 23500mm
and El 27200mm 9A.4-162

9A 4-x
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9A.4.1.6.1 Cross Corridor A (Rm No. 614) 9A.4 162

9A.4.1.6.2 D/G Fuel Day Tank A Room (Rm No. 610) 9A.4163

9A.4.1.6.3 AC Filter / Fan Arca (Rm No. 615) 9A.4164

9A.4.1.6.4 D/G (A) Equipment Room (Rm No. 613) 9A.4-165

9A.4.1.6.5 D/G (A)/Z lIVAC Room (Rm No. 612) 9A 4166

9A.4.1.6.6 SRV/MSIV Maintenance Room (Rm No. 616) 9A.4 167

9A.4.1.6.7 ISI Test Room (Rin No. 617) 9A.4-12

9A.4.1.6.8 D/G (C) Equipment Rtwa (Rm No. 6M) 9A.4169

9A.4.1.6.9 D/G (C)/Z 11VAC Room (Rm No. 632) 9A.4170

()
U
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'

9A.4-x.1
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9A.4.1.6.10 D/O Fuel Day Tank C Room (Rm No. 630) 9A.4-171

9A 4.1.6.11 Ilatch and Corridor B/C Room (Rm No. 634) 9A.4-172

9A.4.1.6.12 Corridor B SLC Area (Rm No. 622) 9A.4173

9A.4.1.6.13 D/G Fuel Day Tank Room B (Rm No. 620) 9A.4174

9A.4.1.6.14 D/G (B) Equipment Room (Rm No. 625) 9A.4-176

9A.4.1.6.15 D/G (B)/Z 11VAC Room (Rm No,624) 9A.4-177

9A.4.1.6.16 ISI Inspection (Rm No. 637, 9A.4-178

9A.4.1.6.17 Deleted 9A.4-179

9A 4.1.6.18 Deleted 9A.4180

9A,4.1.6.19 Corridor D (Rm No. M3) 9A.4-180

9A.4.1.6.20 SGTS Fans Room (Rm No. 641) 9A.4-181

9A.4.1.6.21 SGTS Fiher Train Room (Rm No. M2) 9A.4-182

9A.4.1.6.22 Deleted 9A.4-183

9A.4.1.6.23 Deleted 9A.4-185

9A.4.1.6.24 Upper D/G A HVAC Room (Rm No.653) 9A.4-186

9A.4.1.6.25 FMCRD A/C Panel Room (Rm No. 654) 9A.4187

9A.4.1,6.26 - Deleted 9A.4-188

9A.4.1.6.27 Deleted 9A.4-189

~ 9A.4.1.6.28 Deleted 9A.4-190

9A.4.1.6.29 Deleted 9A.4-190

- 9A,4.1.6.30 Upper D/G C HVAC Room (Rm No 673) 9A.4-191

9A 4-xt
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9A.4.1.6.31 Deleted 9A.4192

9A.4.1.6.32 Upper D/G B llVAC Room (Rm No. 663) 9A.4 193
,

9A.4.1.6.33 Upper Corridor B (Rm No. 626) 9A 4194

9A.4.1.6.M Deleted 9A.4 195 _

9A.4.1.6.35 Fh1CRD D/B Panel Room (Rm No. 681) 9A.41%

9A.4.1.6.36 Deleted 9A.4-197

9A.4.1.6.37 Deleted 9A 4198

9A.4.1.6.38 MS Tunnel iIV11 Room (Rm No. 685) 9A.4-199

9A.4.1.6.39 Pits and Pools 9A.4-200

9A.4.1.6.40 PVC Purge Exhaust Fan Room (Rm No. 623) 9A.4-200.1

9A.4.1.6.41 D/G (C) Corridor Room (Rm No. 635) 9A.4-200.2

9A.4.1.6.42 RIP Power Supply Room (Rm No. 638) 9A.4-200.2
9

9A.4.1.6.43 HWii Pump & Heat Exchanger Room

(Rm No. 640) 9A.4-200.3 _

9A.4.1.6.44 Leak Detection Dust Radiation Room
(Rm No. 657) 9A.4 200.4

9A.4.1.6.45 Dust Radiation Sampler Room (Rm No. 658) 9A.4 200.5

9A 4.1.6.46 CAMS A Room (Rm No. 659) 9A.4-200.6

9A.4.1.6.47 Upper 11WH lleat Exchanger and Fan Room
(Rm No. 680) 9A.4-200.7

9A.4.1.6.48 Dust Radiation Sampler Room B (Rm No. 682) 9A.4 200 8

k 9A.4.1.6.49 Containment Vessel Atmospher (CAM)
Monitor Raek (Rm No. 683) 9A.4-200.9

9A.4.1.6.50 Room 684 9A.4-200.10

4A.4-nis
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9A.4.1.7.11 Roof A/C Area (Rm No. 810 & 830 9A.4-212

9A.4.1.7.12 Roof A/C Area (Rm No. 820 & 840) 9A.4-212

9A 4.1.7.13 RCW (A) Surge Tank (Rm No 710) 9A.4-214

9A.4.1.7.14 Periodic inspection Room (Rm No. 720) 9A.4 214.1

9A.4.1.7.15 RIP Repair Room (Rm No. 723) 9A.4-214.2

9A.4.1.7.16 Refuel Machine Control Room HVH
(Rm No. 722) 9A.4 2143

9A.4.1.7.17 Standby Gas Treatraent S> tem Pipe
Space (Rm No. 741) 9A.4-214.4

9A.4.1.7.18 HVAC Supply Duct Room (Rm No. 711) 9A.4 214.5

9A.4.1.7.19 Elevator Equipment Room (Rm No. 811) 9A.4-214.6

9A.4.1.7.20 Elevator Equipment Room (Rm No. 821) 9A.4 214.7

9A.4.2 Control Building 9A.4-215

9A.4.2.1 Floor One El(-)S200mm and (-)2150mm 9A.4-215

9A.4.2.1.1 RCW "A" (Rm No.111) 9A 4-215

- 9A.4.2.1.2 Dassageway (Rm No.112) 9A.4-216

9A.4.2.13 RWCU "B"(Rm No.121) 9A.4-217

9A.4.2.1.4 Passageway (Rm No.122) 9A.4 219

9A.4.2.1.5 RCW *C" (Rm No.131) 9A.4-220

9A.4.2.1.6 Passageway (Rm No.132) 9A.4 221

9A.4.2.2 Floor Two El(-)2150mm 9A 4-222

9A.4.2.2.1 Passageway (Rm. No. 211) 9A.4 222

9A.4.2.2.2 Passageway (Rm No. 221) 9A.4-223

9A.4.2.23 Passageway (Rm No. 231) 9A.4-224

9A.4-xiii

Amendment 20
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10.4.6.1 Dnign llases polisher vessel to preclude gross resin leakage intop) tbc power .ycle in case of vessel underdrain failure,(
10.4.6.1.1 Saftty Design llases and to catch resin fine leakage as much as possible.

The design bases inGi.cnt concentrations are pro-
The CCS does not serve or support any safety vided in Table 10.4 5. Based on the influent concen

function and has na safety design bases. trations the condensate polisher effluent water
quality is as reported in Table 10.4-6. The CCS

10A.6.1.2- Power Generation Design Itases components ar e located in the I arbine building.

Power Otneration Design Basis Oat The CCS Provisiens are included to permit mechat.ical
continuously removes dissolved and mspended relids ultrasonic washing and replacement of the ion ex-
from the condensate to maintain reactor feedwater change rcsin. Each of the polisher sessels has fait
quaUty, open inlet and outlet isolation valves which are

remotely control!cd from the local polisher control
Power Genernon D.rLgnJ1di.Two The CCS panel.i

'

removes corrosion products from the condensate and
from drains returned to the condenser botwell so as A system flow bypass velve is also provided which
to limit any accumulation of corrosion products in is manually controlled from the main control room.
the cycle. Pressure donnsticam of the polisher system is in li-

cated and low p. essure is alarmed in the main
Power Gentration Desien 133sk Thrgx The CCS control room to alert the operator. The bypass is
remowsirnpurities entering the power cycle due to used only in cmergency and for shor' periods of time
condenser circulating water leaks as trytnred to until the polisher svstem flow is ri orned to normal
perrnit continued power operation within .specified or the plant is brought to an ord v shutdown. To
water quality limin as long as such condenser leaks prevent unpolished condensate f.<..a leaking through
are too mall to be readily located and repaired the bypass, double isolation valves are provided with

e an orificed leak off bad, to the condenser.

( Power Generation Desyn Bui Four - The CCS1
limits the en:ry of dirselved colids into the feedwater 10A.622 Component Ducription
system in the event of large condenser leaks, sut h as
a tube break, to permit a reasonable amount e time Codes and standerds applicable to the CCa arer
for orderly plant shutdown. listed in Subsection 322. The syst :m is designed

and constructed in accordance with quality group D
Power Generat on Qpien Ha3k Five - The CCS requirements. Design data for ma,ar components ofi

injects in the condensate such water treatment the CCS are listed in Table 10A-4.
addit ves as oxygen and hydro 3en as required toi

minimize corrosion / erosion product releases in the CondttsattAlhhgrs Vessrh - There are six
power cycle. 20 percent capacity pohsher vessels (one on standby)

each constructed of carbon steel and lined with
Epwer Generation Desien Bam$n - The CCS natural rubber. Normal op ration fullload steady
maintains the condensate storage tank water quality state design flowrate is 40 gpm per <quare foot of
as required for condensate makeup and miscella- bed. Maximum Dowrates are 50 nnd 60 gpm per
neous condensate supply services. square foot for steady state and transient opration

respectively. The nominal bed depth is 40 inches,
10A.62 System Description

10A.6.23 System Operation
.10A.62.1 General Description

The CCS is continuously operated, as necessary
The condensate cleanup system is illustrated in to maintain feedwater purity levels.

Figure 10.4 4. The CCS consists of six bead resin,
raixed bed ion exchange polisher vessels arranged in Full umdensate Dow is passed through Gye of the

parallel with, normally five in operation anu 1 in six polisher ussels, which are piped in parallel. The
standby. A strainer is installed downstream of each sixth polisher is on standby or is in the process of

Amendmcot 11 10 4-11
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being cleaned, emptied or refilled The unice run 10.443 In aluation
for each pehsher vesselis terminated by eithc r high
differential pressure across the vessel or high con. The CCS does not serve or support any safety
ductivity or sodium content in the polisher et0uent function and has no safety design basis.
water. Alarms for each of these parameters are
prmided on the iocal control panel. The condensate cleanup system remoses some

radioactive material, actisated corrosion products
The local control panel is equipped with the and fission products that are carried over from the

appropriate instrumer.ts and controls to allow the reactor. While these radioactise sources do not
operators to perform the foHowing operations affcer the capacity of the resin, the concentralian of

such radioactise material requires shielding (see
(1) Remove an exhausted polisher from senice and Chapter 12). Vent gases and other wasirs from ;be

repla:e it with a standby unit condensate cleanup splem are toll eted in con-t

troHed areas and sent to the radwaste system far
(2) Transfer the resin insentory of any polishec treatment and/or disposal. Chapter 11 describes

vesselinto the resin receiver tank for mecharucal the activity lesel and removal of radiaactive material
deaaing or disposal from the condensate sptem.

(3) Process the as reuived resin through the The condensate deanup sptem complies with
| ultrasonic resin cleaner m it is transferred from Repubtory Guide 1.56, Mamicnance of ifarer Fudry

the receiser tank to the storage tank. m Boihng Irater Reactcrs.

(4) Transfer the resin storage tank resins to any The condensate cleanup spicm and related
pohther sessel. support facilities are located in non safety related

buildings As a reault, potential equipment or piping
(5) Transfer exhausted resin from the receiser tank failurcs can not affect pbnt safety.

to the radwaste sptem.
10.4.ti.4 Tests and inspvctions

On termination of a service run, the exhausted
polishtr sessel is talen out of sersice, and the Preoperational tests are performed on the con.
standby unit is placed in senice by remote manual densate cleanup sptem ta ensure operability reii.
operation from the local control panel. The resm ability, and integrity of the sptem. Each polisher
from the exhxusted sesselis transferred to the resin sessel and sptem supnort equipment can be isolated
receiter tank and replaced by a clean resin bcd that during normal p!'nt operation to permit testing and
a transferred 'iom the resin storage tank. A firir,l maintemce.
rinse of the new bed a performed in the por.ther bye

} | condensate fuu flow recycb to the condenstr before 10.4.6.5 Instrumentation Applications
" it is placed in senice. The rinse is monitored by con.

ductivit3 analyzers, and the process is terminated Conductivity elements are prosided for the
when the required minimum rinse has been syuem influent and for cact; polisher vesse! effluent.
completed and normal clean bed corductivity is Systeu influent cond tivity detects condenser
obtained. le akage; whereas, polisher efflaent conductivities

pioside indication of resin exhaustion. The polisher
Through periodic condensate makeup and re- effluent conductivity elements also monitor the

ject, the condensate storage tank water inventory is quality of the condensate that is recycled to the
processed through the CCS and tank water quality is condenser after processing through a standby sessel
rnaintained as required for condensate makeup to before it is returned to senice. Differential pressure
de cycle and miscellaneous condensate supply is monitored across each polisher vessel and each
senices. The diagram of the condensate storage and vessel discharge resin strainer to detect bk>ckage of
transfer system is :Umtrated in Figure 10.4-5. flaw. The flow through each polisher is monimred

and used as controlinput to assure even distribution
The condensate cleanup anj related support of condensate flow through aU orcrating vessels and

spiems wastes are procened by the radwaste system by correlation with the vessel pressure drop, to
.

as describcd in Cha;4cr 11.

Amener ent 20 10A 12
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permit esaluation of the sessel throughpot capacity. designec perrnit continuous long term full power
,

individual vessel effluent conductivity, differential plant opeiation with the following equipment out of
pressure, and slow neasurements are recorded at the service: one feedwater pump, one condencate pump
syskm local control panel. A multipomt annunciator or one heater drain pump or, one high pressure
is included in the local panel to alarm abnormal heater str;ng with a shghtly reduced final feedwater
condidons within the system. The local panel is con- temperat ure,
nected to the main control room where local alarms
annunicated by a global system alarm but un also be Em(kntation Deden twhJmt - The CFS is
displayed indhidually if requested by the operators. designed to permit continu,us long term operation g

with one LP heater string out of sersice at the &
Other system instrumentation includes turbidity maximum load permitied by the turisine

and other water quality measurements as necessary manufacturer, approximately 85%, valae which is set
for proper operation of the polisher and miscella- by steam 00* limitation on the affected LP turbine
neous support sersices, and timers for automatic -

supervision of the resin transfer and cleaning cycles. Power Unin.ation Design Bads,hc - The CFS is
The control system presents the initiation of any designed to heat up the reactor feedwater to a
operation or sequence of operations which would nominal temperature of 420F during fullload
conflict with any operation ca sequence already in operation and to lower temperatures during part
progress whether such operation is under automatic load operation.

- or manual control.
Power G neration Def gn Bads Sh - The CTS is1 i

designed to minimize the ingress or release of impu.
10A,7 Condensate and Feedwater System rities to the reaciar feedwater.

The function of the condensate and feedwater 10.4.7.2 Description
syst m (CFS) k to receive concensate from the con-;

denser Loiwells, supply condensate to the clonup 10.4.7 2.1 General Description
system, and delher high purity feed *ater to the
reactor, ut the required flow rate, pressure and tem- The condensate and feedwater system is illus-
perature. trated in Figure 10.4-6 and 10.4 7. The condensate

and feedwater system consists of the pipir.g. vahes,
10.4.7.1 Dnign thses pumps, heat exchangers, controh and instrumenta. 4

tion, and the associated equipment and subsystems -

10.4.7.1.1 Safety Dolgn liases which supply the reactor with heated feedwater in a
clused steam cycle utilizing regenerative feed *ater

The condensate feedwater system does not heating. The system described in this subsection
serve or support any safety function and has no extends from the main condenser outl:t to the
safety design bascs. second isolation vahe outsida of containment. The

| remainder of the system, extending trcm the second
" 10.4.7.1.2 Power Generution Design llases isolation valve to the reactor,is described in Chapter

5. Turbine extraction steam is utilized for a total of
[mDeneration Dedgn hk Ong - The CFS is six stages of closed feedwater heating. The drains
desicned to provide a continuous and dependable frorn each stage of the low pressure feedwater
feedwater supply to the reactor at the required flow heaters are cascaded through successkely lower
rate, pressure, and temperaturc under ai; anticipated pressure feedwater heaters to the main condenser,
steady-state and transient condit>ms. The high pressure heater drains are pumped back- ,

ward to the reactor feedwater pumps suction The
D.wuRngalion DesienJ;sts fwo - The CFS is cycle extraction steam, drains and vents sptems are .

designed to supply up to 115% of the rated feedwa. illustrated in Figures 10.4-8 and 10.4-9.
'

ter flow demand during steady state power operation
and for at least 10 seconds after generator step load The CFS cansists of four 33G capacity ,

reduction or turbine trip, and up to 75's of the rated condensate pumps, three manually operated 33-50% $ ,

flow demand thereafter. capacity reactor feedwater pumps (three normally i
'

operating and one on standby), four stages of !
Power Generation Designhy;is Three - The CFS is low. pressure feedwater heaters, and two stages I ;

|
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of high pressure feedwater heaters, piping, valves, by either the condensate pumps or the reactor feed
>.nd instrumentation. The condensate pumps take pumps operating at their minimum fixed speed. F
suction from the condenser hotwell and discharge During power operation, the heater bypass function 5
the deaerated condensste into otic common header is to maintain full feedwater flow capability when a
which feeds the condensate filters and high pressure heater string must be isolated for
demineralizers. Downstream of the condensate maintenance,

demineralizers, the condensate is taken by a single
header and flows in parallel through five auxiliary During power operation, the condensate is wellg

p condenser / coolers,(one gland steam exhauster con- deaerated in the condenser and continuous oxygen
denser and two sets of stearn jet air ejector injection is used to maintain the level of oxygen'

condensers and offgas recombiner condenser contem in the fmal feedwater as shown in Subsection
(coo |ers). The condensate then branches into three 10.4.6.
parallel strings oflow pressure feedwater heaters.
Each string contains four stages of low-pressure To minimire corrosion product input to the

k feedwater heaters. The strings join together at a reactor during startup, recirculation lines to the
common header which is routed to the suction of the condenser are provided from the reactor feedwater
reactor feedwater pumps. pump suction header sad from the high pressure

feedwater heater outlet header.
Another input to the feed Aater flow consists of

the drains which are pumped backward and injected Prior to plant startup, cJeanup is accomplisned by
into the feedwater stream at a point between the allowing the system to recirculate through the con-

i fourth sige low pressure feedwater heaters and the densate polishers for treatment prior to fecding any
suction side o' the iesctor feed pumps. These aster to the reacter ? -ing startup.
drains, which originaic from the eressateur.d steam
moisture separators and reheaters and from the two
sets of high pressure feedwater heaters, are directed

' so the hea:er drain tanL Ti>e reheater sind top
heater drains are deaerated in the crossaround g

|3 heaters so ! hat, after mixNg with condensate, the W
drains are compatible with th: reactor feedwater=

f quality requirements for oxygen content during g
riormal power operation. The heater drain pumpt g
take suction from their heater drMn tank and inject
the deatrated drains into the feedwater stream on

'*th: suction side of the reactor feed pumps.
_

The reactor feedwater pumps discharge the
feedwater into two parallel high pressure icedwater
heater strings, each with two stages of high pressure
feedwater heaters Dowwream of the high pressure 10.4.702 Component Description
feedwater heaters, the two strings are then joined
into a common header, which divides into two feed- All components of the condensate and feedwater
water lines which connect to the reactor, system that contain the system pressure are designed

- and constructed in accordance with applicable codes
- A bypass is provided around the reactor feedwa- as referer.ce d in Section 31

{ ter pumps to permit supplying feedwater to the
reactor during early startup without operating the Condenote Pumps The four condensate
feedwater pumps, using only the condensate pump pumps are identical, fixed speed motor driven g
head. pumps. three are normally operated, and the fourth n

*
is on standby. VaMng is provided to allow indhidual

Another bypass, equiped with a feedwater flow pumps to be removed from service.
control valve,is provided around the high pressure

,
p beaters to perform two independent functions. A minimum flow recirculation line is provided

During startup, the bypass and its flow control valve*

are used to regulate the flow of feedwater supplied

Ameeent !! to 414
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( downstream of the aaxiliary cen.iensers for conden- drain line is also used during startup and shutdown
sate pump protection and for auxiliary condenser when it is desirable to dump the drains for feedwater
minimum flow requirements. quahty purposes.

Low pressure Feedwater Heaten - Three The drain tanks and tank drain lines are designed
parallel and independent strings of four closed io anin*ain the drain pumps available suction head
feedwater heaters are provid.ed, and one string is in exce:,s of the pump required minimum under all
installed in each condenser neck. The heaters hase anticisted operating conditions including,
integral drain coolers, and their drains are cascaded particularly, load teduction transients This is
to the next icwcr stage heaters of the same string achieved mainly by prosiding a large elevation

.

except for the lowest pressure heaters which drain to dif ference between tanks and pumps (approumately
'

the main condensers. The heater shells are either 50 feet) and optimizing the drain lines which would
carbon steel or low alloy ferritic steel, and the tubes affect the drain sptem transient response, part-
are stainless steel. Each low pressure feedwater icularly, the drain pump suctian line.
heater string has an upstream and downstream isola-
tion valve which closes on detection of high leselin Unter Drain Pumps Two motor-driven heater
any one of the low pressare heaters in the string _ drain pumps operate in parallet, each taking suctwo

from a heater drain tank and discharging into the
H i c h-p r e u u r e Fe e d w a t e r H.gidsfra - T w o suction side 4 > e reactor feedwater pumps. The

n allows each heater drain pumpparallel and independent strings of two high pressure drain sptem . 1

feedwater heaters are located in the high pressure to be indisidually removed from sersice for
end of the turbi..e building. The No. 6 heaters, maintenance while the the balance of the sptem
which have integral drain coolers, are drained to the remains in operation while the affected string drains
No. $ heaters. The No. $ heater >, which are con. Jump to the condenser.2

) decsing only, drain to their respective heater drain
s tanks. The heater shells are carbon steel, and the Controlled drain recirculatian is provided f om F'

C tubes are stainless steel. the discharge side of each heater drain pump to the [
associated heater drain tank. This ensures that the

Heater string isolatio.: and by pass valves arc minimum safe flew through each heater drain pump
provided to allow each string of high-pressue is maintained during operation.

E heaters to be removed from service, thus, slightly
? reducing fmal feedwater temperatme but requireing Reactor Feedwater Pomm - Three identical and

no reduction in plant output. The heater string independent,33-60?1 capacity reactor feed pumps |
isolation and bypass valves are actuated on detection (RFPs) are provided. The three cumps manually op-
of high level in either of the two high pressure crate in parallel and discharge to the high pressure
heaters in the string. feedwater heaters. The pumps take suction

downstream of the last stage loopressure feedwater
The startup and operating vents from the steam heatets and discharge through the high-pressure

side of the feedwater hesters are piped to the main feedwater heaters. Each pump is driven by an ad-
condenser except for the highest pressure heater justable speed spchronous motor.
operating vents which discharge to the co!d reheat
lines. Discharges from shell relief valves on the isolation valves are provided which allow each
steam side of the feedwater heaters are piped to the reactor feed pump to be individually removed from
main condenser. service for maintenance, while the plant continues

operation at full power on the two remalng pumps.
Hener Drain Tank Two heater drain tanks

2 are provided. Drain tank levelis maintained by the Controlled feedwater recirculation is prosided
k heater drain pump and control valves in drain pump from the discharge side of each reactor feed pump to
'

disharge and recirculation line. the main condenser. This provision ensmes that the
minimum safe flow through each reactor feed pump

The heater drain tank is provided with an alter- is maintained during operation.
_

nate drainline to the main condenser for automatic
dumping upon detection of high level, The ahernate

Amendment 20 10A15
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10.4.L23 Sptem Operation possible by use of the multistrieg arrangement and

'

the prcnitions for isolating and bypusing equipment
NORMAL OPEPAT10N Under nortual op- and sections of the rptem.

crating conditions, system operation is auto:natic.
Autorr.atic level control systems control the lestis in The majority of the condensatt and feedaater
all feedwater heaters, the heater drain tank.s and the piping considered in this senion is located within the
condenser hotwells. Feedwater heater levels are non. safety related turbine building. The portion
controlled by modulating drain salves. Cor col which conne:ts to the second valve outside the con.
vahes in the discharge and recirculation lines of the tainment is located in the steam turml betwten the
heater drain pumps control tbc levelin the heater turbine and reactor buildings. This portion of the
drain tanks. Valves !n the makeup line to the piping is ana$ynd for dpunic effect from postulated
condenser from the condensate storage tank and in seismic events and safety-relief vahr dachstges. The g
the return line to the condensate storage tank control entire condensate and feedwater sp'.em piping is g
the lesclin the condenser horwells. analyzed for water hammer loads that could '

potentially result frem anticipated Dow transients. ,

During power operation feedwater flow is-

F
g, automatically controlled by the teactor feedwater 10.4.7.4 Testa and Inspections

'' j pump speed that is set by the f.:edpump speci
! control system. The conuol svitem utilizes 10.4.7.4.1 Prvsenice Testing
' measurements cf s:ecm Dow, feedwster Dow, and

reactor lnel to regulate the feedwater pump speed. Each feedwater heater and condensate pump re.
During startup, feedwater fba is autornatically ceives a shop hydrostatic test which is performed in
regulated by the hi h pressure heater bypass now accordance with applicable codes. All tube joints of6
conti al vah e. feedwater heaters are shop leak tested. Prior to

initial operation,the completed condensate and feed-
Ten percent step load and 5-percent per rninute water system recchts a field hydrostatic and perfor-

ramp chan;es can be accommodated without major mance test and inspection in accordance with the
effect in the CFS Th: system is capable cf acceptig apphnhle code. Periodic tests and inspections of tL
a full generator load rejection withom reducing sptem are performed in conjunction with scheduled
feedaatcr 00w rate. enaintenance outages.

10.4.73 Esaluation 10.4.7.4.2 Insenice Inspection s

The condensate and feedwater sptem does not The performance status, leaktightness, and |
sene or support any safe?y function Systems structural leaktight integria of all system
analpis show that failure of this sptem cannot components are demonstrated by continuous;

~

compromise any safety-related systems or preven' operation
safe shadour..

| 10.4.7.5 Instrumentation Applications
~

During operation, radioactive steam and con-
densate are present in the feedwater heating portion Feedwater flow controlinstrumentation mea-

,

| of the system, which includes the extraction steam sures the feedwater discharge now rate from each
piping. feedwater heater shells, heater drain piping, reactor feed pump and the heater bypass startup Dow ft

| | and heater vent piping Shielding and access control control valve. These fe:dsater system flow *

are presided as necessary (see Chapter 12). The measurements are used by the feedwater control
condensate and feedwater sjstem is designed to min- system to regulate the feedwater flow to the reactor
imize leakage with welded construction utilized to meet system demands. The feedwater control
where practicable. Relief discharges and operating sptem is described in Subection 7.7.1.4
vents are channeled through closed systems.

Pump now is measured on the pump intet line,

| | If it is necessary to remove a process nent from and now controls preside automatic pump recircula-
senice such as a feedwater heater, pump, or control tion now for ach reactor feedwater pump. Auto-

j salve, continued operation of the system is matic controls also regulate the condensate now

neem n W 1s

1
:
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,
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12.2 RADIATION SOUltCES (subsectim 12.2.1.2.1) and the sources from the
k remaining area <. ($ubsections 12.2.1.2.2 through

12.2.1 Contained Sources 12. 2.1. 2.9 ) . Included in :hese areas are the
sources from the radwaste building (Subsection

12.2.1.1 Source Terms 12.2.1.Jh) and the turbine building (Subscction
12.2.2.3). Table 12.2-5 prese,ts an osersiew of

With the exception of the sessel and drywell the radioactive sources found in the ABWR ex-
sbleids, shielding designs are based on fission cluding the reactor pressure vessel. This table,

product and actintion product sources consis- is divided into four sections. The first sec-
tent with Section 11.1. For shielding, it is tion lists all major radioictive sources, the
conservative to design for fission product sour. table which provides the source term information
ces at peak values rather than an annual aserage, for the component, and the figure in Section
even though experience supports a lower annual 12.3 (or Chapter 1) in which the component
average than the design aserage (Reference 1). location is shown along with cortdinates for the
It should be noted that activation products, component. In addition, the approximate geo-
principally Nitrogen-16, control shielding calcu- metry of the component is supplied. This geo-
lations in most of the primary system. In areas metry in most cases is only approximate and
where fission products are significant, conserva- rentesents a generic application as compared to ,

tise allowance is made for transient decay while specific detaih for a sendor supplied com-
at the same time providing for transient increase ponent. The second section of Table 12.2 5
of the noble gas source, daughter product forma- gives for each component the estimated source
tion and energy level of emission. Areas where distribution in each component. Again this is
fission products are significant relative to estimated and v.ill depend on final design para-
Nitrogen-16 include: (1) the condenser off gas meters with ' ndor specific application. The
system downstream of the steam jet air ejector; third section f Table 12.2-5 lists room dimen-
(2) liquid and solid radwaste equipment; (3) sions and wat thickness for each component,
portions of the RWCS; and (4) partions of the This data is taken from the arrangement drawings
feedwater system downstream of the betwell and represents minimal values. Part four of
including condensate treatment equipment. Table 12.2 5 lists pipe chases, the major pipe

routing through these chases, and piping data.
For application, the design sources are Only chases carrying significant radioactive

grouped first by location and then by equipment soutces ate listet
type (e.g., reactor building, core soarces). The
following paragraphs represent the source data in Some areas of the plant show shielded areas
various pieces of equipment throughout the plant. without any designation to any radioactive
General locations of equipment are shown in the co m ponent. These are primarily areas found
general plant arrangement drawings of the Section around the primary containment boundary. For
1.2. Specific Acceptance Criterion 11.6 of Sec- example, in Figure 12.3-5 at coordinate (RF,R4)
tion 12.2 provides that in addition to the loca- a shielded area is shown with Freak down walls
tion of conta:ned sources, their approximate size withom any designated component. This area
and shape be shown. Though this has not always represents shielded penetration areas for non-
been included, the source strength or conecetra- radioactise components and can be cross refer-
tion has been provided in Chapter 12 tables and eneed to Figure 1.213. Reference to Figure
detailed geometry has been provided in Table 1.2-13a shows electrical penetrations from the
12.21 for the reactor and in Chapter 5 for the primary containment into the shielded area at
mairi steam. In Chapter 12 the reactor water (RF,R4) on Figure 12.3 5.
concentrations were used to develop sources in
equipment containing reactor water or steam. 12.2.1.2.1 Reactor Vessel Sourcr-

12.2.1.2 Reactor, Radwaste, and Turbine 12.2.1.2.1.1 Radiation from the bactor Core
Building Sources,

| q 12.2.12.1.1.1 General

j C/ The information in this section.is divided
I into two categories, the reactor vessel sources The information in this section defines a re-
!
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actor vessel model and the associated gamma and
neutron radiation sources. This section is de-
signed to proside the data required or calcula-
tions beyond the vessel. The data selected were
not chosen for any given program, but weic cho.
sen to provide information for any of several
shield program types, in addition to the souice
data, calculated radiation dose levels are
provided at locations surrounding the sessel.
These data are given as a potential check point
for calculations by shield designers,

12.2.1.2.1.1.2 Physien: Data

Table 12.2-1 presents the physical data re-e

quired to form the model in Figure 12.21. This
,

model was selected to contain as few separate
regions as poseible to adequately portray the
reactor. Table 12.2-1 provide:; nominal diraen-
sions and material volume fractions for each
boundary and region in the reactor model. To
describe the reactor core, Table 12 2-1 provides
thermal power, power density, core dimensions,
core average material volume factions and
reactor power distributions. The reactor power
distributions are given for both adial and
axial distributions. These data contain

..

.

>

i
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uncertainties in the volume regions near the edge Table 12.2 3, part C, gives the gamma ray
( of the core. The level of uncertainties for energy spectra in the cylindrical regions of the
\" these regions is estimated at 20'i . reactor from the core through the vessel. Ttge

energy spectra are given in terms of McV/cm /
12.2.1.2,1,1.3 Core Boundary Neutron fluxes sec/W at the inside surface and outside surfaces

of the region. This energy spectrutn, maltiplied
Table 12.2-2 presents peak axial neutron by the core thermal power, is the gamma ray

multigroup Duxes at the core equivalent radius, source. The point on the inside smface of the
The. core equisalent radius is a hypothetical regior is the maximum point within the region.
boundary enchsing an area equal to the area of In the radial direction, the variation in source
the fuel bundles and the coclant space betv.cen intensity may be approximated by an exponential
them. The peak axial flux occurs adjacent to the lit to the data on the inside and outside
portion of the core with the greatest power. surfaces of tne region. The axial variation in
While the flux within any given energy group is a regic.n can be estimated by using the co e
not known within a factor of 2, the total axial variation. The uncertainty in the gamma
calculated core boundary Oux is estimated to be ray energy spectra is due primarily to the
within %50%. unccrtainty in the neutron flux in these

regions. The uncertainty in the neutron flux is
12112.1.1.4 Gamma Ray Source Energy Spectra estimated to vary from approximately %50G at

the core boundary to a factor of %3 at the
Table 12.2-3 presents average gamma ray energy outside of the vessel. The calculations were

.

spectra per thermal per watt of reactor power in carried out with voids beyond the vessel.|
b >th core and noncore regiont In Table 12.2-3
part A, the energy spectra in the core are 12.2.1.2.1.1.5 Gamma Ray nnd &ntr% Nuus
presented. The energy spectra in the core Outside the Vessel
rept !sent the aserage gamma ray energy released
by energy group per watt of core thermal pc3wer. Table 12.2 4 presents the maximum axial neu-

h The energy spectra in MeV per sec per em per tron and gamma ray fluxes outside the vessel.
v watt can be used with the total core power and The maximum axial flux occurs on the vessel

i power distributions to obtain the source in any opposite the elevation of the core with the
part of the core, maximum outer bundle power lesel. This eleva-

tion can be located using the data from Table
The gamma ray energy spectra include the 12.21. The Duxes at this elevation are based

fission gamma rays, the fission product gamma ray on a mean radius core and dc not show azimuths
and the gamma rays resulting from inelastic angle variations. The calculational model for

- neutron scattering and thermal neutron capture, these Ouxes assumed no shield materials beyond
The total gamma ray energy released in t'-c core the vessel wall. The presence of shield mate-
is estimated to be accurate to within %10%. rials will significantly alter the neutron

The energy release rate above 6 MeV may be in fluxes in the lower end of the neutron energy
error by as much as a factor of %2. spectrum. The gamma rav calculations include

gamma ray sources from all of the cylindrical
Table 12.2-3, part B, gises a gamma ray energy regions hetween the center of the core and the

spectrum in I lev /sec/W in spent fuel as a function edge of the vessel. While the uncertainties in
of time af .r operation. The data were prepared a given energy group flux may be a factor of
from tables of fission product decay gamma fitted %3, the uncertainties in the total integral
togntegral measurements for operation times of flux are estimated to be within a factor of two.
10 se.:, or approximately 3.2 years. To obtain
shutdown sources in the core the gamma ray energy 12.2.1.2.1.1.6 Deleted
spectra are combined with the core thermal power
and power distributions. Shutdown sources in a
single fuel element can be obtained by using the
gamma ray energy spectra and the thermal power
the element contained during operation.

I (4|
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carried out for a mean elemcet and appropriate is mcintained from the pump into the preuure
d decay time. sessel to minimize contamination of the lower

pump housing and components. A complete
12.2.1.2.9 Other Radloacthe Sources .lcscriptian of the internal pump is given in

Subsection 5.4.1. Contaraination of the pump
12.2.1.2.9.1 Reactor Startup Source nevertheless occurs priinarily on the upper

impeller and components into the lowei pump
The reactor startup source is shipped to the housing. Table 12.2-25 presents the expected

site in a special cask designed with shieldiag. levels of contamination based upon operating
The source is transferred under water while in experience.
the cask and loaded into beryllium containers.
This is then loaded into the teactor while re- 12.2.1.2.9.5 Radioacthis) in the Standby Gas
maining under water. The source remains within Treatmeat Sptem
the reactor for it lifetime. Thus, no unique
shielding iequirements are required after The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) is
seactor operation. described in Subsection 6.5. For the determ-

ination of the potential activity associated
12.2.1.2.9 2 Radioacthe Sources in the with the operation of the SGTS, the priciary
Control Rod Drbe Sptem containment source term develog,cd in Subsection

12.2.2.1 for Table 12.219 was used as the basis
The control rod drive (CRD) source term data for mput to the SGTS. Six purges per year were

are provided in Table 12.2-15. The system is assumed with a SGTS replacement life time of
described in Subscetion 3.9.4 fit e years. The insentory is given in Table

12.2-30.
12.2.1.2.9.3 Radioacthity in the Trannerse
in-core Probe 12.2.1.2.10 post Accident Radioacthe Sources

O The transverse in sore probe (TIP) system The ABWR general design criteria limits
consists of a probe and a stainless steel cable potential radiation exposure from accidents both
which is run into and out of the core such that to plant personnel and ta the public by the use
the probe and up to 12 feet of cable are of contsinment and treatment of accident
activated. The probe i., described in Subsection sources. The following describes those features
7.7.1.6.1 and is automatically controlled and of the ABWR germane to post accident radiation
inde xed to its in-core position. For sources in the primary contrriament, reactor
maintenance, the probe is manually withdrawn into building, radwaste building, and ibe turbine
a shielded assembly area in which a shielded building.
container is used to hold the probe. Both
automatic logic control and mechanict.1 stops The primary containment is an inerted steel
prevent the probe and activated sections of the lined pr< asure boundary capable of containing
cable from withdrawl beyond the shielded room and all accidents sources with minimal leakage to
container. Table 12.2-24 describes the levels of the environment or other plant areas,
radioactivity expected from the probe and cable. Sufficient redundung in the ECCS and spray
Since there are two specific types of probes, a systems exist to insure within a reasonable
neutron and a gamma, both types are dmcribed in prc.bability that this primary houndary will not
Table 12.2 24. exceed design criteria, in the case of a

degraded ccre event additional ptsive features
12.2.1.2.9.4 Radioacthity in the Reactor such as the suppression pool and passive flooder
Intunal Pumps system have been incorporated to flood the

containment und scrub nirborne fission
The reactor internal pumps, RIP, are located products. Therefore, for all but the most

on the lower exterior portion of the pressure improbable accident scenarios, radioactive
(N vessel and connect to an impeller located in the sources from the pressure vessel will bc
.d pressure vessel. A constant flow of clean water ecatained in the piimary containment.

|
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With respect to the reactor building, the 12.2.1.3 Turbine llullding Scurces

overall plant design has disided the reactor
building into three separate and independent Turbine buildiag sources are primarily
divisions. ECCS components are contained in each dominated by N.16 in the steam flow from the
division in separate isolated rooms such that the pressure vessel. The N-16 source results in'

failure of one system in one disision will not Mnificant gamma shine from the mrdn steam
affect in any way components in another lines and steam bearing components (turbines,
division. Releases of radioactive material moisture separators, and reheaters) on the order
either in the form of water or steam (airborne) of 20-50 rad /hr contact. Estimates of typical
are contained in and isolated to a large extent BWR sources and gamma shine are given in
in the compartment in which it might occur by the Reference 11. Fince the geometry of the
use of water tight doors and area radiation radiation source is dependent on the exact
monitors which isolate the llVAC system from the turbine configuration used, the specific details
compartment. Disisional separation under such for the turbines and turbine reheaters are
conditions is complete. Sumps are designed to interface requirements for refetencing applicant
detect and alarm in the esent of leaks in excess as called it in Subsec' ion 12.2.4 Tables
of on ganon per minutc establishing a threshold 12.2 26 through 12.2 28 preside estimates of
for leak before break on the larger water inve ntories for the moistur e se par ator,
carrying piping systems. All connections to the condenser, and condenser demineralizer. The |
primary containment not terminating in the offgas system is divided into three major
reactor building meet GDC54,55,56, and $7. components, steam jet air ejector (SJ AE),
Therefore, in the event of an accident involving recombiner, and charcoal tanks. The inventory
radioactive sources in the primary containment or in the SJ AE is given in l'able 12.2-29 while the
reactor building such sources would be containcd insentories in the recombiner and charcoal tants
and isolated for further treatment and are gisen in Table 12.214 The offgas system
decontamination. is more f ully described in Subsection

12.2 1.2.6.3.
ILikewise potential releases in the radwaste

building will be contained by isolating the 12.2.2 Airborne and liquid Sources for
radwaste building atmosphere and sealing any Ensironinental Consideration
water releases in the building which is
seismically qualified and steel lined to present This Subsection deals with the sources and
any potential water releases. Such potential parameters required to evaluate airborne and
releases are discussed in Section 15.7. liquid releases during normal plant operations

for compliance v.ith 10CFR20 criteria
The turbine building contains no major sources The following page is 12.2+ 1

of releasable radioactivity (discounting N-16
because of the 7.7 second half life) and
notential releases are limited to liquid releases
of low activity water from the feedwater and
condenser system. Two other sources exist which 4

contain radioactisity species but in form not
amenable for release. The potential for accident
sources from these two sources, tbc offgas system
and conderser demineralizers, is reduced due to
heavy shielding and compartmentalizing these
components.

Estimates on sources and location for limiting
design basis events are sound in Chapter 15 and
sources for degraded core ever.ts as a function of
probability are found in Chapter 19.

O
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TABLE 12.2 1(m'

HASIC REACTOR DATA

A. Reactor Therrnal Power 3926 M W
B. Average Power Dendty 50.57 W/cm3
C. Physical Dimensions Fig.12.2 1

Radii un

L Core Equivalent Rtdius 253.13
2. Inside Shroud Radius 274.955
3. Outside Shroud Radius 1%.035
4. Inside Vessel Radius - Average 355.6
5. Outside Yessel Radius - Averag 374.015
6. Shroud Head Inside Radius 56896
7. Outside Top Guide Radius 30734
S. Inside Radius of Shroud llead Flange 292.1
9. Outdde Radius of Shroud Head Flange 297.18
10. VesselTop Head Inside Radius 335.2S
11. Vessel Dottom llead hside Radius 486.61

Eles ation cm

O 12. Outside of Vessel Bottom llead -27.94
13. Inside of Yessel Bottom Ilead 0.0
14. Vessel Dottom Head Knuckle 164 46 !

15. Bottom of Core Support Plate 50634
|.16. Top of Core support Plate 511.42

17. Bottom of Active Fuel 534.11 ;

18. Top of Active Fuel (144 inch) 904.95

(150 inch) 915.11
19. Bottom of Top Guide 933SS
20. Top of Fuel Channel 951.63
21. Shroud Head Knuckle 1068.29
22. Ir. side of Shroud Head 1150.54
23. Outside of Shroud Hea j .1155.62

24. Normal Vessel Water Level 1342.06
25. Top of Steam Dryer 1747.14
26. Vessel Top Head Knuckle 1770 3
27. Inside of VesselTop Head 210158
28. Outside of VesselTop Head 2117.01

,
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TAlil.E 12.2-1

OllASIC REACTOR DATA
(Continued)

D Ataterial Densitiev (gm/cm )

REGION COOLANT 00, ZIRCALOY 3041. STAINLESS

fA 0.740 0 0 0.178

11 0.338 0 0 435

C C.318 233 Ors 0.05(>

C-1 0.597 0 0.1(6 1.70

C-2 0.2'.4 0 1.10 0.255

D 0.240 0 1.00 1.21

E O.390 0 0 0

F Oa9 0 0 0.200

G 0.936 0 0 0
r

i1 0.740 0 0 0

l

i I 0.740 0 0 0.260

* Scc Figure 122-1 for Location Schem itic.

|
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( Table 12.2 5

Radiation Sources

A. Radiation Sources

him.Lhlt E.t thest 1.eMm Arrinim*H G='n

1224 kilR lleat Nhanger 1211 (R1,Rl') lu Cyindr (& O 9tnD 7m)

(Rr>.RA)
(R6,1U')

1724 RCIC Turbine 1211 (R6.RC) Rt Ostndr tr=0.5m].0.7m)

12.2M CUW IWer Denuteraluet 12S3 (R2,Rt1) 2 'lanks Rt CybJr (t = 0 6mj = 3 im)

Ri C tndr (r = 0 4m,1 = 6 Sm)12310 WCU Regen lleat Eachanger 12 12 (R1.RC) 3

122-11 R ACU Nan. Regen il 3t thchan;;er 1231 (RI.RC) Rt CytnJr (r = 0 4m1= 5.5m) ,

112 131 L CW Colimor Tank 12 137 flDi7 2 'l anks, Rt Cyinar (r = 4 mj = 9 4m)

12402 1CW Fmer 12139 U T.M 12 Rt Cytadr (t = 0,5m.1 = 2 5m)

122 133 LCW Demmerahrer 12}M H I M 11 Rt Cytnor (r = 0 6m) = 2Jkm)

1231;4 IOV kmpic Te.sk 12} M HDi 8 2 Tanks, Rt CylnJr (r = 4 m,1= 0 4m)

112-133 IICW Couctior Tor.k 12137 IIDI 13 Rt Cytadt (r = 2.2m) = 43m)

Rt C 1ndr (r= 0 6mj = 2 Bm)t? 2-0 6 IlCW DemincrMact 12 S M Irl:M 20 3

12114 Offps 12}50 (TI',T2) Tank b Rt CyMor (r = 0 6m,1 = 7.6m)

Tanks 24. Rt Cytndr (r - 1.1mJ = 7 6m)g

12129 Steam ht Air Ikedor 12/>.51 (ITT2) Rt Cylndr (r = 015m.l a 4 6m)

Rt C3 n 1r (r=0 76mj = 6 Im)t

Rt C3 ndr (t = 0 2m.t = 4 6m)t

U.2-14 Orfps Recombmet 123 51 (IT,T;) Rt Cy(nor (r = 14:aj $ 7m)

12115i C1'W Ibckwash Retemng Tank 12.3-1 (R2,Ril) Ri CylnJr (r = 2 2m3 17m)

121152 Cr ILickwnh Re.:cmog Tar.k 12 } 49 ("1RT4) Rt Cyinor (t = 2.2mj = 5.7m)

12315=3 Phase Sepmtor 12138 flDt N) 2 Tank s, Pt Cytadr (r* 2 4mJ.62m)

121154 Spcat Resin Storage Ta C= 12338 ril:M 31 Rt Cytndt (r = 2 Omh 5.7m)

122-155 Conceanated Waue Tank 12}37 IID115 Ri Cylndr (r 1 $m.1 = 4 4m)

12315.6 Sol Dryer I ced Tank 12 3-11 IT13139 Rt Cytndr (r = 16m) = 12m)

12215.7 Sol Dryer toutlet) 17139 riliM 55 le Qinor (r = 0,2m,1= 3 2m)

12.2-15 S Sol Petetuer 11SM TTEM 5! Rt Cylndr (r r 0 4m.t = 2Sm)

122-139 Sol Mat 5 parator (steam) 12 } 39 I TEM 56 Rt Cytndi (r =0 Imb 2Rm)

12 115.10 Sol Cmdenser 14340 frEM $7 Rt Cyloor (r = 0!2mj = l 4m)

12115.11 Sot Drum 12139 (2.D) Rt Cylndr (r=0 3m,1= 0,8m)

Ika (! 5ms1 Smmim)
12116 ITC Fiher Demineratact 12 F3 (R1RD) R CyhJr (t= 0 7m.1= 3 4m)

3s
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Table 12.2 5

O
Radiation Sources (Continued)

A. Radiation Sources (Continued)

4 urn Tobig for Drp ing I m nelon itTunbrye Geomeen

12.2-17 Supp Ptol Ckanup $ptere 1213 (R2 RA) Kr Cylndr (r = 0 7m.l = 3 4m)

12.2-18 Centrol ik4 Drv.e Spiem 12.V2 (R4.lW) Instributed Swne

12.2 24 Tranntrse Irgort Petibe 1232 { R4.RB) thstrAsrv kutte

12223 Reaaor Inte rnal Pumps 1232 (RF.K1) (MinNied Source

12.2 25 RIP l{ eat Dchanger 1.2-3b 1:13 4 Rt Cyln6r (r 0 322m.I = 2.9m)

Ri C tn.1r (r = 1.hm l> 1 ra)12.2-26 Turt'ine M.mture sep/ Reheater 12 152 (ItCIT) 3

12 2-2? Turtune C ndenser 1215.1 (!D1G) Instriht.ted bur e

12.2-2S Condenser Feber/DernineraEzer

IMter 12 151 (T C-T?) 31arAs. Rt C)!nJr (r = 14m,1 = 61m)

De rr mera'aer 1235) (ir,73) 61 anks, i< t Cundrir a 17m,1 = 51m).

d
12.2 30 SG'IS 1 ilte r 'I rain 1 17 (R2.RB , suiface,(3 (4m x 234m)

Apphant Spent f uel 5 terne 12 M (R4 RI') 9e Dra4 np

@

Notes

a
Maintenance I~acrhty

Maintenance Facihty, see Figure 1.2111 Elevatum >X0 for depell location
c

Suppreuion pml clean up F/D uses second c4 Fact Pool F/D
Su face arsa c;f IIEPA am! eharcoal filter

O
Amendme.n 20 12.2 17.1
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G(7 Table 12.2 5

Radiation Sources (Continued)
B. Soulte Geometry

%

Comr onent Wumeif bathijfdmrre Geomita

RilR fleat 6: hanger llomogenous source mer volume of heat carbacger

RCic Turtune llamagenous wvree caer votume of turtune

CUW Titter Demmeraltrer Vv of source in (mt 15cm. timamder dispened (ner volume

RWCU Regen llcat Ischar:ger lionogenous soune ostr volume of enchanger

RWCU Son Regen lleat behangu llamogenous kurce otr solume of enchanger

U.'N Coliccior Tank 804 non solubks m slurry on tank bottom, rest escrily dngrseJ in volume
_

1 CW Iilter llomogenous sm.rce mir w>1ues of faict

LCW Demineratact tun of source in rent ikm, rea esenty dapened oscr miome

LCW Tsample ' lank llomogenous source over volume of tank

llCW Collector Tar:L lbmar nous source cwer nAme of tank
llCW Demncratect SO4 of sourre m first ikm, rest evenly dapencJ fner veh4me

Offgas M of source in first tara in first (6pper) 30 cm, test estnent> oapened Remainmg tanks,

humogenous source estr tank volume.

t.
Steam Jet Air Occior llomogeneus wurte ostr volame of tjector

5 o
Of' gas Retomt iner llomogenous source over subcomponent, see l'yarc 12 2-14

v
CLV Ikekwash Recening Tank Wr non solubics in alurry on tank bottom, rest esenh dapned in w!ume

Cr Ibansh Recening Tank 80% non solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest ewnS dispened in wlume

Phase Separotor Wi non-solubles in slurry on tank tolom. rest esen!) d6 pen.cJ m mlume

Spant Resm Storage Tank Ilomogenous source over wilume of tank

Concentnited Waste Tank 90% non solubics m slurry on tank bottom, reu evenly dapened in volume

Sol Dryer l'ted Tank Source ewnt> durersed oser volume

Sol Dryer (outlet) Source esenly dapersed over solume

Sol l'eletin r Source evenly dispened ovea mlume

Sol Mist Separator (steam) kunc evenly dispersed over volume

Sol Condem.e r kurce esenly dispened cstr volume

%i Drum Murce evenly dispersed cuct volumt
'

JTC filter Demmetahr t m insolubles in nrst 15 cm, rev of source eveuty dupened twer mtume

Supprwion Pont Cleanup system 90% insolubles in rint 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispened c%rr volume
Control Raj 1) rise $ stem Exposure ocpendent, assume evenly dispered mer lenri of blaac3

Transverse Incore Pnh Pcant or hne geometry, see "lable 12 2 24

Reactor Internal Pumps CybNneal source coupled to water beanng componenu

RIP lleat Lchuger llomogenous source over wlume of eschanger

Turtme Morature Sep/ Reheater llomogenous sourte over volume of component j

i
y/

Amendment 20 12.2-17.2
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hTable 12.2 5

Radiation Sources (Continued)
B. Source Geometry (Continued)

Dmenent Msm.df)1blindoun e Giedn

TurNne Coodenser lionegenous source str mluna of rordenser

Condetur Filter /Demineralocr
IMter . Swrre evenly dnpersed over volume of filtre

D(t.unerala.r 9M nsolLNes ti; 6115 cm, rest of source cvech dnpened ont vclume

SGTS filter Tra n 9M l'articu'ates o., llLPA fiiter, remammg on charroat fitier
Spent fut! S*Drage App!icant

O

SE11 *

s
See Offgas Recombmcr De.enption, Subsection 113, use inventory for precatcr, recomNner. condenser und cader for
recombiner inwentory for thiciding applicauons

Radiation levels in SJAU and Recombiner highly dependent upon power icsci. Actual measurtmuts on SJAC condet:scr rootut

dose rate are 20 Rads /hr at 100Q powerand less than 5 mrad /hr at 20% power.

Amendment 20 12.2-173
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f Table 12.2 5
s

1(adiation Sr,ur'ces (Continued)
C. Shitiding Geomelr) in meters

[cmDtatt! R*m PinH aum helLHidEAL3031!U[
1.ertgth Width lleight l'e st % est N ort h S*ut h lim.r felling

Edik ileat t nharger 12 t $6 $6 On o r, O t- 06 Growr d o s

RCIC Turhne 14 6 1B f6 0h 2 06 0 f. Grovrid 0 8

CUW litter (Emne raint 24 3 7.4 06 1 en 1 0.$ liaith

a
06 05liWCU Regen lle a 1.nchanger 77 16 6 14 14 1 1,4

RWCU Leuke ge n iltsi l'.u hange r 74 44 5 t, I i 1 1 OrwnJ06

l.CW Collecier lerk 19 1 13 12 0$ 0h 1.2 Ground 0 8

1

I CW iilte r 164 10 ti 6 Ok 06 OA Ch 0 11 08
ts

(W Deminerahic t 19 6 10 6 B Ok OR Oh 0$ Oh OR

14W Nmple lank 19 I? 1) lj 05 12 05 OrwndOR

llCW Colicctor Taig 9 11 2 34 0$ 6L 0B 12 Ground 0 R

llCW Demincinhact 19 6 10 6 6 Ok Oh OL 08 Ok O li

Offgan 9.1 11 16 1 1 1 1 23 1

<

Steem ht Air I:gttor vi 14 2 7 1 1 1 1 1 1

p an4 RecomNner kan

CUW ikdosh Retemnt'Ja% 66 74 56 t 06 08 1 Oroursd 0 h

Cl' fWkanh Retthwg ' lank $ $ 2.' 1 1 1 1 23 |lohh
,4 4 f. OB 05 Oh 12 08 Ok *I'hatc heparatet 16 *

6per1 Ktun Stotage Tank 64 f,4 40 OB 08 96 08 08 08

Concenstmed Wastt Tenk 46 3 $4 OR Ol !? Oh Omun10 6

k.l Dryer 8: erd Tarik 04 72 62 OA 0k 03 06 06 04
~

Sot Dr>tr (outlet) 92 $2 8 08 OB 0% 06 OR Ok

Sol i' cit t ut t 4J 0. 6> 0.6 6 08 Ob 08 OE

9A hist 5eparator (sicam[ 9.2 *? h J8 0k 0B D$ 0k 9hi

kA Cor drmer -4.2 7.* 61 08 0B DB OA 08 05
SA Drum 32 3 8 08 06 Ob OB OH 08

T'PC lister Deminerahrar M 32 74 ftB 1 0b o8 03 Itawh

Nipprusion twA Cleanappp 32 32 74 05 08 08 0.6 0$ ilatch
Gmtr '%4 Dnve Spitm 7.6 314 $8 06 06 06 06 08 06
Trpritwrse letore Prt4 ) 7.3 27 1 1 1 1 Men 06

-

, , * ' .

Amendment 20 12217.4
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Table 12.2 5

O' IRad 8c.tlon Souiets (Continued)
C. Shielding Geomeln in me.o rs (Cont!nuedi

!
e

(f3v'P r fst h,pjdigt n sionj hpg]})# b htt g in mit fg )
Iteng1h Width litight (W Nst N ort h bulh ihr Cedirig

i

Re actor inte rnal Purop' E2 h !. 3F t r, 06 06 ut (> h 06

RIP lleat I utar ger hir ar) r'ormnene nt

19tteir,e hture her/Rchratrr 12 4 4 ? r. 83 1 1 1 1 1 1

l urNrte Cotderm 14 2 % M 15 23 1 1 25 l u rt'irit
Cenjerner f act 3 21 I k 2 .5 * 1 1 1 llant

ronden cr Dermu rulact 96 l'3 9 1 1 i f t. I 1

SG IS I'inc r i rie 14 4 3 62 02 03 02 02 2 O r.

Spt ri l ut ! Wrge 94 14 41 2 2 2 2 2 7[

O

i
.

S 31'

a
huble Wall

b
1.CW arulllCW Demmer luer share ume trx.m

r
Md drycr and WI kparator sharc wmc rmm

d
7 4 rneter water depth at me fuel ek meritt

i

e,

N.'*fth f fit r1 to plant O dt gree onc t,taf x.n. cast * 40 degrre s
i
Mmeruna I~aahiy

O
,

. Arnenamer,3 n 122 173
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Tal>le 12.2.5

1(udiation Sources (Continued)

D. l'ipe cime Iktati

%mt.et Mueld %ll TMckmte in mHern
a l'

hPt.1P.!ttt2Al 1.til I.i L /9 h!!i!!! ISal hitt h2!M 1353 " " ' N"Hh h"t!!!

Kilk(4) If (RC h6) RllR 1 J7h237 RC 06 PC 06 06

RCIC 1 IfA$140 R5, 06 l'c 06 06

till' ( kC.R6) klik i 273d37 RC 06 l'C 06 06

kCIC 1 Italo RS 06 PC 06 D6

RC1C 1 3%%m $P 06 IC 06 06

1121 ( R C.Rf,) R11R 1 2?3417 RC 06 PC 06 06
RCIC 1 W.al40 RS 06 PC 00 06

RCIC 1 VfN m hP 06 PC 06 06

DW (RC RA) kilR 1 2W237 llc 06 PC 06 06

RCIC 1 IfAi14'.' RA 06 PC Of 06

RCIC 1 33tMU) '> l ' Ch PC 06 O fi

RilRtli) 11 (RI* id) Rilk 1 2 % 23? RC PC 66 06 06.

IIPC) 1 3WM ltC PC 06 06 06

1111' (RDA2) RilR 1 273s237 RC l'C 06 06 D6

IIPCI' 1 3WM ltC PC 06 06 06

1121 (RD.R2) Rilk i 273 0 37 hC PC 06 06 06

ilPCl~ 1 3mM RC PC 06 06 06

lill ( RI .R2) kilR 1 27 h27.* l'C 06 06 06

IIPCF 1 1WM hr PC 06 O t. 06

RilR(C) 11' ( kl!.R t,) 14 |l k 1 27h237 R(: 06 l'c J6 06

Ill'CP 1 3WVG RC 06 PC 06 06

1111' tilliR6) RitR 1 27h237 RC Odi PC E6 06

llPCl' 1 3WM RC 06 PC 06 06

il2P ( RI'.Rf:) EllR 1 27h217 RC O f. PC Ob 06.

llPCl* 1 )WM RC 06 10 06 06

liti (111,.13 ) KilR 1 27h217 RC 06 PC (16 06

IIPC1' 1 3mM RC 06 l'c (.6 06

11'C/ WW 21 (Ril.lO) l'PC 2 2 *'h 33 19 RC 1.2 1.3 L2 1,2

11- (Ri110) iPC 2 27h233 19 RC 12 1.2 1.2 12

CUW I 21hlH9 RC 16 1.2 L2 1.2

Pif (Ril.R3) ITC 2 21h253 1"r RC 1.2 12 12 12

CUW I 21hlkJ RC 1.6 12 12 12

lur (Rin,le) (UW 2 tre 140 RC 06 06 08 0.8

Mht /11;W 11' (10$.144) MM 4 711mM0 R5 lb 1.6 16 1.6

11)W 4 iheu WA Rs' 16 i t, I t, 16

$PCU 112f (RC,R2) $PCU 1 21 % 203 NP PC 08 Ok 05

'
Notes

a
Pye. we gMn as c4tade daarntet in milbmelen and irmde diameter in nuthmeten.

Source a dehned try RC. ren: tor nulant weier tee 'IaMcs 112 2 thrregh 112-3 R$ s ;mtor steam, t.ee Tetdes Il 21

and 4 $PaSuppresen rool m s.et a 10% RC (normal o; canons). Reg Guide 1.7 (1 OCA mndamas)
#

No N 16 of noNc gnen in fccJwalef.

V

Amendmen; 20 122176
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AB Wit nuim

sumdanu'hnt mu.

Tabit 12.2 6

FISSION l'ItODUCI' G ANihtA SOUltCl; STiti:NGTil IN Till; 1(llit lil'AT l;XCll ANGI:lt

1:ntrg:ry llound$ bonina Sounc
(hles) (Mrs/$tc)

> 4.0 0.()

't 0 4.0 2.3E 0k

2h 4 t' 2.8E 10

2.2 2h 8.2E 10

1.h 2.2 1hE 11

1.41.8 1.111 12'

| 0.9 - 1.4 2.311 12
1

0.40.9 3.5E 12
>

0.10,4 4.3E 11

0U.01 $Ali(P)

@

m

O
Amendment 10 12 2.ts
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ABWR mm.m
Sandutt1'lant in 11

Q TAlli.E 12.2 13

LIQ UlD llADWASTE COMI'ONENT INVENToltlES 4
tt

The insentory in the liquid radwaste wmpontnis is provijed in the following table for a N
1 deep bed nyatem. The dra in Tr.ble 12.213 were generated assuming a fission product

release from the fuel equisalent to that requi'ed to produce 100,000 pCl/sce of offgas L,

following a 30 min holdup period, ?

.

LCW COLLECTolt TANK
i

| Source Voluror a mn3 ~

lotal hiltro Cut-les a 2.671: 07

Soluble I mioti insolutile Iluton Attliation
i llalogent Products Pt oducts Pr oducts

; liVim Afl hulm uG hul0h ufl hulm uG

1 131 3.19E lb R11 89 7.tr2E 03 Y 91 5.51E 04 NA 24 6.81E 05
1 132 4.S7E 05 SR 89 1.37E 05 Y 92 1.11 E 05 P 32 1 A6E 05
1 133 2.9sEiki SR 90 1.13E (M Y 93 1.85E 05 Clt 51 7.24E On

i i 134 310E 05 Y 90 1,13E 04 211 95 11?E 04 h1N 34 1.10E 05
1 135 140E (v, SR 91 1.89E 0$ Nil 95 1.(0!! 04 N1N $6 6 67E 05-.

SR 92 1.44E 05 R11103 2 61E 04 CO $8 2.87E 05
'

hlO 99 5.26E 05 RIi103hi 2 61E 04 CO (a 6.37E 05
d' 'l C 'M1 5.2511 05 It U lk, 4 7an 03 Ili 55 1.61 E (n

TE 129ht 4.951: 04 kil1(d 4.76E 03 1 E $9 4.0]E n4
TE 131hl 1.25 E (4 1.A 140 3 45E 05 NI 63 1.63E 03
TE 132 3(OE03 CE 141 3.7JI! O4 CU 64 i,72 E (b
CS 134 4 33E 04 CE 144 4,72E 03 ZN65 3.13E 05
CS 136 1.61E 04 l'R 143 2.72E 03 A(i11Uh1 1.57E 03
CS 137 1.18E 05 W IX7 3 07E 04
Ch IM 3.24E 04
11A 140 3.45E 05
NP 239 1.85ElW.

TOTAL. 8.33E lb TOTAL 4 02fMb 'l OTAl. K251; 05 TOTAL. 135E 07
'

. O
AmenJrner.t 20 12 2 D

i
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"? WandartP. tant mui
, 1/ .
'f TAllt.E 12.2 13 (Continued) g

i LlQUID itADWASTE COMI'ONENT INVINFOntlES
i

9 LCW FillfElt'

1
3= 1.2m /llatch tilackwash)

* Sourte Volume

Total h1kro Curie 5 = 3.080 06

Soluble I'luion insoluble l'iulon A(th ation
llalogens l'roducts l'roducts l'roduct s

heinnt nD hetoPe ud b.n!m nG huts LG

1 131 0. Ril 89 0. Y 91 5 49E n4 NA 24 0.

I 132 0. SH 89 0. Y 92 $.56E 04 P 32 0.

I 133 0. $R 90 0. Y 93 9.59E 04 CR 51 0.

I 134 0. Y M) O. ZR 95 1.12E 04 h1N 54 $.74E 05

! 135 O. SR 91 0. Nil 95 9 63E 03 h1N 56 1.M E 05

SR 92 0. RU103 2 54E 04 CO $8 1.44E 05

h1099 0. Ril10351 2 54E 04 CO to 3.35E 05

1C Wh1 0. RU106 4.97E 03 l'E $5 1.69E 06

TE 129h1 0. kil100 4.97E 03 IT $9 3.93E 04

TE 131h1 0.- IA 140 2.91E 05 N1 63 8,57E 02

TE 132 0. CE 141 3.57E 04 CUf4 0.

CS IM 0. CE 144 4.92E 03 ZN05 O.

CS 136 0. PR 143 2.31E 93 AG 110M 1.63E 03

CS 137 0. W 187 1.71E G1

CS 138 0.

bA1k) 0.

NP 239 0.

TOTAL 0. TOTAL 0. TOTAL 6.22E 05 TOTAL 2.45E 06

O
Amendment 10 122251
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Standatil'Jani Jux_ n

TAlli.E 12.213 (Continued)

LIQUID RADWASTE COMI'ONENT INVENTOltlES

t.CW D1311NEIMLIZElt

St.urce Volume = 1.2 m3 (RESIN)

Total hlicro Curits = 5.370 07

Soluble Flulun insoluble 11ulon A thallon
llalogens Products Product Produtts

E! hdTt uElfMiteM Ad'J heat hG Inht: F

1 131 5.61E 06 R11 89 7.62E 03 Y 01 2.ME 03 NA 24 7.34E 05

1 132 4.57E 05 SR 89 6.62E 05 Y 92 1.13E 03 P 32 4.54E 05

I 133 3.29E (ki $R 90 8.4SE 04 Y 93 1.95E 03 CR 51 2.65E 07

I 134 3 00E 05 Y 90 8 4SE 04 7.R 93 6.07E 02 h1N 54 3NiE 05'

1 135 1.42E 06 SR 91 196E05 Nil 95 4.23E 02 h1N $6 3.3?E 0$
SR P2 1.44E 05 RU103 1.17E 03 CO 58 7xiE 05
hlO W 6.54E 05 R11103h1 1.17E 03 CO Ni 2.39E 06

TC 99hl 6.54E 05 RU106 3.42E 02 FE 55 1.21E 05

TE 129h1 2.00E 05 RI{106 3.42E 02 FE 59 1.89E 03

TU 131ht 1.42E 04 1A 140 8.04E 03 N1 63 6.16E 01

1 E 132 3 89E 03 CE 141 1.52E 03 CU 64 1.83E l6
CS 134 3.15E 05 CE 144 3.33E 02 ZN 65 2.13E 04
CS 136 3.71E 04 PR 143 6.57E 01 AG110h1 1.10E 02

CS 137 865E05 W 187 3 45E 02

CS 138 3.24E 04
IIA 140 7.e9E 05
NP239 2.23E (b

TOTAL 1.11E 07 TOTAL b.99E 06 T OTAl. 2mE 04 10TA1. 3.5bH 07
,

!

h.

1

!

O

Amendment 10 12 2 & l
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TAllt.E 12,2 13 (Continued) g
I.lQl'lI) IIAI) WASTE C051PONENT 1NVENTollli:S

1.CW SA511'I.E TANK

| Seur(c Volurne = 10!rn3

Total Slicro-Curles = 227E 05

Soluble fission insolubfr t hslon Arthation
!!alogens l' rod uct s l'roducts l'roducts

hi'.!cM eft htlent 41.1 helitt RCl h2 lcm ALCl

1 131 3.20E N R11 89 735E 01 Y 91 5.51E 01 NA 24 61'E 03
1 132 4 59E 03 SR 89 137E 03 Y 92 1.12E 02 P 32 1.66E 03
1 133 2.95E N SR w 113E 02 Y 93 1S6C 02 CR51 7.24E N
I 134 3.03E 03 Y 90 1.13E 02 ZR 95 1.12E 01 h1N 34 6.0$E 02
1 135 1.40E 04 SR 91 IS9E03 ND 95 1.00E 01 f !N $6 3.ME 03

SR 92 1.44E 03 RU103 2.61 E 01 CO 58 1.58E 03
h1O W 5.2AE 03 Ril10351 2.61E 01 CO 60 3.50E 03
TC 'MN1 5.25E 03 RU106 4.76E 00 FE 55 1.61E 03

'

TE 129Ni 4.95E 02 Ril100 4.76E N FE $9 4.01 E 01
TE 131h! 1.25E 02 LA 140 3.46E 02 Ni 63 8.44E fy]
TE 132 3EE 01 CE 141 3.74E 01 CU 64 1.72E N
CS IM 4.33E 02 CE 144 4.72E 00 ZN05 3.13E 03
CS 136 1.61E 02 PR 143 2.72E to AG l'051 1.57E 00
CS 137 1.lSE 03 W 187 3.W E 01
CS 13A 3 2.EE 02

BA 140 3ASE 03
Ni' 239 1.h5E 04

TOTAL 5.34E N 'lOTAL 4.02E 04 TOTAL 8.27E U2 TOTAL 1.13E 05

!

|

|

6
Amendment 2') 12.2-2.53
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TAlli.E 12.2 13 (Continued)

1.lQUlD RADWASTE CO.\ll'C .ENT INVI;NToltil:S

IICW COI.LECTOlt TANK

Source Volume = 15m3

Total Allero Curles = 5.610 04

Soluble Ibslon linoluble lbslon Arthetion
llalogens Products l' rod ucts l'roducts

heli'M d.1 htleM ALCl lic10M ALCl IwleM pl3

i D1 230E 03 1411 89 4,92F U1 Y 91 1.9JE 01 NA 24 3 051i 03
1 132 2ME01 SR 89 4 92f' 01 92 6 94E 02 P 32 914>E 01. .

1 133 1.14E04 Sil 4) 3.45E iM Y 93 9.95E 02 Cit 51 2M.E 03
1 134 1.90E 03 Y %) 3 45E D) Zit 93 3ME (M h1N 54 3 45E 01
I US 8.22E 03 SR 91 1.01E 03 NI) 95 3R.E (11 h1N $6 4.19E 0.3

$11 92 9.02E 02 RU103 9 N1E 01 00 $8 9.8511 01
h1099 8.76E 02 RIi103M 9%iE 'M C0 60 i.95f' J2
TC wh1 8 7611 02 RUl(Mi 1.4s.E(U ili 55 4.95E 02
TE 129h1 1.93E 01 All1(n 1.4xE (o I E 59 1,47E 01
TE 131h1 180E 01 1.A 140 19an 02 NI 63 4 95E.01

( TE 132 4 46E 01 CC 141 1.471101 CU tel 8!V E 03
\ CS 134 1.330 01 Cl!144 1.4M!(O 7.N 65 9.WE 01

C51% N.76E 00 Pit 143 1.451! (U A 011051 4#4 E.01
CS 137 3.t41E 01 W lN7 1.0^E 02
Ch 13S 2.(vie 02
IlA 140 1M1H 02
NP 239 3.51E 03

TOTAL 2 66E 04 TOTAL. 7.79H 03 TOTAL. 1.95E 03 TOTAL. 1.970 04

| O
|

Amendment N gy 2.;u
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O|TAllLE 12.213 (Continued)

1.1 QUID llADWASTE COS11'ONENT INVENTollli:S

IICW DEN 11NEllA1.IZEll

3= 1.2m /(l?ESIN)Source Volume

Total h11ero Curies = 3ME 03

Soluble }bslon insoluble Ihslon Acthallon
llalo;:t r5 l' rod ucts Products l' rod ucts

b2121't 61 br!1TI di lint 2Ps dl IMd21?t dl

1 131 2.79E 02 RB 89 4.92E 01 Y 91 140E 01 NA 24 441 E 01

1 132 2.SFC 01 SR 69 3.21E 01 Y 92 7JUE to P 32 2.04E 01

1 133 2fk E 02 SR 90 5.49E (0 Y 93 1.21 E 01 CR 51 1. lee 03
1 134 1.90E 01 Y 90 5.49E 0) ZR 95 3.01E Ou h1N $4 4 65E 01

1 135 6.44E 01 SR 91 1.23E 01 NB 95 1.89E (O h1N 50 4.20E 01

SR 92 9 04E 00 RU103 5.31E (Ks CO $s 610E 01
h10 W 3.97E 01 Ril103h1 5.31 E (O CO m 3.03E 02
TC 99h1 3 97E 01 RU l(b 2.05E 00 FE 55 7.4 7E 02

TE 129h1 9XNE 00 R11106 2.05E (U FE 59 8.76E 00

T8.' 13 t hi 8.43E-C 1 LA 140 3h0E 01 NI 63 7.91 E-01

TE 132 2.32E 01 CE 14i 6.72E 00 CU64 1.15E 02

CS 134 1.WE 01 CE 144 1.47E (O ZN 65 1.2751 02

CS 136 149E 9) PR 143 2.91E 01 A 011051 6.41 E-01

CS 137 5.73E 01 W 187 2.16E fu
CS 138 2ME 00
BA 140 3 AGE 01

NP 239 137E02

TOTAL 6.23E 02 TOTAL 4f0E02 TOTAL 9.70E 01 TOTAL 2.72E 03

'

s

N

l

I

l

!

l
l

I

|

9
|

| Amendmert 10 122-253
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O Table 12.219
V

ANNUAL Allt!!ORNE REl. EASES FOR

OFFSITE DOSE EVALUATIONS (Curles)
Mnhanical '

Wcuum Turbine
Nullde R/II Turbine Radwaste Pump Seal Oligas 1)rpell

Kr 83m 5.4E 4ki 8.4E44
Ki 85m 1.2E + 00 9.9E + 00 9.6E + (0 3.6E 03
Kr 85 7.0E 03 5.7E + 02 6.7E-04
Kr 87 7.9E-01 2.4E + 01 4.9E 10 3311-03

Kr 88 1.6E +(O 3 t E + 0! 8.7E-02 7.4E 03
Kr-69 7S E 01 23E 4 02 1.2E + 01 9.0E-04
Kr 90 33 E 04

Xe-131m h0E 03 5.uE 4 01 33E-04
Xc 133m H.5E412 2.0E-03

Ne 133 4.4E + 01 6 0E+ 01 8.7E + 01 3.9E + 02 3.0Ev00 1}E 4 03 1.2E 01

Xe 135m 2.4E + 01 1.6E + 02 2.1E + 02 H.0E + 00 S.hE-04

Xe 135 5 OE + 01 13E + O2 1.1 E 4 02 1.5E + O2 7.0E + Ol1 2.7E 02
Xe-137 7.1E 4 01 4.0E + 02 33E + 01 13E-03
Xc-138 3.2E + 00 4.0E + 02 7.9E-01 2.5F + 01 2 SE-03

Xe 139 4.1E-04

O
V | 1-131 3.8E-02 1.5E-01 13E-02 5.5E-02 6.5E-04 2.6E 03

1 132 3.2E-01 13E + 00 1.1E 0) 4.7E 91 3.6E4M
,

i 1 133 2.5E 01 1.0E4 00 8.9E 02 3.6E-01 43E 03 2.6E-03

1 134 5.5 E-01 2.2E + 00 2.0E-07 8.1 E-01 2.4 E-04

1 135 3.5E-01 1.4E 4 09 1.2E411 51E 01 1.1E-03

| 11 3 3.0E * 01 3 0E-01 6 UE 4 00 6.9E + 00

C 14 93E+0)
Na24 4.0E-03
P 3; 9,2E 04

Ar-41 6.7E + 00

Cr-51 33E04 7.4 E4M 5 8E 04 3 3E 02
Mn 54 6.6E-04 4.9E4M 33E-03 4.5E 04

Mn56 3.6E 03
fc 55 6$E-03
Fe 59 15 E-(W 8.2E-05 2.5E4M 1.SE 04

Cod 8 1.6E4M 8.2E-04 1.6E 04 1.21! 03

Coax) 16E-03 8.2E-04 5.SE 03 2.6E-03
Ni-63 6.5E46
Cu 64 1.0E 02
Zn-65 1.0E 03 4.9E-03 2.5E (M 13E-03
Rtw89 4.2 E-05

Sr89 4.9E 05 4.9E 33 5.9E4M
S. 90 4.9E-r6 1.6E 05 4,6E 05

Y4X) 4.6E-05

Q St-91 1.0E-03

O Sr-92 7.8E 04'

Arnendruni 20 12 2-31
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Talile 12.2.t9

ANNUAL AlltilORNE ItELEASES FOlt

OFFSITE DOSE EVALUATIONS (Curles) (Continued)
Mechanical
Vacuum Turbine

Nuclide H/II lurbine Rad W e Pump Stal Offps Drptli

% 91 2.4E44
% 92 6.1 E-0 8

Y 93 1.1E-03
Zr 95 4.9E 4M 3.3E 95 6.6E 04 4.5E-05
Nb 95 1(E 03 4.9E4k; 3.3E4w, 4 411 05
Mo 99 9.9E 03 1.6E4): ?.5E46 3.3E-03
TcV/m 31E-04
Ru 103 33E 04 4.1E-05 S.2 E-07 1.1L-04
Rh-103m 1.1E 04

j Ru 1(W 1.9E-05
i Rh 106 1.9E-05

Ag-110m 6.6E-07 1.8E-10
5b-124 3.3E-05 8.2E-05 5.8E-05
Te 129m 12E 04
Te 131m 7.7E 05,

'

Tc 132 1.9E 05
Cs 134 1.71144

Cs 136 S.1E 05
Cs 137 4.7E44
Cs 1M 1.7E .04

13a 140 33E40 8.2E-03 3.3E 06 180.n3
La 140 1.hE 03
Cc-141 U E 04 S.2E 03 5.8E46 1.7E-04
Cc 144 1.9E-05
Pr-144 1.45 05
W-167 1.9E414

Np-239 1.2E-02

O
Arnend nent 10 122311
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h Table 12.2 29
J

Sicam Jet Air Ejector Imentory in Curles

ist Stage 2nd Stuge

CW111111tf fjtiblCF.h!QleM idhltf 1
s

Kr 83m 6.SE 04 2.0E 02 2.0E-03
Kr 85m 12E 03 3 7E-02 3.7E 03
Kr 85 4.0E4b 1.2E 04 1.2E 05
Kr-87 4.Cli 03 1.2E 01 1.2ti 02
Kr 68 4.0E.03 1.2E-01 1.211 02

Kr h9 2.5E412 7.5E 01 7.5E-02
Kr W 4.5E 02 1.4E + to 1.4E 01

_

Kr 91 3.0E412 8.9E-01 8 9E 02
Kr&' l.5E 03 4.6E-02 4.6E 0 . ;

Kt 93 7.9E 05 2.4 E-01 2.4E-t4 |
Ki 94 A.lE 17 6.4E 16 64E17 |

' '

Kr 95 4.0E 10 1.2E 0M 1.2E4N
Kr 97 1.5F 25 4.5E 24 4.5E 25
Total Kit 1.111 01 3.? E * (k1 3.3E 01

Xc 131m 3.0Ea 9.0E 05 9.0E46 i

Xe-133m 5.8E 05 17E 03 1.7(i 04
Xc 133 ILE 03 4.4E 02 4hli 03
Xc li5m 5.2E 03 1. 'iC-01 1.5E 02
Xc-135 4.4 E 4'3 13E-01 13E-02
Xc 137 2.9E42 8.7E-01 8.7E 02
Xe 11LS 1.6E4C 5.3 E-01 5.3E-02

' Xs 139 4 7E 02 1.4 E + 00 1.4E 01
Xe lW) 34E-02 1.1E+(O 1. l E-01

'

Xc 141 8$E-04 26E-02 2.6E-03
Mc 142 5 0E 0$ 1.5 E-03 1.5E Gl
Xe 143 2.2E 13 6.71! 12 6.7E 13
Xc 144 1.1E 07 '43E% 3 3E-07'

.

Total XE 14E Ol 4.3E + 9) 4.3E-01

Noble Gas
Tota 1.lE 01 7 6E + tkl 7.f.E-01

N- 10" 3.5E 01 13E401 1.3E 4 tK)

Notes

* Value given is estimated N 16 imentory at 100 power. Wlue varies in an us.known fashion with power.'

!!ased upon operating rneasurements, the value for N 16 at 20'T power is close to zero. Multiply value by a
factor of 4 for use with hydrogn water chemistry.
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Table 12.2 10 g.

Standby Gas Treatment System Imentory

huler Cmiu la'Lorr GaJo

1-131 1.5E 02 Y 91 8.5E-n1
1132 1.5E 03 Y-92 3 0E 04 ;

l133 1.1E-02 Y 93 6.7E nl I

l134 1.0E-03 Zr 95 1.4E44
1135 /hE-03 Nb 95 1.0E 04

MoJn 2 0E 03
Tc-9hn 1.(iE 04

Na24 1.7E 02 Itu 103 2.0E 44
P 32 7.4 E 03 Ith 103m 2.4E 04
Cr 51 4.4E 01 Ru1(b 4 OE414

Mn54 $.4E 02 Ilb-106 4.0E44
M n 50 1.5E-02 Ap 110m 1.1E 10
l'e-55 1 AE + D.1 Tc 129m 4SE04
l'c59 3.5E-03 Te-131m 46E-05
Co58 3.7E 02 Tc 132 1.2E-05
Co- M) 9.6E 01 C5-131 6 2E 03
Ni63 4,7E4M Cs-13o 8.7E-05
Cu44 6.0E 03 C5117 3.3 E-02

Zn 65 13E-02 Cs 1.E 1.0E 44
Rb.89 2.5E 05 Da.140 1.9E 03
St-89 1.9E 03 La-141 1.9E 03
51 -9. ) 3 2E4:3 Cc 141 36E01
YAl 3.2E-03 Cc 144 31E 0-1
St 9s 6.2E44 Pr 144 31E44
$r 92 4.7E44 W 187 1,1E 04

Np 239 7 0E 03

9
.
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12.3 ItADI ATION l'It0TECI'lON corrosion resistance) and for which no suitable
DESIGN l'EATUllES alternathe low nickel material is available.

Cobalt content in the incouel N750 used in the
| 12.3.1 Facility Design Features fuel assemblies is limited to 0.05'1.

The AllWR Standard Plant is designed to meet Sicilite is used for h a r d f a c i ti g o f
the intent of Regulatory Guide 8.8 (i.e., to keep componer.t; w1ich must bc ext:psely wea.
radiation exposures to plant personnel as low as resistant t .t . of high cobatt allop such as
reasonably achiesable (ALARA)). This $cction Stellite is s esu scted to those applications
describes the comronent and system designs in where no satisfactor) ahernative taatcrial is
addition to the equipment layout employed to auilatile. An alternativ, material (Colmonoy)
maintain radiation exposures ALARA. Consider- has been used for some hard facinp in the core
ation of individual systems is prosided to area.
illustrate the application of these principles.

12.4.1.1 Equipment Design for Malutaining
Material application for prirnary coolant Espo.ure Al.AK A

piping, tubing, sessel internal surfaces, and
other cornponents in contact with the primary This subsection describes spccific components |

"

ecolant is discussed in the following pages. as well as splem design features that aid in
Typical nickcl and cobalt contents of the maintaining the rsposure of plant personnel

,

principal materials applied are given in Table during system eperation and meintenance ALARA.
12.3 2. Equipment layout to prov;de ALARA exposures of

plant personnel are discussed in Subsection
Carbon steel is used in a large portion of the 12.3.1.2.

system piping and equipment outside et the
nuclear steam supply system. Carbon steel is (1) Pumps
typically low in nickel content and contains a
very small amount ci coba't impurit). Pumps located in radiation areas are

designed to minimin th: time required for
Stainless steel is used in portions of the maintenance. Quick change castridge-1)pe

system such as the tea 6 tor internal components scak ou pumps, and pumps with back pullout
and heat exchanger tubes where high corrosion features that permit removal of the pump
resistance is required. The nl:kel content of :a.peller or mechanical seals without
the stainless steels is in the 9 to 10 5'll rangr disassembly of attached piping, are employed
and is controlled in accordaue with applicable to minimirc exposure time during pump
ASME material specificationn Cobalt content is maintenance. The configuration of piping
controlled to less than 0.0$ci in the XM 14 alloy about pumps is designed to provide
used in the control rod dihes. s u f ficie n t space for efficient pump

maintenance. Provisions are made for
A presious review of materials certifications slushing and in certain cases chemically

indicated an aserage cobalt content of only 0.15ci cleaning pumps prior to maintenance. Pump
in austenitic stainless steels. casing drains proside a means for draining

pumps to the sumps prior to disassembly,
Ni-Cr re alloys such as inconel 600 and thus reducing the exposure of personnel and '

inconel X750, which hase high nickel content, are decreasing the potential for contamination.
used in some reactor vessel internal components. Where two or more pumps conveying highly
These materials are used in applications for radioactive fluids are required for opera-

' which there are special requirements to be tional reasons to b: located adjacent to
satisfied (such as possessing specific therrnal each other, shielding is provided between
expansion characteristics along with adequate the pumps to maintain exposure lesels

O
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ALAllA. An example of this situation is the that could lead to radioactive (rud deposl- j
RWCS circulation purnps. Pumps adjacent to tion. Connections are available for conden- I

othet highly radioactisc equipment are also sate or drmmetaliied water flushirig of the
shielded to reduce the maintenance exposure, heat eschangers. For the reactor watcr
for example, in the radwaste splem, dean up (CUW) sytcm, separate conutclions

are proudcd to chemically decontaminate
Whenever possible, operation of the pumps both the heat eschangers (l.oth regeneratise
and associated salving for iadicactise and non regenerative) and the pumps. The
systems is accomplished remotcly. Pump other rnain heat cuhar.gers (RllR and RIP | are I

control instrumentation is locatcd outside provit;d connections by which the exchangers
high radiation areas, and motor or can be ilushed with clean water, The last
pneumatic operated valves and vahe main heat exchanger, the f uel pool neat
extension stems aie ernployed to allow exchanger, is downstream of the filter
operation from outside these areas. dcmineraliter and is therefore not subjected

to flows containing significant amounts of
(2) Instrumentation fusion or actis ation products. In all

cues, the pumps directly intohed with t..c
Instruments are located in low radiation beat exchangers cre also inline for decon-
areas such as thictded vahe gnlleries, tamination with the eschangers.. Instru-
cor ridois, or cont: 01 roomt,, w he neve r mentation and vahes are remotely operable
possible, 5hielded salve galleries provided to the maximum extent possible in the
for this purpose include those for the RWCS, shielded heat exchanger cubicles, to reduce
FPCC, and rad +vatte (deanup phase separator, the need for entering these high radiation
spent resin tank, and waste etaporator t areas.
spierus. Instruments rcquired to be located
in high radiation areas due to operations (4) vahes
requirements are designed such that removal
of these instruments to low radiation areat Valve packing and gasket material are
for maintenance is possible. Sensing lines selected on a conservatise basis, accounting
are routed from taps on the primary sptem for environmental conditions such as
in order to asoid placing the transmitters temperature, pressure, and radiation
or readout desices in high radiation areas, tolerance requirements to provide a long
For example, reactor water level as well as operating life. Valves 1.ase back seats to
recirculation systern pressure sensing minimite the leakage through the packing.
instruments are located outside the drywed. Straight throuch salve configurations were

selected where practical, oser those which
Liquid scrsice equipment for systems exhibit flow discontinuities or internal
containing radioactive fluids are provided crevices to minimize crud trapping. Teflon
with vent and backflush provisions. gaskets are not used.
Instrument lines, except those for the
reactm sessel, are designed with provisions Wherever possible, vahes in systems

'

for backflushing and maintaining a clean containing radioactive fluids are separeted
fill in the sensing lines. The reactor from those for * clean" ser$ ices to reduce
vessel sensing lines may be flushed with the radiation exposure from adjacent salves
condensate following :cactor blowdown. and piping during maintenance.

(3) lleat Exchangers Pneumatic or mechanically operated valves
are employed in high radiation areas,

lieut exchangers are constructed of stainless whenever practical, la minimite the need for
steel or Cu/Ni tubes to minimite the pos- e ntering these areas. For certain
sibility of failure and reduce maintenance situations, manually operated valves are
requircinents. The heat exchanger design requited, and in such cases extent. ion vaha -

allows for the complete drainage of fluids stems are provided which are operated from a
from the exchanger, avoiding pooling effects shielded area. Flushing and drain prmi-

Amendment 20 12 3-7
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tj sions are cinployed in radioacthe rptenn to
\ reduce esposure to personnel during ,

ru ain t e n a n c e , I

for atrat in which especially high radiatiott ,

Icsch are encounttred, sahing is reduttd I
to the tuntilnLitu cittfit poksittle Aith the liull ,

of tbc valve and piping located in an I

adjact'nt sabe gallery where the radiation I
lesth are lower.

'
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b alarmed to the contal room. The TIP entry The main steam lines are located in the
\ incition into the room from the d:ywell is shielded steam tunnel Th; steam tunnel

sia the suppression pool instrumentation reduces the dose rates fron. the steam lines
tunnel ud then upward irito the room, Area to less than 1 mR/lir in all adjoining areas
radiation monitors in both llP room and cuert the roof ef the steam tunnel, which
tpooler 19am maintain a secondary is less that 5 mil /hr.
surseClance of both rooms being alarmed to
both t% control rooms and locally in the (4) l'ucl Compar.cnts
TIP bcility. An inadvertent withdrawal of
the YlP will result in alarming both the The fuel storage pool is desinnc6 to insure
po+itior senscr and area radiation monitors that the dose rate in adjoining areas is
resulting in local alarms to egress the ten than i mR/hr. During normal operation,
area. dose rates in th.e pump area are less than 1

m R /hr. During u it. elation transient,
(3? ECCS Com;ve';nts howeser, dose rates in (Ae area ternporarily

increar.c to 700 mR/hr. Due to the nature of
Ths ECr5 :perus are located in separatel) tur event, egress from the area can be
shielded cubicles Shield labyrinths ve accomplished well before dase rates reach
prmided to gain entry !nto the cubietes, this level. Access to equipment in this
and equipment remoul doors are shielded area is noi r e quited d uring ihis
with removable horirentally and vertically occurrence. An indhidual in this area will
lapped concretr block. Piping to and from know that the dose rate is increasing since
the ECCS sptem is routed through shielded a local.rnounted area radiation monitoring
pipe chases, Access into the cubicles ir, sensor, converter, indicating auxiliary
not required to operate the sptems. In unit, and audio alarm are prosided.
pneral, the radiation levels in the openO carridms of the reactor building are less (5) Control Room
than 1 mR/hr. except during RilR shudown
coolins; mode operation, when radiation The dose rate in the control room is rnuch
levels may ternprari!) range betw;en 1 and 5 less than 0.6 raR/hr during normal reactor
mR/hr in areas near the RHR cubicles. npersting conditiors. The outer walls of

the cont rol building are designed to
The RWC system pumps are located in a attenuate radiation from radioactise
shielded cubiele designed to reduce the malcrials contained within the reactor
radiation |evels in the adjoining op:n building and from poss.ible airborne
corridor to less than 1 mR/hr. The purnps radiation surrounding the control building
are separated by r,hield walls to allow (ollowing a LOCA. The walls provide
operation of one of the pumps while s u f ficie n t shiciding to limit the
performing maintenance on the other. Dose direct. shine exposure of control room
raies at this pump due to the operating pump personnel following a LOCA to a fraction of
and piping are less than 5 mR/hr. A the 5 Rem limit as is required by 10CTR50,
shielded valve gallery is employed to permit Appendix A, Criterion 19, Shielding for the
n'anual operation of the valves associated outdoor air cleanup filters is also provided
with the RWC system pumps without entering to allow tempora y access to the mechanical
the pt.mp area. Piping for the pumps is equipment area of the control building
directly routed from the steam tunnel to the following a LOCA, should it be required.
RWC cystem pump area.

(6) The main steam tunnel extends from the
The CRD maintenance room walls are designed primary containment boundary in the reactor
to reduce dose rates in the adjoining building through the control building up to
corridor to less than 1 mR/hr during all CRD the turbine stop valves. The primary

f maintenance operations except CRD transfer, purpose of the steam tunnel is to shield the
( when :iose rates in the corridor temporarily plant complex from N.16 gamma shine in the

range between 1 and 5 mR/nr. main steam lines. A minimum of 1.6 metersi

I
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of concretc or its equivalent (other normal plant surseillance and maintenance g
material or distance) is required on any ra) shall be Lc pt below the limits of 1901 R20 W l
patnway from the main f team lines to any during normal power operation.
point which msy be inhabited during normal 1

ope rations. The design of the steam tunnel The applicabie guidance prosided in Regula-
is shown on Figures 1.2-14, 1.2 15, 1.2 20, tory Guide 1.52 has been impicmented for the Isl
1. ? 21, a n d 1.2 2 8. 1he unnel is filter sptems fo: t he c ontrol building outdoor
classified as Seistuic Category I in the air deanup sptem and the standby ps treat:1cnt
reactor building and in th. control building sprem (STG5) as dewribcd in Subsections 6.51
and is designed to UllC Seismic Standards in and U.L
the turbine building. The inte face t.ctwecn
the buildings prosides for bayonet 12JJ 2 ins:gn ikscription
connection to permit differential building
motion during seismic esents and shielding in the f ollowing sections, the design fea.
in the areas between buildings. The rxact tures of the savious sentilation splems that
details en the bayonet design are not shown achiese the radiation control design objectives
on *be referenecd arrangement drawirigs but are discussed, f or all areas potentially hasing
requires complet, thiciding in the building airborne radioactisity, ihe ventilation spt"ms
interact ar a. The tunnel also serses a are designed *uch that during normal and mainte-
secondary purge as a relief and nit oc naage oi'etations, airflow betwee n areas is
pathw ay for high eMrpy esents in the alway frem an arca of low potential contamina.
reactm building Any high energ) ornt tion to au area of higher potential contamina.
(line break) in the reacter building will, tion.
through a series of blow out panels, sent
into the stearn tunnel and fiorn the steam 12M.2.1 Conta ol koom % ntibuon
tunnel ',hrough the tunnel vent shaf t to the
turbire building (see Figure 1.2 24) for lhe control building 4tmosphere is main-
processing to the plant stack, See tahed at a slightly positise prer.sure (up to
$ubsection 6.2.3.3.1 for more compicic 0.5 nt ug) at all tima, cuert if exhausting
description of this function, or isolation are n yuired, in order to present

infiltration of contaminants. Fresh air is
12.3.3 Yvrtillallon taken in sia a dual inlet splem, which has both

intake structures on the roof of the building.
The llVAC aptems for the sarious buildings in The inlets are arranged with respect to the SG'IS

the plant are discusscJ in hection 9.4, including nhaust stack such that at least one of the
the desipn bases, spicrn Jocriptions, anJ tulua. intakes is free of contamination after a LOCA.
iions with regard to the heating, cooling, and Iloth inlets. howeser, can be rubmerged in con-
ser tilating opabilities of the spierns. This f aminated air from a LOCA, but the calculated
sedion diuuoes the radiation control aspects dose in the control room from such an esentual-
of the liVAC splems. it) is still below the limit of Criterion 14 of

1001 R50, Appendix A.
1233.1 Iksign Objntises

Outside air coming into the intakes is nor-
The following design objectises apply to all rnally filtered by a pas ti(ulate filter. If a

building sentilation splems: high radiation lesel in the air is detected by
the airborne radiation monitoring spiem, flow

(1) T he spierns shall be designed to make air- is automatically diserted to another filter
barne radiation exposures to plant personnel train (ac outdoor air cleanup unit) that has:
and releases to the environment ALARA. To
achieve this objectise, the guidance pro. (1) a partisular filter;
sided in Regulatorv Guide 8.8 shall be fol-
low e d. (2) a llEPA fiber;

(2) The concentration of radionuclides in the (3) a char <oallitter; and
air in areas accessible to personnel for

Amnment 2a 12 m 1 |
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(4) anc'.hcr llEPA thier. (3) steam tunnel (thh ioom aho contains a piten.
tial source of radioacti.e materialleakage).

Tw trdundant, dhhionally s;parated ra.
. .

diation monit ars and filter liains are provided. Air penure in the rooms in 7ene 1 is rnaim
l (Ste Subsection 9,1.1 for detailed de scription of tained shphtlf below outMe atmospherie pen.

the design.) Conu rsathe calculatio n thow that sure b) a fresh air supph aad e haust splein,
the filters keep the done in the control rootn lhe suptm air is filteied by a particulate
hem a LOCA below the hmits of Criterion 19 of filt e r . I r . nha..st sticam is monitored for ra-
10CfR50, Appendh A. dioactit e, and if a high activity level is de-

tected, the nhaust stream is dherted to the
'lhe outdoor citanup Units are located in io. SGlS.

dhidual, closed rooms that help present 'hc
spread of any radiation during maintenance. Ad. Nornialh, eshaust air n drawn from the ior- =

i

equate space is prmided foi maintenence ac. ridor and urious rooms l he nhz.ust duet hn
thities. 'Ihe pari;euhte and ilOPA filters un tw. isoblion vahn in series 1nd a reJialian
be bagged when being remoicd from the unit. t onhor. Ibc uhes holate the spiem if high
11ciore removing the charcoal, any raJioarthii> @5;orne i3 dioactisity b detected by the ra.
is allowed to deca) to minimal loch, and is di.,o n monit or .

then rea:osed through a connesth o in the bottom
of the filter by a pneutnath tr<r $ler sptern Zone 2 of the se,utm buihiiny n maintained

' Air una in the transfer splem poet t% ugh a si a posithe prnsure duiing normal operatmn.
IlEPA filter before being nhausted.10 se mad s
can worn during snaintenance nthities, i! f or a dneription of the reactor building
d oir e 1. M AC sptem, see Subsectiren 9.4.5.

123J,2J Depcll t233.1.4 Radwaste l!ullding

Acecis into the dr>w ell is not permitted 1 hc s adw aste building is divided into tw o
during nurnal operation. The sentibtion sptem /ones for sc ntilation purposco The control
intide merely circulatn, w;t'nout fibering, the room is onc une, and the tcmainder of the build-
air. The on y airfin out of the drywell into ao ing is the other zone. The air pressure in thel

conible areas n minor Icelage through the wall, first rone h maintained slightly abmc atmo-
spherie, while the air pressure in th second

During maintenance, the depe:1 air is zone is maialained shghtly below attnospherie.
purged before access is allowed. Air in the second zone is drawn from outside the

buildine ind distributed to s arious work areas.
123323 Rcm tor llullding withia the building. Air flows from the work

areas and is then discharged sia the reacto
1he reactor buildmp HVAC sptcm is dhided building stack. An alarm sounds in the control

into three yonn, which are separated by room if the nhaust fan fails. The nhaint flow
leaktight, phgical barriers. 'I be rones incle je: is monitored for radioacthity, and if a high ac-

tivity levet is deiected, the potentially radiom
0) rcconcary containment (thh area contains the cells are automatically isolated, but

equipment that b a potential source of ra. airflow ths ough the work areas con'inues,
dioacthity and if a leak eeurs, the other
.,ccessible areas e.f the building are not con. If the exhaust flow high radiation alarm (on-

i taminate " tinues to annunciate Mte< th, tant anj pump
rooms are isolated, the wort area branch eshaust

(2) electricat equipment area, cable tunnch, ducts are seleethcly manually iso |ated to
(able spreading rooms, remote control panel loute the invohed tmilding area. Should this
alca, diesel generator rooms reactor inter- technique fail, because the airborne rndiation
nal pump panel rooms, and the heating and has spread throughout the building, the control

- vernilating equipment rooms; and roon: air conditioning continues, but the air con-

Arnerero s a tin |
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ditioning for the balance of the building is shut
down,

lhe work area's uhaust ::ir is irawn through
a filter unit consisting of a particulate filter,
a llEPA filter, a charcoal filter, and then

aaother llEl'A filter, before b:ing dncharged to
the reactor building stack. The t.it is tronitored
for radioactivity, and if a high le.cl h, de-
tected, supply and exhaust is terminated. and the
SGTS is started.

Maintenance prosisions for the filters are
similar to those for the control building flVAC
syst e rn, a

See Subsection 9.4.6 for a detailed discus-
sian of the radwaste building 11VAC system.

O

,

Y
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12.3A Area Radiation und Airborne 123.1J sptem Des!gn
Radioactisity Monitors

The area radiation monitoring detectors
This section defines and describes the area preoided in each plant building are listed in

radiation sptem that tuonite.s the gaar:.a Tables 12.3 3 through 12.3-7 alr ng with area
radiation levels throughout the plant escept location maps shown in Figures 12.34 through
within the containment. The gamma radiation 12.3-73. Also, these tables specify the

lesels within the containment (drywell an:1 sensitivity range of each channel as designated
suppression chamber; are monitored continuously below stong with requirements for local area
by the containment atmospheric monitoring system alarms.
(C.%15) as described in Subsection 7.6.2. Four
gamma sensitive ion chambers (two per Jhisions 1 The channel sensitisity coscrs the following
& 2) are prodded by CAhts to monitor for airborne ranges-

7radioactidly up to 10 rads per/hr. Those i4 2to !O rnR/hr 11four sensors are located at the penetrations a) Range 10
listed in Table 6.2 F. The area radiation (liigh Sensitivity)
monitoring systcm is classMied as nnn. safety.

1 to 10'inR/i;t - h1b) R ange 10
12J.4.1 Sptem OWerthes (bledit n Scnsithity)

The purpmc of the area radiation monitoring c) Range 1 to lud mR/hr 1.(low
system is to warn plant personnel of excessise Sensitivity)
gamina ray lesel:, in smice areas including the
areas where nuclear iuti is stored or hsndicd.10 d) Dange itF to Kf mR/hr LL (Low

i record and indicate tha monitored gamma nadiation Low Sensithity)
levls in the control room at selected locatiens

1 to ltri mR/hr VLwithin the various plant buildings, and to e) Range 10
provide audible local alarms at key locations (Very l.aw Scr.dtipty)
where abnormal radiation levels cocid endanger
plant personnel. There are two radiatica detectors that are

l located in the fuel storage and handling area,
123.4_2 Systern Description one k positioned ta monitor the radiation near

the fuel pool and the other is placed in the
The area radiation monitoring system fuel hanJ!ing area to monitor the radiation that

consists of gamma sensitive detectors, associated may result from accidental fuel handling.
digital radiation monitors, auxiliary units, Criticality detection monitors for ihn area are
local audible warning desiees and ruultipoint r ot needed to satisfy the criticality accidrnt
recorders. The detector signals are digitized requirements of 10CFR70 24, because the A11WR
and optically multiplexed for transmist, ion to the design utilizes specialind high density fuel
radiation monitors. Each monitor has two storage racks that preclude the possibility of
adjustable trip cit wits for alarm initiation, criticality accident under normal and abnormal
one high radiation sevel trip and one downscale conditions. The new fuel bundles rare stored in
trip. The downraalc trip circuit operata on racks that arc placed at the bottom of the fuel
loss of power or when g"o ; quip nent failure storage pool. A full array of loaded f uel
occurs. Auxiliary units are provided in loral storage rach are designed to be suberitical by
areas for radiation in.h.ation nd for initiating at least 5% delta k, Refer to Sections 9.1 and
the sonic alarms oc sbnoid .svels. The 9.2 for details.
electronics are powered from ti,e non 1E vel 7
Vac source while the recorders are powered from The detectors and radiation monitors are
the 120 Vac instrument bus. responsise to gamma radiation oser an energy

range of 80 kev 7 f. icv. The energy dependence

|

|
|
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will not exceed 209 of point f rom 100eV to ?
M c V. The overall system design accuracy is
within 9.5'1 of equisalent linear full scale
recorder Output for any decade.

The trip .bim setpoints will be established
in the fictd tollowing equipment installation at
the site. T.se exact settings will be based on
sensoi location, back ground radiation levels,
expected radiation levels and low occupational
tadiation exposures.

Each channelis calibrated based on a pseudo
input slenal to confirm accurete rnonitor
response. The detectors are calibrated us.ing
standardized tr ceable radioac-tise wurce in
order to establish the linearity and sensitivity
of the channel for subsequent calibration. The
area radiation monitoring system is designed to
accommodiate periodic surveillance testing.

The area radiation monitoring instru-
mentation is designed and properly located to
prmide early deteetion and warning for pers.oucl
protection to insure that occupational radiation
exrsosures will be as low as is reasonably
achieved (ALARA) in accordance with guidelines
stipulated in Reg Guide 8.2 and 81

The ateu radiation monitoring system in,
cludes instrumentation provided to assess the
radiation conditions in crucial areas in the
reactor building (the kilR equipment areas) where
access may be required to service the s:.fety
related equipment during post LOCA per Reg Guide
IS7.

Amendmenf 3R 32 M41
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12.3.5 l'ost Accident Access the envir,nraent and penetration leakage from the
Requirements PASS spiem. Sources of sadiaiion in each area

are limited to garnma shine from the reactor
The locations requiring accca to mitigate the building and potential leakagr from monitor

consequences of an accident during the 100 day system such as the PASS. These sourcer, are
post accident period are the control room, the considered minimal including the stack monitor
technical support center, the remote shutdown room which contains only instrumentation with
panel, the primary containment sample station their associated penetrations for monitoring

A (post accident samp'c sptem), the health th s:cs stack elliuent.
G facility (counting roorn), and the nitrogen gas

supply bottles. Each area has low post LOCA 12.3.6 l'ost. Accident ihadiation
radiation levch. The dose esaluations in Zone Maps
Subse ction 15.0.5 a r e within r eg ulat ory
g uid elin e s. The post. accident radiation Jone maps for the

areas in the reactor building are presceted in
Access to sital areas through out d.e reactor Pigures 12.3 25 through 12 3 36. The tone maps

bui' ding / control building / turbine building represent the maximum gamma dose rati s that
compin is controlled sia the sersice building. esist in these areas during ths post.accidu t
Entrance to the service building und access to period. 'T hese dose rates do not inclc,de the
the other areas are controlled sia double lotked airborne contribution in the reactor building.
secured entry ways. Accer,s to the reaclor
building is via two specific routes, one for Post. accident zone mps of the control
clean access and th : second for controlled building and turbine building are pri sented in
access. During a esent such as a design basis Figures 12.3 54 and 55 respectively.1he rone
accident, the sersice buiMing/sontrol building m a p !, are designed to reflect the criteria
are maintained under fillcred ilVAC at a podtive established in Subsection 3.1.2.2.10.
prenure with respect to the ensironrnent. Air
infiltration is minimited by positise flow via 12.3.7 Deleted

[ double entry wap Therefore, radiation c.sposure
is limited to gamma shine from the reactor*

building, turbine building, main r team line
access corridor, and skyline. This shinc la
minimited by locating highly populated areas
below ground.

12.3.8 References
During a deagn basis acciden, nent, accru

to rernote shutdown pancl, nitrog n bottln, and 1. N. bl. Schac fier, Reactor S/dctling for
the PASS and monitor spteno,is cor, trolled from Nur/rar Encincers, TlD.2W51, Ui Atomic
the t,ersice building sia the controlled access Energy Comioinion (1973)
way. These corridors are not maintained under
filtered positise pressure so that penonal 2. J 11. Ilubbell, Photon Cross Sectwn t,
protection equiptuent f radiation protection suits. Attenuation Coefficients, and Energy
breathing gcar, etc.} will be required in the Atnorption Coefficirnrs frorn 10 Kct' to 100
access corridor. Primary contaraination would Gel', NSRDS NDS20, U.S. Department of
occur from leakap through the PASS sptem and Commerce. August 19t 9.
air infiltration from the environrnent. Both
pathways are considered minirnal and minor 3. Radiologic al #calth Han dbool, U.S.
contamination under esen the most adverse Department of Ilealth, Education, and
conditions is expected. Welfare, Revised Edition, January 1970.

The reactor building sital areas are all .t . Reactor Handbook, Volume ill, Part B, E.P.
located off the controlled access way and Blinard, U S. Atomic Energy Commission
contamination is limited to air infiltration from (1%2).
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5. Lederc r, liollander, and l'erlman, Tab /c of
/sotoprs, Sixth Edition, (19t>8).

b. M.A. Capo, Polynomial Approximation of
Gamma Ray Buildup Factors for a Point
isotropic Source, APE %510, November 1954

1. Reanor Physics Constants, Second Edition,
ANL $S00, U.S. Atomic Energy Comminion,
July 1963.

8. ENDF/11 lll and END.'/d IV Cross Section
Libraries, llrookhasen National Laborators.

9 PDU31 Cron Section Library, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

10. DLC 7, ENDF/II Photo Interaction library.
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Table 12.3.I

COMPUTER CODES USED IN
SillELDING DESIGN CALCULATIONS

Computer CodrDcStription

OADF A multigroup, rnultiregion, point lernal, gamma ray code
for calculating the flut and dor,r rate at discrete
locations within a compicx Source geometry conuguration.

GGG A multigroup, multiregion, point kernal code for
calculating the contribution due to gamma fay teattering
in a hctrogeneous thrcc-dirnenslorial space

DOT.4 A distrete ordinates, two dimersional transport code.
Mulligroup, multiregion neutron or gamma transport

f''T

.

^

|
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(n] 12A DOSE ASSESSMENT maintenance area: (1) improved water themistry
with lower overaU contamination rates, (2)'-

Dose assessment is an important part of improved maintenance procedur-s with some
determining and projecting that the plant design and procedures automated, and (3) educed radiation
proposed methods of operetion assures that fields, primarily due te the absence of the
occupational radiation exposure will be as low as recirculation piping. Earb area is discussed ,

reasonably achievable. Dose essessment depends below,

upon estimates of occupancy, Jose rates in various
occupied areas, number of personnelinsohed in Beginning i the early 19SWs the BWR O vner's
reactor oper ations and surveillance, routine Group began an extentise t.tudy of the causes for
maintenance, waste processic/,. refuelmg. in scrvice failure of Mhl\"s to meet the technicallerkage
inspection, and spe :ial maintenancc. specification limits and extensive person houri,

required to maintain these valves. As a result of
The goal is to reduce the exposure anociated these studies, the ABVR will use the latest

with exh phau of plant operation and maintenance technology foc vain maintenance including
to the minimum level consistent wba practical mechanical aids for valve disassernbly and
considerations for eccomplishing each task. To auembly, automated hpping devices, and slightly
achine this goal, the AUWR design inclodes relaxed leakage specifications to delete

!numerous significaat design improvements tu teduce unnece:sary maintenance. As a result of t ese
occupational exposures from past experience. The aids, it ts estimated tha overall maintenance
design improvements include the elimination of homs will be reduced by 50-60 percent.
recirculation piping rnd valves, improved water
chemistry and low ccbalt alloys at the cooling watei Early studie6 on dose rates dning MEIV
boundary, reduced equipment roaintenance ard maintenance snowed increace> in dose rate

. .
Onproved access, RilR diseburge to the feedwater directly prepottioral to it itculation line activity.

O piping, overhaul handling ar.d refueling devices, The ABWR has deleted the tecirculation linea
V muhiple main steam in plugs, automatic MSiv seat entirely thereby rernoving the singly most

lapping system and reactor sessel stud tensioner. In d;nucant sou::e of radiatio'in th; drywell. The
assessing the collectne occupational dose, each second most significat t dose t'or MStV operatines
potentially significant dose. causing actisity a as will be the depositr d and suspen6d rti ity in the
evaluated. Values referred to as tyrical BWR feedwater lines. The de; o:itec actiGty in the
operations are taken item referen:es 1 through 4 feedwater liner is expceted to be !..wcr than
which are a compendium of mainLnance and wock typical BWRs owing to an enhanced condensate

! tasks for BWR ti, GESSAR, spirrn with full clean up of all condensate water,
a M rm.m wt.ter cl..n up sysum, and titaaiem

JLt.1 Drpell Dose condenser tubes. Ad1itionally, the ABWR is
designed to limit thw use ef caball bearing

The fo!!owing provides the bads by which the raaterbls on moving components tchich havt
drywell dose estimates for occupational exposure historically been anthd as taajor sources o! in
were made, wat ecntamination. D eerall. the feedwater line

radiation is expected to N s factor of three lower
(1) The main steam isolation valves are located ie than current BWRL Because of these factors,it is

the upper drywell area (4 valves) and in the exp: cted that the effectise dose rate in the dryweli
reactor building outboard of the prinmy will be 1.8ciRe.n/hr and 1,3 mrem /hr in the
containtnent isolation wall (4 va!ns). Thesc # team :s.nnel outboard of the primary con-
vahes n. quire periodic testing and mintenance tainment.
to inrure proper action and kak tightness.
Typical salues for BWR's for maiatenance of (2) Drywell valve and pump mWntenance other than
these salves !s A000 hours of urywe:i and 5,000 the MSIVs consists primarily of maintaining the
hours of reactor building work in effective safety relief vah'es (SRVs) which for the most part

radiation fields of 13.5 mrem /hr ard 3.6 consist of minor maintenance or removal of vahes

h mrem /hr espectively. The ABWR design to a maintenance facility. Overr!I typical'.alues
d incorporates three specific features to reduce for a BWR fm these tasks are 1,450 perr.on hours

o(cupational exposure in the MSIV per year in an effective radiation field of

Amendmed 24 114 1
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17mReru/ar. In the ABWR, the primary Reduction on weld inspection on
source of radiatica exposure, the recirculation recirculation lines estimate 6 at 240 person
lines and pumps, have been removed. Overall hour per year

the reduction in drrwell dose level is for these
types of maintenance is expected to be a factor Reduction in dr>well dose by 50% with the
of two or 9 mrem /hr, Overhead tracks and in provision that the feedwater line dose is more
place removal equipment is provided in the than half the recirculation line dose and-

ABWR for an estimated person power general drywell dose level and therefore
reductian to l.150 person-hour per year broken rernoval of recirculation line inspection is
down into 200 person hours for 18 SRV estimated to be weighted at twice the general
maintenance at 6 mrem /hr,200 person. hours drywell dose rate.
per year , pull and repLcc 3 RIPS with one
heat exchanger at 20 mrem /hr, and the Overall it is estimated that by use of automated
remainder on miscellaaenus salves at turtb for inspection pcison. hour expended in 151
4.5 mrem /hr. will be reduced by a factor of two.

(3) Control rod drive maintenance is significantly The ABWR uses a forged ring pressure vesselin
reduced in the ABWR with the introduedon of comparimn to older plate welded vessels reducing

fine motion controi rod drives (FMCRD). the tote.! vessel w eld length inspection by 3(We and
Based upon European experience, two the total weld inspection by 101
FMCRDs will be replaced and repaired ;cr
outage along with twenty motors. Eoimated The ABWR design incorporates specific access
work v.ill c nsist of 64 person hours under into inspecten areas past msulation arcss with an
vessel preparation,40 person hours FMCRD estimated satings of 120 person-hours.
:ctnoval and reinstallat:an,200 pe son hours
motor t emoval and installatica, and t'4 Oserall person-hours reduction is 1,200
person-hours clear.up. Typical under vessel person-hours at approximately half the typical
effectise dose rates are 17 mrem /hr but effcetive dose rate or 5.5 mrem /hr. I

because of the removal of the recirculation
pumps and line> has becu reduced to (6) Other drysell work includes items such as minor
6.5m R em/hr. vahe maintenance, instrumentation work, and 2.11

other drywell work. Typical BWR work in this
(4) The I PRM/TIP system assumes the senicing area estimates 5.500 person hours per year at 17

of two sensars per year and is based upon a mrem /hr. Overall reducten in this efft rt due to
total of mig person hours per year at an ABWR design improvements are:

effective doce rate of 50 mrem /hr which is
truical for fiWR operations. Significant savings in total hours are estimated

due to removal of the recinulation lines with
(5) Inservice inspection consists of primarily NDE miscellaneous recirculation line work such as line

examination of vessel and piping systems and snebbers, fewer drywell cooling units, and less
weldt. Typical BWR values are 2400 assembly / disassembly work on insulation due to
puson. hours per year at 12 mrem /hr effective the use of automated units. Overallit is estimated

' exposure rate. ABWR inservice inspection is that 2,000 person hours savings can be made,
estimated based upon the following:

Overall reduction in the drywell radiation due to
Elimination of recirculation lines and pumps removal of the recirculation system results in the
with the following savings: reduction of the overall upper drywell dose rate to

1.8 mrem /hr and the lower drywell dose rate to
Elimitation of 14 nonle inspections at 2 5.6 mrem /hr since the components involved such
per year, savint; 360 person hours as drywell coolers typically do not carry

radioactise inventory. Assuming that of the
Elimination of shield penetration und remaining 3,500 person-hour,2,000 is upper
shield plug removal saving 240 person drywell work and 1,500 is lower drywell work at
hours per year their respecthe effective dose rates.
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(V) 12.4.2 Reactor Building Dose improved water chemi try sptems, should reduce

the effecthe dose rate to two-thirds the typical
The following provides the basis by which the value or 10 mrem /hr.

reactor building dose estimates for occupational
cyosure were made. (6) All other work in the reactor building typically

takes 7,400 person. hours per year at an effective
(1) - Vessel access and reassembly t)pically requires dose rate of 2.8 mrem /hr. This work includes all

4500 person hours of work at an effective dose vahe work, RIP sebuild wmk, minor maintenance,

rate of 3 mr/hr. The ABWR work willinvoh'c and CRD hydraulic line work. The major task in
the use of a stud tensioner for a 96 bolt top this area is the hydraulic control units which
head. The projected time to remove % bohs require 5,000 person hours per year at an efh cthe
with this equipment is between 600 to 1200 dose rate of 3.3 mrem /hr. With the use of the
p:rson hours. Due to the larger ABWR vessel FMCRD units, an additional savings of 2,000
and expected reduced water contamination person hours is anticipated. In addhion, the
with the improsed clean up system, the ABWR reactor building has been designed to
estimated projected effective dose rate is 1.5 preside for case of maintenance with overhead
mrem /hr. lifts, coordinated hatch ways and ampic space to

maintain in place equipment, in addition, with the
(2) ABWR refuelling is accomplished sia an exception o one tank and the pressure vessel, allf

automated refaciling bridge. All operations for the equipment in the reactot building is
refuelling are accomplished from an enclosed removable with those pieces which can be
automation center off the refuelling floor. expected to be mowd being palatalized. Because
' lime for refuelling is reduced from a typical of thece fauors, an overall reduction in work of
4,400 person. hours down to 2,000 person and 1,000 person & ors is estimatei Because of the
from an effective dose rate of 2.5 mrem /hr to improved water chemistry the overall effective

p less than 0.2 mrem /hr. dose rate is anGcipated at one-half the typical
d BWR dose rate.

'

(3) MIR/CUW maintenance work consists of,

mspections for two pumps per year in each 12,4.3 Radwaste Building Dose
system. In the RilR system this coesumes 150
person hours per year at an effective dose rate Radwaste builling work consists of pump and
of 40 mrem /hr. In the CUW system this valve maintenance, shipment handling, radwaste
typically uses 1400 person hours per year at an management, and general clean up activity. Typically,
effective dose rate of 14 mrem /hr. ABWR will 6,700 hours are expended per year a an effecthe dose
use canned pumps for both system with an rate of 5.5 mrem /hr. The ABWR radwaste building is
estimated reduction in mainterar.cc to 100 designed along the same lines as newer radwaste
person-hours per pump. With improsed water facilities overseas. The building incorporates enhanced
chemistry and oserall reductions in reactor remote contiol and shielding for handhng of resin
water concentrations due to the two percent materials which is expected to reduce oserall

,

cleanup system the effectise dose rate is maintenance by 1500 to 2000 hour per year at
'

estimated at twenty percent of the typical value significantly reduced dose levels. In addition, radwaste
for these sptem. pumps for ABWR are expected to utilire air driven,

rack mounted pumps. Such pumps which are designed
(4) FMCRD rebuilding estimates are taken from to handle slurries have been proven to show much

similar work done in Europe since rio longer life times between maintenance and being
significant U.S. data exists to date. Two drives basically a very small portable pump, can be readily
will be rebuilt at an effective dose rate of 4.5 replaced. Replaced pumps are then subject to intense

., mRe.m/hr and 3040 hours per drive, chemical decontamination prior to maintenance and
repair. Overseas utilities have reported occupational

'

(5) Instrumentatien work typically requires 1,000 exposures typicalh less than 1 person-rem per year;

' person-hours o' work per year at an effective using this design. To- ABWR assuming 2,000 hours
O d~e rate of 3.0 mrem /hr. ABWR should take reduction in maintenance due to remote handling and
V about the same cifort in instrumentation, an additional 500 hours reduction for pump

howeser because of the increased emphasia and replacement,4,200 hours per year are estimated with ,

Amendment 2u 114-2.1
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redxed effective dose rates of 2.$rnRem/hr owing esposures. For the ABWR it is estimated that a
'

primarily to remotting thisc jobs invohing high 109 reduction can be realized with impu.Wng
rediation exposure. technology with no significant change in dose rate.

12AA Turbine Itulldf ug Dose 12.43 Work ut Power

(1) Typical BWR vahe maintenance in the turbine Work at power typically requires 5/A10 hours pcr
building uses 1,150 hours per year at an year at an effective dose rate of umRem/hr for the
effective dose rate of 9.5 mrem /br. The valve BWR. This category covers literally a!1 aspects of plant
maintenance requirements for ABWR do not maintenance performed during normal operations from
vary significantly over current plants, therefore health physics coverage to surveillance, to minor
the total hours for this type of work is assumed equipment adjustment, and minor equipment repair,
as approximately the same excepting minor Overall the ACWR has been designed with more
adjustments for improved valves, maintenance automated and remotted equipment, it is expected that
jigs, and automated desiees willlower the items of routine monitoring will be performed by

_

estimated maintenance time to 1,000 houn. eamera or additionalinstrumentation. Most equipment

The effective dose rate of 9.5 mrem /hr is in ABWR is t alatalized which permits quick and easy
estimated at more than one ha!f this value due replacement and removal for decontamination and ,

to basically improvements in BWR fuel oser repair. Therefore a reduction in acturl hours need at
the generation of fuct from which this data was power is estimate at 1,000 hours less than the typical
taken bringing the effective dose rate down to value. In the area of effecthe dose rate, the ABWR is
3.9 mrem /hr. In addition, beta shielding is expected to hase significantly lowu. peneral radiation
recommended for work on valving where lesch over current plants owing to more stringent water
possible which it is estimated will reduse the chemistry controh, a full flow condensate flow system, a
everall effecthe dose rate by an additional 10G 29 eiean up water program, titanium condenser tubes,
to 3.5 mrem /hr. Fe feedwater control, and low cobalt usage. In

additian, the ABWR is tH most compartmentalized .

(2) In a similar fashion the turbine maintenance BWR design which (1) perre better shielding in
work typically requ!ws 18,500 hours of work at specific work areas, and (2) L s collateral radiation

an effective dase rate c.f 0.3 mrem /br. With contamination. Overall then it is estimated that the
additional operational improvements in effective dose rate for work at powei will be slightly
automating turbine maintenance, oscrall work over two thirds the typical rate or 4.0mhem/hr.
is estimated to be redaced to 15,500 hours.
The effecthe dose rate for the turbine is not 12.4.6 References ^

expected to be as sensitive to fuel performance
as will the turbines but is estimated to reflect a 1 Knecht, P.D., SWR /c DryacIl a,d Ccntaiiment
decrease in dose to 0.2 mrem /hr for turbine Maintena ice end Tes:ing Access lime Estimates,
overhaul wor k. GE Report NEDE-23819, May 1973

(3) Work on the turbine hall condensate system 2 Knecht, P.D., Malmenance Acccss 4:e Estimarcs,
typically requires 2.000 hours per year at an BWR/6 Radwaste Building, GE Report

effective dose rate of 7 5 mrem /hr. The NEDE 23962, May 1979.
condensate system in ABWR uses hollow-fiber
filled filters which require half the maintenance 3. Knecht, P.D., Maintenance Access Time Estimates,

of a typical system. In addition, with the plant BWR/6 Auxiliary and Fuct Bui/Jings, GE Report
incorporating Fe control in the feedwater NEDE-239Et, May 1979.
system and a significant reduction in cobalt
bearing materials, the oserall cffective dose 4 Study of Advanced BWR Features, Plant
rate is estimated at half the above value. Definition / Feasibility Resuits, Volume 111,

Appendix Part G, GE NEDE 24679,Oct 1979.
(4) Other work in the turbine building typically

takes 13,140 hours per year at an effec ive dose
rate of 0,1 mrem /hr. Only minor changes can
be assumed with ABWR with some remote
operations and slight reductiora in operating
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(G) Table 12.41_

,

l'ItOJECTED ANNUALItADIATION EXi'OSUltE

Operation SSAR llours Person.

Ich Srfilun perscar rnRemfnI RemAl

Dr>well
MSIV 12.4.1(1) 4,2(O 13 63
SRV, RIP,et c 12.4.l(2) 1,150 7.5 8.6
l'MCRD 12.4.l(3) 370 6.5 2.4

1.PRM/TIP 12.4.1(4) 200 50.0 10.0

151 12.4.1(5) 1,200 5.5 6.6
Other 12.4.l(6) 3,NK) 3.5 12.3

Total 10,620 46.2

Reactor Building
Vessel 12.4.2(1) 1,200 1.5 1.5

Refueling 12.4.2(2) 2,000 0.2 0.4

R1iR/CUW 12.4.2(3) 400 8.0 3.2
l'M CRD 12.4.2(4) 120 4.5 0.5

Instrument 12.4.2(5) 1,(XO 3.0 3.0
Other 12.4.2(6) 4,4CU l .5 66
Total 9.120 15.5g

V
Radwaste Building 12.4.3 4,200 2.5 10.5

Turbine Building
Valve Maint 12.4.4(1) 1,000 3.5 35,

Turbine Ovth! 12.4 4(2) 15M(O O2 3.1

Condensa:e 12.4.4(3) 1,000 3.5 3.5
Other 12.4.4(4) 11,800 0.1 1.2

Total 29,300 11 3

Work at Power 12.4.5 4,000 4.0 16.0

Totals J3,120 99.5

,

/

J%

i )
\ _,/
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O(d Specific testing to be performed and the ing that of the automatic depressuri- |
applicable acceptance criteria for each ration system (ADS);
preoperational test are in accoidance with the
detailed system specifications and equipment (c) proper operation of MSIVs and main
specifications for equipment in those systems, steamline drain valves, including veri.
The tests demonstrate that the installed fication of closure time in the isola-
equipment and systems perform within the limits tion mode, and test mode, if apphcable;
of these specifications.

(d) verification of SRV and MSIV accumulator
The preoperational tests anticipated for the capacity;

ABWR Standard Plant are listed and described in
the following paragraphs. Testing af systems (c) proper operation of SRV air piston
outside the scope of the ABWR Standard Plant, but actuators and discharge line vacuum
that may have related design and therefore breakers;
testing requirements, are discussed in Subsection
14.2.13, along with other interface requirem:nts (I) verification of the acceptable leak
related to the initial test program, tightness and overall integrity of the

reactor coolant pressure boundary via
14.2.12.1.1 Nudear ltoiler System the leakage rate and/or hydrstatic
Preoperat!oual Test testing as described in Section

5.2.4.6.1 and 5.2.4.6.2 re s pe ctive ly;
(1) Purixwe and

To verify that all pumps, valves, actuatcts, (g) proper system instrumentation and
instrumentation, trip logic, alarms, annun- equipment operation while powered from

( ciators, and indications associated with the primary and alternate sources, including
( nuclear boiler system function as specified. transfers, and in degraded modes for

which the system and/or components are
(2) Prercquisites expected to remain operational.

The construction tests have been success- Other checks should be performed, as appro-
fully cor' pleted and the SCG bas reviewed the priate, to demonstrate that design requirements,
test piocedure and has approved the initia- such as those for sizing or installatien, are
tion of testing. All required interfacing met via as built' calculations, visual inspec-
systems shall be available, as needed, to tions, review of qualification documentation or
support the specified testing and the other methods. For instance, SRV setpoints and
appropriate system configurations, capacities should be verified from certification

or bench tests to be consident with applicable
(3) General Test hiethods and Acceptance Criteria requirements. Additionally, proper installation

and setting of supports and restraiuts for SRV
Performance should be observed and recorded discharge piping will be verified as part of the
during a serics of individual component and testing described in 14.2.12.1.51,
integrated systen, tests to demonstrate the
following: 14.2.12.1.2 Reactor !<ecirculation System

Preoperational Test
(a) verification that all sensing devices

respond to actual process variables and (1) Pur1xne
provide alarms and trips at specified
values; To verify the proper operation of the

reactor :ecirculation system at conditions
(b) proper operation of system instrument- approaching rated volumetric flow, including

Q ation and any associated logic, includ- the reactor internal pumps (RIPS) and
(> motors, and the equipment associated with

the motor cooling, seal purge, and
inflatable shalt seal subsystems.

Amendment 20 y27
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(2) Prerequisites

The construction tests have been success-
fully completed and the SCG has resi:wed the
test procedure and has approved the initia.
tion of testing. Cooling water from the re.
actor building cooling water system and seal
purge flow from the CRD hydraulic system
shall b: available. The recirculation flow
control system should be sufficiently tested

|

O

O
. - - , , , , , ,.
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-G 1113(,) E - We fic + [o 3 y dy =
HD

WgilG+rWB IIB

160 1 160

+ (350 lb) E[2 ) +] (617) ([2 ) *

8780 ft.lbj

As befme, the coergy was considered to be 15.7AA (Not Used)
absorbed equally by the fallinF assembly and the
impacted assembhes and the fraction available 15.7A S Radiological Cut, sequences
for clad deformation was 0.519. The crergy
ava'.lable to deform clad in the impacted Radiological analysis is base d on
assemblies was; conservative assumptions considered to be

acceptable to the NRC for the purpose of
Ec = (0.5)(8780 ft lbj (0.519) = 2278 ft-!b determining . adequacy of the plant design to meet

10CI'R100 guidelines. The analuis is reterred
and-the : number of failuret in the impacted to as the ' Design Basis .Analy&,
assemblies was

The fission product inventory in the fuel
Ny .02W ftM = 9 reds rods assemed to be damaged in ba3:d on 1000 days

gs . (250 ft-lo) of continuous operation at'4055 MWt. A 24.hr
( period for decay from the above power condition

Since the rods in the dropped assembly were is assumed because it is not expected that fuel'

:onsidered to have failed in the initial impact, handling can begin within 24 hr following
the total fai!ed rods in both impacu in 106 + 9 loitiation of reactor shutdown. Figtre 15.71
= 113. shows the leakage flow path for this accident.

15.7A3.1 Design Basis Analysis

The design basis analysis is based on
Ru ulatory Guide 1.25. The specific models,
assumption: am' the prgram used for computer
evaluations ac describe J in Reference 1.
Specific values or parameters us:d in the
evaluation are prescuted in Table 15.7 8.

15.7A.5.1.1 Fission Product Relense
from Fuel

Per the conditions in Regtdatory Gtiide 1.25,
The followirg con:lition are assumed applicable
far this event:

(.1) Power Level . 4005 MWt for 3 years

iD
i 4

% s',

Ameedment .17 M77
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(2) Plenum Activity 10G of the radioactivity it is conservatively anumed that all fuel rods
for iodine and noble gases except Mr.85 and are damaged and the fission gases in the fuel
30% for Kr 85. rod gap space are released to the reactor

builJing and then to the environment over a two
(3) Fission Product Peaking Factor - 1.5 for hour period. Table 15.7-12 provides the

those rods damaged. assumptions for this analysis and Table 15.713
radiological consequences. As can be seen from

(4) Activity Released to Reactor Building - 10% Table 15.7-13, the radiological releases are
of the noble gas activity and 0.1C for the within guidelines.
iodine activity.

15.7.6 References
Based on the abuse conditions, the actisity

released to the reactor buildiag is presented in 1. D. Nguyen, et al., Radiological Accident
Table 15.7-9 Esaluation - The CONAC0.1 Code, December

1981 (NE DO.21143-1).
15.7.4.5.1.2 l'ission Product Transport to
the Emironment 2. N.R. Ilotton, W. A. Williams, an d K.W.

H olt 7 claw, A n alytical Af cthods for
Also, per the conditions of Regulatory Guide Eialuating the Aadiological Aspects of

1.23, it is assumed that the airborne activity of General Electric Boiling it'ater Reactors,
the reactor building (Table .15.7 9) is rcleased \f arch 1976 (APED-5756).
to the environment mer a 2-hr perind sia a W1
iodine efficient SGTS. The total actisity 3. R.A. Head, BilW Redioactive ll'arte Tecatment
released to the environm:.nt is presented in Table afstem, August 1976 (NEDO 21059),
15.7-10

15.7.4.5.1.1 Results

The calculated exposures for the design basis
ana!ysis are presented in Table 15.7-11 and are
within the guidelines of 10CFR100

15.7.5 Spen! Fud Cask Drop Accident

IS.7.5.1 IdentlGcation of Cause

Due to he redundant nature of the trane, the,

cask drop accident is not believed tc be a
credible accident. However, the accident is
astumed to occur as a consequence of an
unspecified f ailure of the cask lif ting
mechanism, thereby allowing the cask to fall from
the level of t'ae refu,: ling floor to g ound level
throu;;h the refueling floor maintenance hatch. j

15.7.5.2 Radiolorimi Analysis I

The largest size BWR f uel cask is
conservatively assumed to be dropped i

j approximateiy 94 feet from the refueling floor !

tevel to ground lesel on transport from the
decon cmination pit out of the reactor building.

Amendmer. 20 B '' 8
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ID. 1511.2 CONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEMV

GE PROPRIETAlW - provided under separate cover

ha Analdulaa

15B.21 6

158.2 2 6

15I1.2 3 6
1.5B.2-4 6

1511.2 5 6

15B.2-6 6

15B.2-7 20

15B.2 8 6

158.2 9 6

15H.2 10 - 6

(fm) 1511.2 11 6
g

15B.2-12 20

15B.213 20

1511.2-14 24

!$B.215 20

15B.2-16 6

158.2 17 20

1? B.2-17.1 16

11tl.2 !8 6

150.2. h 6

15B 2-20 6
15B.24: 6

15B.2 22 6

1516.2 23 6

15B.2 24 - 6

/~h
U

Amendment 20 - l$11.2-1 21
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m 158.4 ESSENTIAL MUI,TIPLEXING EiSTEM
: \
\ J

GE PROPRIETARY provided under separate cover

Lgq A me ndm-n1

15B.4-1 6

15B.4-2 6

15BA 3 20

O 15B.4-4 6
\,j

c

. O
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] 18D.1 Introduction-

Appendix 18B pruents the differences and bases for

the differences between the fRC approsed BWROG
EPG Resision 4 document and the ABWR EPGs.
T'or a given diffeience identified, the ABWR EPG step,
BWROG EPG Revision 4 step, and the liasis for the
difference is given. The numbers used for the ABWR
EPG steps correspond to those of the ADWR EPG
Guidelines phrn in e ppendix 18A.

O
:

|
!

!

;

|

|

| NRC letter A. C. Thadani to D. Grace, Safety
| - Evaluation of Bil'R Owner's Group Emergency

' hocedure Giddefines, Revision 4, NEDO-31331. March

& 1987, dated September 12,1988.

.k]

Amendment 2') ]MH
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('[ ISC.0 Introduction
v

This Appendix contains characteriration of one
operator interface system which has been designed to
meet the design requirements as specified in section
18.4. The key features of the design are dheuss-d. The
design ,:baracterized in this Appendix does not
necessarily represent the final design. The final design
must be established based upon the reqmrements ot

| Section 18.5, operator interface design implementatioa
requirements, which is the responsibility of the
applivu.4 referencing the AGWR design.

im
.

l

s

; L

- E
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~() ,

1

|

|

|

1

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover

fEa 6Eltild!ntal

18D.1-1 14 ,

ISD.1 2 14

ISD.1-3 .14

ISD,14 14

180.1 5 14

(-. ISD.1-6 34%j |'

18D.1 7 14

I S'),1-8 14

1SD.19 14
18D,1-10 14

18D 1-11 14

.

f~

'NJ
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L NRC* Regitu Qu stion SSAR Response RAl"

11 ranch Arra Nurnber Subsetilon Subsection 1411tr

430.23 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.24 6.2 20 3.2 2

4XI.25 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.26 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.27 6.2 20 3.2 2

430 3 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.29 6.23 20 3.2 2

43030 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.31 6.2 20 3.2 2

43032 6.2 20 3.2 2

4 Vt33 6.2 20 3.2 2

4XLtl 6.2 203 2 2

43035 ft2 20 3.2 2

4X)36 6.2 203 2 2

43037 6.2 20 3.2 2

4 M.M 62 20 3.2 2

0039 6.2.4 20 3.2 2

430NJ 6.2 20 3.2 2

430 41 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.42 6.2 203 2 2

4XLO 6.2 203 2 2

4NJ44 6.2 20 3.2 2

b 430.45 62 20.3.2 2
V 430.46 6.2 20 3.2 2

4 V).47 6.2.53 20 3.2 2

4V) 4S 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.49 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

4YL50 6.2 h 20.3.2 2

4M.51 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

433 52 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

0 0.53 6.26 20 3.2 2

430.54 6.4 20 3.2 2

4 M.55 6.5.I 20 3.2 2

430.56 6.53 20 3.2 2

430.57 6.7 20.3.2 2

430.58 15.73 20 3.2 2

430 $9 10.1 203.11 10

4XIM 10.2 20 3.11 10

430 61 10.2.2.2 20 3.11 10

430.62 10.2 203.11 10

430h3 10.2.2.4 203.11 10
4Kif,4 10.2.2.4 20 3.11 10

430 65 10.2 20 3.11 10

430(4 10.2 203.11 10

430.67 103.2.1 203.11 10
43016 1033 20 3.11 10
430 69 103 203.11 10

(~} 430.70 10.3 20 3.I1 10

(y 430.71 10Al 20.3.11 10

|.
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NRC* Resiru Qacstion SSAR Response RAl"
liranch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

l
430.72 10.4.1 20 3,11 10

-

430.73 10.4.1 20 3.11 10

430.74 10.4.2 20 3.11 10

430.75 10.4.2 20 3.11 10

430.76 10.4.2 20 3.11 10

4.Y 77 10.4.2 20 3.11 10

4XI.78 10.4.2 20 3.11 10

430.79 10 4.2 203.10 10

430.80 10.4 3 20.3.10 10

430 81 10.4 3 20 3.10 10

430.82 10.4 3 20 3.10 10

430.83 10.4 3 203 10 10

4NM4 10.4.4 203.10 10

430.55 10.4.5 20 3.10 10

430 S6 10.4.7 20 3.10 10

430.87 Chap 10 203.19 10

430.83 Chap 10 203.10 10

430S9 404.7 203.10 10

430A) 10.4 7 20 3.10 10

430.91 thru 4M.153 not med.
4M 154 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.156 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.157 ! !.2 20 3.13 13

4M.158 11.2 20 3.13 13

Oll59 11.2 203.13 13

4M.200 11.2 N 313 13

430 El 11.2 203.13 13

430.162 11 3 20 3.13 13

4 M.163 11 3 203 13 13

430 164 113 203 13 13
1 430 165 11 3 20.3.13 13

430.166 113 20 3.13 13

430 167 113 20313 13

430.16h 11 3 203 13 13

430.1t 9 11.4 203 13 13

430.170 11.4 203 13 13

4.UJ.171 11.4 20 3.13 13

430 172 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.173 11.4 203.13 13

430.174 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.175 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.176 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.17) 9.1 20 3.15 15

430 174 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.179 9.1 203.15 15

430.180 9.1 N3.15 15

4.kl.181 9.1 203.15 15

I
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!
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20.2.2 Chapter 2 Questions

243,1

Table 2.01 in the Advanced IlWR Standard Plant Safety Analysis Report (SSAk) gises an envelope of ABWR
plant site design parameters. This table gises the minimum bearing capacity an.1 the ruinimum shear 1

wave velocity of the foundation soil. The table also gives the values of SSE and O!!E and indicates
(a) that the SSE response spectra will be anchored to Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.60, and (b) that the
SSE time history will envelope SSE response .pec:rn. The folloaing additional information/clarifica.
tion should be provided in the SSAR:

a. While the SSE (PGA) of 0.3g anchored to RO 1,60 could, in general, be considered conservative !

for many sites in the Central and Eastern United States, the 5SAR should recognite and reflect the i

fact that localized exeecdances if this salue cannot be ruled out categorically and that i

adequate provisions will be made in the seismic design to consider site specific geological and
seismological f actors.

b. The SSAR pises an OllE (PGA) value of 0.10g and states that, 'for conservati.,,n, a value of 0.15g
is employed to evaluate structural and component responses in Chapter 3.* The staff, however,
considers the OBE value to be 0.15g es per criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50 Appcodix A and paragraph V
of 10 CFR 100 Appendix A which require,in part, that for scismic design considerations thew OllE
shall h- no less than one half of the SSE.

c. The SSAR should indicate the procedures that would be adopted to evaluate the liquefaction
potential at selected soil sites, it is not sufficient to say that the liquefaction potential
will be 'none at plant site resulting from OBE and SSEJ

' '

451.1

What are the bases (including references) for the site envelope of the AllWR design metcomlogical
parameters listed in Table 2.01? Are these values intended to reflect the indicated maxim 2m
historical salues for the contiguous USA? What is the combined winter precipitation load for the
addition of the 100 > car snow pack and the 4S houi probable maximum precipitation? What is the
duratior. of the design ternperature and wind speed salues? What gust factors are associated with the
extreme winds? Are any other meteorological factors (c g., blowing dust) considered in the ABWR
design?

451.2

Short term dispersion estirnates for accidemal atmospheric releases are not prosided exphcitly in
Section 2.4.3. If your X/O values which are listed in Chaptes 15 represent an upper baund for which
the ABWR is designed; what is the bases for their selection"

t

Amendment 20 20.2 3
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Clinton 3/16
River Itend 12/19
Grand Gulf 11/20
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during 1st ref ueling) 6/20
perry IM19

The continuous 'wceping' of the SRY has the potential to degrade SRVs and increase i .c frequcneyt

of use of RilR heat cxchangers.

Ilow will the AllWR SRVs rerolve the ge neric problem stated above?

(2) Ltht ADinhn.11gttator tVIfut!1d/rL.dnita, include discussion of improvements in the air
'

actuator, especially materials used for components such as diaphragms and seals. Discuss the
safety margins end confidence levels associated with the air accumulator design. Discun the
capability of the operator to detect low pressure in the accumulator (s). Proside detailed
description of safety and relief mode of operation / function of the SR\.

(3) Sntsi[intinrn. What new provhions have been ernployed to crisure that valve and valve actuator
,

spceifications include design requirements for operation under expected emironmental conditions
(esp. temperature, humidity, and vibration)?

tV (1) In11ag. Prior to innallation, safety / relief vahes should be proof tested under environmental
conditions and for time pesied representative of the most severe operating conditions to which
they rnay be subjected.

($) Ouality Assuraner. What new programs have been instituted to assure that valves are
manufactured to specifications and will operate to specifications.

(6) Lthe Operability. Provide a summary of the surveillance program to be used to monitor the
perforn.ance of the safety / relief salves. Icentify the information that will be obtained and how
these data will be utilized to improve the operability of the valves.

(7) Yake instigliarund Ovithaul. Operating experience has shown that safety / relief vahe failure
may be caused by exceeding, the manufacturer's recommended service life for the internals of the
safety / relief valve or air actuator. At what frequency do yc.u intend to visually inspect and
oserhaul the safety / relief valve? For both safety / relief and ADS modes, what provisions cet
to ensure that valve inspection and overhaul are in accordance with the manuf acturer's
recommendatbns and that the design service life would not be execeded for any component of the
safety / relief valve?

'G
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440.lN

Addrns the following TMI 2 action items related to SRW.

(alll.K.3.Iti
(b) 11.11.1

(c)II.D.3
(d) II.K.329
(e) II.D.1

440.19

Explain in detail how the spring a d alief moon of the SRV works. Are they an difference from the
SRW currently used in operating 11WR$7

440.29

What ATWS conside rations have you givt n or si/ing SRW!,'

440.21

In Subsection 5.2.".'.2.2.3. the reclosure prer,sure setpoint (G of opeiating setpoint) for both modes
are given as 98 and 93. Explain 'he significtnce of these nuir.bers.

440.22

In Pigure 5.1.3a the SRY solenoid salves are not shown as DC powered as they should be. Note 8
Ltates that "sahe motor operators and pilot soleno;ds are ac cTerated unless otherwise specified.*

440.24

Confirm that SRVt. are dei.igned to meet scismic and quality standards consistent with the
recommersdations of Regt.latory Gaides 1.26 and 1.29.

440.28

in SSAR Table 1.819, it is stated that branch techaical position RSD 5-2 is applicable for AllWR.
11ow does the AllWR design comply with DTP RSD 5 2?

440.29

Describe the methods planned for performing hydcostatic tests on ABWR RPV vessel after the initial
start.up. Can you peiform hydroi.tatic tests and leak tests without using critical heat?

4WR

In SSAR Chapter 5.4.1.4, it is stated *During various moderately frequent transient, various
Reactor Internal Pump (RIP) operating modes will be required such as: Dank of fise RIP 5 :unback to
309. speed; trip from current r,pced conditions; or runback to 30% speed and subsequent trip. These
control actions are all produced through control actions of the Recirculation Flow Control Systera
(R FCS).*

,

!
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O- ItSil 5+1 requires that the suction and discharge valves interfacing with the llCS shall have
Independent dimit interlocks to prevent the val.es frein being opened unless the itCS pressure is
below the RllR design picssure.

"
Confirm that the h!gh/ low pressure interface with 1105 satisfies the requirements of itsil 51.

440.7'

NRC P.ulletin 88-04 dated May $,1988, discusses the potential safety related pump loss. The first
concern involves the potentini for the dead. heading of one or more pumps in safety eclated sptunsd

that bre i rnic; flow line common to two or raore pumps o'r o her configurations that do no preclude '

pump to pump inteact on during rnininow operatio i. A second concern is v.hethcr or not the intuilledi

mlnidow capacity b adequate for even a single pump in operation,

"
in the A11 Wit design,llPCS pump inini0ow lines and test relion lines to the suppression pool are

touted through the RitR 'c' loop test and minimum f.ow lir.cs. ) tow does the AllWR design satisfy the
,

coaurns given in NRC Ilulletin No. 8844?

440.7.4

in Rillt process diagrams 5.111b !(llit heat ocharger remoul capacity for colerent inndes is not ,.

given. Itevise the process diagram to include the heat ternoval capacity.
.

440.74

In Tipure S A 10b, (l.12) Dammability system (T-49) is e.oss-Ded to the RllR system. What is the
purpose of this cross tic to the Ellit system?

.

x
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other sptems should be implemented. Challenges to the selief vahes should be reduced substantially (by an
'

order of magnitude).

;

i

1

!

I

220.16

Generir safety inue 82 *licyond Design !! asis Accidents in hpent Fuel Poob'is conceined with the hu of
the pool water which may result in a fire in the pool causing a release of fis*, ion products. In the AllWR
resolution,it is indicated that the spent fuel pool will be designed to withstand a design basis earthquale
without pool draicage, and will be arranged to prevent cask movernent over the pool, which will be
accoraplished through the use of a separate cask loading pit. Was a cask drop in the cask hinding pit
considened? Since the cask loading pit is adjacent to the spent fuel pool. In additiori,it appears that the fut!
pool is near the staging area for the e rictor vessel head,11dicate the effect on the fi el pool of vessel head drop
on the adjacent staging area. (1411.2.14

220,17

'

Generic Safety laue Na,103 * Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation * (PMP) is concerned with the
diffr rence in the determination of PMP. IlY using the recently deveb;vd NOAA/NWS procedures which are
believed to be more realii. tic, PMP estimates larger than those obtained by previoudy used methodologies mayph lead to higher flood lewis. Therefore, n AllWP resolution on Page 19112 47, specif) that the recently
developed NOAA/NWS procedures will tw used for deterrnining PM P for a specific site. (1911.2.17)

252.16

(1) The applicant sh uld define bolting in detail. Ilotting in this contest should include bolts, studs,
embedments, machine / cap s rews, threaded fasteners, and associated nuts und washers.

(2) Define high strength bohing and medium strength bohing in terans of material and methanical properties.

(3) Provide bohing manufacture process (e g., heat ticated, quenched, temgred, ele,).

(4) Provide bolting manufacute procca (e.g., equipment and piping systems) where the high strength batting
or medium bolting will be used.

(.5) Dit.cuu ho,< to avoid thL intergranular stress corrosion cracting (IGSCC) of bolting in a llWR hydrogen
cexironment.

(6) id:ntify thrs ad lubricants that will be used and identify chemical compond(s) in them.

(7) The applicant discussed the ALWR Revdution initiated by the Atomic Industrial Forum / Metal Properties
- Council Task Group and ilWR Requirements in the EPRI.ALWR Requirements Document. It is unclear
whether the applicant will follow the resolutions and rcquirements. (1911.2,12)

/~N
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| 'Ihc ALWR Resolution Sumnury for issue:,i V.1 and li.F.5 states:

(1) The designer shall identify any structures, sptems, or components (items) that aic not sa'ay rclated but
for which provisions beyond normalit.Justry practice arc judged to be needed to proside desired scliability and
availability

(" At the same time, tpccifk turveillance, ruaintenance provisions (appropriate for specine item and dcsired
reliability and avMin;y) sh41 be id:ndGed for those items,

f be NRC caluation is that AL% Rs should base a Reliability Program to ensure that the facility is
opmtcd and maintained within enveloping PRA assumptiora throughout its life. The NRC anticipates that
these new (Reliability Prograni) requirements will effectively st.bsume the 1.F.1 and ll.F.$ inues and these
issues can be considercJ resobed.

The ABWR Resolution states:

(1) The ABWR application of quality 'ystem requirements satisfies the ALWR resolution.

(2) An interface requirement (Section 1911 3.1) is included to ensure that quality system requirements will be
provided during construction and eperation.

('i) Therefore, this issu: is resobed for the ABWR.

REOUEST IDR ADDITION 41. INI ORM ATION 1. It is not clear to the staff t!'ai the ABWR SSAR
describes how points 1 and 2 of the ALWR Resolution Summary (aboic) are to be satisfied. That is, how is g
the ABWR & signet identifyingitems for which provisions bcyond normalindustry practice are judged to be W'

.eeded? And how are specific suncillance/ maintenance provisions being identified for those items? SSAR {
Table 3.21 n used to show the quality assurance that is applied io plant iterns. The table indicatet that a
quality assurance program meeting 10CFR50 Appendis B either does or does not apply, in some instances.
where Appendix B does not apply, there is reference to a footnote regarding quality auurance. Such
references are ne:ther wide.>pread enough not specific enough to really meet ar. abjectise of the classincation
system which is to assign appropriate Quality Control and Quality Assurance measures.

The SSAR should be clariGed .n this recard, or justification should be giveo for not doing so, for example,
footnote *u" regarding quality assurance for non. safety related Gre protection items shouhl make it clear that a
quality assurance program meeting the guidance of Branch Techmcal Position Ch!EB 9.51 (NUREG 0800)
will be applicd to each such item, Similarly, for non safety-related radioa:tise waste management items, a
footnote shoulJ make it c; eat that a quality assurance program meeting the guicance of Regulatory Guide
1.143 will be applied during design and construction. The saf.ty parameter display system (or its equisalent),
thatqh not safety-rclated, should have a quality assurance program beyond normalindustry practice applied,
and this should be clear in Tar.le 3.21. Generie Letter 85-06, " Quality Assurance Guidance for ATWS
Equipment That is Not Safety Related/ is also applicable, if GE has not already done so, it shoutd ascertain
whether there are other ABWR plant items within the scope of poirts 1 and 2 of the ALWR Resolution
summary (above) and revise Table 3.21 accordingly if required. Then the ABWR Resolution should
reference Tabic 3.21 to show how GE has rese,hed TM! inues 1.F.1. and 11 F.5 for the ABWR.(19B.2.1)

| 260.5

The statement in the ABWR SSAR, * Applicants referencing the ABWR design shall base a Quality
,

| Assurance hogram satisfying the requirements of Section 19.11.2.1(2) including the right to impose additional

O'
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closed) and through RilR sub>ptem A check uhe (normally closed) into feedwater line A.

Thus potential intersplem leakage from the scactor coolant sptem is only postulatc d to occur
into RilR subsplems li and C discharge lines resulting from leakage through normally closed discharge
chesk uhes and r osmally dosed iniection sahes of RilR subspicms B and C. Test points and test |
uhes ar; located between the discharge check valves and the discharge injection uhes of RilR
subsptems B and C to be used to specifically test Int the leak tightness of the discharge check ,,

whcs and initction uhes (both normally closed). Substantial leakage through the discharpt thet t
uhe anJ cloud injection uhe of either ittlR subsplem B or C would result in preuurization of the
discharge hnes which would lead to a control room alarm. Significant pressurization of the
diwharp piping of lillR subsptcm3 B or C, resuhing from postulated interspleu leakage, would be
diuharged to the supprewion pool sia pressure relief tabes.

l

it;m 1 of lable 1.11 of the SPR addresses the compone its of the safety injection sptems that are
conneu J to the .I4 actor Coolant Sptem.

~

:

lis the ABWR, the low preuuie ifel) injection sptem is the low pressure core flood (LPCI) mode
of ti e RilR estem. T he conneuivas between the reactor coolant sptem and the discharge lines at the
RiiR sutsptem< were preiiously dncuu.ed abou. In the LPCF mivic of operation of the RilR subsptcms,

. inlet suction f6 is drawn from the suppressiot: pool and not from the reactor coolant sptcm.
l

I or the ABWR, the high pressure safety ingction tptem consistt of the two high pressure core
flood (llPCF) sptems B and C (and also RCIC which was previously discussed). T here is no connection
betwcen the reactor coolant sptem and the inlet suction of IIPCF splems 11 and C. lioth tutems draw *

th.it suction flow from the wndensate storage poel (or the suppression pool) and not from the
reattor coolant sptem

O The diuharge lines of IlPCF sptems B and C connect to the reactor coolant sptem through
diuharge check whes and injection uhes. Potential intersptem leakage f rom the reactor coolant
spicm is only postulated to occur into ilPCF sptems B and C discharge lines resulting from leakage
through normally clond check whes and normally closed injection vahes. Test points and test
.ahen are located loween the dischargt ched sahes and the injection uhes of 111 CF sptems 11 and
C to be use.1 to specifitally test for the leak tightness of the discharge check s ahes and the

'

normally closed injection ubo.

. Normal lineup for both flPCF spterns B and C is through norrnally open suction vahes connected to
the condensaic storage pool.1hece suuion lines will fill with water down to the conuensale storage
pool suaion check whos. The muharge lines for llPCF sptemi B and C are maintained full of water
with water sourced trom th. makeup water splem (condensed). Substantial (potential) leakage from
the reactor coulani splem through dosed discharge check salves and closed injection vahes into
cither llPCF B or C dinharge lines would result in preuurization of both the discharge line and the
llPCF pump suction line whko v.oukt lead to a controi room alarm indicating high IIPCF 11 (or C) pump
suction pressure. Significant pressurization of the suction piping for either llPCF pump B or C,
resulting from postulatcd intersptem leakage, would be discharged to the suppreuian pool sia a
pressare relief sahc.

QU ESTION .003

Diuuss compliance of rr auor coolant leal detection spiems with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1 A5,
* Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Det-uion Sptems", Positions C4, C5, C6, C8, and C9 with
respect to the following i! cms: (525)

O
- _
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(i) Indicators for abnormal water lesels or Dows in all the affected areas in the ntnt of intersystem
leakages.

'

(b) Sensithity and response time of leak detection s, .acms used for unidentiGed leakages outside the
dr>well.

(c) Qual;fication relating to seismic esents for drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system and
leak Jetenion sptems outudc the dry *cll.

(d) Testing Procedures Monitoring sump levels and comparing them with applicable flow rates of Gulds
in the sumps.

(c) inclusion cif teactor building and other areas floor and equipment drain rumps in AllWR Technical
Specifications for leak detroion systemn

Note that a few of the questions akwe arise because in Subsection 5.2.5,4.1 you state that the totalleakage
rate includes leakages collected in drywell, reactor building and other area floor drain an equ pment drain
sum) A

RESPONSE 430J

As noted abo'.e, several questions aro'c because in Subsection 5.2.5.4.1 it was stated that:

"The total . . leakage rate consists of allleakare, identified and unidentified, that flows to the drmil,
tractor building and other arca floor drain and equipment drain surnps?

The italicited wording was it. correctly induded with the text of Subsc- ion 5.2.5.41, Subsection 5.2.5 4.1 has
been revised accordingly.

Historically, total leakace rate limit, as estaHished by Plant Technical Specifications, hase been a;sociated
only with the potentiallakage into the reactor pri,mry containtnent (drywell) as colleoed by the drywell Owr
and equipment drain sumps and as monitored by different dryactlleakage detculon systerns, e.g., dr>vell
atmosphere (gascous and/or particulate) radioactivity monitoring, dryvell sump /lesel monitoring and drywell
air coders condensate flow monitoring. Also, the recommendations and regulatory positions of Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.45 hae been interpreted in the past as applying only to reactor co(lant leakage into the primary
containment. RG 1.45 Positions C1, C2 and C3 specifintly address Irakage to the primary reactor
containment and indication of leakage to the containment.

| RESPONSE 430Ja

This questions addresses cornpliance w?h RG 1.45 Position C4 which recommends that provisions shou 1J be
made to monitor systems connected to the RCPB for signs of intersptem lealage and also suggests that
monitoring :nd indicators to t.how abnormal water level or now in the af fected areas. Specificaily, this
qtiestions requests discussion of compliance with RG 1.4$ Position C4 with respect to the * indicators for
abnormal water level or Dowt,in all the affeded areas in the event of intersystem leakages."

As indisated in the Subsection 5.2.5.9 discwion that is related to RG 1.45: compliance, radiation monitoring
of the reactor building cooling water coolant return lines from the RiiR, RIP, CON and SPCV heat
exchangers is the monitoring method used for determining potentialintersptem leakage from the RCPD
v.ithin these heat exchangers.

Also,in the discussion related to the response to part C of Question 430.2, it is indicated that

O
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Explain in det J1 h< 4 3e spring and relief modes of the SRV urb Air they an difference from |
the SRVs currently wed .n operating BWRs? ?
RESPONSE 60.19

~

lt is currently anti @md that tne basic ABWR SRV configuration will be very similar to that of '

_

direct acting SRVs used sm BWR/6 plants. The spring is used to provide the force ir the SRV stem, _

which in turn forces the disk down on the vahe seat, capturing the steam on the ialet side of tne
valve. When the steam pressure increases so that it's force is equal so the downward force provided ,

by the spring, the disk and stem begiu to lift. As this happens, the steam pressure acts over a
--

larger area of the disk and the valve opens quickly This actuation using pressure to overcome
spring force is safety mode actuation. In relief mode actuation, an actuator system uses a large
pneuraatic pis.on to lift a lever which it to c lifts the valve stem against the force of the spring.

9 This systeai is driven by one or more solenoid operated pneumatic valves and normally has an
intermediate stage pneumatic valve (one driven by each solenoid valve) to provide the required
pneumatic flow rate to the piston. This pneuinatically driven method of operating the SRV (the relief
mode or opuation) must never interfere with operation of the SRV in the safet3 mode. ]

-

The main spring of the ABWR SRV mcy be a double spring configuration or a set of Belleville ~_
washers. The main spring (s) will M controlled by specification requirements and mar.ufacturing
standards tc provide smooth operating and relative motion characteristics and to ininimite SRV set -

point drift due to spring relaxation. The valve stem will be guided to preclude any tendency to cock
or plh

9 The ABWR could use a pilot operated vahe. This type of valve has a pilot stage which acts as a
-

small direct acting valve. When the pilot stage opens, steam is redirected inside the valve so that
the main disk opens. The relief mmie actuator is connected to the pilot stags. -

QUESTION 440/20

What ATWS coraiderations have you given for sizing SRVs?
-

__

HESPONSE 440.

The raost lindsing ATWS event (i.e., MSIV closure) has been analyzed. The peak vessel boitom ;

pressure Sr this case is 1300 psig, which is well below the ATWS overpressure cri:erion of 1500 ,

psig.

QUESTION 440.21
s

In Subscetion 5 0 7 '' ac rectoru'e pressure setpomt (% of operating setpoint) for both modes
ave givca as 9S and ?J ' sp! ale the significance of these numbers...

-

RESPONSE 440.21
,

Subsection 5.2.2.2.2.3 has been revised to reflect SRV safety mode reclosure points consistent
with new ABWR regiircments. These new requirements are 96% of namep'. ate opening setpoint (4%
blowdown) to 90% o' nameplate setpoint (10% blowdown). The lower reclosure Emit (10% blowdown)is
based on JIS Staid: rd BS210-1986 and reflects a requirement imposed by hilTI on plants built in
Japan. It is a reasonable lower limit for two reasons: f1) It makes sense, economically, not to let a

more steam escape irom the reactor system than la necessary to protect the systen. within a reasonable
safety margin. (2) It provides an effective loiver limit from a system standpoint so that SRV opening

_
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and reclosure in the safety ruode occur at a higher pressure than the respective ' normal * opening and
reclosure in the relief mode (i.e., as normally initiated by pressure sensors in the steam lines).

The upper rect: r te limit (reclosure point at 9tG of opening setroint) is a reasonable upper
limit which will serve to limit the number of times the SRV will open and reelose in case of a
piessure transient caesing valve operation in the safety mode. it permits the valve to remain open
longer and cycle less often (as compared with prior allowed upper reclosure limits, which were set at
97% and 989 of opening setpoint in the past).

The 96 upper limit also provides ar. eura measure of insurance that deviations in manufacturing
toletanets, actual back pressare in service, and other sach variables do not result in an SRV with
negative blowdown, in which buildup of backpressure would reclose the valve before it could perform
its pressure relief function.

Q1.'ESTION 44022

In Figure x1.3a the SRV solenoid valves are not shown as DC powered as they should be. Note 3
states that * valve motor operators and pilot solenoids are ac operated unless otherwise specified.*

RESPONSE 440.22

At the next revision, Figurc 5.1.3a will be resised to show that the SRV solenoids are DC
powered.

QlESTION/ RESPONSE 440.23

This questior. nuraber not used.

hQUEST)ON 440.24

Confirm that SRVs are designed to meet seismic and quality standards consistent with the
recornmendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29

RESPONSE 440.24

i
'

(1) The SRVs are classified as Quality Group A and Seismic Cruegory I as shown in Tab'c
3.21. The SRVs are designed to meet Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. Tests required
by ASME Code Section 111 for Class I vahes sre imposed in the ABWR SRV equipment
specification. Analyses equivalent to those required by ASME 111 aie performed in
accordance with the requirements of MITI 501 (the Japanese equivalent of ASME 111).

(2) SRV3 are Class IE (active, safety related, electrically driven). It is currently
planned to impose a complete environmenr' qualification program on the entire SRV,
including both electrically and pnc ematically drien components of the actuttor

|
system. This progam includes dynamic qualification of operability following the

1 Japanese equivalent of an SSE. This program will be in compliance with NUREG 0588
requirements.

QUESTIONS / RESPONSE n 443 25 through 440.27

These quecions numbers cot used

Ql'E71lON 44008

in SSAR Table 1.819,it i.s stated that branch technical position RSP 5 2 is applicable for ABWR.
How does the AEWR design comply with BTP RSB 5 2?

AmcMra nt 8 20 3 101
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/- ierouted to the vessel abould system' initiation be required during CST to CST testing. There would
\ also be additional interlocks needed to prevent purnping suppression pool water to the CST.

Complexity and cost wo"ld also increase from the require,d maintrycce of the additional hardware,
instromentation and logic.

,

Suppression pool water quality will be maintained by the suppression pool cleanup system which is,

designed to be operated continuously. Although this quality may be somewhat less than that of the
CST, it will be consistent with infrequent filling of RCC piping during testing and possible
injection to the RPV and therefore the reference draining, flushing and filling of the system is not
necessarily required. Additionally, and decrease in persc4nnel exposure realized by performing CET to
CST testing (assuming draining, flushing and filling were recuired) might be fully or partially
offset by an increase from the additional maintenane considerations.

QUESTION 440.42

Why are the power supply for valv s F063. IW4,IT76, and F078 standby AC instead of DC?

RESPONSE 440.42

For the AllWR HCIC, only the steam supply inboard isolation valves IU35 and RMS are powered fiorn
AC source. F036 and all other MO\"s are DC powered. Figurc 5.4-8 has been updated and indicates the
correct power supply; also, vahes F063. F064 and F076 have been re designated F035, F036 and F0t8,
respectively.

Valves FU77 and F078 have recently been removed from the AI!WR RCIC design. The line where these
vsives were located performed a vacuum breaking function of the turbine exhaust line and had a

/3 separate containment penetration. Thc current AllWR RCIC configuration climina'ed F077 and 1078 since
V the sacuum breating function is now insidu containment and has no separate penetration that mandates

provision for F077 and F078.

The use of AC power source for F035 and F048 is considered technically acceptable for the
following reasons:

(1) DC motors require considerably more maintenance than AC motors Since they cannot be maintained

I
during plant operation if they are located inside tl.e drywell, DC MOVs would be far less
reliable than AC.

(2) During |oss of AC power RCIC system will remain operabie since these valves are normally open.

QUESTION Lt0.43

Ad.lress the following TMI 2 action items related to RCIC

(a) I!K 1.22

(b) IIK3.13

(c) IIK115

(d) ll.K 122 ,

(e) II.K.3.24
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RESPONSE 440.43

Response to this question is prm cd in Appendix 1 A.

QUESTION 440.44

Confirm that the RCIC system meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.1 regarding pump Net
Positise Suction llead (NPSif).

RESPONSE 440.44

tic key requirement of Regulatory Guide 1.1 is that no credit be taken for containment
pressurization when establishing the NPSli conditions for ECCS pumps. The RCIC meets this
requirement New Table 5.4 la provides the numerical evaluation of RCIC NPSil conditions assuming no
containment pressurization and 770C suppres3 inn pool water temperature In summary, the RCIC pump
wi'! have over 0.85 meter NPSil margin at the most limiting condition.

Note that NPSil calculation is based on suppression pool ternperature oi 77"C. This is the
'

musimum teinperature RCIC is expected to operate.

The following summarizes the transient / accident events which can result in increasing suppression
pool water temperature. It summarizes the basis for concluding that RCIC NPSil conditions (1.03

7kg/cm abs containment pressure,77"C suppression pool water) are acceptable.

EENT FC1C NPSil ASSESSMENT *

Reactor Isolation Event Maximum pool temperatme w ell below 770C (approx. 490C)

Large !3reak LOCA Rapid sessel depressurization RCIC not required.

Intermediate Size LOCA RapM sessel depressurizction. Peactor pressure less than
210.5 kg/cm g before pool temperature reaches 770C.

Small Break LOCA RCJC operation not required when pool temperature reaches
770C,

Station Black Out Event RCIC suction is taken from the condensate storage tank (CST)
(8 hours capabi.lity) with a capacity of S hour operation. Suppression pool (S/P)

water is not expected to be used during this event. lioweser,
if the automatic transfer of suction from the CST to S/P were
to occur due to high S/P water level, a manually controlled
override switch is operated to continue taking suction from
Il condensate storage tank.

2'RCIC design basis requires 100 percent systern flow on'y for reactor pressure > 10.5 kg/cm g,

QUESTION 440.45

SRP 5.4.6 ident fies GDCs 5,29,33,34 and 54 in the acceptance criteria. Confirm that the RCILi

system, described in Chapter 5.4.6 of the SSAR, m ets the requirements of the above GDCs.

O
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RESPONSE 440.45%J

Evaluaticas of the reactor core isolation system against the applicable General Design Criteria
(GDC) are providert in Subsection 3.1.2 (statement to this effect has been added to Subsection
5.4.6).11ased on the evaluations in Subsection 3.1.2 it is concluded that the RCIC system meets the
requirements of the applicable GDCs.

QUESTION 440.46

in SSAR Chapter 5.4.63, it is stated "The anal)tical methods and assumptions in evaluating the
RCIC system are presented in Chapter 15 and Appendix 15Af Identify the section in Chapter 15 where
the analytical taethods and assumptions evaluation the RCIC systems are given.

RESPONSE 440.46

This is given in Subsection 15.6.53 which, in turn, makes reference to Section 6.3.

QUESTION 440.47

Normally the RCIC pump takes suction from the condensate . storage tank (CS F). Unt the CST is not
seismically qustified or safety related. Confirm that the system piping and level tran3mitters,
which interface with CST, will be designed and installed such that the automatic switenover to the
suppression pool takes place without failure.

RESPONSE 440.47

Four redundant Class IE level transmitters are seismicall installed in the condensate storage tank
(CST). One level sensor in each electrical Division (Div.1, Div. 2, Div. 3 and Div. 4) provides
input signal and is processed in 2-out-of 4 logic configuration. If the amount of water in the CST
decreases below the setpoints of the level sensors, on the CST failed seirmically, a signal will be
sent to perform the automatic switchover to the suppressior; pool. The sy. item pipin6 rom ib-f
suppression pool to the RCIC pump is seismically qualified.

QUESTION 440.48

The eqmpment and component description given in 5.4.6,2.2 is very brief. What type of turbine is
used in the ABWR? Is it the same t)pe as the Terry Turbines used in current 11WRs? Is the turbine

r
k
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resting done by Terry Co. with water applicable to the ABWR7 Describe in detail the components,
especially the turbine and the pump.

RESPONSE 440.43

The ABWR RCIC equipment specification does not specify the type of turbine, rather, its
performance requirements. Performance iesting will be performed with water applicable to the ABWR
Standard Plani de.ign. The equipment and component description given in Subsection 5.4.6.2.2 is
commensurate with a standard design. The depth of infortnation provided in this subsection is the

j same as that provided for GE's standard BWR/6 Nuclear Island design. This information is renected
in the RMC eqaipment specification. The amount of information provided is sufficient to delineate
the performance acqeirements of the RCIC withot.1 restricting its supply by qualified equipment
vc t. dor s.

QtTSTION 440.49

To the best of our knowledge, the steam isolation valves F063 and F064 in currently operating BWRs
are not tested with a steam pipe break downsticarn and with actual operating condilions (pressure 1000
psig and temperature 546 degrec . F). There is no guarantee that the steam isolation sahes will
close during a break. We require that a proper testing of the valves be performed before the final
design approval. (Reference Generic Issue Gl-57 ' Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without isolation?)

RESPONSE 440a9

The ABWR RCIC equipment specif!:ation requires that the valves in qt.estio:. . . se within a +r
specified time under actual operating conditions, since this is a standardized design it is not
possible to indcntify a specific equipment vendor and test the valve before the final design .

approval. However, GE will closely follow the current vahe testing in support of GI-87 and , if
necessar), will make appropriate modifications to the equipment specification prior of issuance of
the itnal SER. Figure 5.4-8 has resised designation of vahes F063 and F064 to F035 and F036
respectively.

QUESTION 44J.!0

Steam isolation valves F063 snd F064 are to be opened in sequence to redccc water hammer and for
slow warm up ef the piping. F064 ud F07t, are opened first. The sahes logic should present the
operator from opening the sahes out of sequence. Confirm that the vahts control logic includes an
interlock.

RESPONSE 440.50

The inboard (F035) and outboard (F036) isolation v hes are prosided with keylock switches as
protective features in addition to several administrathe constraintt Administratinely, the valve
control switch key must be obtained, then (1) the key must be inserted into the lock to enable the
maintained contact switch and (2) the switch must be turned from OPEN to CLOSE to enable reset of the
scaled-in isolation signal from the leak detection system. (An interlock for the isolation valve to
be in CLOSE posi. ion before the leak detection system isolation signal can be reset is in compliance
with NUREG-0737. NUREG-0737 Item 11.E.4,2 Position 4 requires that isolation sahes ruust not open
automatically upon reset of the isolativ signal and must only be opened by a delibera'e operator

! zetion).

| Upon reset of the leak dett.ct; sptem, the eutboard isolation vahe (F03u) is allowed to open by
| placing the contro' switch in the OPEN or STOP (intermediate position for throttling) position to

drain trapped condensate between the inboard and the ourboard isoleion vahes. Then the inboardi

1
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RESPONSE 410.46J
The surge volume of the systen is within the condensate storage tank (CST). The capacity

requirements of the CST are in Tabic 9.2-3. Section 3.4 demonstrates that failure of the CST will
not lead to unacceptable results. *llPCF pumps * means the high pressure core flooder pumps,

QUESTION 410.47

Describe the design features presided in the system anu/or interfacing components to ensure
automatic switchover of the suction of the applicable pumps to safety-related water sources, if so
requh ed. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.47

Level sensing elements and transmitters are provided for the condensate storage tank (CST).
Signals are sent to the llPCF and RCIC pumps to provide automatic switchoser to the suppression pool
when suf0ci.:nt water is not availaMc in the CST. The switchover of the SPCU purnps is manual.

QUESTION 410.4N

Disems conformance of the MUWC systems design with the requiremer.ts to CFR 50.63," Loss of all
Alternating Current Power." Specifically include the system's capacity and capability to ensure core
cooling by removing decay heat independent of preferred and onsite emergency a: power in the esent of
a station blackout for :he specified duration, in accordance with guidelinc a of Regulatory Guide
1.55, " Station Blackout," Positions C.3.2 through C.3.5, as applicable. (9.2.9)

s RESPONSL 410.44 ,

The condensate storage tank (CST) is designed to provide approximately 150,000 gallons of water
fm use duting station blackout. Other consumers of condensate are switched to other water sources
50 that this volume of water is always available during power operation. This volume of water is
sufficient for operation of the RCIC system to remove decay heat during the fits; eight hours of
station blackout.

QUESTION 410.49

Discuss compliance of the system with Positions C1 and C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.49

The normal secured source of water for decay heat removal is t!.c suppression pool. The condensate
storage tank (CST) is used in preference to the suppression pool because the water quality is
normally better. As a result the CST is not required to be Seismic Category 1.

QUESTION 410.50

Provide P&lDs for the Demineralized Water Makeup System (i.e , Makeup Water System (Purified)
; (MUWP)). (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.!O

I The MUWP P&lD is provided as Figure 9.2-5.
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QUESTION 41031

Clarify which portion of the MUWP is within the AhWR scope. Also, identify the system interfaces
which include temperature, chemistry, system capacity (i.e., tant volume) and treatment. (9.2.101

RESPONSE 410.51

See response to Question 410.52.

QUESTION 41032

Provide the water quality characteristics for the MUWP water (SSAR Section 9.2.10.1, item 3,
refers to Section 9.2.8 which in turn refers to Section 9.2.16. Ilowever, Section 9.2.16 does not
give the water quality characteristics). (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.52

The response to this question is provided in new Table 9.2-2a.

QUESTION 410.53
*

Discuss compliance of the systcm with Position C1 (e g., containment penetration portions) and
Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.53

Th: MUWP line which enters primary containment has a locked closed manual valve outside of
containment and a check vahe inside of containment. The containroent penetration is Seisnie Category
I and Quality Group B. (9.2.10)

QUESTION 410.! 4

Verify that flooding analyses bave been performed for a failure of the nont.cismic Category 1
Jemineralized water makeup system 'vhere the piping runs through safety.related structures and tunnels
containing safety-rc. lated equipment. (9.2.10)

RESPON5E 410.54

Section 3A studies of MU WP piping sun failures through safety-related structures and tunnels
con ainiag safety related equipment have shown that flooding will not have an adverse effect on these
structures and equipment.

QUESTION 410.55

With respect to the capability of the Reacto.- Building Cooling Water System for detection,
control, and isolation of system leakage, and radioactise leakage: (9.2.11)

1. Identify the isolatiou valves which isalate the non-essential loads from the essential supply
headers and describe their isolation function in the ment of a LOCA or in the evert cf a leak
detected in the non-essential system piping.

O
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1 QUESTION 42037

The response noted that RIP trips have mostly been caused by noise in the adjustable speed drise (ASD).
Describe the changes that have been made to reduce the susceptibility of the RIP's or the reduction in noise of
the ASD's.

RESPONSE 420.87
,

The primary cause of faulty trips of Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD)in the European plants with Reactor
latern d Pumps (RIPS)is due to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and harmonic effects on the improperly
installed ASD power and ;ortrol cables. S:veral preventive chsnges have been made to the ASD design and
installation requiremr'as to reduce their occurrence. These changes can be summarized as below:

(1) Intere.nnectina cables within the ASD are designed with consideration for EMI offects. Factory tests,

will be performed on the ASD equipment to demoestrate that EMI effects are within the tolerance
linnts of the ASD control functions. Proper isolation between the power and the control cables is
specified to eliminate propagation of El.h noises. Both the ASD equipment requirements
sT:cifications and the installation specification reflect the requirtments of the "Special Wire and Cable
S; ecification"(see Subsection 1.13) for interconnection of ststic converter device.

(2) Tbc ASD is designed to ensure that current and voltage distortions due to harmonics on the output
powtr waveform is tolerable by both the connected loads and the input power distribution system.
Phase shifted isolatica transformers are utilized to reduce harmonie contents on the power supply
circuits. 'T hese specifications have been defined as interface requirements on the affected equipment
designs.

.

QUESTION 4:018

List the criteria or standards for surge withstand capability to be applied to the equipment. ANSI /IEEE
C61451987 * Guide on Surge Testing Equipment Connected to Low. Voltage AC Power Circuits" is an example
of criteria currently being applied to limit the possible affects from,line surges. (7)

RESPON'iE 420S8

The answer to this question is included in the response to Question 420.7.

QUESTION 42039 2

List the design goals for the sunivability and continued operation of safety systemr equipment in the
presence of line switching transiccis, lightning induced su:ges and other induced transients within the systems as

insra!)ed. (7)

RESPONSE 420E9 )

'
Surge withstand capab.lity, and associated testing criteria, is discussed in Sections 7A.2 [ Response (4)] and

7A3 [ Response (8)] of Appendix 7A.

QUESTION 420.90

Address the possible effects of electrostatic discharge (ESD) at keyboards, keyed switches and other
exposed equipment components. (?)

Amendmem 9 20 M40
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RESPONSE 420.90

If appropriate counterrr.eaaures are riot taken, then electrostatic discharge (EAD) can ;ause damage to
electronic romponents, liigh impedance devices using MOS (me aleih semiconductor) technology are
particularly subject to damage. The discharge from an electrically charged hunaa boay, when certain arcas of
electronic equipment are toucned (keypads, switches), may open the junct;oes of CMO3 Jcvices or other
semiconductors.

Howeser, modern CMOS and other 140s compone us hase internal protection against ESD in the form
of diode clamping arrays and cunent limiting resistors that conduct the discharge away from the junction. In
adJit on, good circuit design practices willinclude the use of other devices such as transient suppressors [ tori

example, metal oxide varistors (MOVs), Zest. diodeq across critical circuit inputs and ouiputs that are
disectly exposed to external transients.

Other precautions against the effects of EdD take the form of adequate insulation or proper grounding.
Keypads generally have insulating iiaterial in the form nf a thick plastic cmering o,er the metallie switch
contacts. Toggle switches and other controls should have insulating Lnobs. Ytriou: metallic chassis
components (6ont panel, handles, deck, connector shells) shoud be solidly grounded to cact other (the effects
ci paintea and plated surfaces should be consideredt 'md the chnsis should be grcunded to the appropriate
panel or instrument ground bus by metanic groimd sr Panel and instrument mounting hardware should
not be depen?.ed upon im solid grounds. Printed ci i mt boards must base the signal commons and ground
plane comraons properly connected m t'ne common busses and to the lew voltage logic power supplies.

Micioprocessor based control equipment for ABWR is designed under the assumption that users will
nm taken no precauilons against static charge buildup befon attempting to operate the equipment. The

I

| equipment is designed to tolerate u electrosta k discharge without damage, partly by employing insulation
r

(with no air gaps) car exposed metallic components, but primarily by providing an alternaGve path for current
now other than through sensitive circuit paths. As discassed previously, this means that all exposed meta"ic
components of the spte n mmt be ground;d Low inductance muhipoint grounds me used where ESD current
flow is desired and sincJe point grounds where discharge Dow is not wanted.

The low pewer requirce ents of ALWR centrol equipment ensure that the integrity of the equipment
enclosures is not comnromised by large ser:ilating holes or slots. Special attention is given to hinges, joints,
and v:ams so that the continuity of shielding is maintained.

In the system ccafiguration, .,'here shielJcd cables transfer data between the equipment enclosures, the
cables must be prevented from propagating ESD currents and soltages between system units. For ABWR
safety systems, the problem has becu minimized by using fiber optic cab |es as the transtnission medium for
most stitical signals. While the cables may contain metalhc supporting members or protectise shields these
will not be electrically cannected to any equipment or circuit. For certain functions where hardwired cable is
required solid g aur.dicg of cable shicids to the equipment chassis and bypass capacitors at allinputs and
outputs shall be used to dhert ESD canents to ground.

These hardware solutions shall be supplemented with tirmwm e ESD solutions to protect against potential
upsets such as syrtem lockup if ESD noise causes memory or data flow errors. The methods used are
discuised as part of the fauh-toler nce issues.

The susceptibility of ABWR control equipment to electrostatic discharges shall be established using the
test procedures included in IEC Publication 801-2, Electromagnetic Compatibility for Industrial Process
Measurement and Control Equipraent. Part 2: Electrostatic Discharge Requirement 3. The test pmcedures of
paragraph 8 of this document shall be performed up to and including Severity 1.csel 4, as defined in the
document. The following acceptar.cc criteria shall be und:

'

(1) No change in trip output status shall be ehserad during the test.
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(2) Equipment shall perform its intended functions after the test.

V
Note that the safety system control equipment for ABWR has inherent protection againM trtnsient ESD

effects in that data is continuelly refreshed throughoat the system,iccluding taip, display and indicator status.
Further protectio *. is provided by the asynchronous, four division,2-out.of 4 channel con 6guration. Temporarily
corrupted data in one dhhion cannot cause an in.phertent trip or permanently disable a required trip. When brd
data or equipment damage is detected, the affected division can be b) passed until repaired. In the reactor
protection system (RPS) and main steam is lation vahe (MSIV) channels, where the Gnal trip outputs arc aho in
a 2 out of 4 configuration, both the sensor '. 't and trip output siJes of each equipmera dahlon can be bypawed,
thus preventing failure fre n any cause in one enavnel from inhibiting or inadvertently causing a trip.

QUESTION 420.91

Most of the I&C system microprocessor equipment is Ukcly to be locnted in a mild ensironment, but
survivability requiremen's or limitatiorts on the vohage potential buildup by h;midity contrcd or other meuures is
not discussed. Also, the data concentrators are provided at remete kications scie the environmental control is
not clearly described. Idemify the criteria, design limits and testing program for this aica of FSD controls. (7)

RESPONSE 420.91

The er.tironmental qualification requirements for systems and equipmerit are described in Section 3.11 and
in the design documents referenced in Subsection 1.1.3 (in particular, BWR Requirements Equipment
Enviror nentalInterface Data and the Safety System logic & Control Design Specincation).

Voitge potential buildup will be limited by proper giounding of equiprnent and use of appropriate static
control me.terials and dielectric barriers to ensure that high potentials cannot be ce"r!ce to sensitive

p semiconducter desices (sc e the response to Question 420.90). Humidity controls ue poviiJ ey the normal and
i cmcrgency HVAC sptems; when relative humidity .is restricted to the ranges specified for the mild environment

beatians whoe the microprocessor equipment will be inst.dled, tacre will be no unusual static charge buildup.

The thermal design emirontr.cnts for the SSI.C panch thernsehes are discussed in the response to Question
4:023. The Remote Multipledng Units (i.e.,' data concentrators") of the Essential Multiplexing Spicm are
locued within the ' clean" areas of the Reactor Unilding outside the secondary containment. The p.meh containing
this equipment wai be envFanmentally qualified and tested in accordance with Regulatory ( .ioc 1.89 and IEEE
323 for the areas in whkh they are located.

| I&C microproccssor equipment will be required to meet the requirements of IEC Standard Publication
N2. "ElectromagneO Compatibility for Industrial Proceu Measurement and Controi Equipment, Part 2
(Eicctrostatic t>ischarge RequirementsT. 'reu equipmc at shall have the following mmimum capabilities:

|

!
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p 20.3.14 Response to Fourteenth RAl Reference 14
V

QUESTION M0.1

Describe GE's human factors design team, the stall's human factors expertise, and its responsibilities for
human factors on the ABWR design.

RESPONSE C0.1

The team is responsible for the compEance of the plant design with all regulatory sequirements related to
Ilum n Fucrs Engineering and the inclusior. of good human factors engineering practice in all aspects of the.

plant daign. The five members of the team haw a total of 99 years of hinuan fauors engineering, managerial,
qusity assus ance, plant operating and design experience oa BWRs.

Descriptions of the individual members of the ABWP. human fae: ors team are as follows.

Chairman: Twenty seven years of human factors engineering, licensing and design experience at GE in
nuclew energy. Responsible for the development of the. mau machine interface design for the ABWR and
3BWR projects. Experience includes human factors engineering for the General Electric Emers;ency
Response Information System (SFDS) and GEPAC Plus and NUMAC computer ps oducts

Second Team Member: Fifteen years experience at GE in nuclear enercy. Deseloped lbman Factors
Engineering Plan and documentation system for ACWR Pioject. Cunently technicai teader of an
internaticual study group working on design optimization for the SdWR Project.

Third Team !&mber: Thirty one years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Experience includes the
O evaluation, development and implementation of quality assurance requirements and procedures for the ABWR
O certification program in the United States and the AEWR Project in Japan, the audit and review of GE quality

and management activities both domestical and international and :he review and development of both BWit
and fast reactor fuel.

Fourth Team Memhen Twelve years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Experience includes
| instrumentation and control system design, human factors engineering of nur! car power plant control rooms,

containment transient analysis and program management. Conducted detailed control room design reviews for
several domestic and foreign operating and requisition nuclear plants.

Fifth Tea:n Member: Fourteen years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Res; onsible for preparation
| of Chapter 18 " Human Facron Engineering", of the ABWR SSAR. Principal contributor to the development of

plant automatic oper.rion and control room design Developed emergency operating procedure.s, system
operating procedures ed integrated operating procedates for the ABWR.

QUESTION 620.2

Both 111tachi and Toshiba are designing main control room workstations which, ahhough based upon tbc
" common engineering studies, may result in two diffccent workstation design implementations within one
two. unit control room. Describe the process that GE will use to actually implement high-lesel, single-unit
workstation requirements and design selection, including the decision process to be followed in selecting the
libachi or Toshiba approach. a hvh .1, or a different design.

RESPONSE 620.2
1

- The control room design definition documented in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR)

y is specifically independent of any particular equipment sendor's details of design implementation. The main ;
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20.M7 Response 10 Seventeenth RAl Reference 17
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V

QUESTION 210.51

The information in this section should be revised to more nearly tellect :he currer.4 status of this issu:.
GSI ILE 6.1 originally consisted of the following sub-issues:

(1) In-situ testing of motor operated valves (MOV)

(2) In-situ testing of pressure isolation valves (PlV)

(3) Reevaluation of therma! overload protection devices foi tootor operated vahes.

(4) In sita testing of check valves

Sub-issues 1,2 and 3 are no longer considered to be part of II.E.6.1. Subassue I was subsumed by the
staff's evaluation of responses to Generic Lette 89-10, "hafety Related MOV Testing and Surveillance".
Sub issue 2 was subsumed by Generic Safety Issue 105, * Interfacing Systems LOCA in Light Water Reactors *.
Sub4 issue 3 is considered to be resolved for the ABWR on the buis of the unconditional commitment in the
SSAR Table 1.8-20 to Regulatory Guide 1.106," Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on
Motoi Operated Valves'. Tub.isme 4 remains unresolved at this time, During a meeting on April 7,1986
between the stati and ir du:try representatives,i: was agtced that industry would initim an aggressive program
to resolve the ched valve issue. Since that time, the Institute (EPRI), the Nuclear i ower Operation (INPO),
the Electric Power Research Institute (PERI), the Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group (NIC) and the staff 4

hae made some progress in addressing this isme, liowever, as stated in a letter to Mr. Z. T. Pate, President
ofINFO, dated April 20,199% the sta'f continues to find weakness in the efforts ofindisiduallicensees to

( improvs. the performance of check valves. Te assist the staff in its continuing esaluations and perspecibes

( regarding1he sesolution of the check vahc issue. The staff has not yet received a complete response to this
request.

The staff does not agree that the information in the "AHWR Resolution * of Subsection 19B.2.2 in the
SSAR is sufficient to resolve this issue fer the ADWR. The exceptions to position indication of check valves
will rcquire some clarification. Ilowever, the staff prefers that this type of information be included as a part of
ttu ASME Section XIInseni:e Test Program for safety releted pumps and valves which is discussed in the

| SSAR, Subsection 3.9.6. Th:refore, GE is requened to revise Subsection 19B.2.2 related to sub-issue 4 to
l reflect a more broad commitment to the coDective industry and NRC activities relative to implementation of

| the resolution of inues on in site testing of check vahcA. In adnition, the staff will need to complete its resiew

| cf the ABWR Innnne Testing Program before this issue can be considered resolved.

Since stoissue I has been subsumed, Subsection 198.2.2 should alsa include a commitment to provide a
response to Generic Letter 89-10 which will be applicable to the ABWR. (19812)

|
RESPONSE 210.51

i

This response is contained in revised Sub3cetion 19D.2.2.
|

The ABWR sesolution to in situ testing of valves is presented in Subsection 3.94. A plan of periodic
testing that implements the ASM E Code, Section XI, Subsection IWV, for safety related valves is outlined.

To insure MOV operability when subjected to the design basis conditions considered during both uormal
operation and abnormal events, the detail design is committed to a test program that is responsive to Generic
Letter 89-10. GL 39-10 is an interface requirement listed in Table 1.8-22.

( tv
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QUESTION 210.52

Recent U% R operr. ting experience indicates that the isolation valves between the RCS and low pressure
interfacing systems may nct adequately protect against oserpressuritation oflow pressure systems.

For Af3WRs, pressure isolation valve instrumenpition and controls are provided to (1) prevent opening
shutdown cooling con actions to the vr.sselin any loop when the poo suction valve, discharge valve, or spray
valves are open in the same loop,(2) prw.nt opening the shutdown connections to and from the vessel
whenever the RCS pressure is abme the shutdown range,(3) awomatically close shutdown connections when
RCS pressuit rises above the shutdown rouge, and (4) prevent operation of shutdown suction vahes in the
event of a signal that the water inelin the reactor is low.

The APWR has been designed to minimize the possibility of an interfacing system LOCA in the following
ways. The ion pressure systems tiirectly interfacing with the RCS are designed wi:h 500 psig pipin,t whicb
provides for a rupture pressure of approximately 100 psig. In addition, the high/ low pressure motor-operated
ischtion valves have safety-grade, redundant pressure interlocks. Also, the motor operated emergercy core
cooling system (ECCS) valves will cnly be tested when the reac:ar is at low pre 3sure. All inboard check valvra
on the ECCS will be totaofe and have pos don indica. ion Additionally, design criteria used by GE require
that all pipe designed to 1/3 or greater of reactor pressure requires two malfunctions to occur before the pipc
would be subjceted to reactor system pressure. The pipe designed to leas than 1/3 reactor pressure requires a'
least three malfunctions before the pipe wculJ be subjected to reactor system pressure.

.Potiting

Since ABWR low pressure synems are desigeed only for 5U0 psig rather than the fcu RCS de<ign pressure
of 130 psig, the ABWR design should prmide (1) the capability for leak testing of the pressure isolation
valves, (2) vahe position indication that is available in the control room when isolation valve operators tre

'

deenergized and (3) high pressure alanns to warn control room aperators whcn rising RCS pressure
approaches the design pressure of attached low pressure systems and both isolation vaFes are net closed. It is
the staffs position that GE should confirm that the above design features are incorporated into the ABWR
design.

Gb96 was related to PWRs which considers the failure of the low pressure isolation vahes between the
RCS and RHR systcen in PWRs. The issues contained in GI 96 now are incorporated into GI.105. (19B.2.15)

RESPONSE 210.52

(1) The response for leak testmg cf reactar coolant pressure isolation valves is contained in the revised
Subsection 3.9.6

(2) All PlV's in RHR, HPCF, and RCIC systerns have positica ndication in the control room. The SLCi

system outboard vahe (motor-operated)is provided aith local as well as control room position indication.

(3) The RHP system " Low Pressure Flooder" (LpFL) hB!iow interface is provided with a high pressure
alarm at the downstream of the pump discharp Je. A rising reactor coolant pressure will trigger
the alarrn when it approaches the set point presseu ; s than the low pressure piping design pressme) and
both PlV's are open to pressurize the piping.

The RHR system " Shutdown Cooiing" (SDC) high/ low intcrface b. provided with a high pressure abrm
between the outbeard PIV and the pump suetion vahe. A rising reactor coolant pressure will trigger the
alarrn when it approaches the set point pressure (less than the piping design pressure) and toth PtV's aic
open to pressurize the piping.

O
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RESPONSE 252.16

(1,5,7) The response is contained in the changes to Subsection 19B.2.12.

(2,3,44) The response is an interface requiremem contained in the twiseci Subsection 19B.2.12.

QUEST)ON 260.4

Tbc ALWR Resolution Summary for issues LF1 and II.F.5 states:

(1) The designer Fhall idcclify 3ny structures, systems, or components (itur.5) that are not safe.y related but
for which prosisions beyorn normalindustry practice are judged to be needed to proside desired reliability and
availability.

(2) .At the same time, speciGe surveillance, maintenance provisions (appropriate for speciGc item and desired I

reliabilky and avaiLibility) shall be identiGed for those items.

The NiiC evaluation is that ALWRs should have a Rehability Program to ensure that the facility is
operated and raaintained within enveloping PRA assurnptions throughout its life. The NRC anticipales that
these new (Reliability P:ogram) requirements will effectively subsume the 1.F.1 and ll.F.5 issues and these
issues can be considered resolved.

The ABWR Resolution states:

(1) The ABWR application of quality system icq :;rements satisfies the ALWR resolution.
A
(j (2) An interfue requirement (Sec* ion 19B.3.1) is included to ensure that quality systera requirements will bc

provided during construction and operation.
,

|

| (3) Therefore, this issue is resolved for the ABWR,
t

REOUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORhiATION 1. It is not clear to the staff that the ABWR SSAR
des,:ribes how points 1 and 2 of the ALWR Resolution Summary (above) are te be seasficd. That is, how is
the ABWR designar identifying items for which provisions beyond normal industry practice are judged to be
needed? And how are specific surveillance / maintenance provisions being identined for those items? SSAR
Table 3.21 is used to shew the quality assurance that is applied to plant items. The table indicates that a
qaality assurance program meeting 10CFR50 Appendix B either does or does not apply, la some instances,

| where Appendix B does not apply, there is reference to a footnote regarding quality assurance. Such
references are neither wide-spread enough nor speciSc enough to really meet an objective of the classification'

system which is to assign appopriate Quality Control and Quality Assurance racasures.

| The SSAR should be clarified in this regard, er justification should be given for not doing so. For
| example footnote Y regarding quaUty assurance for non safety related Hre protection items shauld make its

clear that a quality assurance program meeting the guidance of Branch Technical Pesition CMEB 9.51
(NUREG-0800) will be applied to each such item. Similarly, for non-safety-related re active waste
er.nagement items. a footncte should make it clear thu a quality assurance program meeti:q a guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.'.43 will be applied during design and construction. The safety parametci display system

,

| (or its equivalent), though not safety.rclated, should have a quality assurance progran' beyond normal
industry practice applied, and this should be clear in Table 3.2-1. Generic Letter 85-06. 'Ouality Assurance,

'

Guidance for ATWS Equipmenn hat Is Not Safety Related,' is al o applicable. If GE has not already done
se, it should ascertain wh:ther there are other ABWR plant items within the scope of points 1 and 2 of the

/ ALWR Resolution summary (above) and revist. Tabie 3.2-1 accordingly if required Then the ABWR
C Resolution should reference Table 3.2-1 to show how GE has resolved TMI issues 1.F.L and II.F.5 for the

ABWR.(19B.2.1)

An endment 70 20MU
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RESPONSE 260.4

(1) Question

Ilow is the ABWR designer identifying items for which provisions beyond normalindustry practice are
judged to be needed?

(1) Response

Clarified as requested in responte to questions (3) through (9).

(2) Question

flow are specific surveillanec/ maintenance prmisions being identifie .1 for those items?

(2) Response

Clasified as sequested in respoxue to questiom (3) through (9).

(3) Question

Table 3.21 is use.1 to r. haw the quality assurance thst is applic> 10 p!ar.: items. The table i-dicates that a
quality assurance program meeting 10 CFR 50 Appendix B either does or does nct apply. In some instances,
where Appendix B does not apply, there is reference to a fomnote regarding quality assurance. Such
references are neither wide-spaeaJ enough or speciG: enough to really meet m ol9ctive o'the classifa. tion
sptem which is to assign appropria'e Quality Corarol and Qua!ity Assurance r .asures. The SSAR shoul.1 ' e1

dariGed in this regard, or jmtification should bc given for not doing so.

(3) Respouse

Table 3.2-1 footnott 'c' has been revised and wi:1 apply the new Y OA requimtuent to all NNS items as
indicated in Table 3.?- 1.

(4) Questf on

Footnote Y regarding quality assurance for non safety-re!ated fire pr.itection iterc.3 r,hould r ake it clear
that a quality assurauce program meeting the guidance of Branch Technicai Fc.sition CMED 9.5-1
(NUREG OS00) will tv app.ied to each such item.

(4 Response

Tabie 3.2-1 footnote T has been revised. (Footnote 'u' applies to other systems in addition to Fire
Protection, whereas Y applies only to the fire protection system.)

(5) Question

For non safety-related radioactive waste manapement items. a footnote should make it clear that a
quality assurance program meetmg the guidance of Regi.lstory Guide 1.143 will be applied during design and
construction.

(5) Response

Table 3.2-1 footnote 'p" has been revised.

AmeMment 17 MW


